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Foreword 

Since the dawn of powered flight, there has been debate about the uses 
of aviation in war. The air weapon could be, and has been, used for a vari
ety of missions: to gain control of the skies, to bomb an enemy's population 
or war-making resources, to support armies and navies in battle, to interdict 
the flow of men and materiel to the battlefield, for observation, reconnais
sance, the gathering of intelligence, to transport men and supplies, and for 
virt11ally every other aspect of modern combat. 

; One uf aviation's more unusual military applications occurred in 
Southeast Asia, where American and Vietnamese plattes sprayed large areas 
of Vietnam and Laos with herbicides in an effort to deny cover and conceal
met.t to the enemy, and to destroy his food supply. 

Herbicides, or weed-killing chemicals, had long been used in Am\!rican 
agriculture. After World War I, the military of various nations realized 
their potential for war and developed techniques to use them. Although the 
Italians had used lethal chemicals delivered from the air in Abyssinia in 
1936, the Allies and Axis in World War ll abstained from using the weapon 
either because of legal restrictions, or to avoid retaliation in kind. During 
the early 1950s, the British m1 a limited basis employed herbicides to destroy 
the crops of communist insurgents in Malaya. 

In 1961, President Ngo Dinh Diem of South Vietnam asked the U11ited 
states to conduct aerial herbicide spraying in his country. In August of that 
year, the South Vietname<;e Air Force initiated herbicide operatio11s with 
American help. But Diem's request launched a poli.-:y debate in the White 
House and the State and Deiense Departments. On one side were those who 
viewed herbicides as an economical and efficient means of stripping the Viet 
Cong of \heir jungle cover and foocl .. Others, however, dQubted the efi'~c
tivene!;5 of such a tactic and worried that such operations would both 
alienate friend!~· Vietnamese and expose the United StatE.s to charges of bar
barism for waging a form of chemical warfare. Both sides agreed upon the 
propaganda risks of the issue. At last, in November 1961, Presidt!nt 
Kennedy ~µproved the use of herbicides, but only as a iirniteC: experime:it 
requiring South Vietnamese participation and th~ missiou-by-mission ap
proval of the United States Embassy, the Military Assistance Command 
Vietnam, and South Vktnam's government. 

Operati0n Ranch Hand, the designation for the program, began in 
January 1962. Gradually limitations were relaxed and the spraying became 
more frequent, and coverecl larger areas. By the time it ended nine years 
later, some eighteen million gallons of chemicab had been s1->rayed on an 
estimated twenty percent of Soutl~ Vietnam's ·jungles, including thirty-six 
percent of its mangrove forests. The Air Force also carried out herbicide 
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operations in Laos from December 1965 to

1
Scpr.cmber I %9 with the permis-

sion of the Laotian government. / 
One of a series of books detailing .(he Air Force's involvement in the 

wa1 in Southeast Asia, this volume was/written by Major Wiiliat)l A. Buck
ingham, Jr., while assigned to the Offic~. of Air Force History. i;he author 
rightiy emphasizes that the Air Force servetklij_Jn instrument of national 
policy in conducting the herbicide spraying. Th?book is a model study of 
the process by which military policy was made in the Southeast Asia War. 
Major Buckingham relates the intense controversy, both within the govern
ment and amon3 the public, over the military, political, and ecological ef
fects of the program. He connects policy to the operations, showing how 
pressure from scientist::. and disagreements among government policy
makers and military leaders imposed limitations on the spraying program. 
He explores the technical difficulties in using herbicides: the right chemical 
agents had to be delivered in sufficient quantity lt the optimal time of the 
growing season, only against certain crops and categories of vegetation, and 
only in areas where the destruction provided harm to the enemy and no 
danger to friendly or neutral populations. Arni- Major Buckingham , pays 
tribute to the bravery of the Ranch Hanrl airmen who flew their planes '·'low 
and s!o~· over territory often heavily defended by the enemy. Remarkably, 
Ranch Hand's UC-123 Providers took more than seven thousand hits from 
ground fire, but lost only a ~!'!w crews and aircraft. Indeed, the most 
celel-tated of the planes, "Patcbes," survived over six-hundred hits. 

The Ranch Hand operation was unique in the history of American 
1lrms, and may remain so~

1

'..in April 1975, President Ford formally re
nounced the first use of herbicides by the United States iq future wars.~" As 
long as this policy stands(' Majo~uckingham writes, }c'no operation like 
Ranch Hand could happen ag~

1
in.' ··. 

RICHARD H. KOHN 
Chief, Office of Air Force History 
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I. The Development of a 
Military Herbicide Capability 

The problem of controlling insects in agriculture and forestry provided 
the initial spur for the development of the capability to deliver chemical 
sprays and powders from aircraft. Spraying poisonous liquids on. leaf-eating 
insect pests udng equipment located on the ground became accepted practice 
after World War I. Foresters used engine-driven pumps and, sometimes, 
thousan.:is of feet of hose to control moth infestations in tall trees, but high 
labor costs and the inability of spraying rigs to reach the treetops made this 
method unsatisfactory. An entomologist from Cleveland, C. R. Neillie, 
believing that airplanes could be used to dust a stand of trees, worked with 
the Army Air Service at McCook Field in Dayton to test the idea. 

The first experiments, on an infestation of sphinx caterpillars in a 
grove of catalpa trees near Troy, Ohio, were conducted on August 3, t<;:H 
Lt. John A. Macready piloted a converted Curtiss JN-6 over the grove. 
J. S. Houser, an experienced forest entomologist, rode in the passenger's 
compartment. As Lieutenant Macready flew the plane about 25 feet above 
the treetops at a speed of 80 miles pp-· :.our, Houser turned a crank on a 32 
gallon hopper attached to the right. side of the fuselage and filled with 
poison dust. The wind blew the resulting dense cloud of lead arsenate over 
and into the trees. The two men flew across the grove six times, each pass 
taking about nine seconds. Within two days it was obvious that this experi
ment had been a resounding success. Thousands of d~ad caterpillars were 
hanging fro.n the trees and lying on the ground. Observations six days after 
the dusting showed that 99 percent of the destructive caterpillars had been 
killed. Considering that the total time required to apply the dust from the 
air had been less than one minute, and comparing this with the time-con
suming and laborious ground spr&ying method, th~ airplane had clearly 
proved its worth as a delivery vehicle for agricultural chemicals. 

The success of this early aerial dusting experiment led to the use the fol
lowing year of the airplane to control leaf worms on cotton plants in Louisi
ana. Air Ser\'ice planes and pilots were also involved in these still experi
mental, but successful, spraying flights. The commercial potential of the 
new technoiogy was obvious, and, by 1924, civilian aerial crop dusting con
cerns were in existence. In 1927, commercial dusters treated about 500,000 
acres with insecticides. The early efforts using Air Service pilots and aircraft 
had proved the usefulness of the airplane for delivering chemicals, and ex
ploitation of this new tool was soon underway. 1 

Meanwhile, military interest in the airplane for spraying and dusting 
pmposes concentrated on chemical warfare applications. A study com
pleted in 1933 2 provides a good view of the thinking in the Air Corps during 
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Top photo: a crop duster over a Mississippi cotton 
field: center: the air suction hopper on this spray 
Plane of tne early twenties includes an -,utlet for 
discharging dust and a lever arm for opening and 
closing the feeder valve (the hopp11r lid is open); 
left Lt. John A Macready. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF CAPABlLITY 

this period. A primary assumption was that, in future wars, air forces 
would find chemicals to be attractive weapons, at least from a purely mili· 
tary standpoint. Compared with the other types of weapons carried by air· 
craft of the time, chemicals were highly destructive. Another forecast was 
that attack aviation, or what we today label tactical strike aircraft, would 
play the primary role in delivering chemicals by the spray method. 

The report maintained that the chemicals used would be of three types: 
lethal and non-lethal agents, screening smoke, and incendiaries. One idea 
set forth, which was later revived and tested in Southeast Asia, was to use 
incendiaries to set fires in dry, wooded areas. The authors also proposed 
using chemicals to deny the opposition the use of rear areas and lines of 
communication. While planning in the 1930s involved the use of lethal 
agents, the Air Force used herbicides in Southeast Asia to remove jungle 
cover for these identical purposes. 

By the 1930s the Air Corps had discovered the basic principles ot aerial 
chemical deliver) which would guide the use of herbicides in the 1960s. The 
techniques involved in carrying liquids in metal tanks aboard aircraft and 
discharging them through suitable nozzles were already well-established. 
Pilots had developed low-altitude delivery tactics, and they understood the 
effects of atmospheric convection, wind, and temperature on a spray mis
sion. Drills, tests, and exercises continued through the remaining interwar 
years, and the Air Corps was well-prepared to conduct this type of opera· 
tion when World War II began. 

While military aerial spray activities in the United States went no fur
ther than drafting plans and conducting exercises during this period, in 1936 
the Italian Air Force in Ethiopia used the airplane to deliver chemicals in 
combat. The use of gas during Italy's annex<i.tion of Abyssinia ,·esulted in 
much political and moral condemnation of the Italians. However con
demned, it was effective. One war correspondent maintained that S-81 
bombers of the Italian Air Force dropping a type of mustard gas powder 
halted the only real Ethiopian threat of the war and saved the Italians from 
disaster.' Haile Sela'lsie in his speech tLl the League of Nations maintained 
that: 

Special sprayers were installed on b.iard ;,.ircraft so they could vaporize over vast 
areas of territory a fine, death-dealing rain, Groups 0f 11ine, IS or 18 aircraft fol· 
lowed one another so that the fog issuing from them formed a continuous 
sheet. . , . These fearful tactic~ succeeded .... • 

( 

Disagreements arose over the extent of the Ita!ian effort and the iden-
tity of the chemicals used, but this episode nevertheless was a telling demon
stration of aerial delivery of chemicals in combat. 

During World War II, international legal restrictions and mutual re
straint on the part of participants in the conflict kept American aviators 
from employing their skills in the delivery of lethal chemical sprays. Ironi
cally, the spray equipment and flying techniques developed in the 1930s as 
part of thr Air Corps' most destructive weapons were used in the 1940s in 
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THE AIR FORCE AND HERBICIDES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 

the Pacific to save lives. Allied forces in the tropics c;:pcrienced high rates 
of infection from mosquito-spread diseases. In fact, the casualties attrib
uted to malaria and other insect-borne diseases exceeded those caused by 
enemy bullets. When the insecticide DDT was coupled with the proven 
spray capabilities of the airplane, a potent weapon was made available to 
use in fighting this menace.' 

World War II was also significant in providing background for the 
future events in Southeast Asia in that experiments were conducted in 
spraying defoliants from ail'craft for military purposes. Such experiments in 
1944 at Bayport and Marathon, Florida, at the direction of the Army Air 
Forces Board, tested the effectiveness of water solutions of zinc chloride 
and ammonium thiocyanate as defoliants of tropical vegetation. A-20 air
craft, carrying four standard 25-gallon M-10 tanks each, sprayed the test 
areas from altitudes of between 50 and 500 feet. Measurements were kept to 
determine the visibility of color changes produced in the vegetation by the 
spray, the increase in visibility within the forest as a result of defoliation, 
the change in the flammability of the foliage after treatment, and the 
amount of time needed for these effects to reach their maximum. 

The conclusions drawn from these tests were generally unfavorable to 
th~ widespread use of defoliants. Chemically induced color changes proved 
impractical for marking bomb lines in fluid tactical situations, because the 
g:ographical distribution of forces could change significantly in the mini
mum period of 24 hours the tests showed were needed for visible color 
changes to develop. The use of chemicals in removing jungle cover to in
crease visibility was considered equally impractical because of the five to 
seven days needed for any appreciable defoliation to occur. The tests also 
showed that neither ammonium thiocyanate nor zinc chloride would in
crease the flammability of jungle vegetation. However, the researchers did 
conclude that aerial chemical spray could be used to mark rendezvous 
points or navigational aids on the crowns of dense jungle forests when ap
propriate advance notice w:is available. The most important tactical appli
cation discussed in the 'Board's report was the use of aerial spray to kill or 
damage food crops grown by isolated Japanese units on Pacific islands. 
Aithough these World War 11 tests did not lead to any large-scale opera
tional program, it will be seen that the concerns expressed and the applica
tions investigated in 1944 were closely paralleled in South Vietnam. 6 

Because the tactical situation and the vegetation in Korea were not con
ducive to the use of aerially sprayed herbicides (although mosquito spraying 
took place there), the next armed conflict in which herbicides found signifi
cant use was the British campaign against communist guerrillas in Malaya, 
formally known as the Malayan Emergency. The Emergency lasted from 
about 1948 to about 1960, but the role of herbicides was important only 
after 1952-primarily in 1953 and 1954. During this period, the British used 
helicopters and, occasionally, fixed-wing aircraft to spray food crops in iso
lated gardens tended by the insurgents. However, the aerial spray effort was 
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only one part of a much largP.r program designed to restrict supplies of food 
which could be used to support the communist insurgents. Because of the 
effectiveness of the British food control program, the insurgents, by late 
1952, had been foiced to withdraw from populated areas into deep jungle to 
cultivate their own food. Food production became the determining factor 
affecting their ability to survive. 

In exploiting this situation, the British placed high priority on destroy
ing the insurgents' cultivation plots hidden in the jungle. Ground troops 
sometimes destroyed the plots, but such use of troops proved to be uneco
nomic. As a result, SSS, SS l, and Whirlwind helicopters were used to spray 
the gardens with herbicides. The technique generally followed was to have 
Auster reconnaissance aircraft spot the plots and mark ther.1, after which 
pairs of Hornets str:ifed the area to eliminate any ground resistance. The 
helicopters then descended over the plots and sprayed them with herbicides. 
At first, the British used sodium arsenite, but the danger it posed to the in
digenous population was politically unacceptable. The most effective spray 
was a mixture of trioxene and diesolene which both killed the crops and ren
dered the soil sterile for a time. 

As an indication of the level of intensity of these operations, in 1953, 
88 cultivation plots were destroyed, the result of 63 hours of helicopter time 
devoted to spray missions. The crop destruction helped make the insur
gents' jungle camps untenable, thereby forcing them to contact their sup
porters in the populated areas and increasing the chance that they would en
counter British forces. However, the lack of sufficient helicopters and other 
aircraft to adequately pursue the crop destruction mission in addidon to 
other tactical mission re4uirements, plus the difficulty in distinguishing in
surgents' plots from those of the general population, resulted in crop spray
ing operations being held in abeyance after about 1954.' 

In the United States, research and development in chemical herbicides 
was undertaken during the 1950s. A considerable amount of effort also 
went into improving the delivery equipment. In February, March, and April 
1950, anticrop aerial spray trials were conducted at Avon Park Air Force 
Base, Florida, to determine whether C-47s could effectively spray undiluted 
chemicals from hollow cone nozzles. Later that same year, B-17 and B-26 
aircraft conducted similar tests.• 

There was also a need for a large capacity spray system that B-29, 
B-50, and C-119 aircraft could carry. An engineering study completed in 
1952 laid the groundwork for the development of the MC-I "Hourglass" 
system. The nickname ref erred to the speed with which the system wao; later 
developed and produced. By 1958, it had become a standardized item in the 
Air Force inventory. 

Built by the Hayes Aircraft Corporation of Birmingham, Alabama, the 
MC-1 system included: a 1,000-gallon cylindrical aluminum tank insulated 
by a thick fiberglass blanket; a centrifugal pump; a control valve between 
the tank and the pump; a pipe assembly with fittings for six spray nozzles; 
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an opening for dumping the chemical contents in an emergency; an outlet 
for the connection of a recirculating and heating unit; and a dual set of con
trols and instruments. 9 The B-29 and B-50 could carry ::m MC-1 in each of 
their two bomb bays, and a C-119 could c~ry one MC-1. The Air Force 
eventually bought 100 units, placing them in storage, along with chemicals, 
at Spokane. They later became the basis for the spray equipment installed 
aboard the Ranch Hand C-123s. 10 

In June 1959 an experiment at Camp Drum, New York, proved the 
value of aerially dispensed herbicides in improving visibility for military op
erations. Sugar maple foliage there hampered observation of shell bursts on 
an artillery firing range and needed to be removed. As was often true later 
in Vietnam, ground access to the area was impossible, but in this case 
because of unexploded artillery rounds rather than enemy activity. The 
Army BiologiCal Warfare Laboratories sent Dr. James W. Brown, later in
volved in the earliest stage of the herbicide program in South Vietnam, to 
Camp Drum to assist in solving the problem. 

Surplus drums of butyl esters of 2,4-D and 1.,4,s-r• were obtained 
from the Air Force's original (1952) stock. Camp Drum personnel then de
vised an experimental spray system for use in an H-21 helicopter. Their sys
tem consisted of two SS-gallon stainless steel tanks; a gasoline engine driven 
pump; and a 23-foot spray boom with 24 nozzles. The H-21 sprayed a 1 : 1 
mixture of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T on the offending vegetation from 25 to 75 
feet above the treetops at an airspeed of about 30 miles per hour. The depo
sition rate achieved was slightly more than one half-gallon per acre. The 
spray caused the desired effects, but not immediately. The dried leaves be
gan to fall one month later. 11 

While research went on elsewhere to develop anticrop chemii::als and 
aerial delivery techniques, a unit at Langley Air Force Base, Virginia, was 
compiling an extensive record of operational spray missions-dispensing in
secticides rather than herbicides. This unit, the Special Aerial Spray Flight 
(SASF) of the Tactical A,ir Command (TAC), later provided the aircraft 
arid trained spray crews for the initial defoliation operations in South 
Vietnam. 

The Special Aerial Spray Flight's origin can be traced to the successful 
antimosquito spray operations in the closing months of World War II. 
After the war ended, the IX Troop Carrier Command acquired the opera~ 
tional spray mission, and the Air Force became responsible for aerial spray
ing when it became a separate ser1ice in 1947. In January 1948, the Special 
DDT Flight, as it was then known, was transferred to Langley AFB. During 
the next twelve years, the Special Aerial Spray Flight, a name it acquired in 
1951, experienced many changes in its organizational assignments, but 
Langley continued to be its home base. For much of this ~ime, the Special 

•see Appendix I, p. 195, for a discussion of these and other herbicides. 
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DEVl'.lLOPMENT OF CAPABILITY 

Aeiial Spray Flight was not a unit in the normal sense-there was no perma
nent organization, just a collection of personnel authorizations which dif
ferent people filled each ·,iear to undertake the seasonal spray missions. 
Under these circumstances, retention of experienced pilots with the neces
sary, highly specialized skills was a continual problem. 

Operationally, in the fifteen yea.rs following World War II, the Special 
Aerial Spray :t<1ight and its predecessors sprayed 69 different government in
stallations while flying approximately l ,200 insecticide missions, largely in 
the eastern United States. In addition to the nonnal insect control activity, 
the spray planes flew special missions in times of disaster and for the pur
pose of testing new insecticides and equipment. The flight was called into 
service to combat plagues of grasshoppers in Kearney, Nebraska, and infes
tations of black flies in Maine. It also sprayed flies breeding on thousands 
of acres of dead fish killed by red tides along the Florida coast. The flight 
also participated in chemical and biological warfare research and flew sev
eral missions in 1951 in cooperaton with the Biological Warfare Center at 
Camp Detrick, Maryland. 

Three C-47 aircraft were assigned to the spray mission in 1946, and the 
Special Aerial Spray Flight used these same planes through 1960. The only 
additional aircraft assigned to the unit in fourteen years were three single
engine L-20 Beavers. The equipment.allocated to the Special Aerial Spray 
Flight gives some indication of the relatively low priority the Air Force 
assigned to the spray mission during most of the pre-Vietnam period. 12 

Despite the low priority, by 1959 efforts were underway to acquire 
spray-equipped C-123s. The need for that aircraft became.even more urgent 
in 1960 when the possibility arose that the Special Aerial Spray Flight might 
go out of business with the proposed elimination of C-47s and L-20s from 
the Air Force inventory. A severe shortage of spare parts for these aircraft 
already existed. In light of the t:ituation, a prelimina.ry planning conference 
was convened at Langley on August 16, 1960 to discuss acquiring and 
equipping of C-123s. Representatives from T.\C, the Army, Navy, and 
U.S. Department of Agriculture attended. Capt. Carl W. Marshall, the 
Officer in Charge of the Special Aerial Spray Plight, who was later to com
mar.d the first Rar.ch Hand detachment, chaired the conference. He pro
posed that the C-123 be l!lOdified to riispense both liquid and granular in
secticides. The MC-1 spray system, team~d with the Navy's HIDAL 
(Helicopter ln£:ecticide Dispersal Appa:= itus, Liquid) booms, could dispense 
liquid insecticides. A 10,000-pound-capacity hopper with a gravity feeding 
system and commercial spreaders could handle granular insecticides. 
However, with the knowledge that C-123s were in short supply, and that 
very comptete justification would be requi.red to reassign any to the aerial 
spray mission, the conferees concluded that only one C-123 should be ob
tained on a temporary basis to test both the E1iuid and the granular systems. 
If these tests proved successful, the group supponed modification of three 
aircraft. 
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This planning conference had concerned itself almost entirely with the 
C-123 as a dispenser of insecticides. Only one brief mention was made of 
another possible requirement which was later to be far more important. 
Captain Marshall at one point said that the aerial spray system installed on 
the C-123 should also be ahle to deliver biological and chemical warfare de
contaminants and neutralizers, and vegetation control chemicals. These ad
ditional capabilities, however, should not redul!e the system's capability to 
spray insecticides. Almost a year after the conference, the deteriorating situ
ation in South Vietnam caused the modified C-123's secondary capability 
to deliver herbicides to become very important to officials at the highest 
levels of the American government. 1 3 
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II. The Decision to Send 
Spray-Equipped C-123s 

to South Vietnam 

The question of what to do about Vietnam wa~ waiting for President 
Kennedy's attention when he took office on January 20, 1%1. 1 Worried 
cables had been flowing between Saigon and Wru.hington for a year or so, 
but no sense of urgency had yet developed. For the previous eight months, a 
Counterinsurgency Plan for South Vietnam had been percolating through 
the Washington bureaucracy, and, after just one week in office, President 
Kennedy approved it. The plan offered to add some $42 million to the cur
rent $220 million U.S. aid program for Vietnam to enable enlargement of 
the South Vietnamese military forces. In return, South Vietnamese Pred
dent Ngo Dinh Diem was asked to ~onsolidate his military chain of com
mand and to institute certain civic reforms. An underlying assumption of 
the plan was that if Diem would take the needed corrective civic measures 
and build adequate military forces, then the South Vietnamese govemment 
would have the potential to handle the threat posed l:>y the Viet Cong. 

The Counterinsurgency Plan soon ran into trouble as President Diem 
delayed the implementation of his side of the bargain in a pattern of inac
tion he was to repeat often during the remwning 33 ~onths of his rule. The 
Joint Chiefs of Staff and the American military mission in Saigon were anx
ious to see the war against the Viet Cong accelerated, but Washington with
held its approval of increased American ai<l as long as Diem stalled. Despite 
these troubles with Diem, some elements of the American government and 
military le~dership felt that the time to act against the Viet C'ong in South 
Vietnam had come, that &ny further delay might threaten the eventual sur
vival of a non-communis~ South Vietnam. Consequently, tb.e Kennedy Ad
ministration developed plans and made many important decisio11s concerr.
ing Vietnam during its first year. 

The series of e•1ents which led to the decision to send C-l23s to South 
Vietnam to sprny herbicides seems to have begun on April 12, 1%1. On that 
date, Walt W. Rostow. a foreign affairs advisor to President Kennedy. for~ 
warded a memo on Vietnam to the President. 1 He proposed a high-level 
meeting in the near future to consider "gearing up" the whole Vietnam 
operation as elections there had recently been held, and President Diem 
should therefore be free to undertake th~ reforms proposed earlier. Nine 
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specific courses of action were mentioned in his memo. The fifth oue rec
ommended that a military hardware research and development team go to 
Vietnam to work with the chief of the U.S. Military Assistance Advisory 
Group (MAAG), Anny Lt. Gen. Lionel C. McGarr, in exploring the useful
ness there of various "techniques and gadgets" then available or under de
velopment. Aerial defoliation later became one of these unspecified "tech
niques and gadgets." 

Later that same month, Roswell L. Gilpatric, Deputy Secretary of De· 
fense, submitted a memorandum to President Kennedy which contained the 
proposals of an interdepartmental task force. 1 These proposals comprised a 
multifaceted program designed to prevent a Viet Cong victory in South 
Vietnam. Among the military actions recommended was one to" ... assist 
the G.V.N. [Government of (South) Vietnam] to establish a Cotnbat Devel· 
op.11ent and Test Center in South Vietnam to develop, with the help of 
modern technology, new techniques for use against Viet Cong forces." 
President Kennedy approved this recommendation and several other quite 
timited military proposals contained in the task force report at a National 
Security Council (NSC) meeting on April 29. 

Shortly thereafter, the President decided to send Vice President Lyn
don B. Johnson to reassure U.S. allies in Southeast Asia. The Vice Pres
ident was also to personally deliver a letter to President Diem.• The letter, 
signed by the President on May 8, discussed Administration concern about 
events in Vietnam and the possibilities of an expanded joint U .S.-South 
Vietnamese program of ~.ction built on the existing Counterinsurgency 
Plan. Specific military measures listed in the letter as being in addition to 
actions in the Counterinsurgency Plan included augmenting the American 
personnel assigned to the MAAG; providing material support to the Viet
namese Navy's Junk Force assigned to suppress clandestine supply and 
infiltration by sea; jointly developing methods to control infiltration across 
South Vietnam's land borders; and establishing a facility to develop and test 
new, modern, techniques to assist in the anti-communist campaign. The let
ter also dealt with joint political and economic efforts, and closed with ~n 
expression of confidence in the ability of the South Vietnamese to handle 
the situation. 

Three days later, at the May 11 meeting of the National Security Coun
cil, President Kennedy made and reaffirmed several decisions of long range 
impact. The U.S. objective in Sot;th Vietnam was to: 

... prevent Com.nunist domination of South Vietnam; to create in that country 
a viable and increasingly democratic society, and to initiat~, on an accelerated 
basis, a series of mutually supporting actions of a military, political, economic, 
psychological and covert character designed to achieve this objective.' 

The President confirmed the specific military actions previously ap
proved at the NSC meeting on April 29 and approved five additional actions 
.he deemed necessary because of the increased security threat resulting: from 
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events in Laos which made that country's border with South Vietnam less 
secure. Defoliation eventually came to be associated with the first two of 
these actions: 

(I) Assist the G.V.N. armed forces to increase their border patrol and in
surgency suppression capabilities by establishing an effective border intelligence 
and patrol system, by instituting regular aerial surveillance over the entire fron
tier area, and by applying modern technological area-denial techniques to con
trol the roads and trails alC'lng Vietnam's borders .... 

(2) Assist the G. V.N. to establist> ,- onihat Development and Test Certcr 
in South Vietnam to develop, with tht 1te1p of modern technology, new lechni· 
ques for use against the Viet Cong forces.• 

These two proposals, included in President Kennedy's May 8 letter, were ac
cepted by President Diem-publicly in a joint communique with Vice Presi
dent Johnson on May 13 and privately in a letter to Kennedy dated May 15.

1 

After the NSC meeting of May 11, the focus of action on border Mn
trol and the exploitation of technology in counterinsurgency shifted from 
:he White House to subordinate levels of the bureaucracy. On May 16, the 
Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E) was requested to 
initiate planning to send a team, at the earliest possible time, to assist the 
Vietnamese Armed Forces in empjoying new techniques and devices applic
able to the guerrilla struggle in which they were engaged. The team was to 
be assigned to the Chief, MAAG Vietnam, on temporary duty and was to 
assist the Vietnamese in establishing a Combat Development and Test Cen
ter (CDTC). The mission of this group of experts was: 

... to acquire directly, develop and/or test novel and improved weapons and 
military hardware for ..?mployment in the Inda-Chinese environment, subject to 
political-psychological restrictions (s•1ch as those imposed by Communist claims 
of U.S. biological \;arfare in Korea).' 

By July, thinking had progressed from general concepts of "techniques 
and gadgets" to specific proposals, including the use of defoliants. A report 
on developments as of July 10, 1961 stated that one research and develop
ment team had given attention to the problem of more effectively control
ling South Vietnam's borders against unfriendly elements. This team con
sidered using chemical plant killers for clearing "fire breaks" along the 
borders. 9 Also during the week ending July 10, defoliation chemicals had 
been shipped to Saigon for tests by the newly established Combat Develop
ment and Test Center. A few days later, another report stated that " ... all 
components needed for an extensive defoliation test are now enroute to 
Saigon." 1 0 

A South Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) H-34 helicopter equipped with 
a HIDAL spray system flew the first defoliation test mission in South Viet
nam along a road north of Kontum on August 10, 1961. Exactly two weeks 
later, a VNAF C-47 flew the first fixed-wing spray mission. Both missions 
dispersed the herbicide Dinoxol. President Diem personally selected the 
target for the C-47 mission on August 24. It consisted of a four-kilometer 
stretch of Route 13 about 80 km north of Saigon near the village of Chon 
Thanh. The Special Aerial Spray Flight provided the spray equipment used 
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Top: Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson with President Ngo Dinh Diem; bottom, I. to r: Ambassador 
Frederick Nolting, Jr., Gen. Paul D. Harkins, COMUSMACV, and Lt. Gen. Lloni:tl C. McGarr, CHMAAGV, 
in Saigon. 
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in the VNAF C-47 and also sent TSgt Leon 0. Roe to South Vietnam to as
semble and ir..~tall it. Capt. Mario D. Cadori, an experienced spray pilot 
formerly assigned to the SASF but at that time serving in the Pacific Air 
Forces (P ACAF) area, was sent to train the South Vietnamese pilots who flew 
this and other C-47 test missions in low-altitude spray techniques. Although 
American evaluations of the results of this particular test were disappointing, 
President Diem was reportedly impressed by the overall results of the tests. 
He remained thereafter a r~aunch supporter of the defoliation program. 11 

Within a few weeks of the first test, President Diem discussed the use 
of herbicides with a different type of target in mind. On September 29, 
1961, at Independence Palace in Saigon, Diem and his advisors met with an 
American delegation which included Ambassador Frederick E. Nolting; 
General McGarr, chief of MAAG, Vietnam (CHMAAGV); and Adm. 
Harry D. Felt, Commander in Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC). Their discussion 
covered a wide range of issues, and towards the end h turned to the question 
of Viet Cong crops. President Diem expressed concern about there being 
large areas in the remote regions of his country where the Viet Cong had 
forced Montagnards to clear land and plant rice. Within about a month, he 
said, there would be a considerable amount of food for the enemy to har
vest. He therefore proposed that immediate efforts should be made to 
destroy these crops before they could be harvested. Diem stated that he had 
heard of a "powder" which could be used to destroy the rice, but that Presi
dent Kennedy would first have to authorize its use. Afi.er some discussion it 
was concluded that Diem's advii-ors had confused an available defoliant 
with other, more powerful, substances which probably fell into the closely& 
controlled area of chemical, biological, and radiological (CBR) weapons. 
Nevertheless, Diem stated that he did not care what was used as long as the 
Viet Cong could be denied access to the crops in these remote areas. 12 The 
meeting ended without any commitment from the American representatives 
about this matter. 13 

The situation in South Vietnam again came to the forefront in Wash
ington in the fall of 1961. Although the official reports of "progress" in 
Vietnam at the beginning of this period were not pessimistic, there was an 
air of bleakness in the unofficial communications channels. Theodore H. 
White wrote the White House in August that the situation was getting worse 
week by week and that Diem's government suffered from a formidable po
litical breakdown. He also reported that the Viet Cong controlled almost all 
of the southern Mekong Delta region and that h~ could find no American 
who would drive :1im outside Saigon, even by day, without a military escort. 
White's bleak assessment was confirmed when the number cf guerrilla 
attacks tripled in September. That month also saw morale in Saigon shat
tered by the seizure of Phuoc Thanh, a provincial capital only 55 miles 
away. The Viet Cong controlled the town for several hours, publicly be
headed the province chief, and left before Diem's troops could arrive. This 
deteriorating, or, at best, stagnating situation led to another round of high
levcl decision-making on Vietnam. 

13 
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On October 10, a paper entitled "Concept of Intervention in Vietnam" 
was discussed at a meeting attended by both the Secretaries of State and 
Defense.1' The main thrust of the paper, drafted mainly by Deputy Under
secretary of State Alexis Johnson, presented a concept for introducing 
United States forces into South Vietnam, preferably under a Southeast Asia 
Treaty Organization or United Nations umbrella, possibly in conjunction 
with a similar military intervention in Laos. The military objective of such a 
move would be to secure South Vietnam's borders against the infiltration of 
men and supplies from Nonh Vietnam, a mission a force of 22,800 men 
could handle. However, a supplemental note to the paper issued the next 
day postulated that "cleaning up" the Viet Cong threat would require 
about 40,000 U.S. troops, and as many as 128,000 might be needed if Nonh 
Vietnam and China ovenly intervened. Defoliation operations were one of 
several proposed supplemental actions which could be carrie<l out rit;ht 
away while a decision was pending on the major issue of committing large 
numbers of combat troops. The original Johnson paper proposed that U.S. 
aircraft be used to conduct a 11 major defoliant spray program in South Viet
nam," although the aircraft would carry South Vietnamese markings and 
the pilots would wear civilian clothes. A supplemental note, dated October 
11, phrased the defoliation proposal somewhat differently: 

Carry out defoliant spray operations, using hired commercial planes and pilots 
(CIA). These operations would initially be experimental, designed to prove out 
and further develop the capability to use defoliant sprays to clear off jungle 
access routes. " 

An Cctober 11 National Security Council meeting with President Ken
nedy also dealt with the Johnson paper. According to the recollection of 
one of those in attendance, the oniy immediate action approved by Presi
dent Kennedy was the sending of the Air Force's "Juug)e Jim" counterin
surgency squadron ~o South Vietnam to carry out a training mission under 
the MAAG. The President deferred a decision on the major question of 
sending largt: numbers of American troops to South Vietnam as weU as on 
the other alternatives, including defoliation. Instead, President Kennedy 
decided to send a deiegation headed by Gen. Maxwell Taylor to Saigon to 
investigate the political and military alternative actions. He also directed the 
State Depanment to undertake related diplomatic effons. 16 

Meanwhile, the proposal to conduct a major defoliation operation was 
being more fuUy developed. As early as September 23, a joint State-Defense 
message had stated that emergency actions were needed to surport the Diem 
government and suggesLed that defoliants for an operational program be in
cluded in a list of items to be delivered without delay. 11 The Combat 
Development and Test Center deveioped a massive operational program at 
about the same time on the basis of favorable results from tests on manioc 
and on jungle foliage. The plan had four goals: 

14 
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b. Defoliating a portion of the Mekong Delta area known as "Zone D" in 
which the Viet Cong have numerous bases; 

c. Destroying numerous abandoned manioc groves which the Viet Cong use 
as food sources; 

d. Destroying mangrove swamps within which the Viet Cong take refuge. 

And it was to be conducted in two phases: 

PHASE I: Defoliate wilhin 30 days twenty pl.!rcent of Zone D and adjacent 
Cambc>dian border, manioc groves and mangrove ~wamps. 

PHASE II: In ninety days aftei completion of Phase I, def-:>liatc remaining 
eighty percent of area D, the entire border, remaining manioc grove~ and 
mangrove swamp~ in Viet Cong dominated areas. 

Counting both phases, this proposal envisioned the defoliation of 31,250 
square miles of jungle, an area equivalent to about half of South Vietnam! 
In 11ddition, the proposal called for spraying 1, 125 square miles of mar.
grove swamps and 312.5 square miles of manioc. 

The projected cost of the CDTC proposal-$75 to $8::> million-and 
the fact th;it it would have consumed chemicals at a rate which would have 
exceeded the existing manufacturing capacity in the U.S. pointed up its ex
cessive scope.• The proposal suggested that the spraying could be done by 
six C-47 aircraft with crews, maintenance personnel, and spray rigs pro
vided by the U.S. Air Force, plus four Army helicopters and a number of 
grnund-based spray units. The plan also called fer the defoliated areas to be 
burned where they were sufficiently dry, an action which would facilitate 
their later use as farmland. The proposal cautioned, however, that the 
defoliation program would only be of value in hdping to defeat the Viet 
Cong if it were accompanied by a vastly increased Army of the Rep1.1blic of 
Vietnam (ARVN) offensive effort to exploit the resulto;. The planners also 
recognized that such a program could expose the United States to charges of 
conducting chemical or biological warfare. 11 

Another suggested defoliation program of lesser scope devised by 
American officials in Saigon replaced the massive CDTC program a few 
days later. 19 This more limited plan consisted of three sequential programs. 
Phase I, to begin within twe'lty days, would spray 334.5 square miles of 
manioc and rice crops with 2,4,5-T and cacodylic acid. The second phase 
would begin within 65 days, last about thirty days and defoliate 200 square 
miles of jungle in Zone D with 2,4-D and 2,4,S-T. This second phao;e would 
be coordinated with militRrY actions. During Phase lll, certain unspecified 
border areas would be selectively defoliated. The overall cost of the revised 
program was estimated at $4 million to $6.S million, less than a tenth of the 

"Brown maintains that the excessive size and cost of this proposal may have been due to an 
e.·rof in arithmetic or in message transmission. See Rprt, Dr. J.W. Brown, U.S. Army Chemi
cal Corps Biolotical Laboratories, subj: "Vegetational Spray Tests in South Vietnam, Supple
ment," April 1962, p 68. 
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cost of the original proposal. The proposal for the reduced program also in
dicated shortcomings in the use of C-47 aircraft for disseminating 
defoliants, and stated that aircraft in the United States (presumably, 
C-123s) could be equipped with the MC-1 spray system within a few weeks 
if sufficient priority were assigned to the task. 20 

In a memorandum dated November 3, 1961, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
recommended to the Secretary of Defense, Robert S. McNamara, that Ad
miral Felt be authoriz~d to implement the limited, three-phased defoliation 
plan. The JCS memorandum also stated that these operations should be 
carried out " . . . in conjunction with fully coordinated attacks on Viet 
Cong forces." The Chiefs advised caution, however, 011 crop destruction: 

3. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are of the opinion that in conducting aerial de· 
foliant operations against abandoned manioc (tapioca) groves or other food 
growing areas, care must be taken to assure that the United States does not be
come the target for charges of employing chemical or biological warfare. Inter
national repercussions against the United States could be most serious. In this 
connection, it is recommended that the operations be covered concurrently \\"ith 
a publicity campaign as outlined by Task Force Vietnam in Saigon." 

This last recommendation may have reflected doubt on the part of Gen. 
Lyman L. Lemnitzer, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, over the 
value of a crop destruction operation in Vietnam. ThP. previous month, he 
had written Gen. M!Uwell Taylor, ·military advisor to President Kennedy, 
and cautioned him against drawing too many parallels between the British 
experience in Malaya and the situation facing the Diem government in 
South Vietnam. He pointed out that food had been scarce in Malaya, and 
this haJ made the British food denial program an important. and readily 
usable W\!apon. General Lemnitzer contrasted this with the relative plenty in 
South Vietnam, thereby questioning the wisdom of conducting a food 
denial campaign there. 22 

Secretary McNamara responded to the recommendations of the Joint 
Chiefs on November 7. He, too, was concerned about the po~c;ibility of an 
adverse propaganda impact, but he did not limit his concern to the food 
denial phase. He stated that the American Embassy in Saigon had be~n 
asked to comment on the possibility of persuading President Diem to 
assume responsibility for the proposed program and t~ issue an explicit 
public statement which would include the assertion, believed at that time, 
that the spray would not be harmful to livestock or humans. Pending the 
solution to this problem of defending the defoliation program against 
adverse proµaganda, Secretary McNamara said that he could not decide 
whether or not to carry it out. He did, however, recognize the restraints im
posed by time on any attempt to attack the fast-maturing Viet Cong crops. 
Accordingly, to preserve his options, Secretary McNamara directed the Air 
Force u • • • to provide, on a priority basis, the required aircraft, person
nel, and chemicals." He assigned operational coatrol of the project to 
CINCPAC.H 
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DECISION TO SEND SPRAY C-123s TO VIETNAM 

One week later, William P. Bundy, Acting Assistant Secretary of De· 
fense for International Security Affairs, forwarded a memorandum to Sec
retary McNamara on the defoliation question which summarized recent 
developments and further examined the rationale for the program. In de· 
scribing the food denial aspect of the proposal, Bundy stated that the actual 
spraying for this phase would be carried out l>y Vietnamese helicopters and 
personnel, although the ust: of U.S. Marine helicopters from Okinawa or 
Japan was still under consideration. Air Force C-123s would undertake the 
other two phases involving the removal of jungle cover. The Tactical Air 
Command had been notified on Novembe:r 9 to modify six C-123s for 
spraying purposes and hact been directed to send the planes to Southeast 
Asia to join the Jungle Jim unit already in South Vietnam. Bundy also 
rt:ported that the Air Force had procured, from the Army, the chemicals re
quired for the first phase of the operation and that they were being flown to 
Vietnam. Ships would transport the chemicals for subsequent phases. In ad
dition, spray rigs for u~e on VNAF H-34 hdicopters had been requested 
from CINCPAC resources; they would be available within one week. 
Bundy confirmed that Admiral Felt had assumed operational control of 
defoliant operations in accordance with McNamara's directive and had, in 
turn, delegated planning and coordinating responsibility to the Chief, 
MAAG Vietnam. 

Bundy also outlined the various favorable and unfavorable aspects of 
the proposed defoliation program in more detail. On the plus side, he noted 
that U.S. diplomatic and military representatives in South Vil.!tnam had 
recommended approval without reservation. In addition, preliminary tests 
were favorable, and approval would comply with President Diem's wishes. 
The negative aspects included the distinct probability that the North Viet
namese would exploit propaganda aspects of a defoliation program by mak
ing charges of chemical or biological warfare. Bundy also pointed out that 
for the plan to produce any military benefits, the South Vietnamese would 
have to orovide ground troops and a coordinated plan to use them. In con
clusion, Bundy stated that from the military standpoint, the program 
should be approved. However, in light of the political and psychological 
warfare risks involved, he recommended that President Kennedy be asked 
to give the final clearance.~· 

As William Bundy h~ci suggested, the defoliation proposal was sent to 
President Kennedy for a final determination. In making his decision, the 
President had before him the written recommendations of both the Depart
nients of State and Defense. The Deputy Secretary of Defense, Roswell L. 
Gilpatric, presented the Defense Department's position. He repeated most 
of th: arguments which Bundy set forth but developed tbem more fully. He 
emphasized to the President that the proposed defoliation program would 
incorporate discriminative target selection and mi:;sion execution. He was, 
however, more con.::emed than Bundy with the political warfare aspects of 
the pmblem. He reported to the President that Radio Hanoi had annollnced 
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Top: C-1238 at Hickam AFB, await deployment to Vietnam for defoliation activities; bottom: 
crewmemt:ers board a C-123 Ranch Hand aircraft. 
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Top: Sec. Robert S. McNamara, Gen. Lyman L. Lomnltzer (3d from right), Gen. Paul D. Harkins, visit 
Americans In Vietnam, May 9, 1962: bottom: Fei1chlld C-123s. 
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on November 6 that the South Vietnamese had used ''poison gas" on the 
rke crop near Tay Ninh, making peorile ut. Gilpatric conceded that killing 
crops in the remote areas of So'Jth Vietnam inhabited by Montagnards 
mac!e sense militarily, but he was concerned about the possible effects on 
Montagnard attitudes and worried that " . . . the use of chemicals to 
destroy. food supplies is perhaps the worst application in the eyes of the 
world.,, Another shortcoming was that Diem had no known plans to re
settle the Montagnards. However, Gilpatric calculated that a crop destruc
tion program could have a net favorable effect and the public relations dif
ficulties could be mitigated if the problem of resettling and feeding the 
Montagnards could be solved. 

Gilpatric likewise had substantial reservations about using defoliants in 
a major effort to clear Zone D near Saigon and to control South Vietnam's 
borders. His concern in both cases stemmed from a lack of confidence in 
the ARVN's capability to exploit the defoliation missions with ground ac
tion, without wt:.ich defoliation alone would be of little or no value. In re
gard to the mounting of an organized ground attack in Zone D, he said 
11

• • it seems clear that it would be a stern test of Vietnamese capabilities 
and probably beyond what they could attempt in the present state of morale 
and ortanization." Similarly, concerning border control he stated, "Mere 
clearint will not accomplish a great deal, unless we are ready with 
helicopters and/or border patrol forces to patrol the areas and do a job." 
Both of these proposals for the use of defoliants, in Gilpatric's view, should 
be delayed pending the development of realistic plans along with the 
demonstration of a willingness and ability on the part of the South Viet
nam~se to properly exploit these aspects of the defoliation program. 

The one proposed use of defoliants about which Gilpatric expressed an 
unreservedly positive view to th~ President was the clearing of key routes. 
He noted that such clearing would forestall ambushes and allow freer move
ment on transportation arte1ies and that this use of defoliants would not be 
substantially different from what was already being done in clearing rights 
of way in the United States. Gilpatric's view was that using defoliants on a 
:nodest basis to clear vegetation away from roads, railroads, and canals 
would be a desirable first use and a low-risk method for testing world reac-
t.ion. 

A significant and unresolved issue which Secretary Gilpatric described 
for the President concerned the markings to be carried on the defoliation air
craft and the nationality of the crews which would fly them. He noted again 
that !he food denial operations could be carried out by South Vietnamese air
craft and crews but that the other mii;sions would have to be flown by some
one else. A pos.sibility he mentiom:d was placing South Vietnamese markings 
on the air.:raft (presumably Air Force C-123s) and having them flown by 
"coven" aircrews. Because of the nature of the aircraft, however, he did not 
feel that such measures would effectively disguise the U.S. role in the opera
tion. He therefore reconunend.ed ag~st the covert approach. 
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In his summary, Secretary Gilpatric presented to President Kennedy 
the Department of Defense view that there were two possible alternative 
decisions: 

a. To avoid the use of this material wholly on grounds of net adverse local 
reaction, and particularly of worldwide disapproval. On this, we have no clear 
;udgment, since it depends on factors that can best be assessed by the Depart
ment of State. 

b. To go ahead with a selective and carefully contml!d program starting 
with the clearance of key routes, proceed'.ng thereafter 10 food denial only if the 
most careful basis of resettlement and alternative food supply h:.s been created, 
and holding Zone D and the border areas until we have realistic possibilities of 
immediate military exploitation. 

The Department of Defense preferred the second option. Gilpatric also em
phasized his '1epartment1s view that the use of defoliants should be closely 
controlled by Washington with "careful prior ~onsideration and authoriza
tion" of the operational plans developed by CINCPAC and U.S. repre
sentatives in Saigon. 21 

Secretary of State Dean Rusk expiessed the State Department's views 
on defoliation, and they were generally in agreement with Gilpatric's 
memorandum. Secretary Rusk told the President, "The use of defoliant 
does not violate any rule of international law concerning the conduct of 
chemical warfare and is an accepted tactic of w~." He cited the 
British crop-spraying operations in Malaya as a precedent. However, he 
warned that the United States would probably become the target of an in
tense "germ warfare" campaign initiated by communist nations, and, 
perhaps, echoed by some neutral countries. Nevenheless, Rusk expressed 
the view that: 

... successful plant-killing operations in Viet-Nam, carefully coordinated with 
and incidental to larger operations, can be of substantial assistance in the control 
and defeat of the Viet Cong. 

Accordingly, Secre~ary Rusk seconded Gilpatric's recommendation for a 
limited initial defoliation program restricted to transportation routes, with 
close control and supervision retained in Washington. 26 

President Kennedy accepted the join~ recommendation of the Depart
ments of State and Defense on November 30, 1961. His decision was 
straightforward and followed very closely the views of Gilpatric and Rusk: 

The Preside"t has approved the recommendation of the Secretary of State 
and the Deputy ~ecretary of Defense to participate in a selective and carefully 
controlled Joint program of defoliant operations in Viet Nam starting with the 
clearance of key routes and proceeding thereafter to food denial only if the most 
careflll basis of resettlement and alternative food supply has been created. 
Operations in Zone D and the border areas shall not be undertaken until there 
are realistic possibilities of immediate military exploitation. 

The President flirt:1er agreed that there snould be careful prior considera
tion and authorization by Washington of any plans developed by CINCPAC and 
the country team under this authority before such plans are executed." 

......... 
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THE AIR FORCE AND HERBICIDES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 

President Kennedy had committed the United States to a course of action 
which led to the extensive Ranch Hand defoliation and crop destruction 
operation in Southeast Asia. 

At the time of his decision, Vietnam was by no means the most critical 
foreign and military policy problem facing President Kennedy's still-new 
administration. During the summer of 1961 the Soviet Union had 
precipitated a s·:·~inus confrontation over continued Western presence in 
Berlin and affirmed an intention to unilaterally abrogate all Western fights 
there. The United States' response to this challenge included increasing 
draft calls, extending the tours of duty of servicemen, and calling up re
serves. As a result, U.S. conventional forces were stretched thin. The 
Soviets had also unilaterelly resumed atmospheric nuclear tests at the same 
time negotiations were underway to reach an agreement banning such tests. 
And, during April, when many important decisions involving Vietnam were 
being made, the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba was failing. 

The situation in Laos was equally troubling. The pro-Western faction 
there, supported by the United States, suffered serious setbacks at the har.ds 
of Laotian forces supported by the Soviet Union. The United States almost 
sent troops into Laos in 1961, and many of the important decisions of that 
year regarding South Vietnam were made in light of, and, to some extent, in 
respcnse to the more serious situation in Laos. 

Even limiting the focus to South Vietnam, defoliation was a relatively 
minor issue in 1961. Much weightier options were under consideration. Just 
a few days before President Kennedy decided to use herbicides, he had 
faced a crucial decision on the issue of sending American troops to South 
Vietnam. 21 By contrast, <lefol;ation was a lower priority issue. 
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III. The Deployment of 
Spray Aircraft to 

South Vietnam and 
Initial Defoliation Operations 

As mentioned earlier, with Secretary McNamara's decision to send 
herbicides and spray planes to South Vietnam, the Tactic<tJ Air Command 
had been given the mission of providin£ six C-123s and support sufficient 
for four months of field operations. 1 Inquiries relative to the spray capabili
ties of the C-123 had begun in July, and it was no surprise to the Special 
Aerial Spray Flight when the formal tasking came. The SASF at Langley 
already had two C-123s at Middletown, Pennsylvania, undergoing 
modifications to equip them for future insecticide operations in the United 
States. These two aircraft, however, were old and six of TAC's better 
C-123s were selected from those on hand at Pope AFB, North Carolina. 
The six planes were sent to Olmsted AFB, Pennsylvania, for the installation 
of MC-1 "Hourglass" spray tanks. Mechanics there also removed all un
necessary equipment; installed aluminum alloy armor plating under and 
alongside the cockpit; placed in the cargo compartment an engine oil supply 
replenishment system consisting of a SS-gallo.n drum, a hand pump, and 
plumbing to each engine; and added the necessary lines and interconnec
tions to allow the 1,000-gallon spray tank to be used for additional fuel. The 
SASF placed its other airplanes, with the exception of the two C-123s at 
Middletown, in flyable storage. 2 

SASF's six pilots and twelve enlisted men provided the nucleus of the 
original spray detachment deployed to South Vietnam. Volunteers from 
Pope AFB supplemented them. Maj. Charles F. Hagerty, then a captain at 
Pope, recalled that Capt. Carl W. Marshall, the SASF commander, had 
interviewed people at Pope who had earlier volunteered for Jungle Jim, the 
Air Force's counterinsurgency force, but who had not been selecttd to join 
that organization. Major Hagerty remembered that the Jungle Jim interview, 
conducted several months earlier, had consisted of ten questions and a 
"no" answer to any one was disqualifying. The first question was, "Would 
you go on a mission with extensive TOY?" Their difficulty increased, with 
the last two questions being something like "Would you wear civilian 
clothes?" and "Would you go knowing that if you were captured your gov
ernment would disclaim any knowledge of you?" According to Major 
Hagerty's recollection, only bachelors were selected for Jungl.e Jim. (He 
was married.) However, the names of those who had volunteered were 
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retained, forming the pool from which Captain M ... :-.. hall made his selec
tions for the defoliation mission.> 

Captain Marshall experienced no difficulty in obtaining volunteers, in 
spite of the fact that the men were initially told that they would wear civilian 
clothes, fly aircraft without USAF markings, and would not be acknowl
edged as members of the U.S. military if they were captured. The pilots ob
tained from Pope were experienced in the C-123, but of the fourteen pilots 
on the first deployment, only eight had experience in aerial _,praying. And, 
with only about two weeks from the time they were selected until they left, 
there was no time for training until they reached the Philippines.• 

The personnel selected for the deployment were told they were going 
TOY to Southeast Asia for some 120 days, but only those with a "need-to
know11 found out that their destination was South Vietnam. The men re
ceived instructions to tell their families even less-that they would be going 
on extended temporary duty, but could not reveal their destination. They 
were ruso told not to write letters home until they received the "next brief
ing," whicb, in the recollection of Major Hagerty, they never received. 
There was, therefore, no officially sanctioned way for the defoliation per
sonnel to communicate with their f amilics until they returned from Viet
nam. As a practical matter, their families learned where the men were and 
how they were getting along from other Air Force personnel, such as those 
assigned to the Mule Train C-123 transport unit, who knew the defoliation 
crews and came into contact with them in South Vietnam.' 

Including aircrew members and support and maintenance personnel, 
19 officers and 50 enlisted men went to Southeast Asia on the original defol~ 
iation deployment. Several C-124 transports carried some of the men along 
with spare parts for the C-123. On November 28, 1961, the six spray-equip
ped C-123s with 36 persons on board departed Pope AFB for Travis AFB, 
California. For the purposes of the deployment, they were included under 
the existing Farm Gate operations plan. On this long overland leg the crews 
kept careful records of fuel ·and oil consumption so as to enable them to 
plan for the extended overwater flights in their route across the Pacific. One 
hitch in the planning developed because filling the 1,000-gallon internal 
spray tank with fuel placed the C-123 at about 2,000 pounds over its design 
gross weiuht. They were not allowed to exceed this gross weight limit on the 
first overland leg, but the limit had to be exceeded for the trans-Pacific 
flight to provide adequate reserve fuel. Therefore, the C-123's pattern of 
fuel consumption at the higher weight could only be estimated prior to actu
ally flying the leg from Travis to Hickam AFB, Hawaii. 6 

In spite of the earlier talk about "sanitizing" the crews and aircraft, little 
had been done as they began their deployment flight. The crewmembers 
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wore uniforms and were readily identifiable by their names and ranks. The 
aircraft still carried large "U.S. Air Force" markings and identification 
numbers. The flight did provide itself with a limited amount of cover by list
ing fictitious numbers and types of aircraft on flight plans and filing encoded 
position reports. 1 

In ad<lition, aircraft parking areas at each enroute stop were to have 
special security arrang~mP-nts. Obtaining the needed security caused Cap
tain Marshall some degree of difficulty. An earlier message alerting the en
route. bases about the special needs of the spra•1 aircraft was evidently either 
not received or misrouted at some of the bases. This placed Captain Mar
shall in the difficult position of having to request unusual arrangements 
upon arrival at each base, while, at the same time, being unable to reveal de
tails of the classified mission which made them necessary.' 

At 0400, Pacific Standard Time, on November 30, 1961, the six spray 
aircraft depnrted Travis AFB for the flight to Hickam. About thirty min
utes after takeoff, the number two aircraft experienced icing problems, de
clared an emergency, and returned immediately to Travis accompanied by 
the number three aircraft. The remaining four planes proceeded to Hickam 
along the planned route. They flew at altitudes of 6,000 to 8,000 feet and at 
an initial spee:d of 130 knots, when they were heavy with fuel. Their speed 
increased to about 160 knots as their load lightened, near Hawaii. The heat
ers were turned off shortly after takeoff to conserve fuel which did not con
tribute to the aircrew':; comfort in the early morning cold. And, in addition, 
the C-123s lacked autopilots and had to be entirely hand-flown, a factor 
which contributed to fatigue. 

The time en route from Travis to Hickam for the first four aircraft was 
sixteen hours and thirty minutes. The plane with the least amount of fuel re
maining on arrival at Hickam had 3,000 pounds, or enough for about two 
more hours of flight. This proved the C-123 to be far more capable than 
had been thought. On the following day, the other two spray aircraft made 
the crossing in seventeen hours and thirty minutes withot\t further dif
ficulties. 9 

The flight departed Hickam for Johnston Island at 0800 Hawaii time 
on December 3. After a short refuelling stop, they proceeded to Wake 
Island. During aircraft inspections there, crewmembers discovered that a 
cylinder on one engine of the lead aircraft would have to be replaced. 
Because the necessary aircraft mechanics and spare parts were with the 
flight, they accomplished the cylinder change in record time. On December 
5, the deployment leg between Wake and Guam was traversed without inci
dent. At 0830 on the morning of December 6, the flight took off on the final 
segment of its journey, Guam to Clark AFB in the Philippines. Some three 
hours after takeoff, an oil leak developed in the number two engine of the 
lead aircraft. The crew was able to keep the oil supply in the affected engine 
at a safe level by using the oil replenishment system installed in the cargo 
compartment. All six C-123s landed in formation at Clark at 1600 hours on 
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December 6. They were to remain for a month awaiting ord, ::; to enter 
South Vietnam. 10 

Although the delay in .he Philippines was ~rustrating, Captain Mar
shall used it to advantage. He obtained an area near the coast to practice 
spray patterns. Chemicals were not used on these practice runs. Some mem
bers of the detachment made trips to Shlgon in other aircraft to inspect fa
cilities ar.d make plans for beginning operations there. Also during 
December 1961, a separate operations plan was published for the aerial 
spray operation, bestowing upon it the n~me Project Ranch Hand. At this 
time Ranch Hand's formal organizational title was Tactical Air Force 
Transport Squadron Provisional 1. 11 

While the aircraft wait\!d at Clark for clearance to enter South Viet
nam, high-level official~ were still deciding whether their entry would be 
overt or covert, and how to handle the public affairs aspects of the opera
tion. Although the final Defense Department recommendation 12 upon 
which President Kennedy had based his decision authorizing a defoliation 
operation 11 called for the overt approach, Secretarf McNamara com:inued 
to hold open the option of disguising the defoliation program as a South 
Vietnamese operation. In a meeting with the Joint Chiefs of Staff on No
vember 27, 1961, McNamara had informed the Chiefs of his reccmmenda
tion to the President that the defoliation program be approved. He had di
rected them to proceed with planning based on the assumption that the 
South Vietnamese would conduct crop destruction missions using their own 
helicopters and that U.S. Air Force aircraft and crews would fly defoliation 
missions to remove jungle cover. At the same time, he had told the Joint 
Chiefs to develop an alternate plan whereby the defoliation missions also 
would be flown under South Vietnamese auspices wi1h their markings on 
the aircraft and a South Vietnamese officer on the crew as the ostensible 
"aircraft commander." He had, in addition, directed that no publicity be 
given to U.S. participation in defoliation or crop destruction operations. 1

• 

In a message dated December 3, Ambassador Nolting in Saigon contin
ued to recommend that the Ranch Hand aircraft carry civilian markings and 
their crews wear civilian clothes. His recommendation anticipated political 
problems with the International Control Commission (ICC) established 
under the Geneva Accords of 1954. The ICC had the authority to inspect 
shipments of military equipment entering South Vietnam. A shipment of 
15,000 pounds of cacodylic acid (blue*) and 20,000 gallons of pink• and 
green• herbicides for use in crop destruction had by this time arrived unan
nounced in Saigon by military aircraft, and had bypassed ICC inspection. A 

•see Appendix 2, Table I, p. 199. 
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large sea shipment could not be hidden from the commission's scrutiny. 
Ambassador Nolting was concerned that when the shipment of chemicals 
for use in defoliation arrived by commercial ship consigned to the MAAG, 
he would be unable to fit it under an existing ICC credit or justification of 
title. He therefore recommended that these chemicals be manifested as 
civilian cargo consigned to the United States Operations Mission (USOM) 
in South Vietnam, exempting them from inspection. "Civiliru.1" aircraft 
and crews would, he felt, be necessary to maintain consistency with 
"civilian" chemicals. He noted that both MAAG and USOM favored this 
course of action. 15 

The public affairs aspect of the Ranch Hand operation also troubled 
other high-level policy makers. On December 1, Brig. Gen. Edward Lans
dale, an advisor to the Secretary of Defense, penned a warning addressed to 
Secretary McNamara and Deputy Secretary Gilpatric in which he cautioned 
them about the potential adverse publicity which could be generated by the 
planned defoliation operation in Vietnam. Lansdale was concerned about 
the lack of a " . . . sound information foundation to assure public sup
port .... " He noted that during the Korean War, the communists had 
been able to convince many people around the world that the U.S. had 
engaged in biological warfare even though that charge was without founda
tion. In the case of defoliants in Vietnam, he pointed out that the U.S. 
would admit to spraying a chemical from the air which kills something 
(plants) and would therefore be vulnerable to a more serious psychological 
attack, very likely accompanied by unfavorable reacti .. m from the U.S. 
media. 

Lansdale felt that the existing plan-to have President Diem and his 
government announc.: that South Vietnam had asked the United States to 
spray defoliants-was not strong enough. He predicted that this approach 
would not be effective in the U.S., among allies, or elsewhere in the world. 
Diem's image as a " ... cornered and power-mad dictator ... " made 
such a request from him an insufficient public justification for the program. 
General Lansdale concluded his memorandum by suggestir.g that either he 
or a working group from the Department of Defense set about immediately 
to plan " . . . effective psychological mpport ... " for the defoliation 
program. In his opit!ion there were good reasons for using defoliants and 
they should be presented, allowing the U.S. to undertake the defoliation 
program with much mor(. firmness. 16 

'fhree days after Lansdale wrote his memo, Eu5ene M. Zuckert, the 
Secretary af the Air Force, sent a ktter to Secretary McNamara expre~sing 
similar sentiments. Secretary Zuckert told the Secretary of Defense that he 
was " . . . seriously con<.erned . . . " about the lack of a specific assign
ment of responsibility for the de\>eiopment of cover stories for some of the 
planned or contemplated Vietnam operations. He mentioned specifically 
the current pr1;parations for the defoliation 0peration which had resulted in 
ad hoc and uncoordinated public statements. Like Lansdale, he cited the 
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biological and chemical warfare implications of the Ranch Hand operation 
which th~ communists were alr~ady exploiting and stated his belief that 
" . . . we are dealing with a high degree of psycholngical warfare . . .. " 
Secretary Zuckert noted that his staff had talked with General Lansdale and 
William P. Bundy, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Interna
tional Security Affairs, who both agreed that the public relations aspect of 
the defoliation program was inadequately covered. He dosed his letter by 
calli11s fol' a well-developed plan with a clear point of authority responsible 
for preventing the release of conflicting stories. 1 ' 

011 the 12th of December, a ml!morandum sent to William P. Bundy by 
Philip F. Hilbert, the Deputy for Requirements Review in the Office of the 
Under Secretary of the Air Force, indicated that the Air Force position on 
the manner of introducing Ranch Hand aircraft had ha.·dencd against the 
covert approach. Mr Hilbert noted th~t "we" (presumably the civilian 
leadership of the Air Force) had been disturbed by Ambassador Nolting's 
December 3 message recommending the airplanes be introduced bearing 
civilian markings with th1. crews wearing civilian clothing. It would be possi
ble, Hilbert conceded, for the U.S. to transfer title to the aircraft to the 
South Vietnamese or to develop some other cover, although the unique 
nature of the spray-equipped C-123s would clearly indicate that they had 
come from the U.S. Air Force. However, Hilbert r.iaintained, " ... the 
status of the crews in these circumstances would require considerable 
thought to insure that adequate protection uoth to the u .s. and to the in
dividual was provided . . . . '' In regard to spraying and transport ac
tivities, the Air Force position was: " ... we believe that the C-123 units 
can best be used in an overt role in which there is no question of the status 
of crews or aircraft .... " Air Force wishes were heeded, for, on 
December 14, 1961 a joint State-Defense message announced that 
'' . . . the identity of United States crews and aircraft participating in the 
spraying operations of the defoliarion program will not be 
disguised . . . . '" • 

The question of the covert or overt status of the Ranch Hand aircraft 
and crews had been settled, but Ambassador Nolting's problems with the 
ICC still had to be addressed. On January 4, 1962, Deputy Secretary of 
Defense Gilpatric responded to Secretary Zuckert's letter and set out the 
future Defense Department policy covering public relations and security 
aspects of Vietnam operationt:. He stated that the United States and the 
South Vietnarnese had a " ... good, legally sound ... " public 
justification for challenges to the increased level of U.S. military aid. This 
justification was that North Vietnam had committed acts of aggression 
against South Vietn.am in flagrant violation of the Geneva Accords arjd that 
the United States was responding to South Vietnamese requests to assist it in 
legitimate self-defease measures. Accordingly, Secretary Gilpatric informed 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air 
Fore.! that future arrivals of U.S personnel and equipment would not be 
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announced by the South Vietnamese government to the ICC; nor would the 
United States admit that the Geneva Accords were being violated. American 
officials would respond to questions with the following statement: 

The Lnlted States has acced~d to OVl.J's request for expanded aid in me11 and 
material and is determined to help preserve its independence. This is the sole ob· 
jectlve of the United States. The United States will terminate these mepsures as 
soon as North Vietnam ends its acts of aggression." 

Secretary Zuckert'~ concern over the lack of a central point of respon
sibility for developing cover stories or public explanations for U.S. activitieG 
i11 Vietnam was answered by the designation of the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of St.aff as the official responsible for such matters, in coordination 
with affected Service Secretaries and the Assista~t Secretary of Defense for 
Public Affairs. Howe·1er, the Secretary of Defense would have to approve 
all proposed cover stories, explanations, statements of no comment, or 
combinations thereof. Thus, defoliation program concerns led to a rest~te
ment of the U.S. policy toward the Geneva Accords, the removal of ICC in
spection power over shipments of U.S. military personnel and equipment, 
and the designation of a central point of authority for developing cover 
sto1ies for U.S. operatior'> in South Vietnam. 20 

On December 4, 1961, the Secretary of Defense met with the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and set December 1 S as the target date for beginning defolia· 
tion operations. At the same time, he granted his prior approval for the 
defoliation of "key routes," with the provis0 that CINCPAC submit de
tailed plans anti the Joint Chiefs approve them. Secretary McNamara, how
ever, asked to be iaformed when these "key route" plans were submitted 
and approved. 11 

In addition to the previously discussed problem of developing a publk 
relations approach to the Ranch Hand program, delays encountered in ship
ping chemicals to South Vietnam and producing a fina~ tar~et list kept the 
Joint Chief& from meeting the target date. The shipment of the chemicals 
proved to be the most formidable obstacle to immediate comm~ncement of 
spr<1y operations. Twenty thousand gallons of pink and green herbicides 
and fifteer; thousand pounds of cacodylic acid were already in Saigon. They 
had been sent for use in a crop destruction operation which waited for Pres
ident Kennedy's approval and which could not then be conducted because 
that ye;tr's rice crop had already matuied in the target areas. The Defense 
D'!partment was procuring additional chemicals for Ranch Hand use in the 
defoliation (If Viet Cong base areas, border regions, and transportation 
routes. These chemicals, 80,000 gallons of pink and 128,000 galiocs of 
purple, combined with the shipment earmarked for crop destruction, cost 
about $2.5 million, or about $11 pe: gallon. 

The acquisition of defoliants occurred on an expedited basis. As rap
idly as truckload lots accumulated, shipments left the factories for the 
docks at Oakland, California, where port workers loaded l 11,000 gal\ons 
of purple and 49,000 gallons of pink on the SS Sooner State which sailed for 
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Saigon on December 15, 1961 and arrived on January 8, 1962. The remuin
ing chemicals, 17 ,000 gallons of purple and 31,000 gallons of pin!~, were 
loaded on the USNS S.O. Bland which had a sailing date later in fJec~mber. 
The drums carried no military markings and were consigned cnly to "Crrnn
try 77," a shipping designation for Vietnam. 22 

The option of airlifting some of these defoliation chemicals received 
consid,~ration for a time. Headquarters, USAF alerted i~c Military Air 
Transport Service to ready twenty-five C-124 Globema-;te~ transports to 
airlift, over the weekend of December 16-17, the chemicals awaiting ship
ment on the Bland. The airlift, however, was not ordered, perhaps because 
final mission plans for the use of the chemicals had yet to be developed and 
approved. 21 

On December 16, 1%1 Secretary McNamara held a conference in 
Hawaii with Pacific area milittiry commanders. The conference provided 
him with another opportunity to ex~mine Ranch Hand preparations and 
make further decisions affecting the operations. Background documents 
prepar~d for this conference noted that Thirteenth Air For1.:e and the Ranch 
Hand detachment had been alerted and were capable of begirming defoliant 
operations in South Vietnam within 24 hours of receiving orders to do so. 
General McGarr, head of the MAAG in Saigon, informed Secretary 
McNamara during the conf~rcnce that a joint U.S.-Vietnamese planning 
committee was selecting key routes to be d~foliated and expected to com
plete its work by December 20. Vietnamese authorities had designatl!d one 
individual from the J3 (operations) sectien of their Joint Gen~ral Staff 
(JGS) to work with U.S. officials to develop detailed plans, and an initial 
meeting had taken place on Oecember 8. He noted that the development of 
a final plan was being "aggressively pursued." 

McNamara explained that the defoliants would be used initially in road 
clearing because the chemicals p1esented a "ticklish" problem and road 
clearance offered the least potential trouble. He stated his desire to see the 
project get underway quickly, but he did not think it would be necessary to 
airlift the defoliants. Secr~tary McNamara also observed that he would be 
liberal in interpreting the phrase "key routes." Defoiiants could be applied, 
he said, around anununitio11 storage sites and Jungle Jim operating loca
tions as well ru: along roads and trails. He anticipated quick approval of 
specific defoliation plan& once they were submitted. 2• 

Ob\aining the final approval for the initial defoli:ttion missions was not 
as simple. a matter as Secretary McNam"ra had indkated in his meeting with 
the Joint Chiefs on December 4. Admiral Felt forwarded the plan to the 
JCS on December 28, 1961, and the Chiefs added their approval in a memo 
to the Secretary of Defense on January 2, 1962. They noted that an imple
menting mess::ige was rea.dy for dispat:.:h upon the receipt of his approval 
am.l notice of final interagency coordination by the Assistant Secretary of 
Def P.nse for International Security Affairs. Thi! plan as finally approved by 
the Dcpartmeuts of State and Defense called for defoliating aret'..s to a depth 
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of 200 meters on bl)th sides of about 300 miles of strategic roads north and 
northeast of Saigon. The ultimate goal was to reduce the Viet Cong pres
ence in Zone ;), one of their most secure base areas. By clearing vegetation 
aloag the:se roads, the potential for ambushes would lessen, thereby opening 
lines of communication. 2l 

Secretary McNamara <lid not approve the plan as routinely as he had 
indicated earlier. Instead, he sought President Kennedy's concurrence. 
Severely paring the proposal, on January 3, 1962, Kennedy authorized lim
ited operations of an ex1,erimental nature against separate targets which to
gether comprised about 16 of the almost (i() miles along Route J 5 between 
Bien Hoa and Vung Tau. Thus, the last barrier in Washington blocking the 
start of the Ranch Hand program fell, but the way this last decision was 
reached demonstrated again the extreme caution toward the use of defoli
ants initially displayed by leaders at the highest level5 of American gov
en1ment. 26 

The directive to deploy three of the six Ranch Hand C-123s to Saigon 
without delay reached Clark in the ~arly hours on January 7. At 0900 that 
same day, the aircraft departed the Philippines, arriving at Tan Son Nhut 
outside Saigon at 1630 in the afternoon. The crews parked the Ranch Hand 
planes in a secure fenced area on the field, sharing the space normally occu
pied by President Diem's personal aircraft. They then settled in at the field 
as, initially, all Ranch Hand personnel were restricted 'to the confines of 
Tan Son Nhut and quartered in an on-b;tSe "tent city" u~ar the runway. 27 

Final preparation for the first missions occupied the next several days. 
On the night of January 81 the Sooner State arrived a't Saigon with the 
chemicals to be used on the road clearing missions; off-loading of the drums 
bep,an on the 9th. Photo reconnaissance missions along Route 15 during 
these two days double-checked target information previously obtained from 
maps and ground surveys. Ranch Hand and VNAF pilot~ received briefings 
on the 9th to lay the basis for teamwork and coordinatiein during the up
coming spray missions. Also on the 9th, province chiefs and representatives 
of intere;;ted South Vietnamese government agencies held a meeting to 
review plans for wurning the local population and countering Viet Cong 
propagand11. On the 3rd, Secr~tary of State Dean Rusk had cabled instruc
t,ons to the American Embc:.ssy in Saigon to " . . . make no advance an
nouncement othe.- than local warnings, in low key, to population which will 
witness process. . . . '' The South Vietnamese maintained that they would 
need three day~ to psychologir.ally prepare the people in t'ne target areas. u 

In spite of Rusk's wishes, the South Vietnamese government released 
the following announcement on January 10, and it appeared the next day in 
South Vietnamese newspapers: 
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Top: Sec. Zuckert congratulates Gen. LeM"Y on his appointment as Chief of Staff, May 22, 1961; 
bottom, I. to r: Col. Manh, Gen. Anthis, and Col. Rogers conler with Montagnard province chiefs, 
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SAIGON (VP)-The Republic of Vietnam today annour.ced plan3 lo con
duct an experiment to rid certain key communications routes of thick, tropical 
vegetation. U.S. assistance has been sought to aid Vietnamese personnel In this 
undertaking. 

The purpose of this operation is to improve the country's economy by per
mitting free c(lmmunicaticns along these routes and by making additional land 
availahle for cultivation and other uses. In addition, it will facilitate the Viet
namese Army's task of keeping these avenues of communication free of Viet 
Cong harrassmems. 

Commercial weed-killing cht:micals will be used in experiments. These 
chemicals are uo;ed widely in North America, Europe, Af1 ica, and the USSR for 
such purposes as ridding corn fields of weeds, renovating weed-infested grazing 
pastures and clearing irrigation ditches. 

The chemical will be supplied by the United States at the request of the Viet· 
namese Government. The Government emphasized that neither of the two chem
icals is toidc, anci that neither will harm wild life, domestic animals, human be
ings, or the soil. There will be little, if any, effect on plants outside the sprayed 
strip. 

If the results of this initial operation are satisfactory, extensive op:ration~ 
will be conducted to clear roads and l'ailroads linking key cities of Vietnam. 
Clearance of tropical growth along these routes will ease greatly the task of 
maintaining ro11d systems and railroad beds and will perinit the construction of 
new roads." 

Ranch Hand pilots flew farnili~rization flights over the target areas along 
Route 15 on January 10 and 11 tc determine specific checkpoints for preci
sion in turning the spray on and off so as to avoid inadvertently sprayin3 
crops. The first defoliant was actually released from an Air Force C-123 dur
ing one of these flights on January 10. On January 9, Dr. James W. Brown, a 
scientist from the U.S. Anny Chemical Corps Biological Laboratories at Fort 
Detrick, Maryland, who was responsible for the scientific aspects of the early 
stages of the defoliation program, had asked Brigadier General Rollen H. 
Anthis, the commander of 2d ADVON (Air Force headquarters in South 
Vietnam), to authorize a mission the next day. Dr. Brown felt that a func
tional pretest would be necessary before f onnally beginning the test series 
because neither the purple defoliant nor the C-123 with the Hourglass spray 
system had been used in Vietnam before, nor had a s9ray-equipped C-123 
been used to deliver this specific chemical mixture. That afternoon Air Force 
personnel loaded four drums of purple herbicide (about 200 gallons) on one 
of the Ranch Hand C-123s for a flight the next morning. The spray target 
was north of Route 15, adjacent to a swath which a VNAF C-47 had sprayed 
with pink on Decernbt!r 29. The flight took place as planned on the morning 
of January 10, 1962, with the Ranch Hand C-123 spraying less than the full 
200 gallons on the target. The effect of the spray was later rated as poor, 
probably because the spray deposit was sublethal. The purple herbicide, 
however, did dissolve the rubber seals in the spray s~L :,1, requiring their 
replacement with neoprene seals which were unaffected by the chemical. 
These familiarization flights left the Ranch Hand aircraft and crews ready to 
begin formal operations on the 13th.30 
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FIRST RANCH HAND MISSIONS 10a16 JAN 1962 
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RANCH HAND TARGETS 14-17 FEB 1962 

1. ROUTE FROllll COAST TO FATHER HOA BASE 
AT llNH HUNO (4 UM.Ell 

a. MN HOA AIR IA8E PEIUllEUR 
3. NHON CO AIR Fll!LD PIRllllUR 
4. THAN TUY HA AllllllUNll'ION DUllllP AREA 
G. AOllTE NUllB~R 1 (I.I Ml•E SlGllENTI 
e. ROUTE NUllllBER 14 (7.G lllLE SEOllENT) 
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Capt. Carl Marshall and Capt. William F. Rollinson, Jr., flew the two 
missions along Route 15 on January 13, 1962 which formally inaugurated 
the Ranch Hand program. They sprayed the first load between 0805 and 
0825 from an altitude of 150 feet at an airspeed of 130 knots. The tank dis
charged its 960 gallons of purple herbicide in a totaJ of 490 seconds of actual 
spraying time, for a flow rate of about .8 gaJlons per acre. The dislance be
tween flight centers (swath width) was 500 feet for the first flight, but the 
crew decreased this to 400 feet for the second flight because the heavy herbi
cide sank faster than expected, reducing the width of the area on the ground 
covered by a single spray application. The narrower swath width prevented 
gaps between sprayed areas. Captains Marshall and Robinson delivered the 
second load between 0940 and 0955 using a different C-123 and a higher 
pump pressure. This time the total "spray-on" time to expend the 960 gal
lons was 450 seconds, resulting in a flow rate of about 1.05 gallons per acre. 
During this nm, the pilot of an observation plane flying slightly above the 
spray aircraft reported that some of the spray was rising rather than sinking 
to the ground-it was being deposited on his windshield. The sun had been 
up long enough to warm the air near the ground, disrupting the early morn
ing temperature inversion and generating thermal updrafts which dissipated 
the spray rather than allowing it to fall on the target vegetation. Dr. Brown 
and the Ranch Hand personnel were well aware of the need to spray only 
during inversion conditions which lasted from shortly before sunset to 
shortly after sunrise, but they evidently had difficulty, initially, in getting 
this point across to some of the other U.S. officials in South Vietnam.U 

Immediately, 2d ADVON reported these first two missions as com
pletely successful, at least from a spray delivery standpoint. It would take 
time to determine the effect of the defoliant on the target vegetation. In 
ideal weather, the Ranch Hand pilots encountered no problems in acquiring 
the targets, enabling them to dispense the defoliant precisely over the ar~as 
previously designated by the Vietnamese authorities. AR VN armored 
vehicles patrolled the entire length of Route 15 during the spray operations 
but reported no Viet Cong ground fire. In addition, VNAF AD-6s provided 
fighter cover for both sorties. A Farm Gate SC-47 dropped 65,000 leaflets 
along Route 1 S and made voice broadcasts over the towns of Baria and 
Long Thanh. Vietnamese observers, photographers, representatives from 
the MAAG, and Dr. Brown were passengers on these first missions. As on 
future spray missions, a Viemamese w~ on board as the "aircraft com-
mander," but hr exercised no real authority. H . 

The first series of Ranch Hand missions along Route 15 continued for 
three days, and 2d ADVON reported them all as complete•y successful. As 
on the first day, armored vehicles patrolled Route 15 and VNAF AD-6s 
provided fighter cover; they noted no enemy military activity. The mission 
on the 16th completed the initial authorized spray work which, in ten sor
ties, used 7,920 gallons of herbicide and covered 6.920 acres. Within hours 
of the compkticm of t.he last mission, Admiral Felt dispatched a message to 
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General McGarr in Vietnam infonning him that " ... Wash[ington] D.C. 
approval necessary before carrying out any defoliant operations beyond 
those currently authorized. . . . " Ranch Hand was again under very tight 
high-level control. u 

The precision required on Ranch Hand missions had highlighted the 
lack of cartographic information in Vietnam. Old and inaccurate, the small
scale maps made it difficult for Ranch Hand pilots to identify precisely 
spray-on and spray-off points-a crucial necessity if damage to civilian 
crops and rubber plantations were to be avoided. To fill this need, Ranch 
Hand requested 1:25,000 photo coverage of all target areas. RF-101 
Voodoo reconnaissance planes flew these photo missions, landing at Tan 
Son Nhut and providing one copy of their film to Ranch Hand while send
ing another to Japan for use in making permanent maps. 

First Lieutenant Marcus B. Keene, Jr., prepared mosaics of the general 
target areas from these aerial photos. A representative from the South Viet
namese Joint General Staff took the mosaics to the province chiefs respon
sible for the areas under consideration. The "arious province chiefs then 
marked on the photos the areru; they wanted sprayed and the areas they did 
not want treated with herbicides. Because the province chiefs wanted to 
avoid damage to their agricultural areas, the Ranch Hand spray missions, 
especially along roads, were "choppy" and composed of alternate strips of 
treated and untreated areas. From the marked photos, Lieutenant Keene 
produced sets of coordinates defining the targets, which the Air Force sec
tion of the MAAG then forwarded to higher level commanders for final ap
proval.," 

The responsibility for flying the C-123 during the crucial spraying part 
of each mission was shared between the pilot and the copilot. The pilot had 
control of the switches which started and stopped the spray and which 
dumped the load of herbicide in an emergency. The responsibility of the air
craft commander on these missions was great-only a few days were needed 
before the action of the herbicide showed exactly where the load had been 
delivered there could be no doubt whether the spray had been on or off the 
target. The copilot was primarily responsible for handling emergencies, 
such as determining the malfunctioning engine in case of an engine failure, 
applying power to the good engine, and shutting down the bad one. Consida 
ering the low altitude at which Ranch Hand flew, the copilot's reaction in 
such an emergency ha.d to be immediate a.'ld correct the first time; there 
would be no chance to rectify a m1stake. The copilot also had to anticipate 
pullaups at the end of each spray run and apply the necessary power for 3 

tum. During the spray run, he kept thr. airspeed at 130 knots to achieve the 
planned herbicide application rate. H 

The role of the South Vietnamese "aircraft conunander" ww: not so 
clear. He had no actual authority over the mission, and the Hanch Hl;lnd 
crews felt he was carried solely to enable the U.S. to state in the event of 
criticism that the <;pray program was "their doings, not our~." At first, the 
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Ranch Hand personnel thought their Vietnamese "aircraft commander" 
was a rated pilot, which would have been consistent with his official role. 
However, on one mfasion, Captain Marshall, after using much persu~ion, 
coaxed one of them into the left seat so that the Vietnamese coutd get an 
idea of what it was like to fly the C-123. His erratic handling of the controls 
soon convinced the American crew that he was not a pilot, and they subse
quently learned that the VNAF had been sending them navigators to fill the 
U.S. requirement that a Vietnamese be on board for each mission. Later,the 
VNAF sent anyone who haprened to be available, whether officer or 
enlisted. 36 

The conditions under which Ranch Hand operaled at fir.1t can best be 
descr:ibed as ad hoc. Nothing folJowed established procedures and stand
.ll.rds familiar in the U.S., and there was a great deal of improvisation. Cu· 
ordination with Farrn Gate pilots took place at the Maj~stic Hotel in down 
town Saigon for want of a better place at Tan Son Nhut. Current intelligence 
on enemy emplacements was seldom available to Ranch Hand before their 
missions, and weather services weren't much better. Major Hagerty recalled 
landing at one of the fields outside Saigon and meeting an Air Force weather 
observer who had spent his whole tour in Vietnam without any equipment. 
When they touched down the weather observer questioned them about the 
winds and visibility they ha1.l experienced and the clouds they had encoun
tered. Then, when the Ran<;h Hand crew was ready to depart, the weather 
observer gave them a weath~r briefing based upon the best information he 
had, which was simply a recapitulation of what the .::rew had told him when 
they landed, l1 

Ranch Hand's living conditions were also somewhat haphazard. The 
officers remained in the on-base tents for about a week before they were 
allowed to move downtown. Collectively, they rented an apartment build
ing near the Cho Lon area of Saigon for their 0uarters. The enlisted men re
mained ac Tan Son Nhut. Off base, Ranch Hand personnel were allowed to 
wear civilian clc.thes an<i spend "green" U.S. currency on the local econ
omy. Improvisation provided both conveniences wd necessities. For exam
ple, the rr:.en fabricated their own washing machine out of /'\ 55~gallon drum 
attached to the rear of a tractor. And, flS no safes were available, Liwtenant 
Keene st0red his extemive reconnaissance photo ~oller.tion in empty aircraft 
parts containers which wt:re kept under guard. To C\);t:bat the intense heat, 
Ranch Hand crews sometimes improvised their own tropical Oying gear 
from t-shirts and bennuda shorts. Ja 

Ranch Hand was in the curious i,iosition of having many bosses-TAC, 
2d ADVON, MAAG Vietnam, 13th AF, PACAF-but none who effec
tively supervised them. Because of the unique nature of their mission, lo\\· 
level flying and the dispensing of chemical sprays, their immediate chain of 
command lacked the necessary expertise. As one favorable result, the 
Ranch Hand unit maintained its integrity and its persC\nnel were not drawn 
off to work on other missions. However, because their actual work load was 
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light, only three or four hours on the few scheduied spraying days, some 
Ranch Hand pilots tried to obtain flying time with the 'Mule Train detach
mer.t wilich new C-123s around South Vietnam on cargo missions. 39 

Although policies varied on the public release of information, the 
Ranch Hand mi~sion was very sensitive. While a photographer from Life 
magazine had been invited to photograph some of the January missions, a 
photographer from Time created quite a stir when he took unauthorized 
telephotc shots of the planes in their secure parking area. It was impossible, 
however, to hide Ranch Hand's nature from people who had access to Tan 
Son Nhut. The vapors from the herbicide had killed the vegetation around 
their parking area, including two large flame trees next to their hangar. 
Such difficulties regarding the public information aspects of their job was 
compounded by the fact that not all of the members of the American mili
tary community in South Vie1nam supported their mission. At a party given 
for Ranch Hand by Ambassador Nolting in about February 1962, an Amer
ican Navy officer asked how they could manage to sleep at night knowing 
they were such "violent men/' 40 

During the late-January break in operations, Ranch Hand pilots and 
crews used their available flying time to practice spray techniques and to be
come familiar with flying over the southern portions of Vietnam. Thir· 
teenth Air Force also requesletl authority from PACAF during this lull to 
use the three Ranch Hand aircraft left at Clark for " . . . mosquito con
trol and other operations in the Philippines as deemed advisable and neces
sary •••• "'1 PACAF passi;:d this request to ClNCPAC, and Admiral Felt 
responded with a series of questions about how such operations would be 
funded, what precautions would be taken to minimize the possibility of 
claims against the U.S., and what effect the possible neec! to decontaminate 
the aircraft plumbing and spray system :ifter mosquito control operations 
wouid have on the operational readiness of Ranch Hand aircraft for their 
primary herbicide mission. The Admiral also noted that Washington ap~ 
provat for resuming and extending defoliation operations in South Vietnam 
was expected, and that these new operations might require all six of the 
spray-equipped C-123s currently in the Pacific area.' 2 

On February 2, 1962, the six became five as Ranch Hand lost one of its 
aircraft and crews during a training mission. The aircraft's crew, Capt. 
Fergns C. Groves, U, Capt. Robert D. Larson, and SSgt Milo B. Coghill, 
became the first Air Force fatalities in Vietnam. Their plane crashed \n an 
inaccessible area near Route iS between Bien Hoa and Vung Tau. Another 
aircraft which circled the crash site immediately after the plane went down 
reported that the "bad guys" were all over the wreckage. The search party 
had to be escorted to the crash site by a company of ARVN troops. Arriving 
they found that someone had removed the plane's spray nozzles and broken 
into the <'rewmeml>ers' escape and evasicm kits. There was no evidence of 
sabotage, engine failure, or hits by ground fire; the cause of the crash was 
never officially fixed. As a result of the crash, however, Thirteenth Air 
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Top: Dr. James W. Brown leads a team checking tho results of defoliation In the jungle!! of South 
Vietnam, January 1962; bottom: an RF-101 Voodoo recon,1aissance plane. 

P. 41 (top): a Vietnamese officer (I.) and SSgt Miio B. Coghill, 346th Troop Carrier, Sq., operate a pump 
abonrd a C-123 during a defoliation mission 011er South Vietnam; bottom: a Ranch Hand cockpit 0111 
UC-12~ aircraft In South Vietnam, 1967. 
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Force requested fighter cover by Farm Gate aircraft. for all future Ranr.h 
Hand training missions. One of the three C-123s which had been left in the 
Philippines flew to Tan Son Nhut to return the Ranch Hand strength in 
South Vietnam to three aircraft. 0 

Two weeks ertrlier, on January 15, 1962, Secretary Mi.:Namara had 
conver.ed his Pacific area military commanders in Hawaii for a second con
ference at which tie gave instructions that the next phase of the defoliation 
program should be a very limited set of experiments to test herbicides and 
delivery vehicles in a representative variety of terrain and vegetation types 
encountered in South Vietnam. He wanted these new targets to be specific 
small areas, not 16 miles of roadway. It would be acceptable to proceed 
slowly in order to test all spray environments and gather data on the effects 
of defoliation on combat operations. McNamara tasked Admiral Felt with 
selecting the test areas and forwarding his recommendations to Washington 
for approval ... At the conclusion of the conference, Felt cabled General 
McGarr requesting a list of limited areas containirig vegetation types which 
had not been sprayed during the operations along Route JS. CINCPAC em
phasized, as had McNamara, that: 

... these additional operations are 10 be limited in scope and will be conduct1:d 
solely for purpose of evaluating effectiveness defoliant against different types 
vegetation under varying conditions." 

The answer to this cable came from Vietnam within 36 hours, propo~
ing seven additional areas for defoliation. The two targets heading McGarr's 
list were stretches of Highway 1 east of Saigon and Highway 14 north of the 
city. Spraying these two targets would strip the principal species of vegeta
tion pre£ent in South Vietnam. The previous areas sprayed along Route 15 
had consisted of scrub growth, palmgrove, mangrove, and scattered hard
wood trees. The dense rain forest and moderate undergrowth along the 
Route 14 segment would provide vegetation typical of the plateau region, 
while the proposed stretch of Route 1 consisted mainly of uncanopied for~st 
containing heavy undergrowth. McGarr also recommended five other areas. 
One, a mangrove forest in the far southern portion of the Ca Mau penin
sula, would be cleared to provide a secure route from the coast to Binh 
Hung, the home base of Father Hoa-one of the few strong pro-govern
ment leaders in the Delta. (Father Hoa was a Catholic priest who had led a 
group of North Vietnamese to the South at the conclusion of the war be
tween the French and the Viet Minh in 1954.) At that time, cargo had to be 
dropped to Father Hoa's forces by air, and defoliation would hopefully 
enable lighters to ferry supplies from ships off the coast without so great a 
risk of Viet Cong ambush. The other fo1tr vegetation enveloped targets were 
the rapidly expanding Bien Hoa Air Base (to be sprayed by VNAF 
helicopters), the ammunition dump at Than Tuy Ha, the two Cambodian 
border outposts at Dinh Tien Hoang and Bu Jamap (considered as one 
target), and the Nhon Co airstrip. ' 6 

Admiral Felt's response to this proposal indicated displeas\.ire at the ex
tent of the area to be covered. He noted that the total length of roads to be 
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cleared came to approximately 80 miles, and that t.his would be " . . . con
siderably beyond the program of 'very limited character' described by 
SECDEF at 15 Jan meeting .... " Also, he stated that he could not sup
port initial test operations around outposts anywhere near the border with 
Cambodia. However, Felt was pleased with the targets selected in the Father 
Hoa area and around ammunition depots and airfields. He directed General 
McGarr to revise the proposal in c-rder to select '' . . . a few small seg
ments of key roiJtes which will provide the desired variety of growths and 
climatic conditions. . . . 11 He imposed a maximum of ten miles for each 
type of vegetation target. •7 

General McGarr revised his propnsal according to these criteria. Ad
miral Felt concurred and forwarded a more limited plan to Washington for 
tinal high-level approval on January 24. By January 27 the plan had gained 
the approval of G~neral Lemnitzer, acting for the Joint Chiefs, and W\lliam 
P. Bunoy, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Sec
urity Affairs. However, the approva!s of the Secretary of Defense and the 
President were still needed. Mr. McNamara rejected a draft memorandum 
for President Kennedy on January 30, because it did nut clearly explain the 
necessity for expanding the experimental spraying pl'08fam and because he 
wanted the comments of the Department of State included in the memoran
dum so that the Prl!sident would not have to read two papers when one 
would do. His subordinates made these changes, McNamara added his ap
proval to the plan, forwarding it to the President on February 2. 41 

In his letter to President Kennedy, Mr. McNamara noted that although 
the initial defoliation operations were over, a second spraying of the areas 
would be required three weeks after the first. It was too soon to tell how ef
fective the defoliant had been. He also stated that no adverse public rela
tions effects from the first series of tests had appeared in S:>uth Vietnam, 
and that reaction from foreign non· -;ommunist :iations had been light. As 
expected, the mediii reaction in communist nations was hostile. On January 
21, Radio Moscow accused the lJ .S. and South Vietnam of undertaking a 
chemical warfa.1e program to destroy food. Radio Hanoi broadcasts on 
January 19 and 24 emphasized the use of toxic chemical sprays to destroy 
natural resources and crov~· Radio Peking issued similar conunents. Ana
lysts viewed the communist reaction as the intensification of a propaganda 
theme begun as early as November 6, 1961. 

Secretary McNamara recommended that President Kennedy approve 
the targets proposed by General McGarr and his staff, with the exception of 
the Cambodian border outposts and with the total length of areas to be 
cleared along I<.outes 1 a.'ld 14 reduced to 17 miles. He noted that the ne
partment of State concurred in this recommendation. His justification was 
as follows: 

The great variety of vegetation found in Vietnam includes speck:; never 
tre&ttd in previous herbicide tests. The limited areas already sprayed do r.ot in
clude the variety of vegetation and conditions required for a fu!I evaluation of 
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the effectiveness of the chemicals employed and possible operational concept~ 
for their use. It is important that we test all conditions of vegetation, as well as 
the 1:ffectiveness of defoliant techniques 1n specific situations, before proceeding 
witll a l11rger scale program." 

Within a few days President Kennedy approved these recomMenda
tions, subject to the understanding that the ground rules for the new opera
tions would remain the same as for the first set of targets. The letter com
municating the President's appr('val did not elaborate on these "ground 
rules," but presumably the Presia ... nt meant to 1:. · .~.iitional missions, to 
keep them experimer.tal in nature, and not to extend them without his spe
cific approval. The Ranch Hand detachment once again had been given a 
mission to perform, but its actions were still severely limited. ' 0 

Notice of this decision reached Vietnam on Februw-y 8, 1962, antl the 
Ranch Hand crews flew the authorized spray missions on February 14-17. 
On the fourteenth, they sprayed a target along Route 14 whict was approxi
mately 10 miles long by 400 yards wide and totalled 1,300 acres. That same 
day they sprayed about 900 ac.res surrounding the Nhon Co airfield. Activ
ity on the 15th consisted of spraying a stretch of Route 1 of the same dimen
sions and area as the target along Route 14 en the previous day. Father 
Hoa's area was sprayed on tile 16t'1 and 17th, with 2, 700 acres covered the 
first day and 1,600 acres on the second. In all, these Febmary operations 
took 12 sorties, used 154 drums of purple herbicide (about 3,470 gallons), 
and covered 7 ,800 acres. The weather was good for all missions, and no 
hostile activity was observed." 

With the exception of the Bien Hoa airfield and the Than Tuy Ha am
munition storage area which were to be treated by VNAF helicopters, the 
spray missions on February 17 completed the initial cl>verage of all th~ tar
gets authorized by President Kennedy. Ranch Hand aircraft resprayed tht 
areas along Route 15 on March 20 after which c.latc herbicide operations 
were suspended for five months while the whole sr.ray program was re-eval
uated. Ranch Hand was entering an extended period during which its future 
W'ilS very uncertain. n 
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IV. Early Evaluations and 
Expanded Operations 

Even before the early 1962 herbicide missions ended, American offi
cials at. high levels had express~d a great deal l'f interest in !earnii1g the cf" 
f ectiveness of this new "hemical counterinsurgency tool. An important 
argument used in obtaining President Kenuedy's Jpprovai for these opera
tiom; had J.ieen that they were to be limited ex!)eriments. It was, therefore, 
not surprising that the evaluation of these first Ranch Hand missions re
c~ived higl1 priority. At tt.e January conference held by the Secre~ary of De
fense in Hawaii, Ambassador Nolting expressed his view that the most valu
able potential contribution of defoliants to the wu~ effort would be meas
ured hy their success in preventing arnbll .. hes. Secretary McN:':Ull.tra, on the 
other hand, felt that the evaluation of defoliation should addrcsL two major 
questions: first, wi1at will defoliants do to the vegetation native t.o Vietnam 
under the variety of conditions found there, and second, what effects does 
defoliation have on operations? 1 

At the next meeting in Hawaii between McNamara and his Pacific area 
military commanders on Febn·ary 19, 1962, the effectiveness of the defolia
tion program was again discussed. A message indicating that the program 
would be on the agenda passed from the Joint Chiefs to CINCPAC on Feb
ruary 12. The Chiefs stated that Jefoliant operations were receiving close 
:;crutiny in Washington, and they asked Admiral Felt to send them a de .. 
tailed repon desc.ibing the effectiveness of various chemical combinations, 
types of foliage, and stages of growth. In addition, they requested a realistic 
appraisal of defoliation in comhl\ting the ai::tivities of the Viet Cong. 2 

CINCPAC delegated the task of drafting this report to CHMAAG, Viet
nam~ but the scheduled, conference took place before he could finish it. 3 

The February discussion in Hawaii 'onceming Ranch Hand began with 
a breifing by Maj. Gen. Charles J. Timmes, an Anny officer from Vietnam 

"On February 8, 1962, CINCPAC with the approval of his superiors established the U.S. 
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (USMACV o• MACV) as a subordinate unified com
mand under his control. The Military Assistance Advisory Grouµ, Vietnam (MAAGV) con
tinued to exist until May IS, 1964, but it wru. made subordinate to MACV in advisory and op
er11tional matters. Therefore, after February 8, 1962, the Commander, United States Milltary 
Assistan~e Command, Viemam (COMUSMACV) was the sc•iioi' l.i.S. commailder in Vietnam. 
However, fer a time some me~sages and documents mea.llt for the senior com111ander were ad
dmsed to CHMAACi, prol.labl~· out of habit. Gen. r11ul D. Harki!ls, USA, sen~d a.~ 
COMUSMACV 'rom February 8, 1962 until 20 June I~. On July I, 1962, Maj. Gen. Charles 
J. Timmes, USA, became CHMAAG, Vietnam, succeecting Lt. Gen. Lionel<:. McOarr, also 
an Anny officer.~ Maj. Oen. George S. Eckhardt, Vietnam Studies: Command and Control 
195()-1969. (Washington: Dwmment of the Anny, IQ74), pp 25-33, 42, 89. 
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who would later become Chief of the MAAG there. He reported that 90% 
to 95% oi the sprayed mangroves along Route 15 had lost their leaves. 
Other vegetation was deteriorating, but since many plants were in their dor
mant season, the chemicals were less effective. Th~ spray worked well on 
the mangrove because it grew in swampy areas where the availability of 
water in both the wet and dry seasons allowed it to grow constantly. Secre
tary McNamara asked General Timmes if the effect of the chemical on the 
dormant species should be considered "certain bnt slow" or simply "uncer
tain." The general replied that it was "certain ~ut slow."• 

After hearing this report, Mr. McNamara stated that he w·15 dissatis
fied with the results of Ranch Hand. He requested a com:Jlett technical 
report, including photographs before and after the application oi the chem
ic:als. This report, he said, should be prepared by a technician who could tell 
him exactly about the attempts, goals, and results. The Secretary also 
observed that the defoliation projecl, in his opinion, had not b<!en managed 
very well. Although no one criticize:d the Air Force crews for their handling 
of the spray missions, General O'Donnell, the PACAF commander, stated 
that the spray program had been '''a blooper from start to finish," 
presumably agreeing with Secretary McNamara's assessment of the pro
gram's management. McNamara emphasized that Ranch Hi!nd was not a 
scientific experiment for scientific purposes but rather a program intended 
to affect military operatkms, and the report he had ordered should stat~ the 
operational results of the missions.' 

Ambassador Nolting 1 aised one other topic at this meeting relating to 
the Ranch Hand program. He reported that the local people had lodged 
many complaints t>f damage to their trees and crops. The South Vietnamese 
had established a board to rule on these claims, but the Vi~t Cong were 
readily exploiting the situation and blaming the herbicide missions for any 
and all dying plants, The Ambassador noted that disallowed claims would 
antagonize the claimants. Inw:;tigations by that time had reduced claims for 
spray damage to 200,000 Vietnamese piasters (about $5700). 6 

Within a few days of this February meeting, ground reconnaissance re
vealed that little or no military advantage had resulted from the January de
foliation missions along Route 15, and the U.S. advisors concluded that the 
trees would have to be destroyed for any useful effect to be achieved. 
Fighter planes were sent to drop napalm in an unsuccessful attempt to ignite 
the defoliated areas. The napalm canisters fell through the canopy intact 
and ignited, with no significant effects, only after hitting the ground. On 
the other hand, the crowns of the trees did bum when the canisters tumbled 
on top of the canopy and scattered their load of flaming napalm in the tree
tops. The main problem was that pilots could not consistently drop napalm 
cani~.ters so that they would tumble on the canopy. Moreover, the fires 
whkh did start were not self-sustaining. 7 

Between the February and March meetings with the Secretary of 
['dense, Gen. Paul D. Harkins, COMUSMACV, issued a preliminary 
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evaluation of defoliation based upon detailed ground obse1vation. He con
cluded that defoliation as yet yielded no military advantage. Improvements in 
horizontal visibility were negligible, in vertical visibility only slight. Observers 
noted that the majority of plants in the sprayed areas were alive with many 
hardy new shoots. Also, they saw some obvious damage to small garden plots 
belonging to the local Vietnamese, a developme11t the Viet Cong were fully 
exploiting for its propaganda value. In light of the failure to bum defoliated 
areas, Harkins felt that hand clearing or bulldozers would have to be used in 
order to achieve results of any military significance.• 

At about the same time that Harkins issued his evaluation, Dr. James 
W. Brown also produced a preliminary report summarizing his work for the 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (AltrA) on defoliation in South Viet
nam covering mid-July 1961 to mid-February 1962. As a scientist, Dr. 
Brown's views reflected the technical aspects of defoliation and not the im··· 
pact of the Ranch Hand program on combat operations in the sprayed 
areas. He conduded: 

The chemicals recommended for use, namely, the esters of 2,4-D and 2,4, 
5-T, are sufficiently active to kill a majority of species encountered in Vietnam 
if: 

(1) They are applied properly to the vegetation 
(2) They are applied during a period of active growth of the vegetation.• 

He noted that missions flown by Air Force C-123s had proven that thr. 
chemicals would work effectively on actively growing mangrove trees i11 

swampy areas, but that the dormant state of upland vegetation during tl-ie 
December-February dry season had seriously limited the effects of the 
herbicides. He also cited the lack of calibration of the C-123 spray e<,uip
ment as a limiting factor in arriving at finn conclusions based on th ... test 
areas sprayed to date. 

Dr. Brown expanded these views and provided much more background 
information in the two volumes he wrote on the early defoliation experi
ments after he returned to the United States. In these later volumes he cited 
factors he felt had impeded the conduct and evaluation of the tests. He in
cluded in those factors the limited expertise available in the Department of 
Defense on the subject of herbicides, the lack of knowledge among botan
ists about the species of vegetation encountered in Vietnam, the inhibition 
on observing the sprayed areas caused by the presence of the Viet Cong, and 
the timing of the missions with the South Vietnamese growing season. Dr. 
Brown cautioned that the greatest effect to be expected under any circum
stances from chemical sprays would be simila.1t to the condition of a U.S. 
hardwood forest in winter; that is, the leaves might be gone, but the trunks 
and branches would r<:main. Even this conuition, he said, would be only 
temporary in the abf:ence of repeated sprayings, because seeds would give 
rise to new plants in the defoliated areas, and undetstory plants which had 
not been killed would be able to grow rapidly in the sunlight previously 
blocked by the taller trees. 10 
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Top: an Air Force photographer records effects of defoliation; bottom: a Vietnamese s<>ldler lns~cts 
foliage after herbli:lde treatment. 
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Addressing future operations, Dr. Brown emphasized that defoliation 
spraying should only occur when vegetational growth had been active for at 
least three weeks, a recommendation he had made in January. He also set 
forth some objections to the idea of burning defoliated jungle. Forest fires, 
he said, were relatively rare events in South Vietnam. He pointed to the 
blazing crash of a Ranch Hand C-123 in February which burned the 
wreckage but would not spread to the unsprayed jungle. Similarly, a fierce 
fire in bulldozed debns at the edge of a sprayed area along Route 15 had not 
spread, casting doubt that even a sprayed forest would bum. Dr. Brown 
negatively cited the high relative humidity of South Vietnam in any attempt 
to ignite jun1~e. He lamented that the failure of attempts to start fires would 
probably leac.i to an unwarranted condemnation of the spray. 11 

An American intelligence advisor gave an interesting report on the ef
fect of the Fehruary 1962 Ranch Hand missions on some of the locr~ popu
lation in the Mekong Delta. During the period March 1-5, 1962, a group of 
112 people surrendered to the South Vietnamese government in An Xuyen 
Province. Though all initially had been labeled as "communists," 
authorities later classified only nine as Viet Cong guerrillas. However. some 
other members of the group admitted that they had supported the Viet 
Cong by collecting supplies and growing crops for them. The District Chief 
in the area had announced the plan to employ defoliants, and the group, 
fearing effects they had observed from Ranch Hand missions, surrendered. 12 

An Air Staff team, he~ded by Gen. Curtis E. LeMay, the Chief of Staff 
of the Air Force, visited South Vietnam, April 16-21, 1962, including 
Ranch Hand organizations. They flrw over one of the sprayed areas along 
Route 1, descending to about 100 feet for a close look with, as one partici
pant remembers it, a total of 43 "stars" on board the aircraft. General 
LeMay was not overly impres!'!ed with the results he saw, but he did suggest 
further testing ... 

Discussion~ with other officials in South Vietnam led General LeMay 
to conclude that there were divergent opinions on the success or et'f ective
ness of the spray program. Rowever, in President Diem, the general found 
a strong supporter of using anticrop chemicals against areas "known" to be 
completely dominated by the Viet Cong. Considering that experts on the 
subject had told him that the time was right for using the chemicals against 
crops, and in light of the availability in South Vietnwn of the necessary 
chemicals, aircraft, and skilled crews, GenenJ LeMay recommended that 
an anticrop program should get underway immediately. 13 

In response. to the February requests for a detailed report on the eff ec
tiveness of the Ranch Hand missions, a team selected by ARP A assembled 

•on this same flifht, Oi!n. LeMay tried to tune a charted radio beacon and was suri>rised 
to learn that it would only transmit if the plantation owuer who operated it had decided to tum 
it oil that day. This vi·.idly iliustrated to him the primitive condition of the navigational aids 
which il!lllch Hand and other outfits had to ~se . 
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in South Vietnam in April to continue further research. The leader of this 
team was Brig. Gen, Fred J. Delmore, the head of the Research and 
Development Command, U.S. Army Chemical Corps. Also included were 
four ;;cientists: two from the U.S. Department of Agriculture-Warren C. 
Shaw o.nd Donald Whittam; one from ARPA-Levi T. Burcham; and one 
from the Chemical Corps-Charles E. Mina1ik. This evaluation team began 
its investigation on April 7, 1 %2 and completed its report on the 28th. Gen
eraI Delmore presented an eight-minute orai summary of his team's findings 
to Secrttary McNamara, Admir~J Felt, General Harkins, and other officials 
at t.he fifth regular conference between the Secretary of Defense and his 
Pacific area military commanders, at MACV headquarters in Saigon, on 
May 11, 1962. General Deimore gave a brief description of his team's mis
sion and composition, concluding that "the repot1 is technical in nature, 
and except as to technical feasibility, does not address itself to operational 
considerations.'' 1 

• 

The team found three kinds of natural vegetation-evergreen forest, 
mangroves, and tropi!::al scrub-growing in the important areas of South 
Vietnam. The evergreen forests tYPically contained 200 or more different 
types of plants per acre, ranging from tre~s ten inches or more in diameter 
and 90 to 100 feet in height to a dense understory of smaller trees and bam
boo. Mangrove, by contrast, usually grew in dense, pure stands containing 
trees of the same age with diameters of ten inches or more and heights up to 
(j() feet. Tropical scrub, th~y found, was composed of many different kinds 
of vines, grasses, and other plants, growing densely, with bamboo as an im
portant constituent. They noted, as had others, that most of the vegetation 
in South Vittnam grew actively only during the wet season and was rela~ 
tively dormant at other times. Because of the importance of growth or dor
mancy of vegetation in determining the effectiveness of growth-regulating 
herbicides applied, Delmore's team stressed the need for a complete "target 
analysis" of each area contemplated. fol' spray. They also observed that 
most vegetation in South Vietnam appeared to be more susceptible to herbi
cides than several species of oak and mesquite wl1ich had been the objects of 
successfol herbicide spraying in the United States. 

Although they did not criticize Ranch Hand's flying, Delmore's gr'lap 
pointed out some s:rious limitations in the equipment the unit had been 
using. Because the herbicide was more viscous than other fluids, s11ch as in
secticides, thP. spray equipment could only deltver one or fewer gallvns per 
acre, whereas the team of researchers concluded that three gallons per acre 
would be required for consistent success in South Vietnam. Also, the size of 
the droplets, they surmised, was smaller than the optimum of 300 microns, 
result:ng in an excessive loss of herbicide by drift and a poor distribution of 
spray on some targets. They strongly recommended modifying the spray 
equipment to increase the amount of h·::rbicide delivered per acre. 

Perhaps in keeping with Secretary McNamara's known affinity for 
numbers and statistics, General Delmore's team quantified their report of 
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the technical effectivl!ness of herbicides on the target vegtitation. They eval
uated each target on the basis of five factors: defoliation, canopy kil1 1 verti
cal visibJlity, horizontal visibility, and the distribution of herbicide. Each 
·.:>bserver assigned a value of between zero (no effect) and 100 percent (com
plete effect) to each of the 21 target areas examined on each of these five 
evaluatiou factors. Then, the individual observations were averaged to ar
rive at a score for each tariet on each of the five factorr' .. '~A thorough and 
intensive ~valuation from both air P.nd ground . . . ,, was the basis for 
these scores. Of course, with no objective standards on which to base their 
numerical evaluations, these quantified measurements in reality were only 
subjective impressions expressed in numbers rather than wnrds. 

From the air, the team's average evaluation of defoliation, canopy kill, 
and vertical visibility wa'> 80, while their average score for distribution of 
herbicide was 60. However, when they examined areas from the ground, 
their evaluation was lower. From groun:l evaluations, their average rating 
fo;: both defoliation and canopy kill was 70; for horizontal visibility, 50; 
and for distribution of herbicide, also SO. The team reported one other stat
istic callf:d "total target effectiveness," defined as the average of the other 
four scores. This summary measure from the air averaged 70, and from the 
ground it was 60. The team admitted that there were problems with the 
"total target effectiveness" figure since it resulted from a combination of 
unlike items. 

In closing his presentaHon to Secretary McNamara, General Delmore 
summarized his group's recommendations. Among other things, they advo
cated a resamption of vegetation control• operations in South Vietnam 
after modifying the dispersal equipment to increase the volume of herbicide 
delivered. Also, they felt that specialists should be available to provide tech
nical assistance on such m~1tters as making a detailed target analysis of each 
area before spraying to insure that vegetation would be treated only wheH it 
was growing actively. They proposed an accelerated research program to in
vestigate herbicide effectiveness and the use of additives; improve spray 
equipment; find out more about the tropical vegetation in the target areas; 
and develop better methods of disposing of vegetation killed by herbicides. 
All final field testing was to be done in South Vietnam. Finally, on the sensi
tive subject of crop destruction, the team "recognized" that food crops 
could be destroyed by herbicides on hand in South Vietnam but noted that 
other chemicals were available which could kill crops selectively. 

Secretary McNamara, thanking General Delmore for an excellent presM 
entation, stated that this was the first time he ha<i heard a clear explanation 
of the defoliation program. On the subject of the research program which 
the team had proposed, Mr. McNamara wondered if final tests should not 
be conducted in another country, such a'I Thailand. He also asked about the 

"Technical experts preferred the term "vegetation control" as a more descriptive and ac
curate label than "defoliation." The vegetation was most often "controlled" by killing it. 
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Top: an lr.sectlclde spray boom on the wing of a C-123; bottom: a Ranch Hand aircraft on an 
lnt-'3Ctlclde mission. 

P. 53 (top): a flight engineer operates spray console on a modified C-123; bottom: herbicide sortie. 
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cost of sprayiug, and General Delmore quoted the figure of $8 per gallon or 
$24 per acre, noting that crops could be destroyed at a lower cost by diluting 
herbicides with fuel oil.• Mr. McNamara requested General Delmore to ;or
ward his report with reconunendations on defoiiation and crop destruction to 
the Department of Def ease, and he would then clarify the status and future of 
the program. 15 

The written report forwarded to Washington in response to Secretary 
McNamara's request expanded tre infonnation in the oral report. However, 
there were a few ~ifferences worth noting. Although General Delmore's oral 
presentation mentioned the evaluation of 21 targets, the written report 
showed data from eleven, only seve!l of which Ranch Hand had sprayed. 

The writLen report clarified the fact that the effectiveness of herbicid~s 
-whether and how fast death could cause the plant to drop its leaves-de
pended on the particular species of plant. Many plants would defoliaLe upon 
atrophy of their leaves, but some would be less likely to lose their le"ves when 
sprayed at certai.1 times. The evaluation of herbicide application, Delmore's 
group cautioned, might have to wait from a month to a year after applica
tion. They also said that retrcatment, approximately on an annual basis, 
would be necessary with purple herbicid~ to maintain the effect. In any event, 
they made the clear statement that: "No herbicides or other chemicals or mix
tures of chemicals are known whkh will cause rapid defoliation of vegetation 
containing a wide variety of different species.'' 1' 

Concerning problems encounter'd with the aerial dispersal equipment 
the evaluation team erroneously stated that none of this equipment was spe
\:ifically desigued for herbicide application or for liquid application at ratts 
greater than approximately one gallon per acre. They were probably unf amil
iar with the history of the MC-1 Hourglass spray unit carried in the Ranch 
Hand C-123s, for, as discussed in Chapter I, designers had built the Hour~ 
gla"8 specifically to spray 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T. However, they were correct in 
stating that such high flow rates exceeded the designed 1.:apability of the 
unit. 11 

The Delmore team devoted an appendix of their written report to the dis
cussion of chemical destruction of Viet Cong food crops. Perhaps influenced 
by the anticrop research at F'.ort Detrick Md other places in the 1950s, they 
considered it an attractive option and summarized their view: 

Destruction of Viet Con~ fooo crops in the field could be one of the most ef
fective means of defeating the e11emy. The Viet Congs [sic] currently are living on 
food crops grown in the areas that they 'ontrol. If these crops are destroyed, the 
Viet Congs (sic] would be required to obtain food from other sources or starVe. 
The additional burden of importing food would decrcnse their effectivenes.s in pro
secuting the war. 11 

'The cost of the phenoxy herbicides had actually been $li per gallon. See Chapter lll, p 29. 
General Debnore had not included the cost of the aircraft, crews, coordinati1m of targets among 
various agencies, fighter cover, etc., which would have increased the per acre c0st figure. 
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The team covered in detail which herbicides would be most effective against 
the various Viet Cong crops and concluded that a spray volume of three gal
lons per acre should be used to destroy all crops during different stages of 
growth. However, they did not feel that Ranch Hand should have a role: in 
anticrop warfare: 

The C-123 with MC-I spray system is unsuitable for crop sprays e>.cep•. for 
v~;y large targets. It is doubtful that crop targets of sufficient size exist to war
rant. use of such a large sprny system. 1• 

The operationlll evaluation of the defoliation program which Secretary 
McNamara had requested in February finally began its journey up the chain 
of comman<i on June 9, 1962. With regard to aiding border control efforts, 
MACY stated that defoliation was never considered in isolation but rather 
in support of other actions sucil as offensive patrols, scouts, sentry dogs, 
claymore mines, and surveillance points. Defoliation, however, was of no 
"material support" to the border control measures. Th~ usefulness of 
nerbiclde spray as a supporting action for offP.nsive operations was also 
evalttclted r.ecatively. However, MACV concluded: 

Because of the time involved to achieve any results (30-60 days) and the small 
;mprovement in visibility which was achieved, defoliation as a supporting action 
tc offensive operations has been disappointingly ineffective. ' 0 

MACV's judgment of herbicides in helping protect lines of communi
cation was mixed. In areas of high forest and tropical shrub, the MACV 
evaluators pronoum:ed herbicide sprav" to be of "little operational 
bent>fic,'' but they said that mangrove areas which principally surrounded 
canals were "markedly improved by defo:iation." They were also im· 
pressed by the :;urrenrier of the 112 people in Viet Cong areas in the south as 
a result uf announced defoliation plans and recommended that more atten
tion should be paid to the possible psychological impact of the chemical 
spray. They gave unrestricted high marks to defoliation around mUitary in
stallations because of the s:nall size of the areas involved and the accessibil
ity of the vegetation which allowed follow-up action such as bulldozing and 
burning. However~ the report lamented the failure of efforts to bum other 
sprayed areas and concluded: "It is beli~ved that burning of large defoliated 
areas will always be unprofitable.•• 

MACY recommended that two spray·equipped Ranch Hand aircraft 
should stay in Vietnam to continue herbicide operations in mangrove ~reas. 
Additionally, the report favored giving General Harkins the authority to 
use C-12~s and herbicides ~n mangrove areas arid to use the chemicals cur· 
rently in Vietnam to clear areas around airfields and other fixed installa
tions. Finally, it recommended an exhaustive testing pwgram under the 
control of the Secretary of Defense in an area similar to Vietnam but where 
the military situation would allow for unimpeded inspection of the sprayed 
areas. Admiral Felt (CINCPAC) forwarded the report to the Joint Chiefs 
ou July 17, 1962, endorsing all of its recommendations. 11 
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Fr-:>m the beginning of its deployment to Southeast Asia, Ranch Hand 
had experienced much 1.mforccd idleness. This lack of activity often frustrated 
the Ranch Hand crews, and their Air Force superior.. soon began to seek ways 
to use them and th.!ir aircraft. After the February meeting with Secretary 
McNamara, PACAF's outlook on the luture of the 'f,anch Hand spray mis
sion became decidedly pessimistic. The Vice Commander of P ACAF observ
ed, "I anticipate that this project will die in the near future. We should con
sider using the five remaining RANCH HAND aircraft as part of MULE 
TRAIN.'iu These comments and the events which followed showed PACAF 
to be unenthusias!ic about the spray mission and fa; morf,! interested in using 
the Ranch Hand C-123s in the familiar mission of hauling cargo,ll 

On March 10, 1962, TAC formally requested Air Force headquarters 
to re-ev~luate the need for Ra.i1ch Hand ~ircraft and personnel in Southe~t 
Asia with a view to returning as many as possible to the United States to 
support other TAC missions. This request cited the fact that two of the 
spk"ay aircraft had not yet flown to South Vietnam from the Philippines. 
Those that had, had flown only a token number of spray missions. 24 

While this pmposal from TAC wa:; under study, MACY requested in
creased airlift capabilities in South Vietnam. COMUSMACV noted that the 
Mule Train C-123 unit was using its existing 16 aircraft to the fullest, yet 
Mule Train was unable to me~c current airlift needs. He estimated that Mule 
Train would need six more C-123s just to satisfy existing requirements. Fur
thermore, he stated that U.S. forces in Vietnam would increase 63% by 
August 31 with. the bulk of th'! growth taking place by the end of Apd. To 
fulfill his existing and anticipated airlift needs, General Harkins recom
mended sending an additional squadron of C-123s to South Vietnam, with 
six aircraft arriving by April 15 and the rest before May 15 .25 

PACAF's response to the TAC reqUP.St for the return oft.he Ranch 
Hand dct.1t.chment came on March 14. PACAF shared the concern of TAC 
over the id!eness of the spray planes. However, PAC:AF emphasized that 
defo!ialil>n activities i,1 Southeast Asia had been a test under the direct 
authority of the Department of Defense and !h<..t the Air Force's vontrol of 
the project had been limited primarily to launching the aircraft. 

P ACAF also. said that the airlift requirem !nt in South Vietnam was in
creasing and revealed that CINCPAC had quC'ried COMUSMACV on the 
possib:ity of retaining the. Rarach Hand aircl'aft, but in an airlift role. Also, 
PACAF cautioned that the Anny wanted £C. !:lend Caribou transports to 
Vietnam and " . . . encroach upon the rn .. :A F mission.,, As a result, 
PACAF proposed kee;>ing the Ranch Hand 1irc1aft and crews in place for 
tne time being. They simply did not want to lo~ the airlift mission to the 
Anny by default. Aft~rwards, P ACAF proposed to swap i:he Ranch Hand 
spr~y pilots quickly for troop carrier personnel .vho would fly the Ranch 
Hand aircraft ai; transport planes after the remov.:il of all spray equipment. 
As an alternative, PACAF set forth the option of simply leaving Ranch 
Hand in South V!~tnarn until a second C-123 squadron could arrive. 2' 
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TAC disagreed with PACAF's proposal and, on March 20, 1962, reit· 
erated its request to have all Ranch Hand aircraft and crews returned to 
their home station if they were no longer needed tor spraying. TAC saw an 
increasing need for an aerial spray capability to support sub limited warfare, 
disaster control, and regular insect spray missions. The command would re
tain most of the existing Ranch Hand force as a permanent addition to the 
Special Aerial Spray Flight. To increa~e airlift capability in Southeast Asia, 
TAC preferred to send other transport units rather than convert Ranch 
Hand to this role. 21 

TAC's objl!ctions notwithstanding, the Ranch Hand aircraft and crews 
were soon put to use in the airlift role in South Vietnam. General Harkins 
on March 19 announced his intention to remove the spray equipment from 
four of the five Ranch Hand C-123s unless he received an order to the con
'rary.21 On March 31, :!d ADVON reported that mechanics had begun fojs 
conversion, although one filrcr::1.ft would remain configured for spraying. 
However, 2d A OVON noted that no requir~ment existed for even ihis one 
spra} aircraft. Since PACAF had agreed to eY-.changP. the Ranch Hand 
planes for regular C-123s on a one-for-one basis, 2d l\DVON wanted to 
trade 311 of the Ranch Hand aircraft and crews i::nme<lio.tely. 2' . 

After shedding all spray equipment, four of the Ranch H:md aircraft 
and their crews began to fly cargo missions in South Vietnam .. It wa:; !JD one 
of these airlift flights near the end of April that a :;econd Rane~ Hano plane 
crashed. The aircraft was flying north of Hue and had received instructions 
to land at thl! last field alon~ the coast before reachif,g me Demilitarized 
Zone (DMZ) w1.1ich separated North from South Vietnam. The pilot spotted 
a landing strip and set his aircraft down. To his surprise, '.'ietname!K! came 
running toward his C-123, and he feared, mistakenly, that he migh~ ha\'e 
landed in North Vietnam. He immediately tried to take oti, but the srrip 
proved too short. Figm •• 1g that he wouldn't gain enough altitude to clear a 
railroad embankment, he reversed the propellers and dropped the airplane 
to the ground. This buck~eJ the floor and irreparably damaged the pla."le, 
but the wings and engines werr. salvaged. All of the crew survived. 10 

TAC completed its plws for swapping all but one of the Ranch Hand 
aircraft for cargo versions of the C-123 and publi<>hed OPORD 49--02 to 
implement this decision. This order directed four C-l23s to deploy to Clark 
with aircrews and support personnel, arriving bt:fore the four Ranch Hand 
aircraft left for home. The four replacement C-123s were scheduled to leave 
Pope Ai:-"B, North Carolina, on April 25, 1962.i' However, PACAF's Dep
uty Chief of Staff for Plans and Opera..ions, Brig. Gen. Travis M. Hethf!r
ington, informed TAC on April. 24 that, " ... indications are that spray 
activities in South Vietnam are to be accelerated." General Hetheringtor1 
t ascd this upon information he had rece:uly obtained from General Del
more, who said that he intended to recommend spray operations which 
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would consume the 112,000 gallons of defoliant currently rem4ining in 
South Vietnam.• 

A similar recommendation from General LeMay, having just con
cluded a visit tc South Vietnam, supported Delmore's idea. Hetherington 
warned TAC that if spray OiJerations did resume, Panch Hand might net 
leave Southeast Asia until July, :ind he advised a delay in executing OPORD 
49-62.JJ One day later, PACAF recommended to CINCPAC that two 
spray-equipped C-123s remain in South Vietnam at least until they had dis
posed of all herbicides then in the country and that the other two Ranch 
Hand aircraft be swapped for cargo versions. n TAC ordered the deploy
ment of the four cargo C-123s halted on April 25, leaving them at Luke 
AFB awaiting further orders. 34 

CINCPAC approved the PACAF proposal to swap only two of the 
Ranch Hand p!anes, and two C-123s departed Luke for Southeast Asia on 
April 28 ,,-1:1ile the other t\\'O planes returned to Pope. 3' In early May, one of 
the Ranch Hand C-123s returned to the United States by the Pacific route 
while another, under the command of Capt. Charles F. Hagerty, flew to 
Iran and Afghanistan !o spray locusts. This aircraft returned to the United 
States on June 10, 1962 by way of Europe, thereby completing the first 
"around-the-world" flight by a C-123." 

On June 13, 1962 another pi·:ckage of proposed spray missions left Sai
gon on its journey up the chain of command. General Harkins indicated 
that officials of the South Vietnamese government were pleased with the de
foliati~n results they had seen so far, and they had demonstrated their con
tinuing interest by submitting requests for further missions. As he had said 
in his operational evaluation of the earlier missions, the American com
mander noted that herbicides had proven to be successful in clearing vegeta
tion around military installaticns and in mangrove areas. Therefore, his 
proposal for renewed operational use conce!ltrated on clearing an area sur
rounding the air base at Bien Hoa and improving security along roads, 
rivers, and cwals in mangrove areas. In total, he nominated six targets to
taling 15,486 acres for spraying, an effort which would consume 46.458 
gallons of herbidde. The acreage, however, was later reduced around Bien 
Hoa from 786 to only 160 acres. Harkins said that Vietnamese helicopters 
would spray near Bien Hoa, but that Ranch Hand C-123s would handle the 
other five targets. n 

Admiral Felt's response to the MACY propo~al came within 72 hours. 
He readiiy endorsed the operation around Bien Hoa, bu~. he sent the other. 
targets back to Saigon for more justification. He requtsted info~nation on 

•Evidently around April 1962 President Kennedy approved an additional operational 
herbicide test along s.even kilometers cf road in South Vietnam. However, he rescinded this 
authorization on May 2, 1962 bef..ire Ranch Hand had flown any missions and stated that 
Thailand would be a better place for such a test. Sec Michael •i. Forrestal, Memorandum of 
the President's Instructions at the Laos/Vietnam Briefing, May :Z, !962. 
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the military objectives to be furthered by spraying in the expanded man
grove areas of the Mekong Delta, noting that further missions for testing 
purpose!ol should not be necessary. While Felt waited for this further justifi
cation, the Joint Chiefs, the Department of State, and the Department of 
Defense approved the overation around Bien Hoa on June 19. Although the 
White House l~arned of this decision, the Secretaries of State and Defense 
ev~dently chose not. to ask for President Ke11nedy's specific concurrence, 
probably because of the limited scope of the proposal and the fact that U.S. 
aircraft in this instance would not do the spraying.,. 

As authorized, VNAF H-34 helicopters <>n Jul.> .. t and 21 sprayed the 
scrub growth to the north, northeast, and west of the runway at Bien H::>a 
wi!h an estimated dose of three gallons of herbicide per acre. Later obser 
vations showed that the spray was highly effective against approximately 
90% to 95% of the plants in the area. Of the affected plants, at least 95% 
lost their leaves. Herbicides improved the horizontal visibility from three to 
"1ve feet to betw~en twenty and thirty feet. The evaluators judged vertical 
visibility to have been improved by 80% to 90%. Bulldozers eventually 
cleared away the <lead vegetation. 39 

The additional justification for the Delta targets which Admiral Felt 
had clemantied came on June 22. General Harkins said that defoliating these 
areas would increase visibihty and thus aid ARVN units trying to detect iet 
Cong movements along lines of communication, improve fields of fire for 
ARVN forces in erigagr.ments with Viet Cong unlts trying to move along or 
across sprayed roads and canals, and deny concealed ambush sites and at
tack positions to the Viet Cong. '° CINCPAC approved the request this sec
ond time and passed it forward to the JCS who added their endorsement on 
July 2." The Secretary of Defense forwarded the request to the President on 
August. 1, 1962, recommending approval.'2 

In accordance with the pattern he h;;.;d set previously, President Ken
nedy cautiously approved limited operations. He authorized only those tar
gets Secretary McNamara's memo had specifically described, and he di
rect~d that '' . . . every effort be made to avoid accidental destruction of 
the food crops in the areas to be sprayed." He also requested a report on the 
re~ults as soon as they could be evaluated. 0 

On August 14, 1962, the Joint Chiefs learned that the President had ap
proved the operations in the Delta and that the Secretary of Defense was 
making a team of experts under the leadership of General Delmore imme
diately available to provide technical advice." 

At about this tim~. the defoliation program received a boost from an 
important source in the South Vietnamese government. On August 2 in a 
conversation with American officials, Ngo Dinh Nhu, the Political Coun
selor to the Presidency and, after his brother the president, the most power
ful figure in South Vietnam. stated his firm belief that the defoliation pro
gram was the primary cause of a masr. movement of people in the highlands 
which was then underway. Nhu said that the highlanders had until that tim'! 
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PROPOSED SPRAY AREA 
18 JULY 1962 

Nakhon Phanom 

Sakhon Nakhon~ 

11 • 
Khon Kaen 

Mae Nam Mun 

Savannakhet 

~ 
Ubon Ratcnathani 

• Nakhon Ratchasima 
• • Surin 

• Phumi Samraong 

• Sisophon 

Toni~ 
Sap~'-'0 

Pouthisat• 

• Kampong Thum 
• Kracheh 

Kampong Cham 

PHNOM PEN•H o~~ 
• ~elf. 

CON SON 

• 

4. HIGHWAY 1 

• 

1. ROAD CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 
BETWEEN A SHAU AND A LUOI 5. RAILROAD LINE 

2. HIGHWAY 14 6. POWER LINE 

3. HIGHWAY 13 

....... ..,,_ 
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respected the supe1iority Ho Chi Minh and the N"rth Vietnamese had 
shown against the French at Dien Bien Phu, and therefore reasoned that the 
South Vietnamese had no chance against Hanoi's forces. Viet Cong propa· 
gand;i,, stating that the United States was Ul)ing a chemicw whkh was deadly 
to both plants and people, reasoned Mr. Nllu, had cc,nvincec& the high
landers that the South Vietnamese now enjoyed access tl'l a power which 
would enable them to defeat the North Vietnamese and their southern allies. 
Even though Nhu recognized that defoliants had only had a limited effec
tiveness :10 far, he urged the Americans to continue using the chemicals for
thdr PW?aganda value, if for no other reasm1. 45 

In May the two Ranch Hand C-123s in South Vietnam had undergone 
modifications to replace the spray nozzles so that they would achieve a dose 
rate of about 1 Vi gallons per acre. ' 6 As early as July, TAC had been prepar
ing to dispatch l'ne additional spray-equipped C-123 to South Vil!tnam to ar
rive in early September. This plane had been ir.odifiec in the United States, 
and Captain Hagerty had flown it on test missions over Eglin AFB, Florida, 
where technicians had calibrated its spray gear to deliver herbicides at the in· 
creased rate of 1 Vi gallons per acre. Three additional modification kits, 
calibrated in the U:•i~ed States, were ready in late August for transportation 
to Vietnam, whr.re : wo of them would be installed in the two Ranch Hand 
planes already there. Although these kits would not increasi .. the delivery rate 
of the two locally-modified spray planes, General Delmore wanted these 
modification kits installed to calibrate the planes' depc,sition rate. The 
modified C-123 departed for Southeast Asia on about September 4, arriving 
at Clark AFB on the twelfth. Its further deployment to South Vietnam was 
delayed for several days because of weather. The modification kits and 
technicians to install them arrived in South Vietnam at about the same time." 

Actual spraying by Ranch Hand C-123s began before the arrival of the 
third aircraft, modification kits, and technicians. During the period from 
September 3 to 7, the two locally modified plat~es flew six spray missions 
along the Ong Doc River in An Xuyen Province. Two additional missions 
were aborted because of· weather. Following the operations against this first 
target, Genera; Delmore called a temporary halt to the herbi.cide activities 
of Ranch Hand to allow the technicians from the United States to install the 
calibrated spray modification kits. They completed the installation quickly, 
and spray operations resumed on September 20. With the nelp of the third 
C-123, Ranch Hand, between September 3 a.id October 11, sprayed a total 
of more than 9,000 acres with 27,648 gallons of purple herbicide. These mis
sions cleared vegetation along about SO miles of rivers and canals on the Ca 
Mau Peninsula. The total acreage was somewhat less than originally pro~ 
jected because of efforts made in accordance with President Kennedy's ad· 
monition to avoid spraying crops and inhabited areas. Later evaluation 
showed that Ranch Hand's spray had killed and defoliated 90% to 95% of 
tte treated vegetation a.n.d had improved vertical and horizontal visibilities 
by factors of 8 to 9 and ~ t:l' 7, respectively. 41 
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On July 18, 1962, Gen~ral Harkins nominated another package of tar
gets for spraying, and in the process of obtaining approval for them, Har
kins and Ambassador Nolting gained an important delegation of authority. 
As originally conceived, this proposal consisted of six targets totaling 
17,785 acres and requiring 53,355 gallons of herbicide. One target, even
tually disapproved by Admiral Felt because of its proximity to the Laotian 
border, was along a planned road construction project between the two out
posts of A Shau and A Luoi in the later famous A Shau Valley. General 
Harkins contended that removing vegetation in this target area would be 
essential to the security of construction workers. Four other targets con
sisted of vegetation along Routes 1, 13, 14, and a railroad line, respectively, 
all of which were continuously harassed by the Viet Cong. The sixth target 
was along a power line. 0 

This request languished in Hawaii for about a month with no action, 
probably because no decision had yet arrived on the Delta targets submitted 
previously. After receiving clearance to spray the Delta targets, CINCP AC 
asked MACY if the targets proposed on July 18 were still valid. Harkins on 
August 30 replied in the affinnative, and he reconunended that they be con
sidered for attack after completion of the operations in the Delta. ' 0 Two 
days later Felt approved one of the targets, the one along R1lute 14, and for
warded this recommendation to the Joint Chiefs, noting that he had the five 
other targets under study. 51 

MACV on October 3 provided further, more detailed, justification for 
the remaining five targets in response to a request from Admiral Felt. The 
power line paralleling Route 20 from Da Lat, General Harkins said, was the 
main source of electricity for Thu Due, anJ the South Vietnamese planned 
to tie it into the Saigon power grid in November. Although no serious inci
dents had occurred recently, the woods around the power line and its prox
itnity to Zone D made it susceptible to attack. The second and third targets, 
Route 1 and the railroad in Phu Yen Province, had been continually harw 
rassed by ihe Viet Cong. Eleven ambushes had occured in the past four 
months against train and road convoys between Tuy Hoa and Qui Nhon. 
Route 13, the fourth target area, was an artery of supply for border out
posts and land development centers and had been the scene of ten amw 
bushes, one of which killed two American advisors. Harkins considered the 
fifth target, the road from A Shau to A Luoi, important in the patrolling of 
an infiltration route along the Laotian border. General Delmore agreed 
with (and very possibly drafted) General Harkin's justifications. si 

On October 6, the Joint Chiefs endorsed the operation against Route 14 
in a memorandum to Secretary McNamru'a. They noted that psychological 
warfare precautions, such as avoiding inhabited and cultivated areas, drop
ping leaflets, and broadcasting loudspeaker warnings, which were currently 
part of the operation in the Delta, would also be used in the spray flights 
against the proposed target along Route 14.,, Before Secretary McNamara 
reacted to this memorandum, however, the Joint Chiefs received Admiral 
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Top: leaflets were also droPpod from aircraft, such as the C-47, during spray flights; bottom: airmen 
place surrender leaflets In a C-47 distribution chute. 

P. 65 top left: loudspeaker aboard a C--47; top right: General LeMay is briefed duri!'lg his tour of 
facllltltis In South Vietnam, Aprll 1962; bottom: Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor (left) examines reconnaissance 
photos In the Air Operations Center at Tan Son Nhut AB, whlle Gen. Paul D. Harlllna and Maj. Gen. 
Rollcn H. Anthis loo!'. :m. 
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Fe!Cs proposal for spraying four of the five other targets he had considered. 
He had eliminated the target hetween A Shau and A Luoi because of its 
proximity to Laos. On October 15, the Chiefs added their endorsement to 
these four additional targets and asked Secretary McNamara to approve 
them along with the one they had forwarded nine days earlier. H 

The office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Sec
urity Affairs (ISA) received these two JCS memos for study and combined 
them for purposes of joint consideration with a third memo, a recommen
dation from the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff dated September 28, 
1962, which advocated delegating to COMUSMACV the general authority 
to conduct herbicide operations, not including crop destruction, in South 
Vietnam. Noting that President Kennedy's approval of the Delta missions 
requested a report on the results of these operations as scon as an evalua
tion could be made, ISA requested the evaluation. General Harkins sup
plied it on October 30. ISA combined the three JCS requests with the infor
mation provided by General Harkins into one draft memorandum to the 
President for Secretary McNam.ara's signature. The State Departm~nt con
curred in the final proposal, which called for the joint supervision of de
foliation operatil.)ns by COMUSMACV and the American Ambassador in 
Saigon." 

Secretary McNamara signed the memorandum to the President mi 
November 16, 1962. He began by r'eporting to President Ke:inedy the results 
of the defoliation operations conducted u1' to that tir.-.e, which General 
Harkins had rated as 90% to 93% effective against rr1angrove forests, and 
(,()% effective against tropical scrub. Then, h,~ tolcl the President that U.S. 
advisors located in the vicinity of spray operations had·reported no reaction 
from the local population. Adverse reaction, he said, had come from Radio 
Hanoi, but no coverage or comments had appeared in neutral or allied 
sources.• 

Secretary McNamara directed his primary thrust toward obtaining 
p!esidential consent for delegating the authority to approve future defolia
tioo operations to the Ambassador and COMUSMACV. He noted that Ad
miral Felt and the Joint Chiefs advocated allowing General Harkins to plan 
and conduct future herbicide operations without having to obtain specific 
Washington approval for each plan. The authority Secretary McNamara 
proposed to delegate jointly to Ambassador Nolting and General Harkins. 

. . . would not extend to crop destruction and would be limited to field deci· 
sion[s] concerning operations to clear grass, weeds, and brush around depot~. 
airfields, and other fixed in~tallations; to clear fields of fire to inhibit surprise at
tack by the Viet Cong; anJ, in conjunction with military field operations, to 

•This i:l a puzzling statement considering the earlier reports of adverse public comments 
from Peking and the presence of reporters and photographers during some of the January mis
sions which had resulted in coverage of the operations in the American news media. Perhaps 
Secretary McNamara was only referring to the most recent press reactions. 
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spray defoliants In areas wherein attainment of a military objective would be sig
nificantly eased .... 

In addition to the general grant of authority for future operations, the Sec
retary of Defense also asked President Kennedy to approve missions involv
ing the five specific targets nominated by Gencmd Harkins on July 18. He
noted that the Department of State endorsed his recommendations. 5' 

President Kennedy accepted both proposals with minor modifications 
and, on November 30, 1962, a joint State-Defense message infonned Am
basslldor Nolting and General Harkins that they had clearance to conduct 
herbicide operations in the five specific areas pmposed in July. He also 
delegated authority to approve herbicides :n future operations. This general 
authority, as in Secretary McNamara's proposal, was limited to clearing 
roadsides, power lines, railroads, and other lines of communication, and 
the areas adjacent to depots, airfields, and other field installations. The 
authority did not extend to operations involving crop dei;truction. Nor did 
President Kennedy indude in his delegation of authority the power to ap
prove operations of a general nature in support of field operations, as 
aeainst area targets like Viet Cong base areas. The message told Saigon that 
any operations beyond these limits were not authorized without approval 
from "highest authority."n 

During :he break in operations after mid-October, two of the three 
Ranch Hand crews completed their four-month temporary duty tours and 
returned to the United States. Two crews trained by the SrA~cial Aerial Spray 
Flight at Langley replaced them. Ranr.h Hand flights, before spray opera
tions resumed in December, consisted mainly of reconnaissancl? to check on 
the results of previous herbicide missions and training to familiarize new 
crew members with the terrain of South Vietnam and Ranch Hand spray 
techniques. The unit was ready to resume operations when approval for the 
December missions came. 51 

After President Kennedy had specifically approved the five individual 
targets, the province chief in Phuoc Long Province withdrew his consent for 
operations along Route 14. Then, on December 5, the South Vietnamese 
Forestry Service and personnel from MACY conducted an aerial reconnais
sance of other target areas and concluded that, except for portions of the 
target along Route I, the vegetation was donnant an.:t would remain so until 
about May 1963. Because this dormancy would keep the herbicide from 
having a significant effect, only two segments of the target area along Route 
1 turned out to be suitable for spraying ir. December. Ranch Hand flew a 
spray mission against vegetation along the east side of Highway l south of 
Tuy Hoa in Phu Yen Province on December 14. The 2d Air Division 
Transport Operations Officer flying in the lead plane cancelled the mission 
after only two seconds of herbicide spray had been released on the target 
because he felt that the Ranch Hand C-123s could not maneuver safely over 
the rough terrain." The Americans told the South Vietnamese that this 
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target would have to be sprayed by other means. On Decembel' 18 and 24, 
1962, four Ranch Hand sorties successfully sprayed four kilometers of 
Highway 1 south of Qui Nho11. This ended the unit's spray activities until 
June of the following year. 60 

MACV1s first operational evaluation of herbicides, produced in June 
and described earlier in this chapter, was, at best, mixed and unenthusiastic. 
However, the command revised its position in December, possibly because 
of experiences in the latter part of the year which were more favorable, and 
possibly because of more successful lobbying by herbicide advocates in 
Vietnrun. In a letter to Admiral Felt dated December 27, 1962, the MACV 
Chief of Staff, Maj. Gen. Richard G. Weede, USMC, informed CINCPAC 
of the changes in the evaluation and requested him to pass them on to the 
Secretary of Defense. This second report rrviewed the first report p<'int-by
point and made several significant departures from the earlier findings. 

The December report cited technicians in vegetation control who re
ported that herbicides had been 60% to 80% effective against evergreen 
veget~tion and tropical scrub, even though at spraying time the vegetation 
had been dormant, the herbicide volume too low, and the droplet size too 
small. MACV now considered those results significant, and felt that the ex
cellent results obtained on the mangroves in September and October sup
ported the view that spraying tropical scrub and evergreen forests at the 
right time of the growing cycle with the new equipment would likewise lead 
to results of military significance. 

The report also launched into a detailed discussion of improved visibili
ty and alternate mean:; for measuring its impact. MACY concluded that 
regardless of ho.Y one measured the improvement in horizont~J visibility, it 
would e.id friendly forces in countering and discourage enemy forces in 
planning ambushr.s in sprayed areas. During January 1962, before Ranch 
Hand sprayed selected portions of Route 15, there were 12 Viet Cong am
bushes; during the nine months following the spray operations, there were 
12. Incidents throughout South Vietnam from July 1961 to March 1962 rose 
400 percent. The report cautioned against placing too much significance on 
these figures, but it said they indicated a trend which could net be overlook
ed. Therefore, MACV discarded some of the negative comments in its 
earlier findings. Because of this repo1t and other favorable developments, 
Ranch Hand ended 1962 with a much brighter future than had seemed 
possible a few months earlier. 61 
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V. Crop Destruction Begins 
and Washington Further 

Relaxes Controls on 
Defoliation 

Chemically destroying Viet Cong crops had been considered since plan
ning for the use of herbicides in South Vietnam began in 1961. The South 
Vietnamese, already destroying what they considered to be Viet Cong crops 
by pulling, cutting, burning, strafing or dropping napalm, held chemical 
herbicides to be merely a cheaper and more efficient w~y of fighting the 
war. The Kennedy Administration, however, saw crop destruction as a very 
significant step beyond using herbicides for clearing jungle, a step much 
deeper into the invidious and risky area of chemical warfare. 

The first recorded test crop destruction operation in South Vietnam oc
curred on August 10, 1961. On that date a VNAF helkopter sprayed trinox
ol on crops near a village north of Oak To, favorably impressing both 
American observers and Vietnamese officials. 1 In September 1961, Presi
dent Diem made his first of many requests for help in destroying Viet Cong 
crops. 2 In late 1961 American officials in Saigon included crop destruction 
in their proposals for herbicide operations, and Secretary MaNamara orig
inally authorized the deployment of Air Force C-123 spray planes and 
crews to Southeast Asia because of the possibility that they might be needed 
immediately to spray Viet Cong crops. 3 President Kennedy's decision of 
November 30, 1961 1 which served as the basic authority for initial Ranch 
Hand operations, prohibited crop destrur.tion, however, and said that it 
might be authorized in the future " . . . only if the most careful basis of 
resettlement and alternative food supply has been created." 4 

President Kennedy's decision did not stop the flow of crop destruction 
requests and proposals. This was partially due to the fact that the U.S. 
Army had directed its pre-Vietnam herbicide research and development ef • 
forts mainly toward crop destruction. This aspect of herbicide use was 
therefore the background of Army personnel in Vietnam providing tech
nical support to the herbicide program. Additionally, South Vietnamese of
ficials continued to apply pressure for the release of crop destruction 
chemicals. With this steady tide of support from American and Vietnamese 
officials, and in the face of a deepening American involvement in South 
Vietnam, President Kennedy would in less than a year alter his policy on 
crop destruction. First, however, crop destruction advocates had to over
come serious opposition from the State Department. 
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As Ranch Hand planes sprayed the jungl~ in the first larg~-scale defoli
ation tests in January and February 1962, the South Vietnamese govern
ment again requested that the crop destruction program get underway. 
Although crop destruction was supposed to be an all-Vietnamese program, 
the American Embassy in Saigon was taking a hard look at the proposed 
program at that time to determine whether the military advantages would 
outweigh the political disadvantages for the United States. 5 President Diem 
personally pushed his government':; request for crop destruction in a 
meeting with General Harkins in Saigon on March 19, 1962. In response to 
General Harkins' query whether he could positively identify Viet Cong 
crops, Diem replied that he "knew" where they were. General Harkins 
reported the conversatil)n to Secretary McNamara and others at the Fourth 
Secretary of Defense Conference in Hawaii on March 21, adding that the 
VNAF had five H-34 helicopters equipped for crop destruction. Am
bassador Noldng recommended that authorities in Washington take 
another look at the crop destruction proposals, favoring operations in small 
areas after a ch.:l.!k to insure that the crops were those of the Viet Cong. 
Secretary McNamara observed that since herbicides were available in inter
national chemical markets, he was surprised that President Diem had not 
s·uggested purch~ of chemicals with South Vietnamese funds if the United 
States refused to supply him. wµHam P. Bundy, an Assistant Secretary of 
Defense, said that the United States would still be blamed for crop destruc
tion, even if the South Vietnamese followed this latter course of action. 
Secretary M~Namara agreed with Bundy, but saw no reason why the United 
States should not destroy these crops. He said that he would try to get Am-
bassador Nolting the authority he needed. 6 

• 

President Diem's crop destruction conunents to General Harkins in 
March illustrated a difference in approaches between the South Vietnamese 
and the Americans in the early years and highlighted the more fundamental 
split between their views of the conflict in Vietnam and counterinsurgency 
strategies to deal with it. In areas where the South Vietnamese wanted to de
stroy crops at first, there were few fields which they could positively identify 
as Viet Cong-owned or "pure" guerrilla crops. The Viet Cong generally col
lected as taxes only part of a farmer's harvest, leaving him and his family 
with the rest. Destroying these crops in the fields would deprive the Viet 
Cong of some food, but the farmers would be hurt even worse. If real short
ages developed, the armed guerrilla troops would be among the last to go 
hungry. 

Diem and his government were more willing to label whole areas dom
inated by the Viet Cong as "VC" in their entirety and therefore proper tar
gets for crop destruction missions and other punitive actions. The Ameri
cans, on the other hand, in applying counterinsurgency theories, felt a need 
to look at individuals and separate hard-core insurgents from coerced Viet 
Cong sympathizers and to persuade the latter that the South Vietnamese 
government would protect them if they would become its supporters. In fol
lowing this strategy, one could not destroy all crops throughout a large 
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area, even if that area were dominated by the Viet Cong. Rather, informa
tion would be needed about the individual own~rs of e'lery field, their past 
actions, ant,; their political loyalties. Although more discriminating, this lat
ter approach would have been impossible to implement because of the lack 
of detailed i11formation about the Vietnamese countryside. Some American 
officials c.ventually caml.! around to ~upport the idea of punishing large 
areas by destroyirip; their crops, and n1ost at least grudg\ngly agreed to work 
with the imperfect determination by the South Vietnamese of which crops 
were "VC" and whic~ were not. 

Secretary McNamara w~ unsuccessful in quickly getting Ambassador 
Nolting the clearance he needed to proceed with crop destruction opera
tions. President Diem again urgtd Ambassador Nolting to obtain app~'..'val 
for such operations in April because he was concerned about missing an
other growing season.' Shortly thereafter, the State Department authonzed 
American officials in South Vietnam tc initiate a careful testing of crop de
struction chemicals and techniques to determine whether the military ad
vantages realizer.I would overcome th!': e".pected adverse local and inter
national rc::t•.:tions. However, the Americans in Saigon were not pennitted 
to give any chemicals t(' the South Vietnamese. fhe assumption at this time 
within the Stat.e Del)artment was that if the program develoi:>ed in Saigon 
were late~ approved in Washington, the United States would give the South 
Vietnamese the chemicals covertly, all dissemination operations would be 
conducted solely by the Vietnamese, and the U.S. would publicly disasso
ciate itself from crop d-estruction.' 

In early July the planning in Saigon resulted in a specific pro~ram of 
crop destruction operations which Ambassador Nolting and General Har
kins p'iiSsed on to Admiral Felt. Felt concurred within a week and forwarded 
the package to Washi!1gton for final approval. HMkins and Nolting <!dvo· 
cau~d a trial pr.ogram to be conducted by the South Vietnamese ~3ing their 
own helicopters against eight target areas containing 2,500 acres of rice, 
com, sweet potatoes, and manioc. Th~ spraying wou:d be done in conjunc
tion with the planned Hai Yen II operation designed to pacify Phu Yen 
Province, an area of considerable Vif':t Co1\g strength. Harkins and Nolting 
noted thot t:1eir staffs had used the best available intelligen~e to sele~t these 
targets and would reconfinn them jointly with the South Vietnamese before 
the missions WP,re flown. No Americans would directly participate in the 
operation, and their role would l'><' limited to providing technical advice and 
assistan~e. :i:.:xtemive consultations with the South Vietnamese, including a 
briefing with President flien1 on Jun,. 25, served as the basis for this plan. 
The Joint Chiefs C>f Staff added their a1.pm1wdl to the plan on July 28 and 
forwarded it to Secretary M~Namara. • 

On July 18, 1962, General Harki!ls informed President Diem that he 
and Ambassador Nolting had sent a message to Washington requesting per
mission to conduct the crop destruction operations disct·ss\!d in their March 
meeting, but no reply had yet come. Harkins told Diem that he hoped that 
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the matti?r could be discussed with Secretary McNamara at an upcoming 
meeting in Hawaii. 10 As the General desired, the &ubject did ~ome up at the 
Sixth Secretary of Defense Conference hdd five days later at CINCPAC 
headquarters. Harkins outlined to the conferees the plan developed in Sai· 
gon and explained that fields abandoned by Montagnards as they moved to 
strategic hamlets needed to be sprayed in order to keep these crops from 
falling into guerrilla hands. He said that the Viet Cong faced a critical prob
lem in feeding their increasing number of infiltrators. Mr. McNamara once 
more asked whether the South Vietnamese could obtain the herbicides on 
the world market, and Mr. Bundy said that Dow Chemical was a probable 
source of supply. The Secretary inquired of Ambassador Nolting as to 
whether crop destruction would cause negative propaganda inside South 
Vietnam. Nolting responded that destroying crops abandoned by the Mon
tagnards should cause no problem. He also pointed out that South Viet
namese forces were already using napalm to burn abandoned fields, and 
fast action on a decision to use herbicides for the same purpose was neces
sary because the harvest season was approaching. Mr. McNamara con
cluded by explaining that this issue presented a touchy political prob
lem-the United States ha:1 just agreed to a settlement in Laos and inter
national relations in the area were in a critical phase. The matter, he said, 
would have to be discussed further in Washington. 11 

On July 28, Roger Hilsman, the State Department's Director of Intelli
gence and Research, wrote a memorandum about crop destruction to 
fonner Governor of New York W. Averell Harriman, the Assistant Secre
tary of State for Far Eastern Affairs. Harriman haJ earlier expressed 
dr·1bts about thr. wisdom of a food surplus country such as the United 
States ass0ciating itself with an operat,on to deny food to segments of the 
ponulation of an underdeveloped country. 11 Hilsman's memo was likewi~e 
negative in tone and foreshadowed later State Department objections: 

n 

Destroying crops will inevitably have political repercussions. Intelligence is 
not yet reliable enough to assure that the crops destroyed are those controhed 
.wlely by the Viet Cong. Some innocent, or at least persuadable, per ,ants will be 
hurt and the Viet <.::ong will make the most of this in their prop ,anda and re· 
cruiting. Internationally, there will undoubtedly be greater reactio .• to a program 
of crop destruction than there was to defoliation. 

These are serious liabilities, but under certain conditions the benefits from 
an effective program for destroyirig crops might be even wei(ditier. 

Food in South Viet Nam is plentiful, and it is not likely that a program for 
destroying crops would be effective enough to produce starvation among the 
Viet Cong, but two realislic strategic goals do seem possible. First, an effective 
program might be able to cut down food supplies enough tu prevem the Viet 
Cong from stockpiling, thus making it diflic~lt for them to concentrate large 
forces and sustain them in combat. Second, an effective program would force 
the Viet Cong •o ~pend an increasing proportion of their time on acquiring and 
t1ansporting food, rather than fighting. 

If these results could be achieved, th~n the political price .night be i.c:cept
able. It s~cms clear, however, that such results could be ad1ievcd only at a later 
stage in the counter-guerrilla campaign, after the Viet Cong have been isolated 
from the peasants and driven into well-defined areas of concentration .... 11 
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While the State Depart.ment mulled over a final position on the issue, 
officials in the Department of Defense moved with greater haste. On Au~
ust 4, Dr. Harold Brown, the Director of Defense Research and Engineer
ing, while tal:ing no position on the political or operational advisability of 
crop destruction, said that there was a substantial probability that the oper
ation in Phu Yen Province would fail unless additional technical expertise 
entered into its planning and execution. Dr. Brown recommended that if the 
program were approved, General Delmore and a small staff of Army, Air 
Force, a.-1d Agriculture Department personnel should go to Vietnam to 
assist General Harkins in the technical aspects of the operation. Dr. Brown 
also expressed his technical concern over the "first-of-its-kind" character 
of the Phu Yen spraying which would be part of a larger military operation 
and would take place before testing the chemicals, personnel, spray equip
ment, and tactics in a controlled area. He said that such a test should take 
place in Vietnam or Thailand if possible before the operation in Phu Yen." 

At the recommendation of William P. Bundy and the ISA staff, Secre
tary McNamara on ·August 8, 1962, signed a memorandum to President 
Kennedy which incorporated the Joint Chiefs' position in favor of crop 
destruction. Basically, he repeated the arguments for the Phu Yen operation 
originated by Saigon planners. He also noted that herbicide spraying would 
be closely coordinated with the Hai Yen II clear-and-hold operation then in 
progress, and ihat this would be the first time since the successful campaign 
of the British in Malaya that a strategic hamlet program had been combined 
with complementary food denial operations. McNamara promptly pointed 
out that there was ample precedent for destroying crops in South Viet
nam-both government and Viet Cong forces had been burning fields 
routinely for a number of years. He noted that a helicopter couid destroy an 
acre of crops in about five seconds, and as a result the Defense 
Department's position paralleled the South Vietnamese view that herbicides 
were merely a more efficient way of accomplishing a familiar end. The only 
possible negative aspect acknowledged in the memorandum was the 
psychological and propaganda fallout from crop spraying, and Secretary 
McNamara cited Ambassador Nolting's estimate that such reaction would 
be relatively negligible. 1 s 

Meanwhile, the State Department was pressured for its official posi
tion. On August 8, 1962, Ambassador Nolting again emphasized in a mes
sage tu Washington that time was becomin~ a crucial factor. He warned 
that if the operations did not begin in the next t'ew weeks, many of the crops 
would be too mature to be seriously affected. In this event, he said, the crop 
destruction operations might bring propaganda disadvantages with no off
setting military or psychological gains. 1 ~ Admiral Felt dispatched an addi
tional plea on August 21. 1' On the same date, Ambassador Nolting in
formed the State Department that South Vietnamese Secretary of State 
Thuan had formally requested 5,000 gallons of chemical:; for crop destruc
tion, and Nolting said that it Wali becoming increasingly urgent to receive a 
decision on this proposed "trial run." 1a 
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The State Department decision, which came on August 23, 1962, dealt 
a temporary setback to crop destruction advocates. In a letter to P~esident 
Kennedy, Secretary Rusk stated that it was his department's position that., 
on balance, the disadvantages of embarking on a crop destruction program 
~t that time outweighed the advantages. In general, his letter repeated the 
points Roger Hitsman had made in his memo of July 28. It might at some 
later stage in the counter-guerrilla struggle be proper to destroy c10ps, but 
to do so now, Rusk maintained, would be at best premature. A kev draw
back he cited was: 

The way to win a guerrilla war, basically, is to win the people. Crop destruc
tion runs counter to this basic rule. The problem of identifying fields on which 
the Viet Cong depend is hardly susceptihle to solution so long as the Viet Cong 
and the people are co-mingled. The Government will gain the enmity of p~ople 
whose crops are destroyed and whose wives and children will either have to stay 
in pla.c: and suffer hunger or be.::ome homeless refugees living on the uncertain 
bou~.1y C'f a not-too-efficient government." 

The day after Rusk signed l1is letter to the President, Roger Hitsman 
produced a checklist of points about crop destruction to be considered in 
future discussions, indicating that he, at least, didn't feel that the issue 
would be allowed to die. First among these points was the backdrop of the 
United States' use of atomic bombs against Japan and the false charges of 
germ warfare in Korea which would add to the difficulty of dealing with the 
politkal backlash from the use of unconventional weaponG and tactics, such 
as crop destruction in Asia. He also noted that the Administration would 
be establishing a precedent by destroying crops in Vietnam which might 
work to our strategic disadvantage in some future conflict where an oppo
nent would use this weapon against us or our allies. Hitsman reiterated his 
earlier point that advantages of crop destruction might outweigh all of its 
disadvantl\ges, but only in a later stage of the war against the Viet Cong. 
One of his discussion points foreshadowed some of the difficulties America 
would later face in Vietnam: 

The Chinese Communist~ won against a ti:chnoleogically superior enemy as 
did th~ Viet-Minh when fighting the French. In both instances the Communists 
turned the technological superiority of the enemy to their own advantage by con
vincing the populace on the ground that the enemv represented "foreign im
perii.>list barbarisn1." •• 

The issue wound up back in the laps of the Joint Chiefs on August 27. 
Deputy Secretary of Defense Gilpatric, following a telephone conversation 
between Rusk and McNamara, told the Chiefs tl:lat the State and Defense 
positions on crop destruction differed on two issues oi fact: 
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I) Will the rice land targeted for the operation primarily benefit the Viet 
Cong or will it still help suprort the Montagnards in the area? 

2) Assuming that the Viet Cong wc.uld be huri by the program, wOL•ld this 
particular der.ial of food supplies seriously set back their planned opera1:.,ns'1 
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Gilpatric also noted that due to the delay in re:;olving the issuel there was a 
question whether it was already too late for operations against the current 
year's rice h~,rvest. He asked the Chiefs to work on resolving these factual 
issues before President Kennedy had to decide between the conflicting State 
and Defense recomm'!ndations. 21 Gilpatric also requested State Department 
officials to query Ambassador Nolting on these issues if they agreed that a 
clarification of the facts was necessary before asking for White House 
action. 22 

In a message to Saigon on August 27, State sought amplification of the 
issues raised by Gilpatric. A ... oordinated reply from General Harkins and 
Ambassador Nolting cam~ ba~k on September l. It acknowledged that the 
time for spraying the crop targets in Phu Yen Province had passed. How
ever, despite State Department opposition, Harkins and Nolting proposed 
that an alternate target be chosen for spraying concurrently with some other 
coordinated politico-military operation. They al!io noted that the South 
Vietnamese had requested chemical~ for crop destruction by troops on the 
ground in areas v.herP- their soldiers were already accomplishing the same 
end by upiooting and hand-cut~ing plants. 

In response to the first of Gilpatric's two "questions of fact," Harkins 
and Nolting said that the crops proposed for destruction in Phu Yen were 
control!.::d by the Viet Cong w:.o could be expected to benefit from them. 
However, they also said that the local population would suffer from the de
struction of the crops, because the insurgents rarely confiscr1ted a•l the food 
from any one plot. They hedged an answer to the second question by saying 
that since they did not know in detail what nperatiom; the Viet Cong had 
planned, it would not be possible to determine in advance precisely what ef
foct the loss of crops would have on these plans. Also, their reply conceded 
that sir;cc the proposed Phu Yen operation would have been a test of South 
Vietncunese capabilities to spray crops on only 2,500 acres, even a successful 
operation would not have significantly affected the Viet Cong food supply 
in the whole province. In closing, the Ambassador and COMUSMACV 
again asked for "timely decisions" on the issue of crop destruction to avoid 
damaging relations between the U.S. and South Vietnam. They pointed out 
that joint planning for crop destruction had been going on for a year and 
that crop-killing herbicides had been in Vietnam during that time. 23 

Receiving the message from Ambassador Nolting, Governot Harriman 
summarized the response from Saigon in a letter to Secretary Gilpatric. He 
then attacked one of the key assumptions underlying the Defense Depart
ment's position favoring the Phu Yen a.·eas, that is, that the Montagnards 
had abandoned the land near the targets. Harriman noted that the Emba<>sy 
in Saigon had reported that very few refugees had come out of the moun
tains of Phu Yen Province, that most of those who had sought assistance 
from the government were ethni.; Vietnamese, and that few refugees who 
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had come out were from the propostd target area. Speaking for the State 
Department, Harriman said: 

It is our view 1hat it would be Inappropriate to approve Ambassador Nol
tins's propoSllls, l\l least at this stage when the Viet Olng and the general popu
lace are closely Intermingled. We propose to prepare and seek DOD concurrence 
for a reply in that sense. 1• 

The pressure, from Saigon on Washington, remained steady. In a 
lengthy report on the militai ;· dtuation in Vietnam, Harkins reported on 
September 14 that the senior advLcr in H Corps felt that the Viet Cong were 
facing a food shortage on the high platea1.1. There had been numerous inci
dents in his area of the guerrillas trying to buy food, or actually stealing 
food, and ht c:w~cted the~e incidents to increase until the next harvest in 
October or November. Harkins concluded that a program of food crop con
trol and/or destruction was need·~d in the plateau ar~a of II Corps. He cau
tioned, towever, that the progrru11 wot:ld have to bt'. ::oordinated by Viet
namese provir.i;.e officials to distinguish Viet Cong \;;:ops from friendly 
crops. General Harkins advocated close government control of harvesting, 
storage, and distribution of food in this area to deny it to the guerrillas. He 
only favored the ~hemical desh uction of Viet Cong crops as a :11nal step. zs 

At about the same time, Atnbassador Nolting nominated Kontum 
Province ii1 II Corps for a rescheduled crop destruction test, and he sug
gcsied that "I.he issue be put on the agenda of the Secretary of Defense Con
ferenr.e scheduled for October l, 1962. Oo September 15, Nolting reported 
that South Vietnamese Deputy Mini::l.!~r of Oe:f ense Thuan had given him a 
c;tack of letters from leade!'s •Jf the Monrngnards requesting that their crops 
be destroyed in some areas to keep them from falling into the hands of the 
Viet Cong. Nolting declared that these letters, even if government-inspired, 
represented impressive evidence and reinforced his conviction that at least a 
test operation shoultl go forward. 26 

The \:V~nt which outweighed the State Department's opposhion and fi
nally tilted the rolitical balance in favor of initiating a crop destruction pro
gram seems to have occurred on September 25, 1962. On that date, Minister 
Thuan personally visited Washington and discussed the matter face-to-face 
with President Kennedy. He told the President that crop destruction was 
vital to shortening the war and was one method to aid the Montagnards in 
controlling the movements of the Viet Cong. In response, Kennedy asked 
two key questions which had been central to the issue all along: Could the 
South Vietnamese distinguish the Viet Cong crops from other crops, and 
would the usefulness of the tactic outweigh the likely negative propaganda 
effects? Thuan replied that the Viet Cong crops were in remote and unin
habited areas, intelligence to help distinguish the Viet Cong crops had im
proved, reports indicated that a food shortage existed among the guerrillas, 
and the Montagnards had themselves asked for the operation. Thuan urged 
Kennedy to at least approv~ chemical crop destruction using hand sprayers 
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Top: soldiers of a Vietnamese .6.rmed Propaganda Team pass leaflets lo villagers onllstlng their support 
for the governmc" ': bottom: President Kennedy with Sec. McNamara and Gen. Taylor after a cabinet 
meeting. 
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in a few provinces so that. the two governments could see whelher the posi
tive results would outweigh any negative effects. Presid\;nt Kennedy prom
ised Thuan that he would make a decision on the matter by the end of the 
week.zr 

On the sanae day as the Kennedy-Thuan meeting (and almost surely as 
a direct resuit of this discussion), the State Department again queried 
Harkl.ns and Nolting for their views, specifically Q\'.cstioning them on hand
spraying as an alternative tc aerial spraying and asking them for any inf or
mation to show how crop destruction could be done without damaging 
Montagnard crops. 21 Ambassador Nolting's next day reply reminded his 
superiors that he and General Harkins had recommended, after careful 
st1Jdy, the aerial spraying of crops in Phu Yen Provinct and the hand spray
ing of crops in Phuoc Long Province. However, Nolting said that he and 
Harkins were not prepared to recommend a iarge-r.crue program until ex
perience in these trirJ operations gave them a basis for evaluating the 
relativ~ impact of crop destruction on the Viet Coug and the local Mon
tagnard population. The Ambassador unequivCJcally ruled out any role fer 
Ranch Hand in crop destruction and said that he had never envisaged using 
American aircraft i.n this role. If the trial program were approved, com
pleted, and j•ldged a success, he said, it might be appropriate to consider 
giving the South Vietnamese some srray-equipped aircraft. 29 

1'he Joint Chiefs presented their final position to the Secretary cf De
fense on September 29, i:aking into account eve':lts since their last memo. 
They recounted th.e fact that. there had been rep\!ated ;:equests from respon
~icle Americans up and down the chain of command for authority to con
duct a trial crop-destruction ope1'.ltion, and they cited the urgent appeals of 
South VietnaMese offici?.ls, including the rect>nt personal plea M Minister 
Thuan. Accordingly, th~ Chief1'i recommended t}'\~.t: 

a. The current :-roposal for crup destruction in Phu Yen Province in con
junctior. with Hai Yen II be disapproved since the:: time has no.,., passtd tc achieve 
maximum dfective results. 

b. Authority be delegated to plan for and authorize GVN execution of a 
limited trial crop destruction o~eration to be conducted in South Vietnam . . . 

c. Herbicides in regula•.ed amounts be released to the GVN for dissemina
tion In grour.d crop destructior. operations. 

d. Crop clestructio;J be plactd on the agenda as a topic for discussion at the 
Seventh Secreta.y of Defense Southeast Asia Conference to be held at Pearl Har
bor on S Octcber 1962." 

On October 2, 1962, President Kennedy decided to allow restricted 
crop destruction to proceed. The next day, Michael Forrestal of the White 
House staff sent the State Department a proposed draft of a message to Sai
g(>n for coordination and final dispatch. Forres1:al noted in a covering letter 
to Harriman that it might be wise to inform Edward R. Murrow, Director, 
lJ .S. Information Agency, about the decision " . . . so that he can prepare 
whatever propaganda defense there is." 31 
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State and Defense sent the authorizing message to Saigon on the same 
day. It informed General Harkins and Ambassador Nolting that the test 
crop destruction operations described in their messages of late September 
had been approved in principle and authorized them to implement their 
plans. However, Washington cautioned t!1em t~ keep in mind four central 
concerns. First, spraying should be done only where the stage of crop 
growth promised a reasonable chance of success. Second, the targets should 
be chosen so as to cause the least damage possible to non-Viet Cong 
farmers. Third, American officials should assure themselves of the ability 
and willingness of the South Vietnan1ese government to give prompt food 
aid to any refugees from the target areas. And last, the message urged 
American officials in Saigon to consider the propaganda aspects of the 
operations very carefully so as to minimize their negative impact both inside 
and outside South Vietnam.u On October 20, 1962, the State Department 
further restri~ted the parameters for crop destruction by requiring that any 
target areas cr.osen be submitted to Washington for final clearance, mean
ing White House approval, before spraying began.)] 

As the Joint Chiefs and others had recommended, Secretary McNa
mara dis~ussed crop destruction at his Hawaii conference on October S. He 
directed that the first targets be sprayed as quickly as possible and that the 
effectiveness of these operations be rapidly evaluated. 34 On November 6, 
the American Embassy in Saigon requested Washington approval to spray 
targets in Phuoc Long Province, an alternate area chosen because the crops 
in Phu Yen Province were too far advanced in growth. The delay of almost 
a month is not explained, but the Embassy may have held back its recom
mendation knowing Washington was preoccupied with the Cuban Missile 
Crisis. 3

' 

Approval of the Saigon proposal came on November 8. 36 It included 
both air and ground crop spraying in portions of a 25-km square area of 
Phuoc Long Province. The scattered target fields would number about 100 
and be of varying sizes up to three or four acres. Washington received 
assurance that the targets had been selected only after a careful analysis and 
examination of South Vietnamese plans. 

The base for this first crop destruction operation was the airstrip at Nui 
Ba Ra in Phuoc L0ng Provim.e. Prior to November 20, 1962, Air Force 
C-l23s airlifted all of the needed supplies, equipment, and chemicals from 
Tan Son Nhut at Saigon to Nui .Ba Ra. With the advice and assistance of 
American technicians, the South Vietnamese installed HIDAL spray equip
ment 01~ five VNAF H-34 helicopters. On the night of November 20, a solu
tion of "blue" herbicide (r.:acodylic acid) was prepared, and 200 gallons of 
this water-based !llixture filled the tanks of each helicopter. The five heli
copters took off from Nui Ba Ra at 0700 on the morning of November 21 in 
order to take advantage of early morning inversion conditions. They arrived 
over the target area at about 0735, but one H-34 had to return to base with
out spraying because of a generator malfuni.:Lion. Two of the remaining 
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helicopters sprayed the crops from an altitude of 50 feet at an airspeed of 50 
knots, but the other two sprayed from 100 feet because of tall trees nearby. 
They rr.ade two passes over each field to achieve a deposition rate of about 
two gallons per acre. One H-34 experienced an electrical problem in its 
pump motor and returned to Nui Ba Ra with about 100 gallons of herbicide. 
In total, the helicopters sprayed about 700 gallons of blue, or 300 gallons 
less than planned, ou about 400 acres of crops. By os•s. all the H-34s were 
back at Nui Ba Ra where mechanics removed their spray equipment so that 
the helicoptP.rs could fly logistical support for the two battallons of ARVN 
troops securing the target areas. 

That afternoon, these AR VN batt3.lions began to move from the area 
of the first day's target fields, dl!signated "R-4,'' to the vicinity of "R-5" 
and "R-6" scheduled for spraying 011 November 23. Betw~en 1400 and 
1700 on November 22, Viet1~amese personnel reinstalled the HIDAL spray 
equipment on the five H-34s with the American advisors only looking on. 
As had been the case two days before, no U.S. personnel were allowed 
aboard the helicopters as they lifted off for their spray runs at 0700 on the 
23d. The equipment on all five helicopters performed with only one incident 
this time -the pump on one HlDAL rig malfunctioned on the last pass 
forcing that helicopter to return with about 25 gallons of blue in its tanks. 
All spraying on the 23d was done from 50 feet at 50 knots. Crops sprayed 
that day totalled 375 acres of rice, manioc, and beans. 

The psychological warfare aspects of the operation consisted of ARVN 
ground troops distributing lecflets in the area, although' they found almost 
no Montagnards to take them. The troops left leaflets behind in the hope 
that people returning to the fields would pick them up and read them. The 
leaflets deliberately avoided any mention of crop destruction so as to give 
the Viet Cong and their international allies no additional propaganda 
ammunition. However, the leaflets did note that 100,000 highland dwellers 
had already fled the Viet Cong dominated areas and that in government
controUed areas, dwellings would always be available, food and clothes 
always abundant. 

Both American and Vietnamese evaluators rated the results of this first 
crop destruction operation as generally successful. Within five hours of the 
first spray runs, a U.S. observer on the ground noticed that plants were 
wilted and discolored around the edges. Less than ten hours after spraying, 
another group of Americans saw that bean, peanut, potato, and manioc 
plants had all turned black. Two days later aerial observation by General 
Harkins and others found that all the sprayed crops, including rice, were 
brown. Photo reconnaissance missions five and seven days after the spray
ing showed that the brown color had deepened and that the crops were com
pletely destroyed. A report on the OIJeration prepared by a team headed by 
General Delmore estimated that the herbidde had destroyed 745,000 
pounds of food, enough to feed 1,000 Viet Cong for more than a year. 37 
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Shortly after this first operation, Saigon sought approval to destroy 
other crop targets. Ambassador Nolting notified Washington on November 
26 that he had received an urgent South Vietnamese request for chemicals to 
carry out atrial crop destruction in Zone Din conjunction with a continua
tion of the military operation of which the Phuoc Long activity had been a 
part. General Khanh, the ARYN Deputy Chief of Staff, said that he 
planned for his troops t.o enter Zone ;J on November 27 about 25 km south
west of the Phuoc Long crop targets. He wanted the authority to have heli
copters spray any crops his troops might find beginning on the 28th. 
Because Zone D was the "hardest of hard core VC areas," Saigon officials 
felt that a minimum psychological warfare effort would be needed. General 
Harkins and Ambassador Nolting strongly recommended that they be given 
discretionary authority to approve thei;~ operations. 31 Averell Harriman, 
then visiting New Delhi, seconded this recommendation, 39 and approval 
came from the Secretary of State on November 28. The authorizing message 
from Washington took issue with one aspect of the Saigon plan, however: 

Even though Zone D is considered as VC sanctuary believe it unwise assume all 
inhabitants are VC therefore TF/Saigon must ensurf' there is maximum, not. 
minimum, psywar and rehabilitation effort.•• 

All of the hurried efforts were for naught, because by the time Washington 
approval came, the first areas to be sprayed were not secure enough for heli
copter operations. Another set of fields in Zone D was to be sprayed on the 
morning of November 30, but Typhoon Lucy forced the cancellation of the 
operation. 41 

On November 30, Hrukius and Nolting submitted a third request, this 
time for permission to spray some 300 acres of Viet Cong crops in Thua 
Thien Province. Because of the terrain and proximity to the Laotian border, 
they contemplated no helicopter operations, and the herbicide, agent pink, 
would be sprayed from the ground by hand. The Ambassador admitted that 
authorities in the province had almost totally ignored the psychological war
fare aspect, but he assured Washington that he would not approve the oper
ations until he was satisfied with their efforts in this regard. 42 

Washington approved this operation on November 30 subject to ade
quate psychological warfare and rehabilitation efforts, but the spraying in 
1hua Thien did not take place until February, May, and June 1963. This 
delay may have indicated that these latter efforts took a longer time than 
originally hoped. 41 

On February 3, 1963, a series of ten lengthy articles on U.S. P·:>licy in 
Asia by a reporter named Richard 7:1) ;;aan began appearing in the St. 
Louis Post-Dispatch and other newspapers, including the Washington Star. 
Several of these articles dealt with Vietnam, and they attracted the atten
tion of some influential legislators, including Senator Mike Mansfield of 
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Montana who had the entire series printed in the March 4 edition of the 
Congressional Record. Senator Mansfield said that Mr. Dudman's articles 
were first-rate and an example of careful reporting. He commended them to 
the attention of the Senate.'' 

The fourth article in the series claimed that the U.S. arid its South Viet
namese allies were using "dirty-war" tactics against the Viet Cong and that 
Operation Ranch Hand was one such tactic: 

Take, for example, Operation Ranch Hand, a system of spraying the land 
with poison to kill plants that provide the Communist-led guerrillas with food 
and shelter. 

Officials hope it can be effective in helping stan•e out and flush out the 
enemy Viet-cong. Details are secret, but it is known that converted U.S. Air 
Force planes sweep across the countryside spraying poison from nozzles along 
their wings to destroy rice fields around insurgent strongholds and to strip the 
brush from roadsides where the enemy sometimes hides in ambush." 

Dudman went on to say that for technical reasons the spray had not wor.ked 
well, and that the important question raised by the tactic was whether the 
military advantages outweighed the political disadvantages and the resent
ment .-.ngendered by the destruction of food.• 

Congressman Robert W. Kastenmeier of Wisconsin was disturbed 
enough by this article that he penned a letter to President Kennedy urging 
him to renounce the use of chemical weapons, especially herbicides, in 
South Vietmun. He started his letter by recounting how, at the height of 
World War II, President Franklin Roosevelt had declared that the United 
States would undP.r no circumstances use chemical weapons unless they were 
first used by an enemy. Then he quoted a similar statement by President 
Eisenhower. Kastenmeier correctly maintaineC: that the crop spraying which 
had taken place represented a change in American policy in Vietnam which 
had previously prohibikd such operations. In his view this was far different 
from our policy during World War II when, in the face of fanatical resist
ance from entrenched Japanese troops, Adm. William Leahy told President 
Roosevelt that using chemicals to . destmy the Japanese rice crop 
'' . . . would violate every Christian ethic I have ever heard of and all 
known laws of war.'' Ka.c:tenmeier said that because of the confusing nature 
of the war in South Vietnam, we could not be sure that we were destroying 
only food destined for the Viet Cong. Viet Cong terror and U .S.-South 
Vietnamese counter-terror tactics, he said, created a horrible dilemma for 
the common Vietnamese citizen concerned only with saving his own life and 
that of his family. He questioned whether the survivai of the Diem regi: ae 
was worth compromising America's moral principles. In closing, 
Kastenmeier pleaded with President Kenr.edy to join other Presidents ir. 

"Dudman was not entirely correct. When he wrote his ai1iclcs, no U.S. planes or heli
copters had been used to spray rice or other crops. Also, the spray was not at that ~imc thought 
to be "poison" except in the limited sense! of being deadly to plants. 
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declaring that the United States would never 1:-e the first to use chemical or 
biological weapons and to order a halt to the present "starvation tactics" in 
South Vietnam. 0 

On March 13, 1963, President Kennedy, prompted, it seems like\y, by 
the Kastenmeier letter, had asked the Depa11ments of State and Defense and 
the U.S. Information Agency for an up-to-date report on the results of de
foliation and crop destruction operations in Vietnam. ' 1 Lawrence F. 
O'Brien, Special Assistant to the President, ref erred the Kastenmeier letter 
to the Department of Defense for a ditect reply to the Congressman. Wil
liam P. Bundy signed the letter of reply on MIU'ch 16, Denying that chemical 
and biological weapons had been used iu Vietnan,, he said the moral ques
tion raised by Kastenmcier was not at issue. Bundy claimed that the defini
tion of chemical warfare under interJ1ational law required that ~amage be 
done to the physical person of the enemy, and that since the chemi:als em
ployed in Vittnam w::re widely used commercial weed killers which were not 
harmful to man, animals, or the soil, it could not be said that poioons or 
chl!mical warfare agents were in use in Vietnam. Bundy explained that the 
South Vietnamese had, with technical and logistics assis~ance from the 
U.S., sprayed heri;icides along lines of communic1\tion and in areas around 
military bases. However, Bundy did not elaborate ~d reveal that this "as
sistance'' had included Air Force planes and crews who had actually flown 
the missions with little involvement by the Vietnames~ except in the selec
tion of targets. Secretary Bundy confirmed to the Congressman that the 
South Vietnamese, without the participation of the U.S. l!Xcept for the pro
vision of chemicals, had sprayed Viet Cong crops, but only in a few cases, 
and then as an alternative to manual destillction. 

Maintaining that the denial of food was a "wholly normal procedure" 
in wars against insurgents as well as other forms of warfare, he said that ex
treme precautions had been taken to insure that the South Vietnamese had 
only sprayed crops which were part of the Viet Cong food supply. He then 
closed the letter with an expression of regret that the press and communist 
propaganda organs had distorttd the facts relatin8 to the matter and stat(!d 
that the American Embassy in Saigon had been advised to provide newJmen 
with complete details of the herbicide operations.•• 

On Mar.:h 20, 1963, at Wa'lhington's suggestion, the South Vietnamese 
held a full-scale press conference. Eighty journalists, the largest turnout to 
that time, heard a South Vietnamese government spokesman ex9lain the 
need for herbicide operations, their nature, and their purpose. Vietnamese 
officials had prepared the text of the statement, with some U.S. assistance. 
And although U.S. officials stayed in the background during th~ briefing, 
they had been ready to step in if the South Vietnamese had experienced any 
difficulty."' 

Two day:; after this press briefing, CINCPAC dispatched to the Joint 
Chiefs a report which evaluated the psychological warfare '\Spects of the 
defoliation and crop destruction operations conducted in Vil •am through 
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January of 1963. Its conclusion wac; favorable to the use of these chemicals 
and asserted that the benefits of herbicides far outweighed any psycholog
ical costs caused by communist propaganda. To the contrary, the study 
claimed that inaccurate propaganda about the deadliness of the spray may 
have had a boomerang effect on the Viet Cong causing in at least one in
stance the surrender of a group of guerrillas and their sympathizers out of 
fear. Other than this possible reverse impact on the Viet Cong, Admiral Felt 
said that communist propaganda had had little impact on either the Viet
namese population as a whole or the outside world. To further reinforce 
this positive view, he concluded that the recent increases in propaganda 
statements denouncing the use of herbicides were to be expected and con
stituted the best possible evidence that defoliation and crop destruction 
were having a negative impact on the Viet Cong. 50 

The State Department, on March 15, 1 %3, had asked Ambassador 
Nolting and General Harkins to provide their best information about defo
liation and crop destruction and to include statistics, plans for future opera
tions, and methods for increasing the military effects of the program while 
decreasing the adverse political reaction. The White House query of March 
13 had prompted this message to Saigon, and State had told the American 
officials that this request for information came from the "highest author
ity."" The reply from Saigon came on March 20. Ambassador Nolting re
ported that it was extremely difficult to obtain precii,e statistical results of 
herbicide missions, and, that to some extent, his conclusions has been based 
on the absence of adverse eviden.;e rather than the presence of positive evi
dence. He expected the South Vietnamese to soon submit extensive plans 
for both crop destruction and defoliation missions, and he felt that it was 
important to decide rapidly on the future basis for herbicide operations so 
that they could be informed and could develop their plans accordingly. Re
garding a future course, he cabled: 

. . . General Harkins and I recommend that chemical defoliation and crop 
deMructi'>n be continued (latter as integral part of more general GVN food 
denial program) but on new footing: Instead of considering chemical defoliation 
and crop destruction as separate program under which appropnate targets can be 
selected, herbicides should be considered as an effective tool to be employed in 
specific situations and areas ... In both defoliation and crop destruction, 
however, emphasis shoulo mean greater dependence on views and recommenda
tions local comman<lers and advisors rather than 011 those cf GVN/ JGS in 
Saigon .... 

Procedurally, General Harkins and I recommend that we be given authority 
to approve crc.p destruction now, as well as authority approve other defoliation 
targets in addition to lines of communication and related areas. We would con
tinue report operations fully to Washington with our evaluations as info 
becomes available. Regarding selection targets, we would envisage continuing 
same careful selection process used to date, judging seleciipn on basis exis.ing 
criteria." · 
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Rather than submit a separate report, General Harkins endorsl!d Ambas
sador Nolting's v\ews, adding a plea that the additional authority they had 
requested be granted as soon as possible so that they could take advantage 
of the approat;:hing growing season. ii Admiral Felt added his endorsement 
to ~his request one week later. 54 

On April 4, 1963, while the State and Defense Depart1nent 
bureaucracies were formulating their formal positions, President Kennedy 
met witb Mr. R. G. K. Thomp&on, head of the British Advisory MissiC'n to 
Vietnam, who gave him a decidedly negative report on the use of herbicides 
in Vietnam. Thompson doubted the worth of defoliation since even when 
the trees were dead, enough cover was provided by branches and twigs to 
furnish the Viet Cong with hiding places. He also spoke of Asians' 
automatic aversion to the use of unknown chemicals. Crop destrucrion, he 
believed, should only be done where it was certain that there WP.re no 
sources of supply for the Viet Cong other than the crops being destroyed. 
After this di!!cussion President Kennedy reiterated his request for the review 
of the defoliation and crop destruction programs, a review which was then 
underway. 5

' 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff provided their view on the value of herbicides 
and recommended future courses of action to the Secretary of Defense on 
April 17, 1963. ' 6 William P. Bundy adopted their view as the Defense 
Department's position in a letter to Averell Harriman on April 19. 57 Bundy 
described the herbicide targets to date, saying 87 miles of roads, canals, and 
areas bordering militar1 installations had been sprayed ~ong with 750 acres 
of crops in Phuoc Long Province and 29 acres in Thua Thien Province. 
Labeling herbicides a "weapons system," he said that, like other w~apons, 
a precise statistical determination of their effectiveness would be difficult. 
However, he noted that reports·from the field had been positive and that the 
Joint Chiefs considered defoliation one tool among many in the counterin
surgen~y kit. Future operations being planned included at least 12,000 acres 
of defoliation targets and 4,000 acres of crop destruction targets. Bundy 
repeated Admiral Felt's conclusion that the propaganda costs of herbicide 
operations had been minimal and that communist piOpaganda barrages 
should be viewed as indicatm·s of the degree of success the program was 
achieving. In closing, he recommended, on behalf of the Defense Depart
ment, that defoliation and crop destruction operations be continued. He ad
vocated asking the President to authorize Ambassador Nolting and General 
Harkins to approve crop destruction and defoliation targets on their own in 
accordance with the existing criteria with reports and evaluations continu
ing to flow into Washington. 

While awaiting the President's decision, the Joint Chiefs felt the in
creased sensitivity of the herbicide issue and suspended all herbicide opera
tions on May 2, 1963 pending receipt of new instructions expected within 
four or five days." The need for this suspemion evaporated on May 7, 
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when the State Department issued ntw guidelines resulting from a review of 
the herbicide program at the ''highest levels": 

Defoliation: I. Authority to initiate defoliation opl!r.itions Is delegated to 
Ambassador :..nd COMUSMACV. 2. Guidelines: Defoliation operation> should 
be few in number, undertaken only in following circumstances: a) where tcnain 
and vegetation peculiarly favor ..isc of herbkides; bi in areas remote from 
population; and c) when hand cutting and burning arc impracticable. A few high 
priority projects can be undertaken in populated areas where military advantage 
very clear and hand cutting and burning not feasible. 

Crop Dcstru<:tion: I. All crop destruction operations must be approved in 
advance by Assistant Secretary FE and DOD. 2. Guidelines re Crop Destruction: 
a) Crop destruction must be confined to remote areas known to be occupied by 
VC. It stiould not be 1;arried on in areas where VC are intermingled with native 
inhabitants and llltter cannot escape. Also should be limited to areas where VC 
cithe:r do not have nearby alternative sources food or areas in which there is 
over:UI food deficit e.g. High Plateau and Zone D. 

General Comments (applicable to both defoliation an..l cro1, demuction): 
a. All hcrbicidi: operations to be undertaken only arter it is clear l:>oth Pw

War preparations and ccmpensation and relief machinery are actequutc. Would 
appear GVN should increase compensation efforts. 

b. Suggest further increase reliance on hand operations where feasible which 
less awesome than spraying by air. 

c. Continue efforts counteract international effe..:; Commie propaganda 
through demonstrations, visits by newsmen, etc. 

d. Request by first week July a full report and evaluation all 1963 herbicide 
operations to serve as basis decisio;1 whether continue dr.foliation and crop 
destruction. 

Secretary Rusk's signature appeared at the bottom of the message. i 9 

Thus, negative publicity and political criticism led to a reexamination 
of the herbicide program. This resulted not in a contraction of the effort, 
but in the delegation of more authority to approve operations to lower 
levels in the chain of command. Still, Washington maintained control over 
crop destruction, and the required report. in two months would insure that 
high levds of the government would again have an opportunity to evaluate 
the herbicide program and rule on its continuation. 
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VI. Ranch Hand's Mission 
Expands and Becomes Routine 

Ranch Hand's three spray planes had flown their last herbicide mission 
in December 1962, prior to the issuance of the May 7, 1963, guidelines. The 
South Vietnamese dry season and the confusion over high-level policy 
limited Ranch Hand's activities dt1ring the intervening five months to 
assii,rnments not re!ated to the spray work for which the unit had come to 
Vietnam. In this interim period, they flew transport, navigational aid test
ing, and radar target missions. The transport flights werc- in support of the 
Mule Train logistics mission and included the delivery of cargo, munitions, 
and persunnel. Ranch Hand aircraft and crews also participated in some 
combat parachute drops. Two of the unit's C-123s had special radio gear 
installed to test the British-designed Tactical Air Positioning System 
(TAPS), a11d they flew a total of 65 sorties in support of the TAPS testing 
program. As part of an effort to develop a ground controlled intercept 
(GCI) capability in South Vietnam, Ranch Hand crews and aircraft flew 
simulated hostile aerial penetration flights during this period. They gener
ally flew at low level and provided excellent GCI prt".ctice to both ground 
radar operators and U.S. and Vietnamese pilots. 1 

Ranch Hand finally got back into the spray business in June 1963~ 
v1hen the unit began applying herbicides along 46 kilometers of canals on 
the Ca Mau peninsula. Eight sonies, dispensing 7.200 gallons of chemicals, 
were flown in this region of IV Corps between June (t and 9. Only light 
enemy ground fire harassed the crews over these targets, with no damage to 
Ranch Hand's C-123s. The unit flew spray missions again in July, thi~ time 
along a power line extending from Da Lat to Bien Hoa. From July 3 
through 27, Ranch Hand sprayed 10,722 gallons of herbicide during 19 sor
ties along 58 kilometers of the transmission line right-of-way. Because the 
line traversed mountainous terrain, Ranch Hand crews first surveyed its en
tire length to determine which portions were suitable for spraying by their 
C-123s, and which would have to be covered by slower, more maneuverable 
VNAF helicopters. Ranch Hane\ sprayed this series of targets without inci
dent, except for delays because of adverse weather co11ditions. 2 

In August 1963, Thailand requeste.d Ranch Hand's aerial spray services 
through the U.S. State Department. This neighboring Southeast Asian 
country was suffering widespread and serious crop damage from locusts. 
One Ranch Hand aircraft and crew flew to Thailand on Augmt 30 to coor
dinate the requested insect eradication project. On the following day, they 
flew the first of 17 insecticide missions which continued until September 16. 
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A second Ranch Hand aircraft arrived to help on September 8. Thai of
ficials considered Ram.:h Hand's work, which demonstrated the unit's diver·· 
sified aerial spray capabilities, extremely successful. i 

The May 7 message from the Secretary of State required that a full 
report and evaluation of all 1 %3 herbicide operations to date be sent to 
Washington by the first week in July. Because Ranch Hand had not re
sumed spraying until June and because the crop destruction sp·raying in 
1963 had been very limited, American officials asked for and received 
authorization to move the due date back to October 1. • 

On September 4, 1963, MACV appointed a team to conduct this 
evaluation and prepare a report. U.S. Anny Lt. Col. Peter G. Olenchuk 
headed the team. He was assisted by Army Lt. Col. Oran K. HenderSOil, 
Air Force Maj. Wayne E. Davis, and Mr. Robert T. Burke of the Political 
Section of the American Embassy in Saigon. This team of Americans had 
the mission of evaluating the technical adequacy, military worth, 
psychological and civil affairs aspects, policy, and procedures of herbicide 
operations which had taken place in South Vietnam since September 1962. 
They selected this broader base period covering ten defoliation and two 
crop destruction targets to provide a sufficient amount of data for evalua
tion. 

Using C-123 aircraft, team members and their assistants flew over all 
sections of the defoliated targets under study at 75 to 150 feet in order to 
assess vertical and horizontal visibility in the defoliated strips in comparison 
with contiguous unsprayed areas. At least five observers rated each target 
on standardized forms, and they tested inter-observer reliability by overfly
ing non-defoliated areas, obtaining close correlation of obs~rver visibility 
~stimates. The team estimated the average vertical and horizontal visiblity 
over non-sprayed areas adjoining the nine defoliated targets as 400Jo and 
30%, respectively. However, over the defoliated areas, average vertical 
visibility had improved to 8011/o, and horizontal visibility had increased to 
75%. They found no major technical deficiencies in the Ranch Hand spray 
equipment or aircraft, but they did note that the effectiveness of the spray 
was sometimes degraded by the inherent inability of the C-123s to follow 
precisely the sharply twisting and turning paths of roads, rivers, canals, and 
the power line. Although they did not personally inspect the crop destruc
tion targets, they noted that conclusive reports indicated that except 
perhaps for some root crops, the sprayed fields had been 100% destroyed. 

The Olenchuk Report rated the military worth of defoliation and crop 
destruction as high. The team found that improved visibility had eased the 
problem of providing security in defoliated areas, had made aerial 
surveillance much more effective, and had enabled ground security forces to 
be reduced: Defoliation had also created an increased field of fire for 

•This latter result would have been a questionable benefit in th-: eyes of some critics of 
U .S.-GVN counterinsurgency strategy because it reduced the governnu:nt presence on the 
ground in contested areas and increased Saigon's reliance on remote technological means of 
control. 
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troops on the ground, a benefit which, however, accrued to both South 
Vietnamese troops and the Viet Cong. In view of the reluctance of the Viet 
Cong to operate in defoliated areas, the evaluation team concluded that the 
South Vietnamese derived the most benefit from this effect. Province of
ficials in defoliated areas reported to the team that the Viet Cong had in
itiated fewer incidents since the sprying had taken place, and the team's in
dependent analysis of tabulated data confirmed this finding. They asserted 
that, in theory, a crop destruction could have a serious effect on the Viet 
Cong, but they made no claims of extensive impact for the two operations 
which had been conducted, probably because the amount of targeted crops 
was so small. 

In sum, the team found that the technical and military effectivenes.s of 
defoliation and crop destruction was high. They cited the earlier CINCPAC 
evaluation of the psychological and propaganda impact of herbicides which 
concluded that costs in these areas were low. The team's main negative find
ings concerned the South Vietnamese government's handling of reimburse
ment for damages and the policy restrictions which complicated the ap
proval process for herbicide usage. Olenchuk and his team found that 
although there were a number of confirmed instances where crops of non
hostile civilians had received accidental damage during defoliation opera
tions, no monetary reimbursement had yet been made to the people for the 
losses. They cited cases in five different provinces where delays because of 
the lack of funds, problems in assessing damages, and the general ineffi
ciency of the South Vietnamese bureaucracy had held up the payment of 
claims for months, and concluded that this situation presented a difficult 
civil affairs problem. On another civil affairs problem, the team said that 
the South Vietnamese had, as the Americans required, planned and con
ducted psychological operations consisting of leaflet drops, loudspeaker 
broadcasts, and supplementary ground teams in all cases except where air· 
craft would have been jeopardized. However, the general lack of relevance 
between these operations and the realities of the situation in hard-core Viet 
Cong areas had caused justifiable South Vietnamese disenchantment with 
psychological operations in conjunction with herbicide missions. 

In the area of approval of herbicide requests, the Olenchuk team found 
that with few exceptions the reaction time from field requests to execution 
of the missions was extremely long, typically three months to a year. The 
highly centralized nature of the approval procedures for herbicide usage 
flowed from U.S. policy restrictions which dictated maximum control. The 
tactical necessity for spraying plants at the proper stage of growth in order 
to achieve maximum effects required a shorter response time and, in the 
te~m's view, more decentralized authority. 

The Olenchuk Report concluded with eleven major recommendations, 
only the first two of which Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge (successor to 
Ambassador Nolting) specifically endorsed when he signed the report. 
General Harkins, by contrast, penned no limitations 0ver his signr\ture 
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on the report's cover sheet. The first recommendation was for the continua
tion of herbicide operations in South Vietnam under the existing guidelines 
governing where and under what circumstances these chewicals could be 
used. The second recommer.dation called for the delegation of approval 
authority over crop destruction to the U.S. Ambassador and 
COMUSMACV, a departure from the restrictions imposed by Secretary 
Rusk's message of May 7. Recommendation number three was to empower 
ARYN division commanders to authorize all hand spray herbicide opera
tions subject to the concurrence of their U.S. division advisor. The other 
eight recommendations were technical in nature and concerned such things 
as improving the system for paying for herbicide damages, permitting 
follow-up spraying after the initial execution of defoliation missions, mak
ing meteorological support more effective, and conducting research to pro
du·.:c improved herbicides and dcl'.very systems. The primary importance of 
the Olenchuk Report, however, was that it pronounced defoliation and crop 
destruction both technically and militarily effective and obtained the en
dorsement of Ambassador Lodge and General Harkins for the continuation 
of the program. 5 

Following a two month delay in August and September of 1963, Ranch 
Hand resumed spray operations. After that time, high-level disputes over 
policy caused no more lengthy gaps between spray missions. Seasonal lulls, 
however, during the dry months in the early part of the year did continue. 
Ranch Hand flew 82 sorties between October 14, 1963 and January 13, 
1964, dispensing 71,360 gallons of herbicide on six separate target areas. 
Three of these involved highways, one was a railroad and one was a canal 
on the Ca Mau Peninsula. The sixth target included part of the Viet Cong 
base area in Zone D. Defoliation in Zone D increased ground-to-air visibil
ity and enabled a more accurate evaluation of the effectiveness of fighter 
strikes. 6 

In December 1963, Ranch Hand tested the feasibility of cvnducting 
defoliation missions at night. Because the heat of the sun creatj!d thermal 
updrafts which dispersed the spray, the only time spraying could be done at 
maximum effectiveness during daylight was just before sunset and just after 
sunrise. Crosswind-: were also greater during the daylight hours. Being able 
to fly herbicide mhsions at night would have given Ranch Hand much more 
flexibility in scheduling missions and would have increased the element of 
surprise over Viet Cong gunners and reduced the effectiveness of their 
ground fire which was, by this time, becoming worrisome. Ranch Hand 
flew its first night test mission on Dece.nber 8 and utilizec flares dropped 
from a flare ship :i.bove and to the right of the spray plane t<' light the target. 
This mission was judged highly successful, as was a second, later, test-con
ducted by moonlight only. On the second flight, however, the spray planes 
received considerable small arms firt:, leading to the conclusion that night 
ta:tics should be used only sparingly and never twice in succession over the 
same target. The targets suitable for night spraying were those which were 
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straight, easily visible, and surrounded by flat terrain. Close coordination 
necessarily had to be maintained between the spray planes and the flare 
ships. Flickering shadows cast by the flares, however, posed difficulties for 
the pilots trying to judge precise altitudes. Because of these problems, night 
spraying never became very important. 1 

During January 1964 the majority of Ranch Hand flights surveyed the 
results of pl'evious spray runs and evaluated future target areas. Most of the 
remainder of the missions were logistics flights in support of Mule Train 
and test missions for a navigational program. A target on the Ca Mau 
peninsula received a handful of spray sorties in January. In February, 
Ranch Hand returned to the peninsula and sprayed a wide ~anal located on 
its southern tip which connected directly with the Gulf of Thailand. This 
target required 16 sorties and 14,050 gallons of defoliant. Because of the 
target's size and its accessibility to the sea, the Vietnamese Navy provided 
ground security. Small armed boats, normally used in coastal patrols, oc
cupied the target area during the spray runs and were successful in suppress
ing ground fire. None of the spray aircraft sustained any serious damage.' 

Ranch Hand targets during March and April 1964 were also on the Ca 
Mau peninsula, but they we:re too far inland to be reached and secured by 
the Vietnamese Navy. Vietnamese ground forces were totally unable to pro
vide security in the area which was, by this time, dominated by the Viet 
Cong. A: a result, ground fire from the tR.rget areas created extremely 
hazardous conditions during the spray runs. Although Viet Cong ground 
forces normally had weapons no larger than .30 caliber, Ranch Hand air· 
c1aft on the average sustained four hits per mission during operations over 
these targets. The spray planes occasionally had hydraulic or electrical 
systems disabled by ground fire, and twice emergency landings were 
necessary because landing gears had been shot out.' 

A mission flown by Ranch Hand along the Bay Hap river in the Mekong 
Delta on April 22, 19641 caused a great deal of controversy because of allega
tions of crop damage near the model strategic hamlet of Cha La. In other 
ways, however, it was typical of the missions Ranch Hand flew during this 
time period. Preliminary discussions between American and South Vietna
mese officials to arrange for aerial defoliation of rivers and canals controlled 
by the Viet Cong in An Xuyen Province, took place in December 1963. These 
officials rated a 38 kilometer segment along the Bay Hap river as the first 
priority for spraying because the Viet Cong continually ambushed or har
assed convoys traveling to the outposts at Cha La and Thuan Hung. The 
South Vietnamese High Command sent a formal defoliation request to 
MACV in late February 1964, and on March 4, 1964, MACV representatives 
met in An Xuyen Provincial Headquarters with Vietnamese officials and their 
U.S. advisors to further evaluate the need for defoliation in the area and, 
because of a recent coup,• to revalidate the provincial certification. 

"The overthrow of the Diem regime in November 1963 us:-ll~red in a period of turbulent 
political upheavals in South Vietnam which was to last for several years. 
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In accordance with standard procedure, the Vietnamese officials at this 
meeting certified the authorized limits of the target area around Cha La by 
their signatures and official seals on special 1 :4000 scale aerial photographs. 
This assured accurate delineation and positive identification of the areas 
they wanted sprayed and the areas which should be skipped by the herbicide 
planes so as to avoid damaging the crops of friendly civilians. MACY ap
proved the defoliation request on April 16 after a final review by MACY 
and American Embassy personnet. 1 ~ 

Ranch Hand first flew against this complex of targets on April 22, 
1964. In May, Jim G. Lucas, a Scripps-Howard staff writer, submitted the 
following article: 

CHA LA, Viet Nam, May-Two weeks ago, at six in the morning, an Air Force 
plane swept low over Cha La. 

What followed was one of the more tragic mistakes of the war. 
Numb with shock, Maj. Victor Chandler, Austin, Tex .. watched as it whip

ped back l:!nd forth over the rice paddies and piner.pple groves on which Cha La 
depends for its prosperity. 

Vic Chandler did not need to be told this was a defoliation plane. Nor did he 
need to be told the pilot had misread his map. Plant killing chemicals, intended 
for enemy country deeper south, sprayed the gmund below. Chandler's shouted 
protests went unheard. 

That, Col. Jim Keirsey, Durant, Okla., senior adviser to a Vietnamese divi
sion, said grimly later on, was the last defoliation mission flown on the Ca Mau 
peninsula. It will be until we get some things straightened out. But that does not 
save Cha La's paddies and pineapple groves. Today. their green is slowly turning 
to brown and the months ahead look bleak indeed .... '' 

The Washing10n Post printed the Lucas story, edited to change the style but 
with the main allegations still intact, on May · •. :,, 1964. On the following 
day, the paper published this editorial: 

The miscalculation that caused the destruction by defoliants of crops in a 
friendJy South Viet-Nam village has again called into question the wisdom of us
ing such agents at all in this kind of war. This sort of unselective and non
discriminatory warfare, like the use of napalm and similar weaponry, simply is 
not suited to the pursuit of guerrilla infiltrators. We are burdng the barn to gel 
at the rats. 

The employment of the devices of chemical warfare even in enemy country 
where the inevitable hardships fall upon the enemy's civilian population is open 
to all sorts of ethical doubts. Their employment in a civil war, where the conse
quences are visited upon a civilian population we are trying to defend is folly 
compounded. 

Their consequences of employment by error and miscalculation is simply 
terrible. But we can avoid the results of error, in the employment of these 
weapor.s, by not using them at all in an environment for which they are totally 
unsuited." 

Reaction from the Pentagon was immediate. On the afternoon of 
May 26, the Joint Chiefs dispatched a message to Admiral Felt and General 
Harkins which outlir.ed the Lucas story as published by the Washington 
Post and directed these military commanders to provide Washington with 
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rletails on the Cha La incident. 13 Two days later Saigon's initia! reply con
firmed the Lucas story as "basicallr true but not (the] whole truth." MACY 
explained that the original request from the ARYN corps headquarters had 
asked for i.:omplete defoliation on both sides of the canal, including the 
hamlet of Cha La, but that l I.S. milita.~· representatives haci influenced the 
Vietnamese to establish spray cutoff points to protect a regimental head
quarters and the adjacent Cha La "new life" hamlet. The message went on 
to say that two Ranch Hand C-l23s had been flying in formation while 
sprHying near Cha La with the lead aircraft navigating and the pilot of the 
second aircraft starting and stopping his spray based on what he saw the 
lead aircraft doing. When the lead aircraft shut off its spray approaching 
Cha La, the pilot of the second aircraft did not immediately see it stop 
because of fog, hvze, and the senerally poor visibility at dawn, and he con
tinued his spray momentarily before shutting it off. In a debriefing after the 
mission, the crew of the second aircraft said that even considering their 
delay in stopping the spray, they did not feel that herbicide had carried 
across the authorized cutoff point north of Cha La." 

A follow-up report from MACY on June 3 said, based on detaiied U.S. 
air and ground reconnaissance, that the Ranch Hand planes had not 
sprayed Cha La after all and that there was uo plant damage at Cha La as of 
June 1 that could clearly be attributed to herbicides. The report cautioned, 
however, that there was some browning of about fifty coconut palm, 
banana, and betel nut trees that may have been caused by herbicide drift, 
but no firm conclusion could be drawn for about 30 days. Casting further 
doubt on L11cas' story, MACV's follow-up report stated that then· had been 
no damagl.! to rice and pineapple, as claimed by Lucas, and that, in fact, the 
area aroun'1 Cha La which Ranch Hand had allegedly spray';J by mistake 
contained no such crops, ll 

On June 9, 1964 a South Vietnamese official visited Cha La and paid 
indemnification to 57 resi~ents of the village and the surrounding ar~a for 
their claimed los~ of 5,569 coconut and areco nut trees. These trees were 
both inside (where damage had been expected) and outside the authorized 
spray target area. American officials had urged the South Vii!tnarnese to 
make the payments promptly without subjecting the claims to a prolonged 
investigation, even though it was highly probable that many of them were il
legitimate. The residents of the area were reoortedly highly safofied with 
their government's handling of the situation, and MACY noted that in con
trast to their past reluctance to make such payments, South Vietnamese 
officials had paid for defoliati'Jn damage at Cha La promptly and com
pletely .16 

A very important factor riffecdng Ranch Hand in the performance of 
its mission over Cha La and the related Delta targets in early l 964 was a 
serious increasr in the quantity and effectiveness of Viet Cong ground fire. 
Prior to late 1963, Ranch Hand crews reported ground fire as a constant 
potential harassment, but it was never concentrated nor accurate enough to 
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seriously interfere with the spr~y mission. That this threat wa~ low was due 
to the location of targets, security of target areas provided by ARVN troops 
on tht sround, and Viet Cong inexperience in antiaircraft tactics. After late 
1963, however, Ranch Hand planes faced greatly increased resistance dur
ing spray runs. The South Vietnamese government was losing control to the 
Viet Cong in many areas, particularly the Ca Mall peninsula which ex
perienced the most rapid rate of deterioration. Heavier infiltration of 
enemy forces into previously secure areas, meant that larger numbers of 
ARVN troops were needed to occupy and suppress ground fir.e from future 
Ranch Hand targets. However, due to the increase in enemy activity 
throughout the country, ARVN commanders not only could not assign ad
ditional troops to support the defoliation mission, but even had to withdraw 
those forces previously used to secure Ranch Hand targets and assign them 
to other missions. Fighter escorts were the sole source of target security dur
ing 1964. Ranch Hand encountered Viet Cong forces in larger concentra
tions, and, with practice, the Viet Cong's proficiency in antiaircraft fire in· 
creased. 11 

Ranch Hand C-123s began spraying a four-target complex llf rivers at 
the extreme southern tip of the Ca Mau peninsula in tlle middle of April 
1964. This group of targets included the Gm La area discussed earlier. The 
Viet Cong had controlled two of the target areas for m0re than three years, 
and in an attempt to reduce the effectiveness of ground fire, Ranch Hand 
crews utilized the recently developed "pop-up" tactic. This tactic involved 
flying at the extremely low altitude of 20 feet over the flat Delta land be
tween spray targets, climbing to th:: 150-foot spray release altitude just 
before reaching the spray-on point, and descending again to 20 feet in order 
to exit the target area. Befo1e April 30, tilis tactic was able to keep the 
average number of hits to about three to five per mission!' 

On April 30, 1964, Ranch Hand flew a spray mission against a target in 
the Delta which they had selected from the approved list after Maj" Gen. 
Joseph H. Moore, the commander of the 2d Air Division (Air Force head
quarters in South Vietnam), asked them to pick a spray target where they 
could guarantee that they would receive ground fire. A special escort. of 
four VNAF A-1 fighters, each with a single VNAF pilot, and four VNAF 
T -28 fighters with mixed USAF ruid VNAF crews was authorized for this 
mission. The fighters rendezvoused with two Ranch Hand C-123s about an 
hour before sunrise over Tan Son Nhut for the flight south. At first light 
they arrived over their target, a canal. Capt. Charles F. Hagerty, the Ranch 
Hand commander at that time, flew lead, and Capt. Eugene D. Stammer 
piloted the second aircraft. One plane sprayed one side of the cantll; the 
other took the opposite bank. Runch Hand's promised ground fire, much 
more intense than expected, burst fonh near a small village. Just as they 
reached the villa.ge, Captain Hage11y felt what l)e thought was his airplane 
exploding. Two .50-caliber machine guns, one on either side of the canal, 
openeJ up on his Jead aircraft and "walked" it down the :::ar..al in a 
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Top: "Patche:::," prior to its retirement, 1979; bottom: an A/A45Y-1 internal spray system mounted in a 
UC-123K. 
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crossfire. The crews also reported possible air-b11rst mortar fire. On Hag
erty's plane, one of the two engines was hit. Hagerty immediately feathered 
it and dumped the remaining herbicide load while climbing for altitude. 
Another round of enemy fire came up through the oxygen regulator, 
penetrated the right armrest, and disintegrated in the copilot's parachute 
where it started a fire, indicating that it was probably a tracer round. The 
copilot was burned, and the navigator received minor scratches while 
beating out the fire in the copilot's parachute. 

Captain Stammer also immediately turned off the target, gained 
altitude, and called for rescue helicopters on ground alert. The accompany
ing fighters strafed the suspectr.d gun positions and also received .50..caliber 
fire, although they took no losses. Hage1ty nursed his damaged C-123 into 
an airstrip at Soc Trang, and Stammer landt:d to pick up him and his crew 
and take them back to Saigon. They discovered that Hagerty's plane, later 
known as "Patches," had 40 holes in it while Slammer's plane had 10 or 12 
hits, all from .50-caliber guns. 19 

After encountering this serious opposition on April 30, Ranch Hand 
discontinued operations until May 19. Spraying resumed on that date 
o.gainst a canal located in what was thought to be a secure area 40 miles 
southea'it of Saigon. On the first two days of spraying this target, Ranch 
Hand received only light ground fire. On the third day, however, the air
craft discontinued their spray run after encountering head-on fire against 
which they had no armor protection. Ranch Hand requested a fighter pre
strike of their target on the fourth day, but this strike, made just before the 
spray run, missed the target by two miles and was completely worthless ex
cept perhaps for alerting the Viet Cong gunners that Ranch Hand was com
ing. The C-·123s received h~avy antiaircraft fire during the spray run. The 
lead aircraft's hydraulic system, (which controlled the herbicide shut-off 
valves) was disabled and the spnw pump and a generator on the number 
three aircraft were knocked out. The spr.w planes returned to Saigon and 
landed without further complication. 

After this incident, Ranch Hand requested and received permission to 
do no further spraying on the Ca Mau peninsula unkss they had multiple 
targets, This change of procedure would allow the C-123s to move from 
one target to another at their discretion and thereby recover some element 
of surpiise to complicate the guerrillas' deployrr.ent problem. They hoped 
that by not spraying the same target more than two days in succession, ther~ 
would be in.mfficie'1t time for Viet Cong forces to congregnte in the target 
area. One item noted in support of their request was that a sudden loss of 
hydraulic system pressure such as might result from a hit would necessitate 
the slower manual shutoff of the spray system and might lead to inadvertent 
damage to crops outside the planned target areas. And to further minimize 
damage, the unit decided io fly future missions with the rear cargo door 
pinned open so that if they lost the hydraulic system due to ground fire and 
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a flare were set off by a projectile r·~netrating the cargo compartment, the 
crew chief would be able to kick the burning flare out the rear door rather 
than leave it trapped within the fuselage. 20 

Twice during May and June 1964 Ranch Hand shifted its base of oper
ations north to Da Na.ng while waiting for further targets in the Delta. The 
cooperation 9f the host base enabled Ranch Hand to move and be ready to 
begin operations in one day. The targets sprayed from Da Nang were 
mainly winding mountain roads which connected South Vietnamese out
posts along the Laotian bord~r. The Ranch Hand crews changed their tac
tics against these targets which were located between mounta~ns and had 
variations in elevation of up to 1,500 feet, quite distinct from the targets 
they were used to spraying in the flatter terrain further south. To increase 
maneuverability and climb performance, crews reduced the C-123s' weight 
and fuel loading as much as could be tolerated. They also flew the runs with 
the downhill slope of the targets whenever possible. Uphill targets were dif
ficult and demanded extreme caution, requiring climb power to full power 
at all times and leaving little margin for error. Ranch Hand was able to 
rapidly reload the aircrnft between sorties, reducing turnaround time to 
about ten minutes per aircraft. This enabled the unit to fly as many as six 
sorties in a three-hour period with only two aircraft. They used this 
capability to advantage on four of the mountain targets, completing them in 
one morning where they would normally have needed two to three days. 
Because the Viet Cong could not move their forces in such a short period of 
time, the spray planes received little ground fire and sustained only four hits 
on the total of 26 sorties flown from Da Nang. 11 

!n July 1964 Ran~h Hand shed the temporary duty status it had re· 
tained for almost three years and became Detachment 1 of the 31Sth Troop 
Carrier Group, a unit permanently assigned to Southeast Asia. Debate 
about whether the Ranch Hand project would end had delayed the decision, 
but by the middle of 1963 it had become evident that the herbicide spray 
mission would remain a part of the U.S. effort in South Vietnam. Accord
ingly, on July 1, 1963, the three Ranch Hand spray-equipped C-123s had 
been transferred from TAC to PACAF. In December 1963, Headquarters 
USAF had directed TAC to establish a training program for pilots and 
ground personnel to give them the specialized training necessary to perform 
the aerial spray mission. The training program included a maximum of 
30 hours of familiarization flying and contributed to the orderly transfer of 
operational and support responsibilities from TAC to PACAF. TAC insti
tuted this program at Langley AFB, Virginia, where experienced spray 
pilots from the Special Aerial Spray Flight trained the replacement spray 
crews. PCS personnel gradually replaced the TDY people from TAC during 
1964 so that by the end of the year, Ranch Hand was a permanent unit. 22 

Ranch Hand returned its base of operations to Saigon in July 1964 and 
resumed spraying the Mekong Delta target discontinued on April 30 
because of ground fire. The l 1h gallons per acre applied in late April had 
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been ineffective, and the target had tn be resprayed. Before flying these mis
sions over the Delta, 1;1n open-topp~d box, three feet on each side, con
structed of two Vi-inch thick sheets of Doron armor was installed at the 
spray operator's position to afford him some protection against ground 
fire. Ranch Hand scheduled and flew missions at uneven intervals to con
fuse enemy gunners, but in spite of this, the intensity of ground fire in
creased. The Viet Cong by this time exercised total control over some parts 
of the Ca Mau peuinsul~. and they had many modern weapons, such as .50 
caliber machine guns captured from South Vietnamese forces, removed 
from downed fighter aircraft, or supplied to them by communist countries 
supporting their insurgency. Ranch Hand completed the re-spray of these 
areas on July 22, but not without taking hits on every mission, including 14 
on each of two aircraft on July 16. 23 

One of the limitations of Ranch Hand equipment which contributed to 
the ground fire problem was the necessity t<' spray each target twice to ob
tain the desired three gallons per acre deposition rate. One pass with the ex
isting system delivered only 1 \/2 gallons per acre. The Viet Cong could count 
on the aircraft returning to a target for the second application of herbicide, 
and this enabled them to prepare a "welcoming party" of antiaircraft fire. 
In 1963 PACAF requested the development of a new spray system which 
would deliver th<ee gallons per acre in one pass. This new system, known as 
the A/ A45Y-l, incorporated spray booms under each wing, a boom under 
the tail, and a larger 28-horsepowcr pump which increased the pressure 
from 38 to 60 pounds per square inch and boosted the herbicide flow rate 
from 170 to 280 gallons per mh1ute. Its first successful flight test in Vietnam 
was co::iducted on August l5, 1964. After the test, Ranch Hand personnel 
ope1~ated the system without the tail boom because they felt the marginal in
creasr. in herbicide coverage it offered did not justify its added weight and 
drag. 'fhey had also noted in the test that herbicide dribbled out of the tail 
boom for about three minutes after the spray was shut off and might cause 
inadvertent crop damage. In later years, however, a tail boom was used with 
the system. 24 

After the arrival of the A/ A45Y- l system, Ranch Hand continued its 
defoliation spray work. The unit flew 31 defoliation sorties along Route 14 
with the new system and also did more spraying in the northern part of 
South Vietnam before the end of 1964. Ranch Hand's defoliation sorties for 
the year totalled 363. In addition, they flew 72 reconnaissance flights. These 
figures :eflected an average 1964 utilization rate of 550Jo of Ranch Hand's 
maximum capability of 22 sorties per aircraft per month. However, from 
September through December of that year, Ranch Hand's three C-123s had 
flown at 920Jo of their maximum capability-a result of the decrease in the 
restraints applied by policymakers to defoliation after it became clear, early 
in 1964, that South Vietnam would collapse without a major military com
mitment on the part of the United States. The "limited war" in Vietnam 
was becoming much less limited, and Ranch Hand's operations reflected 
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this change. By the end of the year a fourth spray-equipped C-123 had ar· 
rived to increase Ranch Hand's capabilities, and plans in existence in 
December were extensive enough to keep these four planes fully occupied 
for the first three months of 1965. The plans embodied a bolder approach to 
defoliation, one oriented more toward Viet Cong base areas and toward 
preventive rather than corrective spraying along threatened lines of com
munication. H 

The guidelines issued in May 1963 had seemed to clear the way for 
chemical crop destruction operations, subject only to Washington approval 
for each target. However, the turbulent political situation in Saigon after 
late \963, the lengthy delays built into the approval proce1;s, an<l the reluc
tance of the VNAF to fly helicopters into areas not previously secured by 
ground troops combined to delay any resumption of chemical crop destruc·· 
tion operations for a full year. 26 

T11e first attempt to use the approval procedure established by Secre
tary Rusk's directive of May 7, 1963 occurred in the following month. On 
June 1~, the American Embassy in Saigon forwarded an urgent request to 
the St.ate Department for authority to use helicopters and hand sprayers to 
chemically destroy some 3,000 acres of small- to medium-sized plots of 
manioc and potatoes growing in a Viet Cong-controlled area in Binh Dinh 
and Quang Ngai provinces. The timing of this spraying, planned in con
junction with an ARYN search-and-clear operation scheduled to conclude 
in mid-July, necessitated a rapid response from Washington. The Emba~sy 
assured the Secretary of State that the crops were in a stage of growth 
susceptible to herbicides and that the use of chemicals would merely be an 
extension of routine food denial operations by manual means. The officials 
in Saigon also promised Washington that psychological warfare and civic 
action plans then being developed by the Vietnamese would be completed 
before launching the operations. 21 

In a memorandum to Michael Forrestal at the White House on 
June 20, 1963, William P. Bundy restated the Saigon request and added the 
strong endorsement of the Department of Defense. He noted, however, that 
the State Department planned to defer its approval for diplomatic reasons. 
On July 6, U.S. Marine Maj. Gen. Victor H. Krolak, in a report on a recent 
visit to Vietnam, stated that these crops would be killed one way or another 
and th<tt the use of herbicides would free ARVN troops from the tedious 
task of destroying th" crops by hand. General Krulak also observed that 
Vietnamese forces already possessed the necessary chemicals, sprayers, and 
helicopters and thus had the capability to conduct defoliation and crop 
destroying herbicide missions on their uwn without the consent of the 
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United States. Only by a gentlemen's agreement did the Vietnamese 
recognize an American veto over the use of herbicides and associated equip
ment. He cautioned that future divergences between the U.S. and South 
Vietnamese viewpoints could lead to the use of herbicides by the South Viet
namese with neither the knowledge nor consent of U.S. officials. The objec
tion of the State Department, however, to the use of herbicides in this 
instance evidently carried .the day. The Olenchuk Report mentioned no 
chemical crop destruction in the area and noted that the request was still 
pending in October. At the same time, Olenchuk reported that 1,336 acres 
of crops had been destroyed manually in 111 Corps during May, June, and 
July 1963. 21 

In 1964, the restraints placed on chemical crop destruction by 
Washington officials, fearful of the potential domestic and international 
outcry against the tactic, slowly crumbled. On January 12, Ambassador 
Lodge received authorization from Secretary of State Rusk to use herbicides 
against crops in Zone D. However, each operation had to gain the personal 
approval of the Ambassador and one of the three leading generals in the 
South Vietnamese Military Revolutionary Council or the South Vietnamese 
Prime Minister. And, Rusk cautioned Lodge to respect the requirements 
established in May 1963 in regard to civic action, psychological prepara
tions, and compensation and relief machinery. Secretary Rusk ended on a 
positive note by saying that " . . . we [are) prepared to consider 
delegating to you authority to initiate operations in other similar areas 
under Viet Cong domination subject to the same U.S. and GVN con
trols. . . . " 2

' 

On February 18, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended a series of ac
tions to improve the South Vietnamese position in light of a very pessimistic 
intelligence estimate issued on February 12 which concluded that without 
marked improvement in the South Vietnamese government and armed 
forces, South Vietnam had, at best, an even chance of surviving the Viet 
Cong threat in the coming weeks and months. High on this list of actions 
was an intensification of the use of herbicides for chemical crop destruc
tion. ' 0 Saigon did finally receive limited additional authority to spray twelve 
more areas in mountainous regions of South Vietnam on March 3, and 
authority to spray five additional targets in Binh Thuan and Phu Yen prov
inces in early July. 11 

The requirement that highest level South Vietnamese officials give their 
personal approval to each individual crop destruction mission added a great 
deal of delay and complexity to the process of planning and executing crop 
destruction missions. Frequent changes of leadership in the Saigon govern
ment in early 1%4 made obtaining this approval difficult. To reduce delays, 
on July 24, ten days after relieving Ambassador Lodge, Ambassador Max
well Taylor asked the State Department "as a matter of urgency" for the 
authority to approve, under existing guidelines, crop destruction missions 
anywhere in South Vietnam. 12 Secretary Rusk agreed to Taylor's request on 
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July 29, 1964. Cautioning that "crop destruction remains [a] matter of 
serious political concern here and political aspei•t.~ must be given careful 
consideration by Saigon ... , " Rusk continued the requirement that each 
operation be personally approved by a senior South Vietnamese official. He 
did, however, remove the need for approval from Washington for each 
target.>3 

Chemical crop destruction missions flown by VNAF helicopters re
sumed in South Vietnam in May. From then through October, these 
helicopters flew 128 herbicide sorties, destroying an estimated 6,434 acres of 
Viet Cong crops. There were serious problems with the HIDAL spray 
system, however, caused by poor maintenance and mechanical failures, 
and, American evaluators felt, by a lack of motivation among the VNAF 
crews. As noted before, VNAF pilots, because of the vulnerability of their 
helicopters, refused to spray areas not previously secured by ground forces. 
These factors combined to prevent the spraying of several Viet Cong pro
duction areas. Nevertheless, a 1964 MACV evaluation of the impact of crop 
destruction rai~d it as by far the most effective of the two herbicide pro
grams. The Viet Cong and their supporters, according 'to MACV, were 
disillusioned and confused by the crop destruction. Food production had 
fallen, straining their ability to be self-supporting, and several hundred peo
ple from sprayed Viet Cong areas had returned to South Vietnamese 
government control." 

Before late 1964, American reluctance to allow the South Vietnamese 
to conduct chemical crop destruction operations was accompanied by an 
even stronger opposition to any direct Amerkan participation in such 
operations. But, the weakening of restraints against South Vietnamese 
operations was followed by a crumbling of barriers to American participa
tion. As late as March 10, 1964, Secretary McNamara at a meeting in 
Saigon had reconfirmed the decision to keep the U.S. out of direct involve
ment in chemical crop destruction. Gen. Maxwell Taylor, soon to become 
Ambassador to South Vietnam, had commented, at the same meeting, that 
if at all possible, marked USAF aircraft should not fly this type of mission, 
and that equipping a VNAF C-47 with spray gear should be explored.,, 

Circumstances forced the General to change his mind after he became 
Ambassador. The VNAF refused to use their helicopters to spray two 
potentially lucrative targets-Viet Cong food production areas in Phuoc 
Long Province and Zone D. Ambassador Taylor ordered Ranch Hand to 
destroy these crops using the Farm Gate concept, meaning that the Ranch 
Hand planes would carry temporary South Vietnamese markings for these 
missions and would be ostensibly under the control of a South Vietnamese 
"aircraft commander." President Lyndon B. Johnson had given Am
bassador Taylor a very broad grant of authority when he sent him to South 
Vietnam, and this, plus deepened American commitment to the war after 
the Tonkin Gulf Incident in August, probably explains the lack of debate 
and discussion between Washington and Saigon on this decision. 36 
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On October 3, 1964, Ranch Hand began its first crop destruction proj
ect. Called "Big Patch," the spray planes flew 19 sorties between October 3 
and 13 against fields near War Zone D. During November and December, 
the C-123s flew 1.5 crop destruction sorties in Phuoc Long Province as part 
of operation "Hot Spot." Ground fire was heavy on both projects, with the 
planes taking 40 hits from the ground. Despite the resistance, the unit 
destroyed 7,620 acres of Viet Cong crops (or, more precisely, crops allegeci 
to have been destined for Viet Cong consumption} and MACY rated Ranch 
Hand operations against crops highly successful. 11 

If some of the proposalc; put forth in 1964 had been accepted and 
tra.."lslated into policy, Ranch Hand crop destruction activities might have 
been much more extensive. On Februrary 21, 1964, Gent:ral LeMay, Air 
Force Chief of Staff, suggested to the other members of the Joint Chiefs a 
multifaceted program to "revitalize" the counterinsurgency campaign in 
South Vietnam. In light of the pes'simistic intelligence estimates of the 
situtation, he was convinced that bolder, and immediate, actions had to be 
taken if the war were to be won and the spread of communist intluenre in 
Southeast Asia halted. He felt that the United States should state clearly 
that it was prepared to continue its involvement in Vietnam and, although 
there was no need ·to precipitate an increase in the level of conflict in 
Southeast Asia, the Administration should be prepared to escalate its 
efforts if necessary to achieve its objectives. 

Following his analysis of the situtation, LeMay submitted an outline 
plan for discussion by the Joint Chiefs and eventual forwarding to the 
Secretary of Defense and the President for their approval. He advocated a 
strong public statement of U.S. policy in Southeast Asia to affirm an 
American determination to assist the South Vietnamese government in 
destroying the Viet Cong threat; to reject any compromise on the U.S. ob
jective to insure a free and independent South Vietnam; and to explain to 
the American people the nature of the risks involved an.c1 the necessity of 
victory in Sout!t Vietnam to prevent communist advances elsewhere in the 
world. After this, LeMay listed some six pages of recommendations for 
overt and covert military actions in support of this restated policy. As could 
be expected, many of them involved air power: introducing jets into South 
Vietnam; increasing reliance on air mobility of ground forces; and conduct
ing airstrikcs in Cambodia, Laos, and North Vietnam. Among the covert 
military activities he suggested was the use of South Vietmunese personnel 
trained and equipped by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA} or the U.S. 
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military to destroy North Vietnamese crops in the Red River Delta with her· 
bicides dispersed aerially or spread by agfmts. • There is no indication that 
any action was ever taken on LeMay's !'.:rop destruction proposal, but the 
idea of attacking the North Vietnamese rice crop did come up again later 
that year. 11 

In September, the Defense Department's Office of Foreign Economic 
Affairs examined the feasibility of economic pressures against North Viet
nam, including the crop destrnction possibility. This study, prepared by 
E.R. Van Sant and C.K. Nichols, concluded that although North Vietnam 
h:id numerous economic problems, its underdeveloped economy and its 
isolation from the U.S. and other Western nations limited the areas where 
effective pressure could be applied. The analysts concluded that discourag
ing trade with North Vietnam would have only marginal potential, with 
Japanese imports of coal ($12.2 million in 1962) being the best target. 

They also pointed out that North Vietnam had imported $2.2 million 
worth of fertilizers and agricultural chemicals from the West in 1962, with 
$1.l million worth having come from Italy. And, because North Viet
namese agriculture-with a tight food supply constantly under pressure to 
feed an expanding popul&tion-wac; the weakest part of their economy, 
these analysts advocated urging Italy to terminate its sales of agricultural 
chemicals. At the same time, however, they admitted that the impact on 
North Vietnam would not be great. If higher levels of tension justified such 
action in the future, the report and a cover letter suggested consideration of 
the selective use of defnliants to destroy part of the North Vietnamese rice 
crop. Again, there is no , ecord of any action having been taken on this last 
suggestion. 1' 

In October 1964, Dr, Harold Hall of the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency suggested an intensive counterinsurgency program in South Viet
nam using herbicides to punitively destroy crops in Viet Cong areas of the 
country. Hall admitted that his idea was controversial and represented a 
departure from current policy in that his proposal introduced the principle 
of the responsibility of the local population in areas where the insurgents 
were strong. Current policy, he said, was based on the belief that the only 
acceptable crop destruction targets were separate, remote fields known to 
be controlled by the Viet Cong and that any accidental destruction of other, 
"friendly," crops had to be followed by prompt restitution. Hall, by con
trast, proposed that the South Vietnamese be encouraged to undertake, 
presumably with U.S. help, widespread and intensive destruction of rice in 
selected regions where the Viet Cong were heavily dominant. He would 

•oeneral LeMay did not discuss how covert agents could obtain and disperse enough 
chemical herbicides to have a significant impact on the North Vietnamese rice crop, nor did he 
examine the problems inherent in flying a large number of her!>icide sorties at low altitude over 
hostile territory. 
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balance this by the defoliation of "wild" lands to replace the sprayed crop 
lands, accompanied by assistance in homesteading, irrigation, and cultiva
tion of the new areas. 

Hall theorized that this policy would combine :;JOwerful punishments 
for unacceptable beha•,for with equally powerful rewards for acceptable 
behavior. After the destruction of rice in guerrilla strongholds, the hungry 
people who liv!!d there would perceive Viet Cong taxes as an explosive irri
tant. And, the demonstration effect for other areas would, hopefully, make 
it unnecessary to spray everywhere. Also, hopefully, the implementation of 
his proposal would provide an incentive to the local population to support 
the elimination of the insurgents by killing known Viet Cong, reporting 
their activities, and petating with the South Vietnamese government. 

Continuing his thoughts, Hall turned to the aircraft needed to destroy 
one million acres in 100 days. He concluded that 50 H-34 helicopters, 10 
C-J23s, 10 A- ls, or some equivalent combination of these three types of 
aircraft could do the job. However, he also forecast that it would r.ot be 
necessary to spray this extensive an area to induce ''. . . 12 million farmers 
to slaughter the 30,000 hard core VC in their sleep. " 40 

Dr. Hall's proposal received some circulation within the Executive 
Branch,• but reaction wa:; generally negative. Adm. F.J. Blouin, Director, 
Far East Region, for DOD/ISA, replied on November 7, 1964 that the con
sensus of ISA, Joint Staff, and State Departm{;nt personnel who had 
reviewed the proposal was that it would not be in the best interests of tht 
American or South Vietnamese governments to adopt it and that the con
cept was neither desirable nor feasible in Vietnam. Admiral Blouin said that 
the idea of punitive crop destruction was incompatible with inducing the 
population to support the government, a basic requirement for winning in 
Vietnam. Noting that relocation would not necessarily separate the people 
from the freely moving Viet Cong, he further reasoned that destroying ex
tensive areas of crops and moving large numbers of people from their 
ancestral homes would generate much domestic resistance, external propa
ganda, and internal criticism. Dr. Hall produced a revised paper in 
December, but it, too, met with an unenthusiastic reception. The idea of 
"generating refugees" from Viet Cong areas did, however, gain some ac
ceptance later as following chapters will show. 41 

•The litt of officials who saw Hall's proposal or a later, revised version included Harold 
Brown and Daniel Ellsbcre. 
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VII. Herbicides Reach Their 
Peak While the War 
Deepens and Widens 

One of the most secure Viet Cong base areas in late 1964 was the Boi 
Loi Woods, an area of tropical forest about twenty-five miles northwest of 
Saigon and ten miles from the Cambodian border in War Zone C. Before 
the South Vietnamese forces could def ear the Viet Cong, such base areas 
had to be cleared of enemy troops. The ARYN, however, was either unable 
or unwilling to undertake the long and costly job of clearing and holding the 
Bai Loi Woods by mounting a conventional ground operation. In a pattern 
often repeated in the Vietnam war, Americans sought to substitute a 
technological solution for manpower, in this case, the operation code 
named "Sherwood Forest"-using defoliants to strip the leave'i from the 
trees of the Bai Loi Woods and later burning the forest to deny the Viet 
Cong its use as a hiding place. 

U.S. advisors in Tay Ninh Province first broached the idea of defoliat
ing the Bai Loi Woods in early October 1964, and a formal request from 
Vietnamese officials reached Saigon on December 3, 1964. Similar requests 
in the past had been disapproved because of excessive cost and uncertain 
practicality, but the Boi Loi request met with success, probably because of 
the increased availability of resources accompanying the expanded 
American involvement in the war. 

The 18,500 a.:re area Vietnamese officials reque~ted Ranch Hand tv 
defoliate was thought to shelter one Vi'!t (:ong regiment, two village guer
rilla units, and about 100 acres of crops. The South Vietnamese government 
had abandoned its last outpost there in October 1964 and now assumed that 
the whole area and its people were under Viet Cong control. One of the ex
pected benefits of the defoliation plan was the forced move of the local 
population into areas dominated by the government, thus denying their sup
port to the insurgency. Accordingly, the South Vietnamese made detailed 
plans for encourag;,ng the people to leave the Boi Loi Woods through the 
use of leaflets and loudspeakers and for resettling these refugees in secure 
areas. The formal request. for the defoliation, sent by Lt. Gen. Nguyen 
Khanh, commander-in-chief of the RVNAF, to Gen. William Westmore
land, COMUSMACV, on December 21, !964. estimated that about 6,000 
people, equally divided between adults and children, lived in and around the 
target area. About 4 ,000 people, described as pacifistic, lived in three 
hamlets and led a difficult life of farming, reclaiming land, and cutting 
firewood. Another 2,000 people with <1. very hard life of clearing land for 
cultivation and cutting firewood lived scattered in the forest itself. 1 
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General Westmoreland directed his staff to conduct 'i fea~ibility study 
on burning the Boi Loi Woods, an idea originated by Maj. Gen. Robert R. 
Rowland, head of the Air force Advisory Group in Vietnam. On Decem
ber 17, operations and intelligence specialists recommended against this ap
proach. They pointed out that the forest consisted of non-coniferous 
broadleaf evergreens which, unlike pines. contained low levels of oleoresin. 
Without the oil held re.iins, the trees would not support a self-sustaining 
forest fire like those which often occurred in temperate zone µine forests. 
Photographs of the unsuccessful forest fire experiments of February I %2 in 
defoliated areas supported the argument that any burning would probably 
end in failure. Nevertheless, the MACY analysts recommended that Rauch 
Hand defoliation of the Boi Loi Wnods proceed.1 Some other MACV of
fices held cut hope that burning the forest might follow and might work, 
but on January I, 1965, the MACV chief of staff, Army Maj. Gen. kichard 
G. Stilwell, turned the forest fire plan down. 3 

A final revised defoliation request for the Boi Loi area reached MACV 
through Vietnamese channels on December 22, 1964, and the American 
Embassy approved it on January 2. Shortly thereafter, coordination 
meetings arranged for the release of pacification funds for resettling 
refugees. The 2d Air Division requested that the Boi Loi Woods be declared 
a free bomb area, and two of the three province chiefs concerned complied, 

A Vietnamese soldier sprays fuel oil on underbrush to set fire as il method of vegetation removal. 
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at least partially. The final operatio:1s plan cc:lled for prepararnry bombing 
before Ranch Hand flew its defoliation ~.::rtie~ .. On January 18, 19, ;md 20, 
1965, USAF and VNAF A-1 fighters dropped over 395 tons of bombs on 
the Boi Loi Woods to eliminate known Viet Cong positions and harass 
enemy :.mits statioued there. Although spe-::ific points suspeclecl of s!v~lter
ing VC installations had priority, the planes for the most part conducted 
area coverage bombing. Riot gas was dropped on hamlets in the defoliation 
target area to add to the occupants' ince1~tive ll) lec.ve. Some or the ~ornbs 
dropped by the figh~C:I s used time delay fuses, and refugees later reported 
that they were very effective in inducing fear becaus~ they exploded at times 
when no aircraft were present. Fears that psychological warfare operations 
prior to the preparatory bombing would give the Viet Cong time to saturate 
the area with automatic weapons, before the vuinerable Ranch Hand 
C-123s appeared, delayed such operations until after the bombing.• 

Efforts to persuade the bombing survivors to leave t11e forest began on 
January 21 with airborne loudspeakt:r broadcasrs from UH-1 heiicopters 
and U-10 airplanes as well as leaHet drops. Notice of the intent to destrny 
the Boi Loi guerrilla base, South Vietnamese government assurances of 
financial assistance to refugees, a special appeal by the Cao Dai religious 
sect for the people to return to their imcestral religion, and instructions on 
exit routes were included in the messages. The effort was partially suc
cessful-2, 182 refugees eventually came out of the Boi Loi Woods and sur
rounding areas for resettlement in territory controlled by the governme:nt. 
In addition to the bombing, many refugees said that they fled the area 
because of fear that the chemical herbicide was poisonous and would keep 
crops from growing in the defoliated area for three years. However, the 
bombing befor~ and during the Ranch Hand mission did take its toll, and 
estimates placed the number of ''VC" dead as of March 20 at 800, plus 
muny more wour.ded. j 

Ranch Hafld began spraying the Boi Loi Woods on January 22 and 
continued through Fe:bruary 18. During this period the unit flew 101 spra1 
sortie1t and delivered 83,000 gallons of herbicides. A-ls continued bombing 
and strafing the forest while Ranch Hand sprayed, flying 316 sorties, drop·· 
ing 372 more tons of bombs, and firing 85,000 rounds of 20mm ammuni
tion. This unprecedented level of fighter activity was effective in reducing 
the ground fire threat, anri Ranch Hand planes were hit only 79 times, with 
three crew members sustaining injuries. 6 

The 2d Air Division attempted to resunect the idea of burning the 
defoliated forest in a letter to the MACY uperations staff on March 12, 
1965. The proposal put forth by the division's Director of Operations envi
sioned saturating the southeast (windward) portion of the Boi Loi Woods 
with fuel, igniting this area through the use of napalm, white phosphorus, 
and incendiaries. The wind, it was hoped, would then spread the fire 
throughout the defoliated area, creating a firestonn effect. The most 
favorable tit11e for this operation was projected to be during the last two 
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weeks of March, both to take advantage of the last of the dr1 season before 
heavy AprU rains and to give the forest time to dry out as much as possible 
aftr.r the application of herbicides. The pla11 proposed by 2d Air Division 
would use KC-BSs dumping fuel from 300 to .liOO feet or C-123 and C-130 
transports dropping fuel in barrels. Immediately thereafter, fighters would 
itnite the area. 1 he proposal acknowledged the uncertainty surrounding the 
success of such a plan, but 2d Air Division urged that it be tried, at least on 
a limited scale, because of the many factoi·s favoring the destruction of the 
woods nnd the valuable experience which would be gainet.1 for use in similar 
future endeavors.' 

MACV approved the J)roposal to t~y to bum the forest this time. 2d Air 
Division received planning assistance from a Defense Department team 
~hich was ter.1porarily in South Vietnam to test tb;~ use of forest fire5 as a 
tactical weapon against secure Viet Cong base areas. The attempi to ignite 
the Boi Loi Woods took place on March 31. 1965. C-123 transports carried 
drums of diesel foel and in 24 sorties dumped 1,200 gallons each, a.long with 
flares to ignite the fuel on impact, over two points on the southeast end of 
the defoliated area. A-ls flew 29 sorth.s which each delivered 13 napalm 
tanks onto the same ignition points. Finallv, eight B-57 sorties each scat
tered eight M35 incendiary clusters in advance of the primary fire so as to 
induce the fire to spread rapidly throughout lhe target area. 

In spite of the extensive effort to start a self-sustaining fire, the attempt 
was judged a failure. Shortly after the fires began, a thnnderstorm moved 
through the area dampening them, and another thunderstorm that night ex
tinguished what was left of the fires. There was little fire spre:iding irom the 
initial points of ignition, a result which had been accurately predicted. 
Analysts initially blamed the rain for causing the failure, but previous as 
well as later attempts to bum defoliated jungle proved conclusively that the 
prevailing vegetation types and high moisture content of the air made it 
almost impossible to set a self-sustaining forest fire in the jungles of South 
Vietnam. The U.S. military had to try several times before learning this 
lesson, however. 1 

Herbie.de usage declined somewhat after the Boi Loi operation as a11 

editorial furor developed in the Amencan press over tear gas used during 
military operations by South Vietnames'! forces in December 1964 and 
Jcnuar; 1965. A~ a result of this negative publicity over the use of riot con
trol agents, herbicides, which were also chemicals, came under a cloud. The 
crop destructinn p1ogram slowed dcwn, while defoliation continued on a 
more limited scale than originally planned. 9 
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On April 30, 1965, Ranch Hand began the largest defoliation project 
attempted to that time, "Operation Swamp Fox." Swamp Fox covered 
deDignated coastal areas of Bae Lieu, Vinh Binh, and Ba Xuyen provinces in 
the Mekong Delta. Much of the Viet Cong activity in the Delta depended on 
strongholds, generally immune from attack, where they had training camps, 
arms factories, repair facilities, and hospitals. Shallow draft sampans could 
easily bring in supplies and escape aerial detection beneath the foliage of the 
dense mangrove swamps which covered the area, foliage which herbicides 
could rtmove. Defolintion mission.; against this area flown by Ranch Hand 
began on April 30, 1965, and continued through Ma!- 25. A-lE aircraft 
from Bien Hoa preccd\!c\ each Ranch Hand sortie dropping bombs to reduce 
antiaircraft fire, and forward air controllers assisted by marking suspected 
automatic weapons positions. These suppre1ision efforts were not entirely 
successful; Ranch Hand planes were hit 124 t!rnes and five C-123 crewmen 
received minor injurie;; on the 84 sorties flown over this arec:i. Ranch Hand 
received orders from 2.d Air Division to halt flights over the Delta target 
complex after spraying only about 70% of the planned area because of the 
heavy ground fire encouutered. 10 

The MACV intelligence staff conducted another evaluation of th~ 
benefits of defoliation after cancelling Swamp Fox. The evaluators again 
conduded that defoliation had great tactical value and was a desirable 
weapon, but 2d Air Division and PACAF both expressed concern about the 
safety of Ranch Hand crews. They concluded, after a study of fighter tac
tics, that the ratio of fighters t0 spray ain:raft needed to be increased along 
with the fighters' total time over the target. At that time, however, more 
A-1 sonies, the type best suited for use with Ranch Hand, were not 
available. Accordingly, on May :".5, Ranch Hand suspended defoliation 
operations for a few months until they had assurance of more A-1 sorties. 11 

During 1965 crop destruction acreage constituted 420Jo of the total land 
area covered by herbicides, with the remainder sprayeC: for defo~iation. 
Although the 65,949 acres of crops sprayed in 1965 was less than a third of 
the crop area sprayed in the peak year of i 967, the ratio of crop destruction 
acreage to defoliation acreage peaked in 1965. 12 Washington significantly 
relaxed controls on crop destruction during the year, making the approval 
for such operations much easier to obtain. ln July 1%5, Ambas:>ador Lodge 
cabled the State Department requesting authority to expand the crop de
struction program sufficiently to make a major impact 011 Viet Cong food 
supplies. For the expansion, he also requested authority to chang(' the 
May 1963 guidelines to allow crop destruction operations in more 
populated and less re111ote areas of South Vietnam, if the insurgents 
<lomiuated these areas and if significant military gains would result. Lodge 
evaluated past crop destruction operations favorably. He concluded that 
the Viet Cong had suffered considerable hardships from them, while the 
adverse reactions of the local people had been manageable. 11 lie had re
ceived a similarly favorable evaluation from MACV, and MACV had pub
lished its 0wn positive opinion of crop destruction at about the same time. 11 
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More liberal guidelines resulted from t'avornble Washington-level ac
tion on Lodge\ request. The uew authority Saigon received on August 7 
continued the practice of requiring the U.S. Ambassadm Jnd a senior South 
Vietnamese official to approve, personally, each crop-destructio11 opera· 
tivn. The message extended the range of p~rmissible ta!'gets to include less 
remote and more highly populated areas where the Viet Cong were experi· 
encing sig,,ificant food supply problems. The mountainous area~ of Central 
Vietnam and the foothills and valleys immediately surrounding them were 
specifically included, while the flat coastal lowlands and the southern Delta 
area where food was plentiful were exc\udect. Very populous areas where 
guerrilla control was recent. or not firm were to be evaluated on a case-by
case basis, and if the advantage& of crop destruction were clearly overriding, 
Washington authorization for specific targets could be sought. This new 
authority continued the requirement for a thorough psychological warfare 
plan for evP.ry crop destrnction operation. 15 

Ranch Hand flew crop destruction missions in Kontum and Binh Dinh 
provinc~s during the middle part of 1965. Between August 15 and Septem
ber 13, 29 sorties sprayed crops in Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces. On 
October 20, extensive crop destruction operations began in War Zone D and 
continued until DecembP.r 1'7. Ranch Hand flew 163 sorties and sprayed 
137,650 gallons of herbicide during these operations. The C-123s received 
fighter support from F-100, F-5, and A-4 ah·craft as well as the familiar 
A-lE. By November 13, 19651 three morP. C-123s, spray-modified at the 
Fairchild-Hiller facility at Crestview, Florida, were in place at Tan Son 
Nhut with trained crews. This brought the Ranch Hand complement of 
spray-equipped aircraft to seven. Their d~signation was changed in that 
same month to UC-123. fly this time, the use of H-34 helicopters for crop 
spraying had almost tota!ly ceased. GrounJ fcrces, however, retained back 
pack sprayers for use agrumt small plots. 16 

Ranch Hand was steaciily expanding its capahilities in line with the gen
eral buildup of U.S. forces ard equipment in South Vietnam. The e;,:pan
sion brought changes in equipment and tactics. To add some additional pro
tection from the effects of ground fire hits, Ranch Hand crews in late 1965 
began using flying helmets with clear visors to reduce the hazard from 
shrapnel and l>ther flying debris in the cockpit. The tactical changes were in
sdtuted to complicate the task of enemy gunners. When the spray aircraft 
flew over straight targets thought to be defended by undisciplined enemy 
forces, they flew in a close, nose-to-tail echelon formation. They did not 
offer such a compact target, however, when they encountered concentrated 
ground fire or when Viet Cong forces in the target area were well trained. 
Fighter tactics included prestrike and !)OSt&trike passes or a combination of 
the two. Still, there was the unsettled question of whether a fighter prestrike 
to disrupt enemy gunners was more valuable than the element of surprise 
which a fighter prestrike sacrificed. 
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Top: A1C Richard E. Wolfe, 12th 
Special Operations Squadron, checks 
the herbicide level in storage tank 
aboard a UC-123K; bottom: A2C 
Ernest C. Bohn. Jr., 1emoves hose 
after pumping defoliation spray Into 
tanks ot a C-123 at Da Nang AB. 

HERBICIDES REACH THEIR PEAK 
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Defoliation missicns in November and December 1965 included more 
clearing along lines of communication. A series of 18 sotties along the 
banks of the Oriental River began on November 25. During those sorties 
gl'ound fire struck the Ranch Hand planes 34 times. Fighter cover came 
from fmward air controller-directed F-lOOs. and a "Jotly Green Giant" 
helicopter stood by for rescue, which fortunately was not necessary. Larger 
projects began in December in Kien Hoa cmd Phuoc Tuy provinces and by 
the time these two projects ended in 1966, they had consumed 130,450 gal
lons of herbicide. High levels of herblcidt: usage were stretching the supply 
system, and, as earl_y as November 1965, a shortage of chemicals forced 
Ranch Hand aircraft to delay operations-a precursor of more serious her
bicide shortages to come. 11 

In December 1965 the Ranch Hand area of operations was expanded to 
include parts of southern and eastern Laos traversed by the Ho Chi Minh 
Trail-a complex of roads and foot paths used by the North Vietoamese to 
infiltrat~ men and supplies into South Vietnam. T'ie North Vietnamese had 
significantly increased their •Jse of these routes dming the year, as U.S. 
forces and ground comll~t activity increased in South Vietnam. Accord
ingly. stopping or slowing this infiltration through Laos became a major 
concern. 

The idea of using Ranch Htmd to fly defo!iation missions in Laos in
itially met resistance from Amba!isador William H. Sullivan in Vientiane. 
On January 11, 1965, Sullivan infonned the S~ate Department that he was 
opposed to herbicides in Laos because of sensitivity among diplomats in 
Vientiane from nations friendly to the United States over allegations cc1n
ceming earlier uses of chemical weapons in Laos. Sullivan evidently be
lieved the use of herbicides at that time wouM ha-ve aggravated the situa
tion. In addition, he noted that since virtually all !ucrative targets in 
sout~ern Laos were dispersed under jungle cover, to use defoliants to un
cover them would "open a bottornlens pit." He pointed out that, in any 
event, soldiers could keep mobile weapons, such as light machine guns, 
easily hidden in spite of defoliation. As a substitute for herbicide spray, 
Sullivan proposed employing low-level oblique aerial phOl.ography to gain 
intelligence on the enemy hidden under the jungle canopy." 

Later in the year, Genera! Westmoreland became convinced that there 
were sufficient targets beneath the jungle canopy in southern Laos to justify 
a major effort against the Ho Chi Minh Trail. On November 7, 1965, Adm. 
U.S. Grant Sharp, CINCPAC, !)roposcd several actions he considered 
necessary in Laos, one of which was defoliating selected lines of communi
cation and destroying crops. 19 The Secretaries of State and Defense 
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transmitted their views on defoliation in Laos to Ambassador Sullivan on 
November 25, 1965. By then Sullivan had relaxed his earlier strong objec
tions to herbicide, probably because of the additional air activity, including 
B-52 strikes, over the Ho Chi Minh Trail. The fact that the air war had 
spilled over significantly into this part of Laos would dilute the 
psychological impact of initiating herbicide missions there. The secretaries 
approved proposals to defoliate routes in an area defined by Ambassador 
Sullivan, with the assumption that Prime Minister Souvanna Phouma 
would approve using herbicides against roads and trails other than the in
itially approved Route 911. Rusk and McNamara expected a concerted 
communist propaganda campaign against herbicides in Laos, but they an
ticipated that this campaign would elicit as little public reaction as had 
previous communist propaganda on the subject. They directed that any 
press queries about the use of herbicides in Laos be dealt with according to 
the standing guidelines-not to report, acknowledge, or otherwise comment 
on U.S. air operations in Laos except to state that since May 1964 the 
United States had flown air reconnaissance missions over Laos at the re
quest of the Laotian authorities. 20 

Ranch Hand received final approval to begin herbicide operations 
against specified targets in eastern Laos on December 1, 1965, and the first 
spray mission occurred on December 6 over t.he extreme eastern end of 
Route 922. Flying from both Tan Son Nhut and Da Nang to spray Laotian 
targets, Ran:h Hand initially sought and defoliated (for improved observa
tion) foot trails which crossed the border into South Vietnam and those 
which connc!:!ted with known trails in eastern Laos. This approach was only 
partially successful due to weather and terrain features. The trails crossed 
highlands three to seven thousand feet above sea level and the high winds 
found at that altitude dispersed the sprny, causing inadequate herbicide 
dosage.1 :md requiring extra sorties to defoliate the vegetation. 

Still plagued by poor cartography, Ranch Hand mapped the Laotian 
road system from the intersection of Routes 9 and 92 south to Route 923. 
The intensive mapping effort consumed much time. Most of the roads were 
under a thick jungle canopy. Where the road could not be seen at all, an 
"educated guess" provided a probable location for the missing road 
segments. Reconnaissance after defoliation missions showed that some of 
the~ guesses were surprisingly accurate. 

Ranch Hand's survey wmk located more lucrative targets than those 
afforded by the foot trails. The plotted road network connected North Viet~ 
nam to South Vietnam through Laos. Ranch Hand requested authorization 
to spray these roads, &nd approval came, on a highly selective basis, begin
ning in January 1966. By late Maich, most of Routes 92, 922, 96 and 965 
had been targeted and herbicide sorties against them had begun. In early 
May, Ranch Hand began spray work north of the 17th parallel in Laos, 
and, for the first ti.me in that country, encountered strong enemy reaction. 
That reaction included .SO-caliber antiaircraft fire on at least five missions. 
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By June 301 1966, Ranch Hand had sprayed approximately 1,500 kilometers 
of roads and trails to a depth of 250 meters on each side-the result of 200 
sorties and about 200,000 gallons of herbicides. Fighter pilots and forward 
air controllers, who often recommended targets, credited the defoliation ef
fort with a major role in the destruction of more than 1,000 trucks which 
were caught on these roads. 

Spraying the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Laos was a difficult job. Even when 
the crews had accurate maps of the targeted roads and trails, it was 
sometimes impossible to follow them at the desired spray altitude of 
150 feet. Ranch Hand developed three techniques for spraying these roads. 
The first method involved having one UC-123 fly ahead of and higher than 
the plane delivering the herbicide. An effective tactic where the road or trail 
was clearly visible from an altitude of about 1,000 feet, the lead aircraft 
could follow the road from its higher vantage point, and guide the spray air
craft. After one UC-123 had delivered its load of herbicide, the two aircraft 
switched roles so that the former lead could spray. Initially one flight of two 
aircraft would cover a 30-km length of road with one defoliated strip. In 
about a week, discoloration, easily visible from the air, marked the strip. 
Two planes could then return and sp;ay together, one on each side of the 
rC1ad, follow the previously sprayed strip and widen the defoliated area to 
the required 250 meters on both sides of the road. 

When the road was not clearly visible from any altitude, except for 
brief glimpses, the spray aircraft would first fly over the road and throw out 
smoke grenades at intervals where they could see the road. Only two or 
three grenades at a time could be strung out as markers or the smoke from 
the first grenade would dissipate before the UC-123s could fly back to it to 
begin their spray run. With the jungle canopy in some places reaching 
200 feet above ground level, it took about one minute for the smoke to rise 
to visible height. The Ranch Hand aircraft would then connect the columns 
of smoke with a strip of herbicide. This second method took a great deal 
more time than the first, and it was not as accurate. However, it did have 
the a<lvantage of reducing the risk from enemy antiaircraft fire, since both 
aircraft were flying at a very low altitude. 

The third, and least effective, technique Ranch Hand developed was 
not used unless the target absolutely required it. Using time and a heading 
from a known topographic feature, a navigator guided the spray planes 
over the target. Accuracy suffered because roads were not always exactly 
where they were plotted on the maps used by the navigator. This method, 
however, required the least amount of time over the target, and it was 
therefore the safest to use in the case of roads with known gun 
emplacements. 21 

At about the same time that defoliation missions began in Laos, General 
Westmoreland received authorization to conduct crop destruction operations 
in that country. On May 7, 1966, Westmoreland asked Ambassador Sullivan 
in Vientiane whether he would approve aerial crop destruction 
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operations in that country. On May 7, 1966, Westmoreland asked Ambassa
dor Sullivan in Vientiane whether he would approve aerial crop destruction 
missions in an area traversed by Route 922. On the 18th, Sullivan replied 
that he had no objection to such herbicide sorties, but he asked to be kept 
informed of the progress of the operations through the usual Air Attache 
channels. iz 

Shortly after receiving Sullivan's reply Westmoreland sent a request for 
approval to fly crop destruction sorties in Laos to his military superiors. He 
said that uir interdiction and defoliation operations had achieved a meai;ure 
('If success in reducing the amount of supplies passing through southern 
Laos, but that destroying crops being grown in enemy-controlled areas 
would greatly aid the overall effort. Westmoreland maintained that reduc
ing the North Vietnamese Army's ability to live off the land would further 
tax the North Vietnamese supply and transportation system, and their 
morale would suffer. Based on the analysis of aerial photographs, he pro
posed a total of 13,800 acres of crops for herbicide spraying. If allowed to 
grow until harvest the crops might feed 15,000 soldiers for a year. 
Westmoreland also revealed that his staff was studying other mountainous 
areas of southern Laos for additional crop targets. Such targets would be 
submitted for Ambassador Sullivan's approval prior to any Ranch Hand 
missions to destroy them. 23 

On June 9, 1966, Admiral Sharp approvec! Westmoreland's request 
and passed it on to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. On June 18, Sullivan for
warded to Washington a summary of crops in the areas under consideration 
and stated that crop destruction should take place in one area as a pilot 
project with results in that area fully evaluated before extending crop de
struction operations in Laos. 2' On July 26, the Joint Chiefs authorized 
Sharp to approve crop destruction targets in Laos subject to the concur
rence of Ambassador Sullivan for each target. The JCS also directed that, 
because of the high sensitivity of all U.S. military operations in Laos, there 
be no public release of informatic:m about crop destruction there. They cau
tioned everyone to adhere to "sound military security principle~" to prevent 
any accidental disclosures. Ranch Hand later destroyed some crops in Laos, 
but such missions never became a major part of the herbicide program. 25 

Even as the extension of Ranch Hand operations into Laos were being 
discussed, debate on defoliation and crop destruction continued, with her
bicide usage receiving an ovt"rall favorable evaluation from two studies 
released in the first half of 1966. The first of these, prepared by the RAND 
Corporation, evaluated Viet Cong motivation and morale. RAND research
ers conducted 450 extended interviews with Viet Cong captives and defec
tors, North Vietnamese troops, and civilian refugees between June and 
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December 1965. The researchers concluded that the increased level of 
mititary activity by U.S. and South Vietnamese forces had adversely af· 
fected enemy combat effectiveness and morale. The study assigned her
bicides a supporting role in producing this impact. The RAND researchers 
found that there was a widespread fear of the spray, reinforced by Viet 
Cong propaganda which stressed its alleged toxic nature. In addition, 
enemy soldiers tended to avoid defoliated areas because of fear of detection 
from the air. RAND drew no conclusions about the effect of crop destruc
tion on Viet Cong operations, but the report noted that crop spraying had 
forced them to abandon their fields in some instances and move to new 
locations. 26 

MACV and the Vietnamese Joint General Staff, through their Com
bined Intelligence Center (CICV), produced a more extensive evaluation of 
herbicide operations in Vietnam a few months later. This report also used 
the RAND interviews, but in addition it cited information from captured 
documents and U.S. and ARVN files. The CICV evaluators recognized that 
doubts existed as to whether the adverse impact of herbicides on the Viet 
Cong outweighed their adverse impact on the South Vietnamese cause stem
ming from the possible alienation of Vietnamese civilians. After reviewing 
the evidence, they concluded that the advantages of herbicides significantly 
exceeded their disadvantages, and, moreover, this balance was favorable 
enough to argue for a considerable expansion of defoliation and crop 
destruction operations. 

CICV argued that defoliation had increased the security of U.S. and 
South Vietnamese installations and lines of communication. Moreover, 
some disruption had been caused to enemy movement, and the Viet Cong 
had evacuated some of their defoliated base areas, making them more 
vulnerable to attack. Defoliation had caused some resentment toward the 
U.S. and the South Vietnamese government because of the unintentional 
destruction of civilian crops in the vicinity of spray targets-especially when 
the affected people did not live under Viet Cong control and therefore ex
pected protection from their government. Again, however, the overall con
clusion was that these disadvantages did not outweigh the advantages of the 
defoliation prograrn. 

The CICV analysts also favored crop destruction, but they found more 
problems of adverse impact with this aspect of herbicide use. They noted 
that in 1965 herbicides had destroyed enough food to feed about 245,000 
people for one year. In many instances, they concluded, the local civilians 
suffered more than the Viet Cong. In an interview, one former Viet Cong 
said: 

Almost none of the people understand the purpose of crop destruction by the 
GVN. They can only see that their crops are destroyed. Added to that, the VC 
pour propaganda into their ears. Therefore, a number of people joined the VC 
because they'd suffered from damage . 
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Another Viet Cong described the negative effects of crop destruction on the 
morale of people in VC-controlled areas: 

The farmers lr>vc their land, and the things they grow. All their lives, they did not 
own anything better than their own little plot of land, and the few trees. The 
spraying in one day killed the trees that had been plan;.ed l S or 20 years before. 
You see how this affects their feelings and morale. 

However, a former resident of a Viet Cong area cited the capacity of crop 
destruction to finally persuade waivering peasants to move to territory con
trolled by the South Vietnamese government, ther~by becoming refugees: 

The truth is, if these people moved to the ovt· ·controlled areas, it was not only 
because their crops had been sprayed with chemicals; because sinct' their areas 
had been hit by bombs and mortars, they had already had the intention to leave; 
and they would probably have done so, ?t.ad it not been for the fact that they 
could not decide to part with their crops. Now that their crops were destroyed by 
chemicals, they no longer had any reason to be undecided .... 

CICV maintained that the best evidence of the value of the herbicide 
program was the Viet Cong's own reports of food shortages and other 
adverse effects. Two former prisoners of the VC said that their captors 
complained more about the herbicide program than any weapon used 
against them. Captured documents tevealed that the Viet Cong were con
cerned over the number of farmers forced by crop destruction operations to 
move to government-controlled areas. The analysts also stated that enemy 
troops were generally ordered to fire on spray planes, even when firing 
might expm:e their position. On the logistics side, Vie' Cong soldiers, forced 
to carry more food on operations, took along less ammunition. In addition, 
combat troops had to spend part of their time in food procur~ment, 
transportation, or production b.ecause of crop destruction. Noting these ef
fects, the CICV analysts concluded that the crop destruction program had 
significant potential which justified expansion. 2

' 

At the same time Ranch Hand was flying missions in Laos in early 
1966, other spray activity was taking place in Soutt Vietnam. During 
January, UC-123s flew 130 sorties and delivered 118,500 gallons of her
bicide against targets in the Pleiku, Vung Tau, Bae Lieu, Saigon, and Nha 
Trang areas. Half that amount was used on Laotian targets. The balance 
changed slightly in February, with 63 sorties flown over Laos and 45 
defoliation and 48 crop destruction sorties flown in I Corps. 

Interest in using fire as a tool to destroy large areas of jungle had con
tinued and resurfaced early in the year in spite of the disappointing results 
of the Boi Loi Woods operation. Admiral Sharp had requested the Joint 
Chiefs to expedite developmental work in this area in September 1965, and, 
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in December, the JCS authorized the Air Force to conduct another test of 
the delivery of incendiaries for starting fires. 21 The target selected for the 
operation was an enemy base «rea on Chu Pong Mountain near Pleiku, 
which the month before had been the scene of the first major battles be
tween American and North Vietnamese troops. The area itself consisted of 
29 square kilometers of mountainous terrain, rising to 2,400 feet above sea 
level and mostly covered with a thick jungle canopy. 

Ranch Hand's aerial survey of the target revealed that most of the area 
would have to be sprayed in a loose trail formation, although the soutl1ern 
tip would permit the use of a tight echelon formation. The first defoliation 
mission over Chu Pong took place on January 24, 1966, with the initial 
series of 18 sorties ending on February 6. During this time, Ranch Hand 
delivered 17,000 gallons of orange defoliant.• MACY requested additional 
spray about two weeks later, and Ranch Hand UC-123s delivered 5,000 gal
lons of agent blue in live sorties between February 22 and 23. The planes 
flew along the contours of the mountain and achieved a good spray pattern. 
No ground fire was noticed. 29 

After allowing the foliage sufficient time to dry, aircraft undertook a 
massive attempt to ignite the forest. Between 1400 and 1420 local time on 
March 11, 1966, fifteen B-52s dropped M35 incendiary bombs on the defo
liated area. Ten minutes later, eight fighter-bombers delivered napalm on 
the target. The weather was more favorable than it had been for the Boi Loi 
Woods operation, with partly cloudy skies, a surface temperature of soc. to 
90°, and light winds from the eao;t at eight to ten knots. There was an im
mediate fire after the initial B-52 bombers delivered their loads and a 
bt:iildup of heavy smoke. As the B-52s completed their bombing, the smoke 
column reached its maximum height of 10,000 to 15,000 feet. Smoke 
obscured the entire target, indicating excellent coverage, but the smoke hid 
the foliage and prevented an immediate evaluation of the fire's effrcts. The 
fighter-bombers dropped tht>ir canisters on the periphery of the fire, but the 
napaim fires did not spread and contributed little to the overall effect. Two 
days later an aerial reconnaissance flight discovered that this latest attempt 
to destro:, the Viei Cong hiding places by fire had also failed. Only about 
one-twentieth of the target had burned cornpletely, born tree crown5 and 
underbrush, and these areas were locat>!d in valleys. The tree canopy in 
other areas showed no effects from the fire. There was no improvement in 
vertical visibility, although extensive burning at lower levels probal>ly had 
occurred. The results from this test killed the forest fire idea for another 
year, which, perhaps coincidentally, and perhaps not, was the length of 
time it took for one set of American officers to complete their tours in Viet
nam and gradually be replaced by another group. Jo 

"The Air Force began to buy herbicide orange as a replaceJT'ent for herbicide purple in lat" 
1964. The first orange arri'1ed in South Vietnam in early 1965. See Rprt. Capt. Alvin L. Young, 
er al., USAF Occupational and Environmental d<"ruth Laborawry, subj: "The Toxicokwy, 
Environmental Fate and Unman Risk of llerbicide Orange and its Associated Dioxin," Oct. 
1978, p 1-29. 
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Throughout March, April, and May of 1966, the steady increase in her
bicide missions continued. In South Vietnam, Kien Hoa and Phuoc Tuy 
provinces saw the most action. Ranch Hand flew 116 sorties in South Viet
uam and 47 sorties in Laos during March. The number of sorties increased 
by 20 percent in April, and in May, 218 sorties sprayed targets in South 
Vietnam, while 26 took place over Laos. In May 1964 Ranch Hand had 
flown only 20 sorties. This growth of the Ranch Hand mission created both 
a shortage of herbicide and a demand for more planes. In May, Ranch 
Hand received authorization for 11 additional UC-123s which would 
undergo modification in the United States and arrive in Southeast Asia by 
the close of 1966. 

In June, Ranch Hand lost its first aircraft during a combat mission. 
The UC-123 was hit by ground fire over Quang Tin Province in I Corps. 
The two aircraft flying this mission had received sporadic ground fire over 
the target. On their fifth pass, one of the aircraft lost an engine, crashed, 
and burriec! on a hedge row near a rice paddy. Six U.S. Marine Corps 
helicopters responded to the distress call. Two landed at the crash site, in 
spite of ground fire, and rescued all three members of the crew. The pilot of 
the downed UC-123 was seriously injured, but the others received only 
minor cuts and bruises. 

An eff on to defoliate major Viet Cong base areas began later in 1966 
and continued thereafter, partially as a result of Ranch Hand's increased 
capabilities after acquiring more aircraft. Defoliation of large areas in War 

A mountainc.us area near Plelku two days att&r B-52s dropp'3d tons of Incendiary bombs to defoliate 
area. 
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Zone D began in August. In August and September, UC-123s flew many 
missions over the la·on Triangle. On October 31, 1966, a Ranch Hand air
craft crashed in the Iron Triangle and, although the plane was totally 
destroyed, the crew was rescued. Spraying in War Zone C got underway in 
early September and continued for the remainder of the year. August also 
saw the start of activity in the Mekong Delta region of IV Corps. Many 
smaller defoliation targets along roads wen: sprayed from time to time. By 
the end of the year, herbicide operations were routinely taking place in all 
regions of South Vietr1am. 

Hostile fire •ivas present over most targets, but Ranch Hand's increas
ing level of operations made fighter cover difficult to obtain during part of 
the period from September through November 1966. Lack of fighter escort 
caused cancellation of some missions, especially in III and IV Corps. In 
August, Ranch Hand received three new spray planes, and four more were 
added in September bringing the total number of UC-123s avwlable to 

fourteen. Ranch Hand crews, eager to accomplii.h as much as possible with 
the new aircraft, occasionally tried to do too much. Clear weather in the 
area just south of the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) in September 1966 allowed 
Ranch Hand to fly as many as four sorties per aircraft per day. Predictably, 
the herbidde supply ran low and the planes fell behind on their maintenance 
schedules. These circumstances forced the crews to stretch out their opera
tions so that maintenance and supply could catch up. 

The last quarter of 1966 saw further expansion of the Ranch Hand mis
sion a:i1d the unit's establishment as a separate squadron. On October 15, 
the Special Aerial Spray Flight of the 309th Air Commando Squadron was 
discontinued and the 12th Air Commando Squadron (ACS) came into be
ing, retaining the code name Ranch Hanel which had been applied to USAF 
herbicide activities in Southeast Asia since 1961. Lt. Col. Robert Dennis 
was the first commander of the 12th ACS which became a permanent part 
of the 3J 5th Air Commando Wing (ACW), Troop Carrier. On December I, 
the 12th ACS moved its bas.:: of operations from Tan Son Nhut to Bien Hoa. 

Prior to its redesignation, Ranch Hand took on a secondary mission, 
spraving insecticide to control malaria carrying mosq1.iitos. This public 
health mission continued even l!fter herbicide operations ceased in 1971. 
Employing "Patches," the UC-123 used against locusts in 1962, a test pro~ 
gram began in Bangkok, Thailand, on October 14, 1966. Three days later 
insecticide spraying began J.n South Vietnam. Workers had stripped 
"Patches" of all camouflage paint and coated it with an alodine compound 
to guard against the insecticide's corrosive effects. In the air, insecticide 
work also differed from herbicide missions. Insecticide missions were 
longer, making fuel conservation critical. The Jew rate of applicRtion, 
8 ounces per acre, enabled one insecticide sortie to cover ~bout 15,000 
acres. In.secticidl· missions, how~ver, did not require the precise navigation 
of herbicide spray runs. In any event, by the middle of 1967, Ranch Hand 
was flying about 20 insecticide sortie~ per month. 31 
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During October, as the insectidde program got underway, the squad~ 
ron continued its primary mission. Weather conditions hampered Ranch 
Hand's defoliation activities in the A Shau Valley and near the Demilitar~ 
ized Zone, allowing increased spraying in Laos. To the south, in Vietnam, 
they tested the effectiveness of a reduced rate (l Vi gallons per acre) of 
orange herbicide on mangrove trees in the Rung Sat Special Zone (south of 
Saigon)· and in the Mekong Delta. The results were disappointing, and the 
targets had to be resprayed to achieve the desired results. )2 

In 1966 Ranch Hand received permission to spray an area that, though 
small geographically, was very important militarily-the southern portion 
of the Demilitarized Zone separating North Vietnam from South Vietnam. 
Infiltration by North Vietnamese troops across the DMZ was a significant 
threat to U.S. and South Vietnamese troops in 1 Corps. Defoliation there 
would help to uncover infiltration routes and supply stockpiles. On Auzust 
16, 1966, Ambassador Lodge informed the Secretary of Stale that General 
Westmoreland had proposed defoliation in and immediately south of the 
southern half of the DMZ, that is, that portion of the DMZ south of the 
Provisional Military Demarcation Line (PMDL), all of which was in South 
Vietnam. Ambassador Lodge had the authority to approve herbicide mis
sions in South Vietnam, but, because of the political sensitivity surrounding 
the DMZ, he requested both State and Defense Department views on the 
matter. Recognizing that there were several key military advantages to be 
realized from defoliation in ·~he DMZ, he expressed three major political 
reservations: a potential for North Vietnamese charges of chemic&! WCirfare, 
possible adverse impact on efforts to expand the influence of the Interna
tional Control Commission, and untirneliness. l 3 

On August 27, Admiral Sharp endorsed Ge1,eral Westmoreland's pro
posal. On October 4, the Secretary of Defense wrote the Secretary of State 
to :.tdd his endorsement, noting that the Joint Chiefs also felt that defolia
tion in the DMZ was highly desirable from a military standpoint. Secretary 
McNamara said that the North Vietnamese Army had recently sent its 324B 
Division through the OMZ directly into Sc»Jth Vietnam and was building a 
supply iJase in the DMZ for future operations. He cited the fact that 
defoliation had been conducted in South Vietnam since 1961 and in Laos 
since 1965, and stated his view that the political risks of defoliation missions 
in or near the DMZ would be less than the military risks of failing to take 
reasonable measures to deny the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Army the 
use of the DMZ as sanctuary. including a draft authorization for Saigon, 
the Defense Secretary asked Secretary Ru:~k to authorize defoliation mis
sions to begin immediately. 34 
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Over a month later, 011 November 18, Secretary Rmk concurred and 
agreed to release a rnodifi~d version of McNamara's draft. A.lthc,ugh he 
foresaw some adverse political reaction, Rusk thought that il would be 
manageable as long as the spray planes avoided spra)ing any im~a in North 
Vietnam. He also requested the Department of Defense to provide the State 
Department with complete r<.!ports of the progress and evaluation of defoli· 
ation o~erations in and near the DMz. 1i The message to Sl.'jgcn, sent on 
November 26, authorized defoliation operations in the southern portion of 
the DMZ, subject to the restm:tions imµosed in the May 7, ! 963 guidelines. 
In addition, the American Emba!>sy in Saigon was required, before 
authorizing spray missions iu the DMZ, to develop procedures to handle the 
public affairs aspects of rht op~ration and forward those procedures to 
Washington for approval. The mes!'-age also directed the Rmbassy to coor
dinate with the South Vietnami:!se government an apµroach to the ICC 
whicll would emphasize how the North v;'!tnamr~e r.ontiPua.ily violated the 
DMZ and how the U.S. anci South V!etnam hoped to reduce the mi!ita1y 
threat from these violations by defoliating NV A hiding places. 36 The first 
mi:)sion inside the DMZ took pl?.ce on Fdnuary 5, 1967, with two UC-123 
sorties sustaining no hattle damage." 

Less than three momhs later, on April 27, 1%7, Gen~ral Wi.:stmore
land reque~ted authority to conduct selective defoliation within the north
ern portion of the Demilitarizrd Zone as well as adjacent infiltration routes 
inside North V!et.nrun. Admhal Sharp added his l~ndorsement, and, on 

In Qp;iration "Pink Rose," B-52s set fires to the heavy grcwth a'1d destrcyed en~my forli!lcatlons. 
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June 121 the State Department granted the necessary approval authority to 
the American Ambassador in Saigon. The guidelines attached to this 
authority stipulated that defoliation would avoid populated areas; would 
not cover large areas which would affect wat~rsheds or create tli~ impres
sion that the U.S. was "laying waste" to a large area; would not damage 
crops or trees of economic value: and woulii not kill the trees as concentrn
tions of herbicides had done in SC1uth Vietnam. This last restriction was 
lifted on August 17. 11 

The main areas of Ranch Hand activity during January1 Pebrm•.ry1 and 
March 1967, however, were War Zones C and D, with sortie levels as high 
as 29 per day. At the same tit.~'!, across the border, drying roads and in
filtration routes brought increased traffic and the spray planes asai11 went 
into Laos. Increased ground fire there posed a greater hazard for the 
vulnerable UC-123s, and, on January 31, a Ranch Hand aircraft c:rashed in 
Laos. There were no survivors. This was the third lJC-123 lost on a tactical 
mission. 39 

This period also saw the third and la'it large-scale intentional effort 
combining defoliation with incendiaries to pr::>duce a forest fire in South 
Vietnam. Codenamed "Pink RC'se," the operation involved three target 
areas, one in War Zone D and two in War Zone C. Each target consisted of 
a square, seven kilometers on each side, encompassing about 12,000 acres 
of heavily canopied jungle. Seventh Air Force• c0ordinated the efforts of 
personnel from the U.S. Forest Service, Ranch Hand, and SAC B-52 units 
en Guam. 

The three areas, designated A, B, and C, had received their initial treat
ment of herbicide by November 27, 1966. Ranch Hand covered areas A <1.nd 
B with orange, while spraying area C with white, a new mixture introduced 
to help alleviate the shortage of orange. The first coverage was at the nor
mal rate of three gallons per acre. It was followed by a second dose of the 
same herbicides in January 1967. Ten days before the planned ignition, 
Ranch Hand applied agent blue to areas A and Cat the rate of three gallons 
to the acre, and to area B at l 1A gallon& per acre. Aerial reconnaissance of 
the targets found that the herbicide effects were equal to or better than what 
had been expected1 and ~ni;pcction teams found good drying throughout. 
Ranch Hand flew over two hundred UC-123 so~\es and sprayed 255,000 
gallons of herbidde. in accomplishing its part in Pink Rose. 

Fires were started in the three areas at different times, because friendly 
ground forces were operating in the vicinity. The ignition of Target C toolr 
place on January 18, 1967, followed by Target A on January 28 and Target 
B on April 4. Thirty B-52s from the 3d Air Division on Guam <ielivered 
M35 incendiary bombs on the first two targets. On che third target, fifteen 

*Organized at Tan S..:in Nhut, April I, 1966, the Seventh Air Force replaced the 2d Air 
Di·;ision as Air Force headquarters iu Vietnam. 
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THE AIR FORCE AND HERBICIDES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 

B-52s dropped M35s in a smi'ier, concentrated area to provide an incen
diruy density three times heavier than that of the first two targets. Coor
dination on the strikes was excellent. MSG-77 Skyspot radars operating 
from Bien Hoa and Da Lat guided the B-52s over the targets, spacing them 
properly. 

The weather, overcast over the first target, good over the others, did 
not influence lhe course of the fires. The nature of the vegetation did, but 
the overall results were again disappointing. The burning was ineffective in 
Target C. Most fires spread no farther than two feet from the ignition 
point, although some well-drained grassy areas burned well. The results 
were much the same in Target A. Vegetation in open areas burned well, bu~ 
the fire did not spread under the jungle canopy. Individual fires set by the 
incendiary munitions under double canopy jungle spread no more than 
about six feet, and this meant that only three to five percent of such areas 
burned. Single canopy jungle burned slightly better, but still only nine to 
twelve percent of these areas ignited. Almost none of the tree crowns were 
removed, and later aerial reconnaissance revealed little change in canopy 
thickness or vertical visibility. Even though the incendiaries in Target B 
were three times as dense, results there were also negligible. The conclusions 
from Pink Rose were that an artificially started forest fire was an ineffective 
technique for removins jungle canopy and that the poor results achieved did 
not justify the high cost of continued testing.'0 

To maintain the increased activity during this period, the 12th ACS 
received ~ix additional aircraft, bringing the number of UC-123s available 
for spray work up to 20. Two of these aircraft arrived in February, one in 
March, and three in June. Ground fire was a continuing problem, &nd in 
addition to the aircraft brought down in January, Ranch Hand lost a pilot 
to ground fire in May. In the period March through June, Ranch Hand flew 
most of its sorties in IV Corps, although defoliation targets were also 
sprayed in II Corps and in War Zones C and D. Some of the missions in 
II Corps were in support of ground operations, such as ''Francis 
Marion"-a six-month campaign to root out enemy forces from the Central 
Highlands. By mid~ 1967, however, Ranch Hand missions were again scat
tered throughout South Vietnam.• 1 

In July, Ranch Hand lost its fourth aircraft downed during a spray mis
sion. The entire crew, three officers and one enlisted man, perished.42 July 
was, however, a Ng month for herbicide delivery, with 435,805 gallons dis
pensed in 536 spray sorties. Activity increased toward the end of the year, 
with an average of over 500,000 gallons of herbicides delivered each month 
during October, November, and December. Between September and Novem· 
ber 1967, the 12th ACS established a second operating location at Phu Cat to 
reduce the possibility of damage to the UC-123s during mortar attacks in 
their unrevetted parking area at Da Nang. Phu Cat, however, was only a stag
ing base, Da Nang retained its operations, maintemmce, and herbicide supply 
functions. From July to December, Ranch Hand received 296 ground fire hits 
in 2,856 sorties. Another crew was killed in early September.•3 
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HERBICIDES REACH THEIR PEAK 

To cope wi.th changing conditions and the continuing grnund fire 
threat, thto: 12th ACS slightly modified Ranch Hand aircraft in 1967. 
Numerous emergencies occurred which required crews to dump their her
bicide. Such action had to be taken very quickly when an engine 
quit-11,000 pounds of herbicide greatly reduced the single-engine perfor· 
mance of the UC-123. Because of the weight of the chemicals and the infre
quency of operation· of the dump valve, this valve sometimes stuck. Crews 
found that in sQme cases, when electrical system failure forced them to use 
the manual valve opening system, the cables had become frayed and broke 
under tension. If all efforts to open the dump valve failed, the only way to 
remove the herbicide was to run the pump motor at full speed and spray it, a 
process which took about four minutes. To solve these problems, the dump 
va!ve cable was rerouted more directly to the valve, covered in a housing to 
reduce fraying problems, and the moment arm against which the cable 
worked was made longer to increase the mechanical advantage. Ranch 
Hand mechanics also lowered the gear ratio on the electrical dump valve 
opening mechal'.ism to reduce the load on the electrical motor. 

Besides solving the herbicide dumping problem, mechanics installed a 
system which sprayed water onto the UC-123 windshield to remove her
bkide accumulai:ions anll enable rhe pilots to see clearly out.side the aircraft, 
while placement of two mirrors on the glare shield made it easier for them to 
scan and more rapidly evaluate engine condition while receiving ground 
fire. The side armor plating which protected both pilots from small arms 
fire was moved forward and increased in thickness from one half to one 
inch. For one copilot, this modification took place none too soon. Two 
weeks later, the armor's new positions. and thickness stopped a .30-caliber 
slug from injuring him. Armor was also placed around the pump mator fuel 
tai1k and a fire extinguisher installed nearby to reduce the ril)k of a ground 
fire hit causing an internal fire. Anothtr hazard from ground fire, especially 
for crew members in the cargo compartment, occurred when shrapnel or a 
bullet punctured a hydraulic or herbicide line and sptayed fluids into rneir 
eyes. The squadron's life support section installed bottles of r.!istilled water 
for first aid treatment in flushing eyes. Finally, Ranch Hand painted a red 
identification stripe across the top of the UC--123's wings to help fighter air
craft and forward air controllers see the camouflaged Ranch Hand pianes 
more easily against the background of the South Vietnamese jungle. 44 

The use of herbicides in South Vietnam reached a peak in 1967, with 
1,687,758 acres sprayed, 850"/o defoliation, 150'/o for crop destruction. 4' This 
high level ot' activity deserves closer inspection. 
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THE AIR FORCE AND HERBICIDES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 

The herbicide progra111, both defoliation and crop destruction, was a 
joint effort by the U.S. and South Vietnamese governments. The latter exer
cised its responsibilities through the JGS 202 Committee, ~omposed of 
.-epresentatives from the Vietnamese High Command J-2, J-3, J-4, and J-5 
sections, the VNAF, and the South Vietnamese Combat Development and 
Test Center (CDTC). The 202 Committee met as necessary to consider re
quests and write directives governing herbicide operations. The Amt:rican 
Ambassador and COMUSMACV held the ultimate authority to approve 
Ranch Hand missions in support of South Vietnamese herbicide projects. 
The American director of the Combat Operations Center (COC) reviewed 
plans forwarded from the JQS 202 Committee, and his recommendation 
went to the MACV 203 Committee for review and evaluation. The 203 
Committee was chaired by the MACV Chemical Officer, when Ranch Hand 
spray missions were considered, and had members from the COC, MACV 
J-2, the Political 'Narfare (POLWAR) Advisory Directorate, USAID, the 
Embassy, and Seventh Air Force. Small-scale herbicide use which employed 
hand sprayers and ground-based power spray rigs could be approved by 
senior U.S. adviso!'S at corps and division level without resort to the com
mittee process in Saigon. 
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Typical herbicide project requests originated with a province chief or a 
Vietnamese or U.S. g1ound commander. After review by the JGS 202 Com
mittee, the request went to MACV where the 203 Committee also reviewed 
it. Then, MACV J-2 and the POL WAR Advisory Directorate provided for
mal coordination prior to the Embassy's final approval. Once the Embassy 
acted, the MACV Chief of Staff sent a letter to the Chief of the JGS in
forming him that the U.S. had approved the project. The Seventh Air Force 
Tactical Air Control Center (TACC), notified of the project's approval by 
the MACY Chemkal Bn.~nch, then directed the 12th ACS to execute the 
necessary spray missions, after sending out a warning order to field units 
which might be located in the target area. 

During the initial state of coordination, Ranch Hand personnel and a 
MACY representative conducted a survey flight over the proposed target 
area. Over crop destruction targets, these survey flights sometimes flew as 
low as 100 feet to enable the observers to spot fields not visible from a 
higher altitude. The province chief, MACY chemical officers, Vietnamese 
military representatives, and Ranch Hand personnel held a coordination 
meeting early in the approval process. The survey flights and coordination 
meetings familiarized Ranch Hand with the specific objectives and peculiar 
characteristics of each project. On the day before the mission, the crews 
needed only to review the project and plan the spray flight. 

One of the most important jobs at the 12th ACS was that of targeting of
ficer. He attended spray project coordination and planning meetings, went on 
survey flights, maintained a log or chart for all outsta,nding projects, pre
pared and updated project folders, and recorded and reported mission re
sults. He also prepated requests for operational orders for the spray planf::s 
and their support aircraft and submitted these requests to the T ACC five days 
in advance of each mission. The infonnation submitted to the TACC in
ch1ded the project and target numbers, fighter rendezvous coordinates, FAC 
rendezvous coordinates, the desired time over target, and special requests 
such as artillery fire on the target for flak suppression. A report also went to 
the TACC after Ranch Hand completed each day's missions. 

During 1967, as they had done since their early days in Vietnam, Ranch 
Hand pilots usually flew spray missions in the early morning hours to take 
advantage of favorable weather conditions. The missions were aborted if 
the ground temperature in the targ~t area exceeded 85 degrees or if surface 
winds were greater than eight to ten knots. Higher temperatures might in
dkate thermal updrafts which would cause the sprity lo rise, and higher 
winds could blow the spray away from the target and cause unintended 
damage to trees or crops in friendly areas. Other aspects of the weather also 
had to be considered to ino>ure that righter aircraft flying -=over for the 
UC-123s could operate in the target area. 

On operations orders, spray missions were code named "Traildust"; 
during missions, the spray aircraft used the radio call sign "Hades." Typi
cally, between eighteen and twenty-seven sorties were flown daily, with six 
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THE AIR FORCE AND HERBICIDES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 

from Da Nang and the rest from Bien Hoa. The number of aircraft assigned 
to each target varied, usually three or four UC-123s. The UC-123 had a 
combat range of 250 miles on its two R-2800 radial piston engines. Radios 
provided UHF, FM, and HF communications capability; an ADF receiver 
tracked non-directional radio beacons, and a T ACAN unit offered more so
phisticated electronic navigation. The familiar A/ A45Y-l spray system 
incorporated a 1,000-gallon MC-I tank, two wing booms, and a tail boom 
to provide a coverage rnte of three gallons to the acre. Most of the aircraft 
carried only a pilot, copilot, and flight mechanic, but the lead aircraft also 
carried a navigator as the fourth crew member. Following the lead UC-123, 
the planes might spend 45 minutes or more in the target area, but the total 
spray-on time could not exceed the four minutes needed to empty the 
1,000-gallon tank at the dt>!>ired deposition rate of three gallons per acre. 
The aircraft delivered the spray at as low an altitude as possible and at an 
airspeed of 130 knots. One plane could cover a swath 80 meters wide and 
16 kilometers long. 

Ranch Hand selected the tactics to be used on a specific mission based 
upon the terrain, weather, and the amount of ground fire expected. On days 
with clear weather, the UC-123s would cruise to the target at about 3,000 
feet above the ground and then descend rapidly about 2,500 feet per minute 
to the spray-on point. Such rapid descents reduced exposure to small arms 
fire from the ground. If the clouds were low, the aircraft would fly a low
level approach to the spray-on point. Once over the target, they would fly 
one long, straight spray run if the terrain permitted. Other possible spray
delivery techniques included flying a race track pattern or a ''plum tree'' 
pattern. The latter involved making a 90° turn followed by a 270° turn at 
the end of the target area. 

The fighter support was very important in the success of Ranch Hand 
missions. If the spray area was "cool," the fighters would fly above the 
UC-123s and conserve their fuel and ammunition for a more lucrative target. 
On other targets, a low level "dry run" by the fighters where they delivered 
no ordnance would be sufficient to keep the gunners on the ground quiet. If 
Ranch Hand were scheduled to fly a mission against a "hot" target in a free 
bomb zone, planners might request a prestrike. The fighters would drop 
CBUs, napalm, or fire 20-mm guns, or do all three. The Ranch Hand aircraft 
would begin their spray run shortly after the fighter strike while the enemy, 
hopefully, were still under cover. Intense ground fire could cause the 
UC-123s to abandon a target after one spray pass and divert to a secondary 
target. When the flight mechanic observed ground fire, he would toss a 
smoke grenade out the rear door of the aircraft. The pilot would radio the 
forward air controller that he had received ground fire from the right or the 
left, an<l the FAC would then direct the fighters to the enemy 
guns-estimating a point some 300 meters behind the smoke to allow for the 
time needed for the smoke grenade to be tossed and fall to the ground. The 
forward ~Jr controllers also helped the UC-123s correct spray runs. 46 
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HERBICIDES REACH THEIR PEAK 

Due to its long, slow buildup, the herbicide program in Southeast Asia 
had no immediate effect on the herbicide market in the United States. From 
1962 through 1964, only about 250,000 gallons of chemicals had been con
sumed in South Vietnam. The total U.S. herbicide production in 1965 was 
about 3.4 million gallons. Some 2.8 million gallons of the· total went to 
agriculture and other non-military pursuits, while the Air Force require
ment for that year was only about 400,000 gallons. The use of herbicides as 
a weapon in Southeast Asia increased, however, and in 1966 a shortage 
developed, causing projects to be postponed or completed over a longer 
period of time. Industrial production facilities in the United States, though 
taxed, were able to fill the fiscal year 1966 (FY 66, Jul 1, 65-Jun 30, 66) 
military requirement of 1.6 million gallons. The projected requirements for 
the next two years, FY 67 (5.6 million gallons) rutd FY 68 (11.9 million 
gallons) clearly exceeded the existing production capability. 

To cover a projected FY 67 shortage of orange herbicide, the Air Force 
procured 1.5 million gallons of agent white, commercially known as Tor
don. Chemically, it was 80% 2,4-D and 20% picloram in a wateMoluble 
formulation. White had the same effect on vegetation as orange, but it 
acted more slowly. At first, this slow reai;:tion made it less desirable than 
orange. Later, however, because of the erroneous belief that white was less 
volatile than orange, it became more popular than orange for targets where 
drift was a consideration. MACV studied and discarded other proposed 
remedies for the herbicide shortage, including diluting orange herbicide 
with 50% diesel fuel. 0 

On January 26, 1967, Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman wrote 
to Secretary McNamara and asked him to have someone in his department 
look into the herbicide problem. Freeman foresaw tight supplies of her
bicide for American agriculture and, consequently, reduced crop yields with 
accompanying complaints from farmers and other civilian users. At the 
same time, Freeman wrote to the Director of the Office of Emergency Plan
ning, Farris Bryant, to ask him to assume a role of leadership in allocating 
existing supplies of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T and in increasing their production. 
Mcl~amara's response was to ask the Secretary of the Army to develop a 
plan to increase production while at the same time asking Bryant to allocate 
all commercial production capacity for agent orange and its critical com
ponents to military use. Bryant agreed to this request and took steps to in
sure that the entire U.S. output of 2,4,S-T, the limiting component in the 
production of orange, would be diverted to military requirements. The 
shortage of herbicides in Southeast Asia peaked in 1967, but the situation 
never became as bad as had been forecast, primarily because actual her
bicide ·usage never reached the high levels predicted. By early 1969, her
bicides were no longer a critical item of supply. 0 

In October 1967, researchers from the RAND Corporation issued two 
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reports critical of chemical crop destruction in Vietnam. 0 Th~y concluded 
that the crop destruction program had had an insignificant effect on Viet 
Cong consumption of rice, while at the same time it had alienated the rural 
South Vietnamese population from the government. Betts and Denton 
based their analysis primarily on interviews with 206 former Viet Cong and 
non-Viet Cong civilians. Most of the former Vie~ Cong in this group had 
been in the guerrilla organization between 1965 and early 1967. The analysts 
made clear at the beginning of their report that there were two possible 
military benefits of the crop destruction program: the first being a true 
decrease in the amount of food available to the Viet Cong, the second being 
an increase in their food procurement costs. Although this second result 
would have been of great military benefit, especially if the Viet Cong 
diverted significantly large numbers of men and resources from combat to 
food procurement, the RAND analysts limited their evaluation to the direct 
denial of food because, to them, this was a primary reason for the crop 
destruction program. While Viet Cong food denial was the benefit they 
studied, the offsetting cost they spotlighted was the increased hostiJ.ity 
toward the U.S. and the South Vietnamese government caused by the crop 
destruction program among the non-Viet Cong rural population of South 
Vietnam. 

The 206 interviews produced findings which the analysts concluded 
probably reflected the experiences of the Viet Cong and the rural popula
tion a~ a whole. They found that almost all Viet Cong had at least a 
minimally adequate diet. No variation in their rice rations could bi.! at
tributed to different intensities of crop spraying in separate areas of the 
country. In short, RAND found that the c:rop destruction program had not 
resulted in any significant food shortages among Viet Cong units. 

On the other hand, the researchers found that the spray iirogram 
aroused much hostility toward the U.S. and its South Vietnamese allies. 
They cited a11other study which stated that the guerrillas produced only 
about IOOJo of the food they consumed; therefore, a largl' proportion of the 
crops destroyed had to belong to civilian farmers in Viet Cong-controlled or 
contested areas. The interviews pointed out that crop spraying struck at the 
very heart of a farmer's existence by destroying; not only his food supply. 
but also the product of his labors. The people interviewed also said that 
there was a widespread belief that herbicides were deadly to humans a~ well 
as to plants, a belief based on both hearsay and personal experience. Fi~ 
nally, RAND said that the rurul population did not consider the crop 
destruction operations as necessary or even useful in attacking the insui
gency. Instead the people viewed themselves as being targets of the program 
as much as the Viet Cong government considered them "expendable" if the 
Viet Cong would be hurt by using herbicides for crop destruction. 

In sum, RAND found that the crop destruction pro~ram might well be 
counterproductive. Nonetheless, if continuing the effort were deemed 
desirable, the U.S. and t.he South Vietname~ should take more energetic ef
forts to lessen the negative impacts on residents of the target areac;. Both 
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governments had acknowledged the need for such efforts in the past, but 
the analysts concluded from their interviews that the levels of information 
and assistance actually reaching those affected by crop destruction were 
very low. They recommended renewed efforts to educate the rural South 
Vietnamese about the effects of herbicides on humans,• to give aid w peo
ple whose crops were killed, and to explain that the government sympa
thized with those innocent people who were hurt by crop destruction, but 
that the program had been undertaken because of its overall b~nefits to the 
country.' 0 

The staff of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Analysis 
reviewed the RAND finding~. and, in November 1967, published their con
clusionst which agreed that the existing wholesale crop destruction program 
in South Vietnam was counterproductive because it alienated the affected 
population without denying food to the ViP.t Cong.ii And. citing the find
ings of the studies, Secretary McNamara, on November 21, directed the 
Chain nan of tht,; Joint Chiefs of Staff to review RAND' s work and report 
to him within a month whether or not the objectives of crop destruction in 
South Vietnam were being met, and whether changes should be made in the 
program.' 2 

On December 29, 196'/, the Joint Chiefs gave McNamara their reply 
based on information furnished by Seventh Air Force, MACV, and 
CINCPAC. In brief, the Chi~fs concluded that the published objectives of 
the crop destruction program as pan of the overall economic warfare pro
gram were being met; that crop destruction was an important and effect~ve 
part of th~ overall effort in South Vietnam; and that no changes in the pro
gram needed to be made. In reaching their conclusions, they attacked the 
validity of the RAND reports on grnund!i elaborated in appendices. 

The Chiefs cited the objectives of the crop destruct!on program as 
listed in the 1967 and 1968 joint South Vietnr.mese-Ametican Combin~d 
Campaign Hans. These objectives were not only tc deny food to the Viet 
Cong, but also to divert Viet Cong manpower tl"' food pmduction and to 
weaken the strength of guerrilla units ir1 the areas where crops were sprayed. 
The program was successful, they said, h1 denying food. They cited ;;erious 
lucalized food shmtages arounj crop destruction targets along with a result
r.nt Viet C011g beHef, in some areas, that they had been economically 
defeated because they could not logistkally sustain themselves. Out of 
necessity, the Viet Cong and NVA had, in some instances, assigned troops 
to the tasks of procuring and transporting food, thereby diverting them 
from combat. In s0me pia.::cs, the task of prooucing rice h?..d become for the 
enemy as important a mission as waging war. The Joint Chiefs further 
argued that in some areas of ext~nsive crop destruction, short food rations 

•eetts and Denton did not ac~ept the contention that herbicides were completely harmless, 
and they recommended that people be toid to wa~h the ~pray off them'ielves as quickly as possi· 
hie and not to eat or drink sprayed food 01 water. 

t'fhey later modified their conclusions, however, to conform to the JCS position. 
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had caused low morale, and a r.oncurrent increase in the number of ralliers 
to the South Vietnamese cause. It had also caused Viet Cong soldiers to pre
tend sickness to avoid fighting. 

The RAND accusation that the spray program had harmed and alien
ated residents in the vicinity of crop destruction targets was not so force
fully answered. The JCS claimed that civilians blamed the Viet Cong for the 
spray because of their "liberation" of the areas. Also, efter crops had died 
in target areas, group!l of civilians had moved to areas under government 
control, further aggravating the guerrilla's manpower problems. In general, 
the Chiefs argued that almost all crop destruction had occurred in areas 
which were either uninhabited or under Viet· Cong domination. Further
more, they claimed that the psychological warfare program related to her
bicides was important and had been accelerated in 1 %7. 

Although the Joint Chiefs described the RAND studies as "method
ologically sound,'· they pointed out that the r.;tudies' limited scope, basic 
assumptions, and small sample size were weaknesses serious enough to dis
qualify them as a basis for evaluating the effectiveness of crop des'Lruction 
or maki.1g decisions about the program's future. They noted that 75 per
cent of the data base used by the RAND researchers had come from Viet 
Cons whose last service had been· in July 1966 or before. Recent changes in 
tactics and additions to Ranch Hand assets had enabled crop destruction 
operatim1s to be more extensive and more effective. Because of thel1C 
changes, the JCS argued that the RAND data was not reflective of preseni 
conditions and should not be the basis for current ·policy decisions. The 
Chiefs; reply to McNamara countered; for the time being, the threat !)Osed 
by the RAND analysis to the continuation of the crop destruction 
program.si 
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VIII. Herbicide Use Declines 

In September 1967, the 834th Air Division {AD), the parent unit of the 
31Sth ACW and the 12th ACS, conducted a study of Ranch Hand future 
needs for men and aircraft. ~AACV had forecast that, beginning in July 
1968, its herbicide spray requirem~nts woukl increase by about 4011/o and reM 
main at this new, higher level for at least two years. Ranch Hand theD 
possessed 19 spray-equipped UC-123s, one of which was detailed to insectiM 
cide delivery, and MACV thought that an additional sP.vcn planes and crews 
would be adequate to cover the increase in requirements. The 834th AD 
viewed this level of increase as completely inadequate, arguing that 
23 planes were needed just to reach the target of 612,000 eallons of herbi
cide per mo nu for the current fiscal year, let alone a 40% increase over 
that. rhe 834th AD proposed <. goal of 32 her'Jicide delivery aircraft for 
Ranch Hand rather than the MACV level of 26. Strengthening the 834th 
AD's argument was the fact that Ranch Ha.'ld could not fly ir1 all weathtr 

conditions, and sufficient aircnift wo1.1ld have to be available ~uring periods 
of good weather to make up for cancelled missions. 

Besides the eventually approved increru;P, in planes and peoi,.le for 
Ranch Hand, the 834th AD also recommended that the Vietnamese Air 
Force should assume complete responsibility for insecticide spraying and 
crop destruction missions. Crop destru\!tion aircraft already had to display 
Vietnamese markings and carry a VNAF crew member on board, 9.nd the 
834th AD reasoned that a transition to full Vietnamese responsibility for 
these missions could occur if the South Vietnamese could overcome their 
fear of ground fire at low spray altitudes, a problem which had endi:d 
previous thoughts about "Vietnamizing" the spray mission. Tbe 834th AD 
suggested that VNAF C-ll9s could be Gonverted to spray aircraft, at least 
for mosquito control missions. 1 

At the time the 834th AD study was in the finai stages of ;Jreparation, 
Gen. William W. Momyer, commander of t~e Seventh Air Fcrce, directed 
the Air Force Advisory Group in Sontit Vietnam to develop a ;ir\>gram for 
having the VNAF take over responsibility for crop destmction, mosquito 
control, and any increase in ht:1bicide requirements, in this ord'!l' of pri · 
ority. The Seventh Air Fon·c staff had suggested this approach, and MACV 
bad indicated its approval •.)f the i<lea. Momyer was particularly interested 
in Vietnamizing the spray mission in the near future.~ 

Brig. Gen. Donavon F. Smith, the chief of the Air Force Advisory 
Group, gave General Momyer a detailed respcnse two months later. The 
thrust of his reply was negative. General Smith acknowkdged that the 
VNAF could perform the crop destruction and mosquito control missions, 
but the cost would be high. First of all, a spray system would have to be in* 
stalled in the C-119 and a training program established in low-level 
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chemical delivery techniques for this ah·craft. Then, one ha1f (eight aircraft) 
of ~he VNAF C-119s would have to take up the spray mission, and this 
would have a severe effect on the total VNAF airHft capability. And, sin:e 
spray missions required highly skilled crew members, 21 experienced VNAF 
first pilots woultl have to ieave their airlift duries. Overall VNAF 1 pilot 
strength at the time wns 328 below the authorized level, and the experienced 
pilcts needed could only :1ave been obtained at the expense of other mis· 
sions. In short, General Smith said that the VNAF could be brought into the 
spray program, but only at high cost, ~d he !"ecommended against follow
ing this course. These mult~ple problems killed the proposal t'1 begin Viet
namiziug the spray program in 1967, but the idea surf aced again iater. 3 

There had been some opposition to the herbicide program on moral 
and ecological grounds since it began, but ~he opposition did not reach a 
level of intensity where it fo.-ced the Department of Defense to react pub
licly until 1967. As early as 1964, the Federation of American Scientists had 
opposed the use of herbicides in Vietnam on the grounds that the United 
States was using the conflict there to experiment in biological and chemical 
warfare.' Jn January 1966, Professor John Edsall of Harvard University ied 
a group of 29 Boston area sc:entists to protest against the use of herbicides 
in anticrop warfare. They urged President Lyndon B. Johnson to ban this 
practice on the part of the U.S. forces and to oppose crop destruction by the 
South Vietnamest:. They claimed that crop destruction was barbarous be
cause it \\as indfa.:rimiaate and constituted an attack en both combatants 
and noncombatants.' A more broadly based petition to President Johnson 
was personally presented to the President's Science Advisor on February 14, 
1967. '!'his petition bore the signatures of more than 5,000 scientists, includ
ing 17 Nobel laur~ates and 129 members of the National Academy of 
Sciences. It urged Johnson to order an end to the use ot' antipersonnel and 
anticrop chemical weapons in Viet.nam and argued that breaching the moral 
restraint!i against chemical and biological warfare by using thes~ substances 
would weaken the barriers against the use of more lethal chemical 
weapons.~ 

In December 1966, the Council of the Arnericah Association for the 
Advancement of Sciencz (AAAS) passed an amended version of a resolu
tion introduced by Professor E. W. Pfeiffer of the University of Montan3. 
The resoh .. tion stated that modern science and technology had given man 
the abilit:r to f!lodify his environment OP. an unprecedented scale, but that 
the full impact of such modification, whether for civilian or military pur
poses, was not knovvn. The resolution went on to call for the establishment 
of l\Il AAAS committee to study the use of chemical and biological agents to 
modify the environment, including such use in warfare, and it volunteered 
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the AAAS cooperation with government agencies in completing such a 
study. 1 

The AAAS board of directors appointed an ad hoc committee on envir
onmental alteration in March 1967, and in May this committee issued a re
port calling for studies of the short· and long-term consequences (particu
larly the latter) of massive uses of pesticides and herbicides, such as the 
large-scale use of herbicides in the defoliation and crop destruction pro
grams in Vietnam. Shortly thereafter, top officials of the AAAS approflched 
the Department cf Defense. In a letter to Secretary McNamara, Oil Septem
ber i 3, the AAAS president stated that while the military use of herbicides 
in Vietnam was based on tactical and strategic considerations, th.ese chemi
cals could have such long-range consequences on both Vietnam and other 
areas tha! the subject was deserving of further study ''. . . under the 
highest responsibile political auspices." The letter suggested t11a. the Na
tional Academy of Sciences or an independent commission conduct the 
necessruy research. 8 

Dr. John S. Foster, Jr., Director of Defense Research and Engineering, 
answered the .\:AAS reques: oue week later. He said that qualified scientists 
had already judged that the use of herbicides in Vietnam would not have 
any serious adverse short- or long-term ecological impacts, and that the 
Department oi Defense had confi.:l.ence in this conclmion. However, he 
acknowledged that there were uncertainties about the effects, both 
beneficial and detrimental, of herbicides, and that the DOD had commis
sioned a non-governmental research institute to conduct an assessment of 
the present state of scienti.fic knowledge. The National Academy of 
Sciences-National Research Council (NAS-NRC) would then review this 
study and make appropriate recommendationr-. 9 

The nonprofit firm selected to perform this research was the Midwest 
Research Institute (MRI) of Kansas City, Missouri. MRI completed its 
rather voluminous report on December I, 1967. The scientists concluded 
that the maximum direct ecological consequence of herbicide use was the 
destruction of existing vegetaiion; bare soil would not result. Plant succes
sion would be set back, but revegetation would occur and would be similar 
to that in areas which had been devastated by fire or had been cultivated 
and then abandoned. The plant-killing effects of the herbicides used in Viet
nam would not last for long; accumulations in the soil would cause no prob
lem. The MRi researchers srud that the food chaiu of animal life would be 
altered by herbicide use, but the long-term effects of this alteration were 
unknown. On th:! question of lethal toxicity to human or animal5, the 
researchers found that, except for cacodylic acid, this was unlikely and 
should not be a matter of great concern. They recommended more research 
on cacodylic acid, the main component of herbicide blue, and on the effects 
of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T on the water quality of streams and lakes. MRI also 
said that not enough was known about the effe.;;ts of killing vegetation over 
large areas- -including possible localized climatic changes or drainage 
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pattern changes which might result in increased laterization (ironwhardpan 
formation). In spite of unresolved questions, MRI concluded that there WM 

no cause for great alarm about the ecological effects of t.he extensive use of 
herbicides in South Vietham but that further research was needed. 10 

The MRI study had a varied rece.ption. A National Academy of 
Sciences a:.s~ssment pa11el concluded that althoue:h MRI he.d done a 
creJi~able job of collecting the existing scientific knowledge about herw 
bic\des, there simply was not much information to be found concerning the 
ecological effects of repeated or heavy herbicide use. The NAS president 
called for more research on this question. The American press gave the MRI 
.~tl.idy inconclusive reviews. While Time magazine sai<l that there was 
''. . . no evirience that there will be longwrange damage to plant or animaJ 
life in South Vietnam,": 1 Newsweek concluded that a complete evaluation 
of the effects of herb:cides in Vietnam would have to wait for the end of 
hostilities in the treated areas so tbat sckmtists could p(:rform tht" :te\:essary 
studies. 12 The unre:>olved ecological Questions about herbicides h:.i.d by this 
time been raised in the public's mind, and they would continue to be an imw 
portant factor throughout the remaining time of Rwi~h Hand's existence.'' 

In early 1968 a large fire in the mangrove forests of the Ca Mau Penir1-
sula seriously affected Viet Cong activities in that re&ton. Defoliation 
played a minor role in thi'l ur..planned conflagration, proving once more 
that climate and hJcal weather conditions have far more effect or. sustaining 
and spreading forest fires than human intervention. The area involved in 
the fire was the U Minh Forest, a mangrove area about 140 miles southwest 
of S2\gon which had bten a Viet Cong hideout for many years. 

The first quarter of 1968 had been the driest in a quarter century in 
r~gions bordering the Gi.!f of Thailand, and forest fire~ were severe that 
year in M::ilaysia, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam. The exac£ origin of 
the U Minh fh-e is not known, out reports rtaching MACV in Saizon in
dicateci that it started on or about March 10, 1968, p'!rhaps when a (tl'oup of 
angry South Vietnamese fishermen who had been barred from the area by 
the Viet Cong starte.J several fires in rttaliation. Thirtywknot winds, the very 
dry vegeta~icm in the area, ruid the burning and explosion of a large amw 
munition dump shortly after the fire began helped it spread rapidly. Four 
days later, white phosphorus arrununition started another fire some distance 
away, and on the 20th, a third fire started from unkncwn causes. Strong 
winds and dry C(.lnditions again caused the fires to advance. Fire spread over 
a large area during the latter part of March and early April. Attempts by I.he 
Viet Cong to construct firebreaks to contain thP. conflagration were imsucw 
cessful. 
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Seeing the benefits from such a vast flre, Air Force 0-ls used white 
pho:;phorus ~narking rockets an<i grenades to esta'?lish ether points of burn
ing to h~lp the fire spread. Forward air controll1~rs directed fighter:i clrop
ping napalm and bombs. Observers reported hundreds of sr.condarr ex
plosions of ammunition and petroleum during the second and third \\eeks 
1.1f April, and one estimated that, for~ time, secondary explosions occm·red 
at the rate of one every twenty minutes. Gunfire from ships off the coast 
poured thousands of rounds into the area, accounting for hundreds of 
destroyed structures and uumerous secondary explosions, all of which 
hampered Viet Co11g efforts to move supplies out of the area or to stop the 
fire from spreadi· .g. 

By the time the fire ended on April 29, 1968, it had burned for 50 days, 
destroying 750:0 to €5% of the foresi in an area 48 miles long a1td 74 miles 
wide. When the seasonal rains came in May and June. the water floated the 
trt.:es which had tipped over because their roots had burned, into piles up to 
four miles lor..g, one~half mile wi<le, and 10-15 trees deep. Estimated Viet 
Cons losses due to the fir~ and associated military activity were 100 to 200 
killed plus f·X!tns;ve destru~tion of runmunition supplies. 

In addition to the dry weathe1
, an<>ther factor crucial to sustaioing the 

fire was the region's peat soil whk:h would itself burn and allow 1:he fire to 
smolder overnight anr:l flare up whe11 the winds increased the ll~Xt day. 
Areas which had been treated with defoliants burned bttter than untreated 
areas, and, in some cases, ground fires actually stopped burning when they 
reached the uLlter boundary of SJ. defoliated strip. Still, Ranch Hand coulJ 
only trike a minor portion of the credit because of the crucial roles played by 
weather and soil type. 14 

Like the other components of the U.S. military machine in Southea~t 
Asia, Ranch Ha11d began the year 1%8 not knowing that the Viet Cong 
were abou: to laun.;:h their largegt combined offensive of the war. This of
fensive, among its many oth.:r effects, teml'orarily disrupted the herbicide 
program. During the first 29 days of January, the 12th ACS set a new 
mPnthly record of .589 on-target spray sorties. Then, according to plan, 
Ranch Hand suspended operations for the South Vietnamese Tet holiday. 
During the' morning of January 31, Bien Hoa received an intense rocket and 
ground attack, ~md the 12th ACS was unable to fly either that day or the 
next. During the six days beginning on Februaay 2, Ranch Hand used it; 
planes alternately for d~foHation and emergency air~ift operations. With tht 
spray tanks still installed, the unit flew 18 airlift so1ties which carried 21 1000 
pounds of c::irgo, 172 passe·1gcrs, and 203 prisoners of war. Most of these 
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first airlift sortil!s consisted of emergency "mail runs" betw~en Bien Hoa 
and Tan Son Nhut., and the squadron received high praise for this important 
volunte~r effort. 

Early on the morning of February 81 Seventh Air Force directed the 
12th ACS to remove the spray equipment from its airi:raft and begin a full
time airlift operation. Since 12 aircraft were already loaded with herbicide 
for that day's missions, these t}C-123s flew thtir planned spray sorties, the 
last which would occur for mor~ than a month. By mid-morning on Febru
ary 8, maintenance personnel bad begun the removal of spray gear from the 
Ranch Hand planes, and ilt 0630 on February 9, the first reconfigured 
UC-123 took off on an airlift sortie. In only 23 hours, sixteen Ranch Hand 
aircraft had been switched ti> a transport roli:. The unit flew no herbicide 
sorties through Marr.h lS, when maintenance personnel received instruc
ti.ons to begin switching t!1e planes ba:k to a spray configuratbn. 
Mechanics re~died eight UC-123s to fly herbtcid~ missions in sli~tly more 
tham 12 hours. Fiy the evening of Mar~h 19, Ranch Hand planes had been 
reconverted for their original mission, and the unit flew a full schedule of 
spray flights on March 20, 1968. During the Tet Offensive, the 12th ACS 
had flown 2,866 ilirlift sorties. 

Bien Hoa, the home base of the 12th ACS, suffered its grehi·est 
casualties of the Tet Offensive during a 122-mm rockei: attack Gn ~he morn
ing of February 28. The attack severely affected Ranch Hand operations, 
causing all scheduled flights for that day to be cancelled. Rockds comp
letely destroy~·d four buildings housing Ranch Hand officers, henvily Clam
aged another, and inflicted light damage on four more. Thirty-three of the 
unh's officers lost all of their possesstons other than the clothes they were 
wearinit. while 27 others had some lo&s or damage. 0.1ly one officer, how
ever, had to be hospitaliz!;d, and he only had minor hums and bruises. 
After l<Jsing one day of cargo missions, I.he tJnit resumed a full r.chedule of 
flights c:n February 29, 1968.1' 

The Combined Campaign Plan devised by South Vietnamese and Amer
ican commanders for 1968 stated that defoliation operations that year 
would concentrate on friendly line!. of con1munications, North Vietnamese 
and Viet Cong base areas whkh were tr.rgets of specific military operations, 
and a buffer zone three to five kilometers wide along South Vietnam's west
ern border which would hopefully aid in slowing infiltration. This changed 
the pattern of previous years when crop destruction and cleruing vegetation 
from large base are~ had been given the highest priority. The reol'dered pri
orities for 1968 we1e due to a shift in ground operations to I Corps and the 
DMZ, along with the fact that the clearing of War Zones C and D which 
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Contrast In sprayed areas along river banks: top for delollatlon using "Agent Orange"; btitom for crop 
destruction along left hank of the river using "Agent Blue." 
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had absorbed most of the 1967 sorties was finished. Political considerations 
were also a factor since Ranch Hand had sprayed so much herbicide over 
the relatively densely populated Ill Corps area~operations in 1968 over less 
populous areas such as I and II Corps were expected to have fewer political 
ramifications. Another departure from the pattern set in previous years was 
that Ranch Hand had flown no crop Jestruction missions at all between 
January. and May. This change re~mlted from a backlog of high-priority de
foliation targets and from the weather which, being unusually dry, caused 
fewer lucrative crop targets tu appear. In June, crop destruction flights 
began again, and Ranch Hand sprayed about 8,600 acres that month. 16 

On June 26, 1968, Ranch Hand began using Nha Trang as a point for 
loading fuel ~nd herbic!des. The unit's UC-123s would take off from Bien 
Hoa on their first mission of the day and, after spraying, land at Nha 
Trang. With their fuel and herbicide replenished, they would then spray 
another target before returning to Bien Hoa. This procedure made it much 
easier to fly spray missions in the II Corps area.'' 

A fifth Ranch Hand aircraft crashed after encountering heavy ground 
fire during a spray mission over An Xuyen Province on May 24, 1968. Just 
after a flight of six UC-123s had completed their spray run, smoke was 
observed pouring from the left engine of the number two aircraft. Trailing 
smoke, the plane entered a steep descending spiral to the left and struck the 
water about 1.5 km off the Vietnamese coast. All three members of the crew 
perished." 

In May 1968, the 12th ACS received its first UC-123K, a converted 
UC-123B. By June 30, the squadron had six of this new type of aircraft. All 
Ranch Hand UC-123s were scheduled to undergo conversion by March 
1969. The K-model modification consisted of the installation of two 
J-85-17 jet engines to supplement the two radial piston ~ngines, a 
modulated anti-skid braking system, and a combination stall warning and 
angle of attack indicator. The ad<litional thrust provided by the jet!s greatly 
increased the aircraft's ability to tolerate the loss of an engine, while the ex
tra airspeed and rate of climb reduced vu!nerabili.ty to ground fire by ena
bling the spray planes to spend less time at low altitude and increased safety 
margins during operatimAs over mountainous tt::rrain. To enable the spray 
delivery system to keep pace with the higher flying speeds, Ranch Hand 
lJC-123Ks also received a lr.rser spray pumr and a flow meter to regulate 
the deposition r&te at a constant three gallons per acre regardless of the 
plane's speed. 19 

In January 1968, Ambassador Ellsworth Bunk~r (who had replaced 
Lodge the previous year) ordered ~ flll\ policy review cf the herbicide pro
g!am. A romnlittee consisting ot' senior representatives from the Embassy, 
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MACV, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and the 
Joint U.S. Public Affairs Office {JUSPAO) prepared a report for Bunker 
during the period March 1-May 1, 1968. The committee consulted a wide 
range of documents and interviewed many American officials-military 
and civilian-in South Vietnam. A group of four consulting scientists added 
their specialized knowledge. Three of the scientists came from the United 
States especially to help the committee with its work. 

Their report found, as had preceding evaluations, that the herbicide 
program was successful from a military viewpoint. The e;ommittee also 
noted that the program had the potential for causing serio\;sly adverse eco
nomic and sodal effects. They credited the elaborate policy and operational 
controls under which herbicides had been used since the beginning with pre
venting se·rious problems from developing. Nonetheless, they acknowledged 
that herbicides had brought with them economic and psychological costs, 
and they argued that at least some of these negative by-products of the pro
gram could be reduced or eliminated.unbalance, the committee found that 
the benefits of herbicides in Vietnam outweighed their costs and associated 
problems, and they favored the continuation of the program, with some re
finements. ao 

This report contained a very clear statement of the military rationale 
behind the defoliation prognun: 

A key element in US '?lihtary strategy in the Vietnam war has been the utili
i.ation of the unprecedented firepower that modern science, industry and logis
tics have made possible. US forces are engaging the enemy with much higher 
rates of return fire than in any previous war. For example, US 105-mm howitzers 
fired an average of 24 rounds per weapon per day during World War II. In Viet
nam, <he average daily rate is «> rounds. The US is currently spending nearly 
$4 billion per year for ammunition. On the ground and from the air, US com
manders are substituting firepower for manpower. As a result, an undetermin
able but large number of American and Allied lives have been saved. 

Much of South Vietnam, however, is covered with dense forests, jungle and 
mangrove. Utilization of this natural concealment has afforded the enemy great 
tactical and logistical advantaaes vis-a-vis Allied forces. A paramount military 
problem from the outset, therefore, has been the difficulty of locating the 
enemy, his bases, and his LOCs. Without information about enemy dispositions, 
our t'orces cannot exploit their advantage of superior firepower. 

Defoliati0n by chemical herbicides is the principal way by which Allied 
forces obtain visible observation of enemy forces, facilities, ambush sites, infil
tration routes and other enemy-used LOCs. It is also employed to enhance secur
ity aroimd Allied base camps, airfields, ammunition dumps, ports, and along 
LOCs by providing defensive fields of fire. . . 2 1 

The authors clearly recognized how herbicides had ~ontributed to the policy 
of substituting readily available firepower for manpower, a much more 
precious commodity to American political and military leaders. 

The Herbicide Policy Review Committee, however, also pointed out 
what they considered to be substantial economic costs of the defoliation 
program. They cited the fact that the spray had killeci or damaged larie 
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stands of merchantable timber in War Zones C and D. Because the forests 
cf Vietnam were among the country's most valuable renewable natural 
resources and a major source of employment, they were concerned that 
repeated applications of herbicides to these forests might retard their 
regeneration. Another economic cost cited was unintentional damage to 
crops, particularly in the II Corps area. Their investigations found that 
claims for crop damage from herbicides stemmed from a variety of factors, 
including plant disease, spray drift, defective equipment on the Ranch 
Hand planes, emergency herbicide dumps, inadequate care of crops by 
farmers. and errors in targeting and navigation. They could not specify how 
much of the actual damage was due to defoliation operations and how 
much should be l\ttributed to other causes. Allegations of damage to rubber 
trees which had surfaced in a significant way in l967 were found to be exag
gerated. Herbicides had been responsible for rubber tree damage in only 
seven of the 16 sites examined, and most of the trees damaged by herbicides 
were expected to recover. Many of the allegedly damaged trees were found 
to be suffering from diseai;e and poor maintenance by growers. 22 

As had others, this committee also said that the e •. ~ological consequences 
of herbicid~s were not serious. The only significant ecological effects were 
the destruction of large stands of mangrove, which were expected to regen
erate in W years, and damage to the tropical forests of War Zones C and 0. 
Attached t.:i the report were three appendices which examined herbicide tox
icity and persistence in water and soil and the potential hazards from her
bicide vapors. 23 

The crop destruction program received some additional criticism. The 
review committee noted that crop destruction, which constituted 150Jo of the 
overall herbicide effort in 1967, had destroyed only about 1. 750Jo of the 
South Vietnamese rice crop. Although there was some evidence that crop 
destruction had contlibuted to enemy logistics difficulties, the committee 
stated that the civilian population of the target areas bore the main burden. 
They called for further efforts tu reduce the harm done by crop destruction 
to innocent civilians. 

Another criticism concerned the length of dme it took to process re
quests for specific herbicide projects. The committee called for the delega
tion of approval authority for helicopter defoliation operations to corps 
commanders and recommended area clearances for crop uestruction opera
tions so that targets of opportunity could be struck. They also recommended 
greater efforts to provide Saigon officials with the necessary information to 
manage and monitor the herbicide program effectively. 24 

Other important recommendations c.:mcemed the psychological war
fare and compensation efforts. The committee asserted that '' . . . the use 
of herbicides is definitely and universally attributed to the U.S. The attempt 
to identify the GVN with the program has failed completely ... " 25 '!hey 
said that even when Vietnamese personnel sprayed herbicide using t'.'.'llck
mounted sprayers, the local people attributed the spraying to the Unit~d 
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States. The committee said that the South Vietnamese government had not 
provided the necessary psychok>gical support for the program, and that 
U.S. officials should assume this responsibility if they could not persuade 
the South Vietnamese to improve. Linked to this was the inadequate system 
for settling claims for defoliation damage. It did not fully compensate peo
ple for damage ca'Jsed, and it operated only in government-controlled areas 
while the most damage probably occurred outside the area of Saigon's con
tro\ where most of the herbicide targets were located. Corrupt local officials 
often kept much of the compensation payments for themselves through a 
system of "fees" for cashing payment checks, and other such methods. Fil
ing a claim for herbicide damage was an administrative nightmare, espe
cially for a poor peasant. Seven or more supporting documents were re
quired with eight copies of each. The assessment committee called for a 
simplification of procedures and more effort by MACY advisors to keep 
track of the claims program. 26 

Ambassador Bunker formally approved the herbicide policy review 
report on August 28. A few weeks later, he met with South Vietnam's Presi
dent Thieu and gave him a copy of the report along with an oral sununary 
of its findings and recommendations. Thieu stated that he felt that herbi
cides had had some military value earlier in the war when they had been 
more widely used but future use should be limited and highly selective. With 
Vietnamese, American, and other allied forces now stronger and more effec
tive, he felt that herbicides should be sprayed only along infiltration routes 
and in uninhabited areas. It was no longer wise, Thieu said, to use them in 
populated and cultivated areas as the communists had been abl~ to tum her
bicides into a propaganda issue in Vietnam and in other ·countries. 21 

At about the same time that the Embassy was promulgating its herbi
cide policy review, MACY completed two evaluations. In August 1968, 
MACY reported to CINCP AC that ". . . all field commanders, without 
exception, state that herbicide'! operations have been extremely effective in 
assisting the Allied combat effort." Two months later, the results of 
another military evaluation ordered by MACV again supported the con~ 
tinuation of the herbicide program. In spite of these positive reports, 
however, the future of herbicides was clouded by ecological questions, 
President Thieu's attitude, and the fact that the disengagement of the 
United States from Southeast Asia was about to begin. 11 

During 1968, the 12th Special Operations Squadron (SOSt struggled 
with the same poor working conditions at Bien Hoa that had existed since 

• Air Commando units were redesignated Special Operations units on August I, 1968. 
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the unit first moved from Tan Son Nhut in December 1966. The squadron 
operations and maintenance sections were both house:d in a Vietnamese Air 
Force hangar which they shared with a civilian finn's aircraft maintenance 
personnel. Powel' outages were frequent and sometimes lasted for days at a 
time until the middle of August 1968 when a mobile generator arrived and 
partially relieved the situation. The building housing Ranch Hand's offices 
provided only minimal protection from the tropical dust and heat and the 
swarms of flies. Noise from aircraft opertions and heavy construction near
by was also a problem. Toilet facilities were described as "deplorable." 
This situation improved somewhat on December 28, 1968, when Ranch 
Hand operations moved to a new location nearer the center of the base, 
although a long ride from the operations offices to the aircraft parking area 
made the situation still less than ideal. n 

In mid-1968, Ranch Hand began using a turn-around facility at Phu Cat 
to supplement the one at Nha Trang. Being able to obtain fuel and herbi
cides at these two additional bases enableJ the Ranch Hand planes to fly 
more missions in the northern areas of II Corps without having to return to 
the main base at Bien Hoa. 30 In the south, Ranch Hand temporarily sus
pended operations in part of the Delta region of IV Corps after July 2. On 
that date a six-plane formation was the tareet of intense .30- and .SO-caliber 
ground fire for the entire four minutes of its target run. All six aircraft re
ceived some damage. F-100 fighters accompanying the flight had employed 
htavy suppression tactics before the spre.y run, but entrenched Viet Conp; 
gunners were still able to damage the spray planes. No crewmembers re
ceived injuries and all of the UC-123s returned to base safely, but Seventh 
Air For..:e ordered a temporary halt to furtht!r spray missions in this part of 
the Delta. The Da Nang operation, meanwhile, by August 1968, had added 
six aircraft. Eleven were now available to take advantnge of the better 
weather existing ill I Corps at t!:lat time." 

During July 1968, Ranch Hand developed more fully the tactic called 
"heavy suppression" to counter increased ground fire over heavily defended 
targets. When Ranch Hand flew oyer such targets, at least four, and some
times as many as twelve, fighters accompanied the spray planes. On the day 
prior to a mission, the pilots who would be leading the Ranch Hand planes 
met with the fighter pilots to decide on specific tactics. When heavy sup
pression was involved, fighters would strike strong points in the target area 
with 500- or 7~0-pound bombs two or three minutes before the UC-123s 
began their spray run. Timing on this prestrike was critical, b~cause if the 
fighters dropped their bombs too soon, the enemy forces would be alerted 
and would have time to react. On the other hand, if the bombing took place 
too late, the Ranch Hand aircraft might be endange:ed by flying fragments 
and debris thrown into the air by the bombs. Wheu the spray run began, 
fighters would fly slightly ahead of and parallel to the spray planes and drop 
antipersonnel CBUs to force any gunners on the ground to stay unde• cover 
until the spray formation had passed. Some fighters retained part of their 
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ordnance load to use in assisting a rescue in the event aay plane r;rashed. If 
no rescue was needed, the fighters used the extra ordnance to hit any 
sources of ground fire which had been noticed. The heavy suppression tac
tic, designed to reduce grotmd fire rather than to destroy enemy fortitic11-
tions, was able to cut considerably the numher oi hits Ranch Hand planes 
received over heavily defen'.led targets. 32 

On September 29, Seventh Air Force directed the 12th Special Oper::i.
tions Squadron to remove the spray equipment from eight UC-12J.s and 
reconfigure them for airlift operations. The 12th SOS immediately recalled 
six planes and their crews from Da Nang to assist in this effort. Prior to 
their remodification to the spray configuration on November 15, Ranch 
Hand UC-123s hauled more than 4,300 tons of cargo. On December 16 and 
24, 1968, two spray planes were again requisitioned for ai!"lift missions.3' 

Even with such breaks for airlift duties most Ranch Hand missions 
were routine, with little to distinguish one from another. Once in a while, 
however, the crews were called on to handle unusual situations such as that 
one encountered by Lt. Col. Winthrop W. Wildman and his UC-123K crew 
on December 13, 1968. Wildman's plane, leading a six-aircraft formation 
against a target some 15 miles north of Bien Hoa, received intense autom&dc 
weapons fire as it completed its spray run. As he advanced the power on the 
jet engines to 1000"/o to climb back to cruising altitude, Wildman's plane 
suddenly began to roll to the left. Alerting his crew for a possible crash land
ing, Wildman regained control of the aircraft by applying full right aileron 
control and full left rudder. He leveled off at an altitude of 1,200 feet. His 
instructor pilot, Maj. Jack G. Womack, reduced the right jet engine to idle 
thrust while leaving the left jet at full power. By applying this assymetrical 
thrust and holding the flight controls at full deflection, the wings could be 
kept level. 

The flight engineer, SSgt. Richard L. Gage, removed his body armor 
and left the protection of his armored box, even though the plane was still 
low enough to be threatened by ground fire, so that he could check the con
dition of the aircraft and inform the pilots. Gage discovered that the plane 
hl\d been hit many times, that holes were visible in the wings, flaps, and 
engin~ nacelles and, what was worse, that the left aileron was in a 45-degree 
up position with its control cables loose. In spite of this tenuous situaHon, 
both pilots felt that they had enough control over the aircraft to attempt an 
eme~gency landing. The navigator, Lt. Col. Lawrence L. Waitt, provided a 
heading to Bien Hoa; the crew prepared for a possible crash landing; and 
Gage stood by to lower the landing gear manually. 

Wildman decided on a straight-in approach with no flaps, and t,e used 
an above normal airspeed to increase the effectiveness of his controls. He 
maintained his direction primarily by using the rudder and differential 
power, since he needed full right aileron control to hold the wings level. Im
mediately after touchdown, as the main hydraulic system pressure dropped 
to zero, the odor of hydraulic fluid rdled the air. Normal steering on the 
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runway by the use of brakes and the nose wheel was ineffective, and the air
craft began to veer to the left. Wildman applied the emergency air brakes, 
iu1d, although no use of reverse t~1rust had been planned, Womack reversed 
the propeller on the right engine to keep the spray plant. from leaving the 
pavement. The aircraft fina\ly came to a safe stop on the left side of the 
runway. 

An inspection afterwards discovered that 18 bullets from one or more 
.30-caliber automatic weapons harl hit the plant!. The most critical damage 
had been the severing of the left aileron r.ontrol cable and the hydiaulic line 
which contr'Jlled the nose wheel steering. In addition, the left main tire had 
been punctured, causing it to go flat on landing and pull the aircrnft to the 
left side of the runway. Quick and effective action by the Ranch Hand crew 
had saved their lives and their aircraft. 14 

Between .Tan•Jary and March 1969, the 366th Tactical Fighter Wing 
(TFW) based at Da Nang flew nine missions to test the possibility of using 
F-4 aircraft as high-speed spray planes over targets where the threat from 
ground fire was high. Two standard extel"'al fuel tanks on each F-4 were 
modified to carry 278 gallons of herbicide each. Normally the tanks could 
each carry 370 gallons of jet fuel, but in order to fill their no!)e and tail sec
tions, the liquid had to be pumped under pressure, and this caused the her
bicide to foam. A(:cordingly, only the center section was filled. An F-4 flew 
a test mission over the runway at Da Nang on January 17, 1969 spraying 
colored water with good re:sults. Between January 20 and March 29, the 
366th TFW flew eight more herbicide missions of three F-4s each over spray 
targets in South Vietnam and Laos. Delivery was at 500 knots from 100 to 
200 feet above the jungl~ canopy along a route marked by a forward air 
controller. The three-ship formation flew with the two wingmen positioned 
ten degrees to the rear and about three plane widths away from the leader. 
This generated a spray pattern some 300 feet wide with a tf.eposition rate of 
4.3 gallons per acre. 

The F-4 experienced some problems when used as a spray aircraft. On 
three of the missions, a 1.ank either collapsed or failed, and once a failing 
tank damaged the underside of the plane's wing and aileron. Speculation 
centered on a venturi suctior.. effect around the tank's spray nozzle as the 
cause of these failures, but this was never determined. On the last F-4 her
bicide mission, the number three aircraft in the formation crashed during its 
spray run. Anott.er spray tank failure was immediately suspected, but the 
aircraft commander later stated that he was sure ground fire had hit him 
just before he lost control of his F-4. Nevertheless, the crash on March 29, 
1969, e11ded the use of the F-4 as a spray plane.H 

In early 1969, Seventh Air Force conducted an in-depth analysis of the 
spray program's preceding two years. This report, although concentrating 
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somewhat more on procedures and tactics than had some of its 
pr~decessors, also found that the use of herbicides in South Vietnam was 
militarily beneficial. The Seventh Air Force analysts concluded that the re
sources alll.'\cated to the mission were being used effectively and that the 
program was under effective control. However, they noted that the "less 
clearly productive crop destruction program" was being trimmed to keep 
the d~trimental effects of herbicide use to a minimum. This was reflected in 
the proportion of sorties allocated to crop destruction in 1968 and 1969-
only about 5%, as compared tlJ 12.SOJo in 1966 and 1967, and 29.7% in 
1955. Another observation was that the processing time for herbicide re
quests was growing shorter with the implementation of changes recom
mended by the 1968 Herbicide Policy Review Committee. The time from 
the prcvince chier s request to the first Ranch Hand flight was down to two 
and one half months. 36 

Because of an expected enemy offensive in late February 1969, Ranch 
Hand pilots flew all operational spray planes from Bien Hoa to a temporary 
location at Phan Rang on the 22d. This movement took place none too 
soon. On February 23, the Viet Cong launched a country-wide uffensive. 
Flight and maintenance crews, however, had gone with the Ranch Hand 
planes and the unit was able to fly its spray missions as schedulect. Before 
returning pennanently to Bien Hoa on March 3, the Ranch Hand UC-123s 
followed the patteill of leaving Phan Rang loaded with fuel and herbicide in 
the morning; flying their first scheduled mission; landing at Bien Hoa to 
pick up more fuel and herbicide; flying the second spray missions of the 
day; returning to Bien Hoa to pick up fuel and herbicide for the next day's 
missions; and finally shuttling back to Phan Rang where the UC-123s re
mained overnight. 31 

By April 1969, all Ranch Hand planes had been converted to the jet
equipped UC-123K version. The extra power provided by the jets allowed 
Ranch Hand to fly some experimental spray runs at an airpseed of 180 knots, 
about 50 knots greater than the usual speed. This higher speed made the 
spray planes harder for gunners on the ground to hit, but it reduced the time 
available for the pilots to make flight path adjustment~ necessitated t>y 
varying terrain and target shapes. 

Ground fire was still a serious problem in early and mid-1969, as a mis
sion on April 7 illu<1trated. On that date, a formation of seven Ranch Hand 
aircraft had planned to make three separate passes over their targets in the 
Delta. On the first pasr-.. all but one were hit by .30- and .SO-caliber machine 
gun fir.e. Two of the UC-123Ks lost an engine and pro(;eeded at once to 
Bien Hoa. The five remaining aircraft received ground fire on the second 
pass, and the last plane in the formation lost effective aileron control as bul
lets penetrated its left wing and control surfaces. Like the crew of the UC-123 
the previous December, the crew maintained limited directional control by 
using differential power settings on its left and right engines. After flying to 
the airstrip at Ben Tre for an emergency landing, the crew discovered a 
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C-130 on the dirt runway which c0uld not move clear in time for the dam
aged Ranch Hand plane to land. Unable to climb DY.·ay from the field and 
return for another landing at~en1pt 1 the crew chose to set the aircraft down 
in rice pe.ddies 200 yards to the ~id~ of the runway. The crew escaped injury, 
but th! UC-123K received extendve damage. In response to this incident, 
Seventh Air Force again restricted Ranch Hand's activiti~s in IV Corps. 

Farther north, four Ranch Hand planes suffered severe damage from 
.30- anu .SO-caliber au.:omatic weapr.,ns near Hoi An on June 22, 1969. As 
their flight reached the midpoint of its target, the number four aircraft lost 
an engine to ground tire. Almost immecliately the flight leaders's plane lost 
its windscreen which shattered, injuring all three of the cockpit occupants. 
Together, the four planes were hit 62 times causing diunage to engines, na
celle fuel tanks, landing gears, hydraulic systems, cockpits, and cargo com
partm'!nts. This i.ruund fire damage occurred despite a target prestrike 
which included forty 1,000-pound bombs and 1,500 rounds of heavy artil
lery. In addition, eight fighters flew alongside the spray planes dropping 
cluster bombs. Alch~ugh previous defoliation missions over this target on 
April 24 an~ May 22 may have established a pattern of approximately thirty 
days between missionr., allowing the enemy to increase defenses, this level of 
opposition, especially after heavy suppression tactics, was intolerable. 31 

On July 19, 1969, a meeting to discuss spray tactics and procedures in 
the I Corps area took place. Among the participants were the 12th SOS 
commander, the Detachment 1, 12th SOS commander (l>a Nang operating 
location), and the commander of the 315th SOW, the 12th SOS's parent 
unit. They decided that, in the future, defoliation scheduling would allow a 
face-to-face briefing between the forward air controller r.nd fighter escort 
leader before each missi.m. In order tc achieve greater security and surprise, 
all aircraft would keep ndio transmissions to a minimum; several spray tar
gets would be anthorized each day \\ith the one to be sprayed chosen at ran
dom; and the aircraft wo 1!d orbit over a point somewhat removed from the 
target until all eiements of the herbicide strikt! force were in place. The 
Ranch Hand planes woula not return for mult.ip\e passes over a target where 
ground fire had been noteC: on the first pass. To deter gunners on the ground 
from firing at the spi"ay aircraft, A-1 fighters would provide flank protec
tion and direct escort whik armed helicopters would place themeelvers ov«i:r 
areas of known or suspected small arms fire. The helicopters and A-ls 
wmdd be able to determine more readily the source of ground fire than 
faster jets. F-4s, meanwhile, would stay above the spray formation and be 
ready for any required p('lststrike. Ranch Hand also adopted the policy of 
not spraying a target unle~s fighters were cleared to return ground fire im~ 
mediately without waiti11g to.· the forward air controller to give his approval. 
These new tactics had a sipiifit~ant effect in reducing ground .. fire hits. The 
12th S05 had received 147 in July 1969; the number decHned to 70 in 
August, and decreased furtne1, to 58, in September. By Decem"Jer, the total 
had shrunk to only 13 hits. The number of sorties at that time, ~owever, 
had also declined-to about 7!% of the July figure. 39 
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Top: drain tank IN delc-llant 
drums, s;,m Hoa, 19t.8; botto11': 
l.arg(· "Agent Orange" storage 
ta.1k. Bien Hoa, 1969. 
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Even as the sorties decl'~ased, ecological problems continued to surface. 
Ur.intended damage from storage drums and accidental leakage was reme· 
died, but emergency dumps remained a problem. In the early part of 1969, 
residents of Da Na:ag noticed that large numbers of shade trees were dead or 
<iying and that garden plots had al&o suffere• l. d'Ullage, probably from herbi· 
cides. Investigation P.liminated spray drift as a cause, and suspicion centered 
on "empty" herbicide drur~is which individuals had moved and stored 
r.hroughout thf: city. Unfortunately, ,yf\en the herbicide was drain~d from 
Lh>!SC drnms, as much as two or three gPJlons remained inside. The combina
tion of herbicide orange's oily base and the small opening'J ia the drum::: 
made it difficult to remove the residue. The used herbicide drums had been 
widely distribu.tec! from the two principal Ranch Hand loading points, Da 
Nang and Bien Hoa, and from other locations. Vaporization of th~ herbi
cide as people moved and ztored th~ drums had i,;;au<>ed the damage to V"!ge
tation. fhe local people had clso employed the drums as container:; fo;· 
water, diesel fuel, aud g;;i.soline. The burnints of herbicide-contaminated fuel 
in motorcycles and other vehicles added to the problem. The situation was 
remedied by punching holes in thi! tops and bottoms of the u~rl li-!:rbir.ide 
drums eliminating any further storage use. 40 

Another problem contributing to unintended damage to crops and 
other vegetation was !he small amount of herbicide which uccas.icnally 
leaked from the Ranch Hand planes' noz.~ks after the pressure was reduced 
at the end of the spray run. In .;pite of rigorous maintenanct;, ~r4pped sect:
ment or deteriorated nozzle diapnrigm::. sometimes allowcci the residllal her
bicide in the spray booms to dribble out at high altitude causin~ widespread 
injury to sensitive plants. To correct this problem, the Rayes C\11npany, en
gineers for the spray system, incorporated reverse valves in later modifica~ 
tions to the A/ A45Y-l spray equipment to <.:mate sucti<1n at the nozzles 
after the pilot cut off the spr.ay. 41 

An additional source of accidental herbicide dama&e was emergency 
dumps of herbicide which the Ranch Hand planes infrequemly made upOil 
experiencing a los~ of power. In the period December 1968 through August 
196(), only five dumps had occurred, and one of these took place over the 
ocean. The other four had been within a radius of 20 to 25 km of Bkn Hoi.'I 
at l:tltitudes between 2,000 and 3,500 feet. One dump caused damage to trees 
and crops over a one-kilometer square area, another covered an area one 
wide and two to three kilometers long. These dumps, v:hen they occurred, 
caused severe damage in a relatively limited area. Those in the immediate 
vicinity of Bien Hoa may have accouated for some of the damage to shade 
trees east of the city. 42 
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IX. Ran.ch Hand 
Ends Its Work 

The publication of the MRI report on the er.f'logical effects of herbi
cides in late 1967 did not dampen the concern of sdentists. The Board of 
Director~ of the American Association for the Advancement of Science re
viewed the ~,IRJ re;port along With the comments of the National Academy 
of Sciencr.~ arid i!isued a statement of its own in July 1968. The AAAS board 
agreed that many questions about the ecological effects of herbicides re~ 
maincd unanswered ano recommended an international field study under 
the sponsorship of the United Nations to analy7.e the long-range effects of 
the herbkides and to determine what steps should be taken to protect the 
future of Vietnam's ecology. They were especially concerned about arsenical 
herbidd~s. such as agent blue, and urged that the use of this type of herbi~ 
cide be stopped until more was known about the ultimate fate of the arsenic 
in these chemicals on~e it was released on the land. They also called for the 
declassmcation of data revealing the dates and locations of herbicide mis
sions and identifying the chemicals applied in each instance to help scientists 
in their studies. Supp\ementary statements by various groups of scientists 
ranged from calling for an end to the entire herbicide program to arguing 
that 1.<Jing 2.4-D and 2,4,5-T on forests was a military device for saving 
livei. whkh c:aused a level of harm to the environment Which was unprec
edentedly l<Jw, presum.ably compared to altunatives such as high cxplo[;iVl!S 
or napalm. 1 

In July, to fuither its call for a United Nations sponsored investigation, 
the AAAS fent letters to that international body and to the U.S. Depart" 
ments of State and Defense. The U.N. req,1onse was noncommittal, stating 
only th~t the Secretary General wa'i paying very close attention to the matter 
of chemical and i:>acteriological weapons. The State Department's answer 
noted that there were differences of opinion even among the members of the 
AAAS concerning herbicides, but it at;knowledgeu chat uiti:nate effects 
could only be determined by a long term study in Vietnam. State favored 
such a study and promised cooperation, bu~ it alsc noted that, at present, 
research work in combat areas would be difficult. The Defense Departme.1t's 
reply to the AAAS, signed by Dr. Jchn S. Foster, Jr., the Dire:ctor of 

·Defense Research and Engiueering, agreed with the idea of conducting a 
systematic scientific investigation of long-range herbicide effects in Viet
nam. but only after the return of peaceful conditions to the country had 
made such studies feasible. Foster said tha: his department continued to be 
confident that herbicides would not have .a long-term negative impact on 
South Vietnam's people or interests. On the subject of herbicides containing 
arsenic, Foster said that Malaysian rubber and oil palm plantations had 
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employed them for more than 20 years with no adversf! effects at rates five 
to six times greater thr.n th1)se used in Soul.h Vietnam. This AAAS attempt 
in 1968 to strut an extensive scientific ilwestigation failed, but it was by no 
means the last such eftort. 2 

Shortly after this exchange of letters, on September 18, 1968, the work 
of the Herbicide Policy Review Committee, which Ambassador Bunker had 
appointed, was reported to the press in Saigon. Three scientific papers ac" 
companied the press release describing the committee's report, one by Dr. 
F. H. Tschirley and the other two by Dr. C. E. Minarik and Dr. Robert A. 
Darrow. Tschirley had made brief air and ground surveys of both mangrove 
snd semideciduous forests. He b'\Sed his conclusiQns on his prior experience 
plus these limited observations. There was no great effect, he said, on 
higher plants and animals from the increased wind speed and ground tem
perature in defoliated areas. Some lower life forms dependent on specific 
microclimatic niches might suffer temporary effe<'ts. Tschirley as"erted that 
herbicide Ilse would not significantly hasten the laterization of soil in Viet
nam. Only about 30% of the soil was of the type susceptible to laterization, 
and defoliation did not produce bare dirt which might increase the evapora
tion rate of ground water, possibly hastening the precipitation of ferrous 
iron and its oxidization into the insoluble ferric form. Tschirley said that 
twenty year& was a conservative estimate of the time it would take the man
grove areaE to return t~) their original condition. Because of the increasing 
fish catches near sprayed mangrove forests, her!'>icides had prnbably not 
seriously affected the aquatic food chain. On the other hand, bird and in
vertebrate populations had probably decreased in manirove areas. In semi~ 
deciduous forests, Tschirley found that single sprayings ha<l had no great or 
lasting effects, but that repeated applications of herbicide would probably 
have a far greater impact, with the most serious danger being posed by the 
invasion of bamboo. 1 

Minarik and Darrow examined the toxici.ty of the herbicides in use in 
Vietnam. They quoted th.e conclusions of the MRI report cvncerning 2,4-D 
and 2,4,.~-T that th'! toxicity of these two chemicals was very low, although 
there might bt: a probkm with fish and fish foo1s under sorr,e ronditiom. 
Additionally, they presented data n0! available to the MRI researchers which 
showed very little fish toxicity from the dosa~e of asent orang~ being used 
in Vietnam. On the potential danger from agents white and blue, they con
c.luded that neither cf these herbicirte formulations posed a safety hazard as 
th~y were being used in Vietnam.• 

These 5ame two scientists examined the persistence of h~rbicidcs in soil 
and water and, again, they found no cause for cvncern. Because of micrnbe 
action, the butyl esters of 2,4-D and 2,4,S·-T used in orange decomposed 
rapidly in the soil and disappeared wi!hin one to three moaths at the appli
cation rates used in Vietnam. The picloram in white was somewhat more 
persistent because microbes did not act on it a!:i quickly. Tests in Pi!erto Rico 
using direct a9plications of picloram to soil at rates four to six times greater 
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than those employed in Vietnam had show1, that only the most sensitive 
plant seedlings, soybeans, suffered ill effects six ~o twelve months later. Ad· 
ditional tests on soil {ak~n from targets in Vil!tnam sprayed with single and 
double application:i of white showed no effects on bean seedlings eleven to 
seventeen months after the ~praying. Concerning the cacodylic acid used in 
blue, Minarik and Darrow said that field tests had shown that sensitive 
crops could be safely planted within day11 of a sprl4ying with blue even at 
rates greater than those normally used in Vietnam. A1. to i.he water draining 
from defoliated areas, they saia that so little herbicide remained after 1;b
sorption by vegetation, adsorption by soil, and microbial and photochewi
cal breakdown that it was very unlikely that enough would remain to be 
toxic in the watershed drah1age from defoliated areas.' 

In the latter part of 1963, the United Nations General Assembly 
adopted, without objectil)n, a resolution calling for the convening of a 
United Nations Conference on Human Environment in 1972. While this 
resolution did not specifically address the que£tion of herbicides in Viet
nam, its pas:.iage indicated that the world bQdy had become attuned to 
ecologkal issues. At about the same time, the General Assembly passed 
another resolution asking the Secretary General to prepare a report ,;n 
chemical, biological, and bact·:riological weapons. The Gen~ral Assembly 
also considered endorsing the Gen<>:va Protocol of 1925, an intemation:il 
treaty which th<: United Stat1::s had not ratified. The Geneva Protocol 
banned " . . . the use in war of asphyxiating, poisonous, c.r other gases 
and all analogous liquid:<;, materials, or devices and of bacteriological 
methods of warfare." WMk the U.S. was prepared to support an endorse
ment by the U.N. of thi!ii t:1·eaty, the American position was that the Geneva 
Protocol dir.t not apply to herbicides, chemicals which were used domestic
ally in the United States, USSR, and other countries w contl'O! :mwanted 
vegetation. 6 

Since the AAAS had been unsuccessful in its attempts to p~rsuade the 
United Nations or the United States to sponsor an on-the-spot ~tu.dy of her
bicides in Vietnam, the organization Jecided to a~tempt such a study itself. 
At ih annulll meeting in December 1968, C'!e board of directors asked the 
AAAS staff to convene an ad hoc group to prepare sp~dfic plans for a field 
study. Tt.e president of the association wrote to the Secretru:y of State in 
January 1969, requesting his help in assurin~ lhat a comprehensive study of 
the ecological effects of herbicides in Vietnam would be undei..1.aKen "as 
soon as conditions permit." By June no rP.ply had come to t~is latest AAAS 
request, a11d ihe organization's efforts were temporarily at a standstill. 7 

Another pair of scientists did not wait for the AAAS a<::tion& to bear 
fruit. Professor E. W. Pfeiffer of the University of Montana, one ct' the 
orig~nal scientists pressing the AAAS to become involved in the herbicide 
controversy, had consistently called for objeciive scientific field studies in 
Vici.nam. He viewed the MRI report of 1967 as a "snow job/' and the 
assessment by Ambassador Bunker's committee the following year as too 
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general. Besides his activitier within the AAAS on the herbicide question, 
Pfeiff er was also involved in 1968 in an attempt to get the Society for Social 
Responsibility in 3cier.ce (SSR~) to organize e study in Vietnam. In late 
1968, Pfeiffer announced hi,3 intention to conduct a reconnaissance survey 
in Vietnam under SSRS au;p!ces, 11nd, from March 17 to April 1, 1969, he 
and Profe!i..c;or G. H. Oria,.is of t:1e Univerf!ity of Washington, Seattle, did 
conduct limited research in VieMam. MACV assisted them by allowing 
them to fly on defoliation missions, inspect sprayed areas fron boats and 
helicopters, and talk with biologists in Saigcm. Because of the brevity of the 
Pfeiffer and Orians visit,. the information they collected was mo~~ly 
restlicted to qualitative data and heai,say. 

In their preliminary report afterwards, the two scientists acknowledged 
that a guerrilla war lacking clear battle lines and fixed 1 iilitary targets !lad 
the inherent property of causin(; the destruction of lives and ecological com
munitites as the two sides sought to deny cover and resources and inflict cas
ualties on each other. They reported that the Central Highlands were receiv
ing agent white in a higher proportion than previously because of white's 
lower volatility. They found no evidence of adverse effects on bird life or 
mammals from the use of agent hlue (cacodylic acid) which had been em
ployed primarily against rice and other crops. Economic costs of herbicide 
use were in some cases very high, and they cited the costly effects of acci
dental damage to rubber trees. Also, thP.y determined that the defoliation 
program posed a potential threat tu the South Vietnamese timber industry 
since repeated applications of herbicide could kill about one half of the 
commercially valuable trees in the !>prayed areas. 

Upon his return from Vietnam, !Jrofessor Pfeiffer told the press in 
New York that it was "completely unrl'alistic" to expect American com
manders in Vietnam to stop defoHation missions because the use of these 
chemicals unque,~tionably saved Am,rican liv~s. He said that he had seen 
few living plants on a jou.:-ney by boat from Saigon to the ocean, but that if 
the v~getation along the way had not been killed, he would probably not 
have survived the journey.• 

As the Nixon Administration began to implement its policy of reducing 
the American presence in South Vietnam, Ranch Hand came under increas
ing pressure to r:ut back on its operations. On August 20, 1969, Adm . .John 
S. McCain, Jr., CINCPAC, requested General Abrams' reaction to a pro
posal to reduce herbicide operations to 250/o of their current level by July 1, 
1970.g On September 6, Abrams replied that the planned priority targets in 
the herbicide program for calendar year 1969 would require as a minimum 
the current average of four hundred sorties per nionth. Plans for 1970 were 
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not yet complete, but MACV expected continued high demand for defoliat
ing border areas and i!'l.filtration route~ and spraying enemy crops. Re
quirements near populated areas would drop as pacification progressed. 
The accelerating shift to border areas was expected to reduce problems from 
accidental herbicide damage. Abrams concluded that a reduction to 250/o of 
the current level was unrealistic and that a shrinkage to 70% or 750'/o was 
more likely in the period before July l. He assured his superior that his staff 
was continually reviewing lhe herbicide program with th·: object of reducing 
it as quickly as the tactical situation would permit. 10 

On September 18, 1969, McCain concurred in Abrams' recommenda
tion and requested that herbicide operations be cut by 30% by the following 
July. 11 General Abrams then directed Seventh Air Force to reduce Ranch 
Hand sorties from the 400-pei-month level which was to continue through 
October, by 20 or 30 sorties per month so as to arrive at a 280-sortie figure 
for ihe month of July 1970 and afterwards. 12 To bring the number of spray 
aircraft into line with these reduced herbicide requirements, in November 
1969, the 12th SOS transferred eleven of its twenty-five UC-123Ks to other 
units along with eleven officers and two flight engineers. At about the same 
time, the spray planes lost the use of Nha Trang as a turnaround point be
cause the base had bt.~!i turned over to the VNAF. 

The remaining Ranch Hand JJersonnel could probably tell that their op
eration had a limited future after these reductions were achieved, because 
press coverage of the controversy over herbicides was increasing. A Time 
magazine correspondent flew two combat sorties with Ranch Hand in Nov
ember, and, in December, an NBC reporter and television film crew accom
panied the unit on two missions. 13 

On November 25, 1969, President Richard M. Nixon announced his in
tention to resubmit the Gen~va Protocol outlawing chemical and biological 
warfare to the Senate for ratification. At the same time, the President reaf
firmed the standing U.S. policy of renouncing the first use of deadly 
chemicals and extended it to include incapacitating agents. Also, he pro
hibited all uses of lethal biological weapons and "all other methods of 
biologict'!J warfare.,, However, it was still the position of the United States 
that the Geneva Protocol did not apply to herbicides and riot control 
agents. This interpretation suffered overwhelming rejection by the United 
Nations when, in December 1969, both a committee and the full U.N. 
General Assembly adopted resolutions declaring that the protocol applied 
to all chemicals used in warfare, with no exceptions for herbicides and tear 
gas. U.S. officials quickly declared that the U .N. action did not reflect an 
international consensus and that, in any event, the General Assembly had 
no power to resolve questions of international law such as this by majority 
vote. Still, this action by the United Nations added to the political burdens 
to be bo:-ne if the herbicide program in South Vietnam were to continue. 14 

For the period July 1970 through June 1971, MACV requested the Air 
Force to buy $27 million worth of herbicides to support the planned level of 
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spray activity. The Department of Defense, however, disapproved the Air 
Force's herbicide procurement request, cutting it back by almos: 90%. Since 
continuing at the then current consumption rate would have e'llausted all 
herbicide stocks by the end of November 1970, Headquarters, United States 
Air Force asked PACAF and MACV in early February 1970 to commt>nt on 
three alternatives: 

1. Continue spray operatlons at the present rate until exhausting the 
supply of herbicides and then withdraw the 12th SOS from South Vietnam. 

2. Operate at the present rate through June 1970 and then reduce the 12th 
SOS to the minimum level needed to meet emergency spray requirements, 

3. Reduce !he 12th SOS to eight aircraft and ration herbicide missions so as 
to consume all th•: herbicide ~tocks by the end of June 1971." 

MACV protested the drastic reduction in herbicide operations that this 
cutback in funding would cause. The view of the American headquarters in 
Saigon was that the problem of providing an adequate level of surveillance 
and security in South Vietnam was becoming more critical as American 
forces withdrew from the country. The Command again cited the fact that 
tactical commanders credited herbicides with being one of the most eco
nomical and effective means of increasing visibility and assisting in the 
maintenance of the security of lines of communication, widely separated in
stallations, and base camps. If mor-e money could not be found to support 
herbicide operations at the level originally requested, MACV wanted to save 
herbicide resources for use only against priority targets. The Ranch Hand 
aircraft could fly airlift missions when not needed for these priority her
bicide targets. 16 Although more money for herbicides was not forthcoming, 
the Air Force was able to fulfill MACV's request for a continuing capability 
to spray high priority targets. In late March, Headquarters, United States 
Air Force directed that the 12th SOS would be reduced to eight aircraft by 
the end of June. Two of these aircraft were to be configured for spraying in
secticides. This force of Ranch Hand planes would be able to meet MACV':. 
priority needs within budgetary limitations. 11 

While plans for the reduction in forces went ahead, the problem of 
ground fire continued to plague Ranch Hand in the early months of 1970. A 
spray mission of five UC-123Ks over a target in the U Minh Forest on Jan
uary 19 received fourteen hits fmm the ground. Less than a week later, over 
another target in IV Corps, one spray plane had to shut down an engine and 
land at Binh Thuy because of damage from ground fire. The worst incident 
of the period occurred on February 21 over a defoliation target along a 
canal in IV Corps. Three Ranch Hand planes were struck thirty-one times, 
and one of them lost its entire electrical system. Ranch Hand still employed 
heavy suppression tactics over targets where significant ground fire was 
likely, but a new wrinkle was tried in early 1970. On a few missions, fighters 
dropped tear gas bombs on the target ten minutes or less before the spray 
planes began their run. The fiJZhters then returned and flew ten or fifteen 
seconds ahead of the UC-123Ks dispensing ordinary explosive CBUs. This 
use of tear gas in conjunction with Ranch Hand missions soon ended. 11 
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On April 6, 1970, Seventh Air Force ordered Ranch Hand to deploy 
three aircraft to Da Nang to augment the four spray planes already there for 
a special crop destruction operation planned for April 10 and 11 in the Be 
river valley of Quang Ngai Province. Four F-100 fighters along with six 
UH-1 and ten Cobra helicopter gunships accompanied this seven-ship for
mation over the target. Very early in the spray run, enemy gunners opened 
up on the Ranch Hand planes with intense small arms and automatic 
weapons fire. The lead aircraft, piloted by Lt. Col. Warre11 P. Fisher, the 
commander of the Da Nang detachment, lost its right piston engine about 
midway through the spray run. Colonel Fisher dumpeu the remainder of his 
herbicide load and flew to Chu Lai where he made an emergency landing. 
His UC-123K had been hit twelve times, and the seven planes together re
ceived 37 hits over this crop target. 19 

The controversy over the use of herbicides also continued as reductions 
in Ranch Hand operations were argued. In the fall of 1969, a report authored 
by K. Diane Courtney and others, and prepared for the National Institutes 
of Health, had presented evidence that 2,4,5-T, a component of herbicide 
orange, could cause malf onned babies and stillbirths in mice when it was 
administered in relatively high doses. 20 In response to this report, the 
Deputy Secretary of Defense, David Packard, had directed the Joint Chiefs 
to insure that orange would be sprayed only in areas remote from popula
tion pending a decision by the appropriate government agencies about 
whether 2,4,S-T could remain on the U.S. domestic market. Secretary 
Packard said further that the normal use of herbicides white or blue could 
continue, but that the large-scale substitution of these two herbicides for 
agent orange must not occur. 11 This restriction did not significantly affect 
Ranch Hand operations, since most defoliation missions by this time were 
already taking place in remote areas due to President Thieu's request of the . . previous year. 

Dr. Lee A. DuBridge, the science advisor to President Nixon, referred 
the study questioning the safety of 2.4,S-T to the Weed Society of America 
for co'11Illents and an evaluation. On December 2,, 1969, Glenn C. Kling
man, the president of the organization, along with a group of other scien
tists sent their joint reply to Dr. Du Bridge with copies to various govern
ment officials, members of Congress, and chemical companies. Kingrnan's 

•The Courtney study had been preceded by publishc-d reports in South Vietname~ news
papers beginning on June 26, 1969, alleging that herbicide orange had caused human birth de
fects in that country. See Rprt, USAF Occupational and Environmental Health Laboratory, 
subj: The Toxicology, Environmental Fate, and Human Risk of Herbicide Orange and lts 
As.'iOciated D!oxin, Oc•. 1978, p V-14. 
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group of reviewers saw multiple problems with using the Courtney study as 
a basis for determining the hazard to human populations posed by 2,4,5-T. 
Their first criticism was over the use of dimethylsulfo:iGde (DMSO) as a soi
vent for the herbicide in these tests. They said that because DMSO was 
rapidly absorbed and transported to al! parts of the body, it was likely that 
the 2,4,5-T reached internal organs that it would not have otherwise. Also, 
they criticized the use of subcutaneous injections as a completely artificial 
treatment method w~en compared with natural exposures to 2,4,S-T. In ad
dition, Klingman's group argued that oral dosagef. used in the test were mas
sive when compared with normal exposures. They concluded that the study 
by the Courtney group did not support the conclusion that 2,4,5-T contrib
uted to birth defects when used as instructed on the product's label and they 
advocated a review of the restrictions which had been placed on the her
bicid.:. 22 

Within a few days of the K1ingman letter, the AAAS adopted an oppos
ing view concerning herbicides in Vietnam. On December 27, 1969, the 
AAAS Council adopted a resolution which stated that recent studies had 
shown that both 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T could cause birth deformities in experi
mental animals, thus supporting the conclusion that 2,4,5-T posed a prob
able threat to man, while 2,4-D was a possible danger. The AAAS also 
maintained that the levels of application of 2,4-D arid 2,4,5-T in Vietnam 
were greater than the normal dose rates in civilian usage and that these her
bicides might be causing birth defects in human babies there. The resolution 
concluded by calling on the Department of Defense to cease immediately 
using these two chemicals in Vietnam. 13 

On January 19, 1970, an assistant to Dr. DuBridge wrote tl.J Admiral 
McCain asking for his opinion of the merits of investigating allegations of 
human birth defects caused by herbicides and pesticides in South Vietnam. 
McCain re.olied within a few weeks and said that every reasonable effort 
should be made to either prove or disprove these allegations. However, he 
thought it would be difficult, if not impossible, to conduc.:t a study which 
would have any scientific validity, and the result of an inconclusive effort 
would simply be to intensify the controversy over herbicides without actu
ally resolving anything. The foremost problem would be collecting data 
about birth deformities in South Vietnarn where few births took place in 
hospitals and where records were generally incomplete or nonexistent. 

McCain also noted that the herbicide program had been under attack in 
recent years by portions of the U.S. scientific community, antiwar elements, 
and the National Liberation Front (NLF), the political arm of the Viet 
Cong. He said that rumors of birth defects caused by herbicides had re
cently become more numerous and that antiwar activists were extensively 
exploiting the issue. Viet Cong propaganda had been directed toward arous
ing resentment over the use of herbicides through the spreading of charges 
like " ... U.S. poison substances have killed fetuses and seriously affected 
milk secretions of mothem, rendering them unable to feed their babies." 
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Top: lawn In front of the U.S. Department of Agricullure, sprayed with 2,4-0 to destroy weeds as early 
as Ma•ch 1946; bottom: 2,4-D contro1 of weeds-be/ore and alter. 
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In short, McCain viewed conducting a scientifically valid study of pos
sible birth defects caused by herbicides in Vietnam as completely impractic
able. As an alternative, he suggested a study of the possibility of genetic 
defects from herbicides in the United States where essentially the same com
pounds had been in use for more than 20 years and where medical records 
were much better. 24 

In early April 1970, the Department oi Defense learned that on the 
morning of April 15, the Secretary of Health, Education ar..d Welfare, the 
Secretary of the Interior, and the Secretary of Agriculture planned to an
nounce in a joint statemem, immediate sw;pension of all use of 2,4,5-T ex
cept for carefully controlled aud registt:red applications on non-crop land 
such as ranges and pastures. The Director of Defense Research and Engi
neering, Dr. John S. Foster, Jr., infocmed Secretary of Defense Melvin R. 
Laird and reminded him that 2,4,.5-T was a major componc·nt of the 11crbi
cide orange being used in Vietnam at the current rate of 150,000-200,000 gal
!ons per month. Foster noted that agent white could be substituted for 
orange, but only about 100,000 gallons of white were in Vietnam, enough 
for approximately fifteen more days of defoliation spraying at the current 
level of operations. Dow Chemical Company could produce ovt:r 200,000 gal
lons of white if given thirty days t<'I do so. However, Foster pointed 0•1t that 
white was somewhat more expensi·,re than orange and was also more persist
ent in the sofi, increasing the likelihood that long-term ecological damage 
would result if white replaced orange in large quantities. 

As Foster saw the situation, the Defense Department had three rhoices 
concernh1g the future of agent orange. First, it could ~ontinue the present 
policy which stated that this chemical could only be used in areas remote 
from population. Or, Secretary Laird could endorse the positions of the 
other three executive departments and direct that orange be applier. only to 
sparsely populated, non-agricultural areas while at the same time avoiding 
ponds, lakes, and rivers. Finally, Laird could temporarily susp1:md the use 
of orange pending further study and the establishment of specific guidelines 
for future use. Foster argued ngainst the first two options because they 
would probably cause adverse public reaction. Also, the second option 
would be .:onfusi'lg without specific criteria for immediate use in answering 
inquiries. The Chairman of the JCS favored the second option, however, 
because he felt that restrictions tighter than those governing civilian uses of 
2,4,5-T should not apply to military uses and becaase a lemporary restric
tion, once in place, would be very difficult to remove. Foster, on the other 
hand, favored the last option. He felt it would be quite difficult to apply 
criteria applicable to civilian uses of 2,4,5-T in the United States to military 
operations in Southeast Asia. H Foster's vifw prevailed, and, on April 15, 
1970, the Deputy Secretary of Defense informed the Joint Chiefs tnat "The 
Department of Defense will temporarily suspend the use of 2,4,5-T (orange) 
in all military operations pending a more thorough evaluation of the 
situation.,, 26 
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The JCS message directing the suspension of herbicide orange use also 
asked both C1NCPAC and COMUSMACV for their evaluation of the mili
tary impact of this action. 21 General Abrams replied within days and recom
mended that the ban on orange be lifted to allow it to be sprayed, as under 
the previous policy, on enemy-controlled areas with very low population 
densities (less than eight inhabitants per square kilometer). As an alter
native, he asked for 128,000 gallons per month of white or a suitable 
substitute. Admiral McCain on April 24 1eaffirmed the operational require
ment for herbicides and endorsed Abrams' call for removing the restriction 
on orange or procuring a substitute. He also objected to the limitations on 
orange in Vietnam being greater than those on 2,4,5-T in the United 
States. 21 

On May 14, 1970, Admiral Thomas H. Moorer, as acting Chairman of 
the JCS, petitioned Secretary Laird to lift the temporary ban on orange. He 
presented this as the best of three options, with the other tw~ being to ter
minate defoliation nperations or to buy enough white to replace the orange. 
He said that ending all defoliation would take away from General Abra.Ills 
an important capability to reduce jungle concealment and expose enemy 
camps, storage locations, and lines oi communication. Defoliation enabled 
fewer military personnel to provide security around fixed installations and 
had helped to save lives. Moorer did not favor white as a substitute for 
orange, since defoliation took four months with white as compared to three 
or four weeks with orange. 29 

Because no decision was immediately forthcoming, Gen. Earle G. 
Wheeler, the Chairman of the JCS, wrote to Laird on June 2 asking for the 
earliest possible decision on the continued use of orange; 30 The answer fi
nally came on June 22, 1970, in a JCS message to CINCPAC and MACV 
announcing that Deputy Secretary of Defense David Packard had decided 
to continue the suspension of or.ange. 31

"' 

Ranch Hand received notification of the original prohibition against 
further use of the herbicide orange through Seventh Air Force channels on 
April 19. Since orange was no longer available, all d~foliation missions pre
viously planned for this herbicide mixture had to be shifted to white. After 
exhausting i.tocks of white at Bien Hoa, the unit began drawing down the 
supply at Phu Cat. The procedure used was to start from Bien Hoa with a 
loaded UC-123K, spray the target, land at Phu Cat for more fuel and herbi
cide, and then return to Bien Hoa where the crews parked the planes with 
their chemical tanks full fot the next day's flights. On May 9, 1970, Ranch 
Hand flew its last defoliation (but not crop destruction) mission of the war, 

'Between the c,riginal ban (In orange and this June decision by Secretary Packard, the 
American ground operation in Cambodia and the accompanying campus protests in the United 
States, including the shooting deaths of students at Kent State University, had occurred. The 
public opinion costs for the Administration in continuing the war in Southeasl Asia were in
creasing, and the prevailing atmosphere was against making any decisions which would gener
ate any unnecessary controversy. Lifting the restrictions on herbicide orange would ctrtainly 
have generated controversy. 
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spraying 2,500 sallons of herbicide white near Bu Nard airfield. At this 
point, Ranch Hand found itself with nothing to spray. Approved crop tar
gets against which herbicide blue could be used were not yet at a sufficiently 
advanced stage of maturity. )l 

Since the 12th SOS had no herbicide missions to fly for a while, Sev
enth Air Force directed the unit to prepare for leaflet drops and flare mis
sions in support of the ground operation which was then underway in Cam
bodia. Ranch Hand, which by this time had only six herbicide spray 
UC-123Ks plus the two used for spraying malathion to control mosquitos, 
began leaflet operations on May 11. On May 16, flare drops began over 
Cambodia. These leaflet and flare missions continued until July 4 and 6, re
spectively. n 

Because of the decline in Ranch Hand's herbicide mission and the ai.:
<.:ompanying reduetion in the number of spray aircraft, it became increas
ing]y unnecessary to have a separate squadron devoted solely to this pur
p:>se. On July 2, 1970, PACAF approved the inactivation of the 12th SOS. 
The 3 l .5th Tactic::;l Airlift Wing (TA W) then ordered the Ranch Hand 
planes and crews io relocate from Bien Hoa to Phan Rang where they would 
become A Flight of the 310th Tactical Airlift Squadron. This move took 
place on July 8, 9, and 10, and the 12th Special Operations Squadron form
ally passed cut of existence as a separate organization on July 31, 1970. u 

In early July, Ranch Hand had received word to prepare to resume fly
ing herbicide missions. This presented a problem-the crews had lost some 
of their proficiency in spray tactics during the previous two months, and 
mme of the newly arrived crew members had no combat experience in spray 
work. To remedy this situation, Ranch Hand began flying spray training 
missions from its new base at Phan Rang on July 16, 1970. Another obsta~ 
cle to future herbicide operations was the fact that the South Vietnamese 
province chief would not allow Ranch Hand to store herbicide at its new 
home base of Phan Rang longer than overnight. The remaining herbicide 
stocks were at Da Nang, Phu Cat, and Bien Hoa. As a result, the unit could 
only fly herbicide missions on alternate days with the intervening day used 
to fly to one of the storage locations to load herbicides for the next mission. 

On July 17, 1970, General Abrams permanently cancelled any future 
fixed-wing defoliation missions. On July 20, Ranch Hand flew against its 
first ~rop destruction target since the break in spray operations in May. On 
July 22, the unit sprayed another area of crops about 20 miles west of Nha 
Trang. Ground fire was intense over both of them. To counter ground fire 
on future missions, Ranch Hand employed heavy suppression. Tactics were 
also changed. Prior to that time, the planes flying crop destruction missions 
had maintained a rather loose formation because of the irregular pattern of 
agricultural fie!ds in the target areas. Individual aircraft might break away 
completely from the fonnation to sµray isolated fields. After experiencing 
heavy ground fire in late July, future flights of crop destruction aircraft 
flew a tighter formation so that the suppression of ground fire by the ac
companying fighters would have the greatest possible effect. H 
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Another event which helped to hasten Ranch Hand's demise was a visit 
to South Vietnam by a yroup of scientis~::. from the American Association 
for th~ Advancement of Science. At its ;..eeting in December 1969, the 
AAAS Board of Directors had charged Professor Matthew S. Meselson of 
Harvard with developing a plan for a study of the effects of the large scale 
use of herbicides on South Vietnam's ecology and population. The AAAS 
allocated $80,000 for the project. Meselson selected Professor Arthur H. 
Westing to head the AAAS Herbicide Assessment Commisson (HAC), the 
mu~1e given to this activity. ro begin its work:, the HAC reviewed the scien
tific literature and consulted with knowledgeable individuals from the U.S., 
Vietnam, and other countries. In June 197'-', the HAC held a conference at 
which twenty-one spedalists identified the e&reas which needed further in
vestigation. i' 

The next siage of the HAC's activities was a trip to Vietnam in August 
for a thh; y-day survey of conditions there On July 25, the State Depart
ment informed the American Embassy in Saigou that a four-man team 
would soon be arriving from the AAAS, '' . . a private organization 
with no official status, but with high standing within scie:itific community 
, . . . " State atso informed Saigon that the purpose of this :mvey would 
be " ... to determine feasibility of detailed s•udy at a later date .... " 
The Defense Department's view, ~iowever, was still that the miJitary situa
tion in South Vietnam was not conducive to conducting scientific st.idies, 
but that such efforts would be welcomed and supported later after peaceful 
conditions tad returned to the country. The State Department asked the 
Hmbassy in Saigon to meet the MeSP.lson group at the airport, assist them in 
obtaining accommodations and transpo1tatio:t, and provide introductions 
to the various officials and scientists they desired to me.~t. Although State 
suggested a positive approach to this group's visit, it emphasized that these 
scientists had no official status and that the normal directiv..:s governing the 
disdosure of classified information to ,:.rivatc i:tdivid;.ials would apply. In 
addition, officials fro;;i the State Department, AID, and the Oefen~ 
Department had clearly explained the difficult:·!S this survey team would en
counter in the wartime conditions prevailing ·n Svuth Vietnam. 11 

Upon their arrival in Vit:tnam, Mtsclson's tean1, which inclucied West
ing, Dr. John D. Constable of the Harvard Medical School, and Robert E. 
Cook, Jr., a Yak graduate student in ecology, rec.eived a great deal of 
~sistance from the American Embassy and MACY. In Vietnam, they 
traveled in helicopters, small boats, and automobiles provided by American 
officials and used government fa~ 1lities for their meals and lodging. Their 
acccsss to Americans in South ViP.tnam was extensive, inchJding meetings 
with Ambassador B1.1nker a11d Ger.era! Abrams. A serious :unflict 
developed, how~ver, over lhe issue of <\Ccess to information about specific 
spray ~issions including dates, locations, and chemicals used. This infor
maticn was at that time classified confideminl. Meselson's team felt that 
they needecl. this data to correlate the sampl~s they cullecti:d with the types 
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and amounts of spray received in the area. Meselson pressured Embassy of
ficials in Saigon, induding Amba.;sador flunker, to give the information to 
hini., but M 1-;.CV and CINCPAC strongly r~sisted. The MACY information 
office was suspicious of leaks .:tr.d the possible inactvertent release of 
classified information. The office fdt that :;ince the Meselson team was 
working togethl!r so closely, showing the data to one of them would be the 
s~mc as giving it lo all four. Following a query by CINCPAC on A'Jgust 11, 
the Joint Chiefs redfirmed the decision not to release classified h~rbicide 
mission data to Meselson, citing the additional argument that his team's trip 
to Vietnam was only a smvry visit and that the detailed information he 
!lOUght would only be app!icable to a later, extensive study and not to the 
feasibility survey he was supp0se~ly doing. Although Mesds0n did not at 
that time receive the data he wanted, Science magazine published an ac
cour.t of the episode and tilereby added to the negative public rel:itions 
fallout the herbicide prognmi was r-euerating. "• 

In November 1970, Meselson and Constahle wrote to Ambasi-ador 
Bunker informing him ~hat on August 21 and 28 they had flown 0•1er an 
area of Quang Ngai Province sprayed by Ranch Hand crop destruztion mis· 
sions a few days before. They said that American officials had told them 
that this was a crop production are". for the Viei. Cong and the North Vit:t
namese Army and that most of the destro~·ed food had been destiued for 
enemy soldiers. Meselson and Constable disagreed with this interpretati<Jn, 
arguing that the number of civilian dwellings in the target area a11d the num
ber and size of the fields were more consistent with a populaticn of Montag
nards growing just enough food. to feed themselves. They said that their ob
servations of this one target lent credence to previous studies which had 
maintained that nearly all of the food destroyed by chemical crop destruc· 
tion would have been eaten by local civllians rather than enemy soldiers. 
They strongly urged Ambassador Bunker to review the crcp destruction 
program in light of this challenge to its basic justification. 39 

Mei:elson's group presented a preliminary report on their trip to the 
AAAS meeting on December 30, 1970. They said that their inspection of 
sprayed mangrove areas had revealed little regeneration of the forest after 
three or more yea.rs. In S!Jrayed tropi al hardwood forests, they found large 
areas of dead trees where bambor flad spread over the fore~t floor. The 
b1.mboo, they foared, would reta.d the regeneration of the larger trees. 
They also feared that the sudden death of many trees might have released 
the plant nutrients contained in the vegetation too quickly and that tropical 
rains could have carried them. away. seriously lowering tile soil's fertility. 
(This phenomr.non is known as "nutrient dumping.") Meselson and his col
leagues also looked into the possibility that either or both 2,4,5-T and its as
sociated dioxin had caused binh defrcts in South Vietnam. They found that 

'The tlata Meselson sought is currently available in unclassified form on 1he HERBS tape 
maintained by National Archives Mac':iine Reailablc Archives Division. 
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the exfating birth records in South Vietnam were inadequate to either prove 
or disprove a connection between the herbicide program and birth defects, 
and they suggested alternate approaches to investigating this (!Uestion. 
Finai1y, the report repeated Mesehon•s earlier assertion that the civilian 
population would have consumed nearly all of the food destroyed by the 
crop destruction program. •0 

With agent orange banned and the fixed-wing defoliation program ef
fectively tenninated, it was only a matter of time before the political pres
sures also put an end to crop destruction, Ranch Hand's remaining mission. 
On June 16, 1970, Dr. Ivan L. Bennett, Jr., a White House scientific ad
visor, wrote to Dr. Lee A. DuBridge urging that crop destruction in Viet
nam be completely halted. Bennett argued that the Geneva Protocol, soon 
to be fonnally suhmitted to the Senate, wou!d likely become embroiled in 
controversy over the continued use of tear gas and herbicides in Vietnam. 
He said that although he had not been able to produce convincing 
arguments against the military eff ectivcn~ss of tear gas and herbicides used 
for defoliation, he thought that the benefits of crop destruction were ques
tionable while the political costs were high. 41 DuBridge endorsed Bennett's 
view a week later in a letter to Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, the Assistant to the 
President for National Security Affairs. •2 

On July 6, 1970, President Nixon himself asked Secretary Laird to as!.ess 
the value of the herbicide crop de~truction program to the overall U.S. mili
tary effort in Southeast Asia. 0 At the request of the Joint Chiefs, 
CINCPAC provided a detailed evaluation and justification for crop 
destruction on July 11. Admiral McCain repeated the claim that crop 
destruction was an integral part of the resources denial program in South 
Vietnam and had been since 1962. He said tbJ.t crop destruction was the 
most efficient and effective method to keep food which the South Viet& 
namese could not seize through ground operations from reaching enemy 
troops. To support his view of the value of crop dt:struction, McCain cited 
several incidents, including one in Laos where he attnbuted a significant 
role in Gen. ·vang Pao's capture of the Plain of Jars to crop destruction 
missions which had tar.en place in August 1969. In short, McCain said that 
both he and Abrams considered crop destruction an essential element of 
combat support and an important part of the pacification and Vietnamizaa 
tion programs." 

Laird replied to Nixon by way of a memo to Kis,.inger on July 18, 1970. 
He basically repeated C!NCPAC's arguments, stating that herbicides used 
against crops were an integral part of the reso1Jrces denial program in I, II 
and Ill Corps areas of South Vietnam. He said that crop destruction had 
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adversely affected the enemy through lowering morale, increasing defec
tions, and putting an added strain on the supply system. In summary, Laird 
felt that crop destruction had proven itself "an effective adjunct to our total 
military effort in Southeast Asia.''., 

President Nixon did not decide to end the crop destruction program at 
that time, and the political fallout from herbicides continued through the 
latter part of 1970. During the week of October 19, the American news 
media reported on an unauthorized use of herbicide orange in the area of 
operations of t.he U.S. Army's Americal Division. An investigation by 
MACV revealed that on several occasions during June, July, and August 
1970, personnel of the Americal Division had dispensed approximately 
.S,500 gallons of orange by hand pump and helicopter spray over remote 
areas of Quang Tin and Quang Ngai provinces to defoliate base perimeters 
and to destrov crops. The division chemical officer had ordered d1e use of 
orange in violation of MACV directives, but he had done so with the ap
proval of the division's operations officer and had falsified chemical reports 
to hide his actions. furthermore, chemical officl!rs at XXJV Corps and 
MACV hai:i known of the situation but had takcu no action either to report 
it or to stop it. One of the factors which may have led to this unauthorized 
use of orange was the fact that stocks of white, a substitute for orange, had 
been depleted \n May. New shipments of white did not arrive until October 
1970. To prevent such incidents from recuning, all stocks of orange 
possessed by U.S. units within South Vietnam were consolidated at central 
storage points where they were under tighter controls. •6 

In early December 1970, Ambasss.dor Bunker and General Abrams 
decided, on the basis of a report prepared by their staffs in Saigon, to com
pletely phase out the crop destruction program. General Abrams stopped 
any further procmement of white and blue herbicides. The herbicide stocks 
on hand in South Vietnam were adequate to defoliate base perimeters and 
to carry out highly selective crop destruction missions until about May 
1971. In accordance with the precedent set when they suspended the fixed
wing defoliation portion of the herbicide program earlier in 1970, Bunker 
and Abrams planned to make no public announcement of their decision to 
end crop destruction. This, they felt, would allow them to quietly, orderly, 
and rapidly phase out the program while prest:rving the option to resume 
destroying crops in the future if this became necessary: 1 

Additional factors leading to this decision may have included the un
successful effort during the summer of 1970 by Sf.nators Gaylord Nelson 
and Charles Goodell to persuade the Senate to cut off all funds for further 
crop destruction operations. Although their attempt garnered only twenty
two votes, it did add to the controversy. Also, prior to the Bunker and 
Abrams decision, a committee of South Vietnamese appointed by President 
Thieu had concluded that herbicides had desti·oyed twenty pcrc~nt of South 
Vietnam's forests. They had urged President Thieu to ask the Americans to 
stop the spraying. 0 
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Events in Washington comprest1ed the Bunker-Abrams timetable, 
however. On November 20, 1970, Dr. Edward E. David, Jr., President Nix
on's science advisor and Dr. DuBridge's successor, wrote to Dr. Kissinger 
and recommended the reconsideratior. of U.S. herbicide policies in South
east Asia. David said that he had reason to believe thRt the AAAS' Herbi
cide Assessment Commission would report to the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee and to the public that the herbicide orange in Vietnam contained 
a ievel of dioxin higher than the lt'vel permitted for herbicides in use in the 
Unite1"l St.ates. Dioxin was at that time known to caust birth defects in 
experimental animals, and resean.:hers suspected the chemical was able to 
cause dillt1age to human fetuses if ingested by their mothers in sufticient 
quantities. Also, David informed Kissinger that all of the candidate substi
tutes for orange had drawbacks---2,4-D was a suspected carcinogen and 
picloram was oersist~nt and a soil sterilant. David felt that the current 
policy combined with these scientific findings migh.t cam:e trouble during 
the upcoming hearings on the Geneva Protocol, and he urged Kissinger to 
propose to Nixon that the U.S. state that it would only spray in VieLnam 
tho~e chemicals approved for use in the United States under the same gov
erning restrictions. 0 

On December 7, 1970. Secretary Laird informed the Chairman of the 
.JCS and the Secretary of the Army that h~ had aecided to continue to sup
ply the South Vietnamese with both riot control agents and herbicides at a 
level based on appropriate military and economic consid~rations. ' 0 Thre~ 
days later, Dr. Kissinger asktd Secretary Laird to assess the impact of 
adopting the policy proposed by Dr. Da\'id, that is to us~ herbicides in Viet
nam only under the same mies applicable in the United State. Laird asked 
the Joint Chief's for their opinion, and they replied nn December 18, reitera
ting their endorsement of the military value of herbicides in Southeast Asia. 
They said that there were no direct parallels between the ways herbicides 
had been used in Southeast Asia and normal domestic use~. Complying with 
the cuuent Department of Agriculture standards ot no more !ban one-half 
to one part per mil!ion (ppm) of d~oxin ir. 2,4,5-T wculd not be feasible be
cause some of the orange in storage in South Vietnam contained higher 
levels of dillxin, and no t~sting facilities existed in Vietnam to det:~rmin~ the 
level of dioxin contamination in each drum. fa any event, the Chiefs argued 
that the scientific evidence concerning the alleged dancer from 2,4,5-T and 
dioxin was weak and did not justify a continuaiion of the suspension placed 
on the use of orange. They cited a study doi'Ae of >\ test range at Eglin AFB, 
Florida, which h~d received more than 500 pounds of orange per acre over 
the pa5t eight years, compared with about 25 pou11.ds of herbicide deposited 
per acre during a single spraying in Vietnam. Investigators had found no de
tectable dioxin in th.) soil of this test area, and there were no abnormalties in 
the animals living there. In short, the JCS saw no factual basis for restrict~ 
ing orange in areas remote from population, and they atgued for maintain
iug the option to continue the herbicide program.' 1 
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After receiving the views of the Joint Chiefs, Secretary Laird re
sponded to Dr. Kissinger, but he did not adopt the JCS po:.ition. He said 
that the overall military impact of implement:;,g Dr. Dav·id's policy recom
mendation would be minimal considering that 9S % of the South Vietna
mese population livi::d in relatively secur<: areao; ar,d lhat the rapid progress 
of the pacification program had made herbicides relatively lei;s important. 
However, Laird said ~hat the option of conducting future herbicide opera· 
tiom had to be preserved and that the South Vietnamese needed to be pro
vided with the capability to do so. He spedfically disagreed with the JCS on 
the matter of herbicide orange, saying that the adverse political aud 
psychological costs of using the 1.63 million gallons of the chemir.al then in 
South Vietni!m would outweigh the dollar value of its original purchase 
price (about $12 million) and the expense of disposing of it (estimated at 
over $6 rrilllion). He told Kissinger that he had directed the JCS to produce 
a plan for disposing of all orange not meeting U.S. Department of 
Agriculture standards and had decided to continue the ban on orange use 
pending further studies. Secretary Laird further statc-d that if President 
Nixon so directed, he would be willing to apply Department of Agriculture 
standards lo future herbicide operations in South Vietnam.$~ 

Three days after the Joint Chiefs sent their first ::nemo on herbicides to 
Secretary Laird, the Chairman of the JCS sent another stating that the 
Chiefs did not agree with Laird's announced decision to make the tempo
rary ban on herbicide orange permanent.• Aclmiral Moorer emphasized 
again that in the Chiers view every new study had not only failed to support 
the original suspension of orange, but had shown that the risk of human in
jury from this herbicide wru; even less than originally suspected. He also 
outlined again the problem of disposing of the 1.6 million gallons of orange 
in Vietnam and the 800,000 gallons in the U.S. He said, " ... if, for 
purely public relations reasons, you determine it necessary to make the ban 
on orange permanent . . . , " essentially the same techniques used in 
destroying mustard gas would be needed, at a probable cost in excess of 
$10 million. 13 

The protests of the Joint Chiefs were to no avail. On December 22, 
1970, Laird informed Nixon that, in the future, the use of herbicides in 
Vietnam would be in strict conformance with policies governing their use in 
the United States and that the ban on herbicide orange would remain in ef
fect. He mentioned to the President that Ambassador Bunker and General 
Abrams had decided on an orderly yet rapid phase-out in spraying other 
herbicides, but they also retained the option to continue their use if 
necessary to protect American lives. Laird said that during this phase-out 
period, herbicide use would be restricted to remote, unpopulated areas and 
the vicinities of firebases and U.S. installations, limitations similar to those 

•or. David had proposed this change on December 18. 
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in force in the United States. Also, he recognized that there could be some 
temporary risks to American forces because of these decisions on herbicide 
use, and he cautioned Nixon that the policy might need to be reassessed if 
increased enemy activity threatened American forces as they withdrew.,. 

Public announcements of these policy decisions occurred during the 
last week of December 1970. A White House statement on the 26th revealed 
the substance of Laird's December 22 memo to Nixon, without mentioning 
th~ possibility of reassessing herbicide policy in light of future enemy ac
tions." In addition, Secretary Laird learned on the 28th that the President 
waut.:d any plans to extend or expand the herbicide program or to Vi~tnam
iz~ it submitted for his personal approval. ' 6 On the 29th, the Department of 
Defense released the following statement: 

Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird has, as we have previously reported, 
taken steps to insure that herbicide usaee in South Vietnam will conform to the 
policies governing u.i;age in the Unitr.d States. As a result, the stresses and risks 
involved in South Vietnam will be no greater than those sustained by the United 
States population and the United States environment in normal peace-time activ
ities. 

Deputy Secre<vy David Packard last spring restricted all use of defoliant 
orange, and that ban remains in effect. In addition, at that time use of other de
foliants (blur and white) was strictly limited to areas remote from population. 

General Abrams is now initiating in South Vietnam an orderly phase out of 
tt.e herbicide l'perations to be completed by next spring. 

It is important to note that estimated. herbicic.e coverage for 1970 through 
September is 75 percent less than for the same period in 1969." 

During the last quarter of 1970, Ranch Hand flew only forty-three crop 
destruction rnrties, with nineteen in October, eighteen in November, and 
only six in December. By way of contrast, the two insecticide aircraft flew a 
total of 133 sorties during this same period. 58 The last Ranch Hanct herbi
cide mission of the war sprayed a crop target in Ninh Thuan Province on 
January 7, !971/9 On January 16, Deputy Secretary of Defense David 
Packard ordered the immediate termination of all crop destruction opera
tions by U.S. forces. ' 0 The Joint Chiefs informed CINCPAC of this deci
sic:.n on January 22.. 61 Since there was no further mission for Ranch Hand, 
the 310th TAS absort..:d its A Flight sp1~y planes and crews on January 28, 
1971. This released the six herbicide spray UC-123Ks for cargo hauling 
duties. The twn insecticide aircraft continued their mosquito spray mission. 
On February 11, 1971, one of the two crashed, killing all five men 
aboard.62" 

''Admiral McCain on June 27, 1971, proposed a new use for the herbicides and spray 
systems stored in South Vietnam-against opium poppies, the source of heroin, which con
tributed to tt1e drug abuse problem in the United States. Thr. United Nations, he said, might 
become involved in this effort. The JCS respoudect on July 3 ;md stated that they would o!X

amin;: the idea in collaboration with thr State Department and the Secretary of Defense, but 
that major political barriers existed. See Item of Interest AFXOOSO, Maj. R.C. Pyatt, 
July 1'.l, !971. 
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X. Epilogue 

After the elimination of the Air Force's role in herbicide operations 
and the disbanding of Ranch Hand, there still remained three important 
questions concerning herbicide policies in South Vietnam: First, would U.S. 
forces be pei'mitted to use herbicides in the future, and, if so, for what pur~ 
poses and how long? Second, what would be done with the :stocks of agent 
orange remaining in the country? Third, what, if any, herbicide capability 
would the United States provide to the South Vietnamese? Answering these 
interrelated questions involved much deliberation among Secretary Laird, 
Secretary of State Willian1 P. Rogers, President Nixon, and U.S. officials in 
South Vietnam. 

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee held hearings on the Geneva 
Protocol scheduled for early 1971, and prior to these hearings, Secretary 
Rogers sought to persuade President Nixon to announce a decision to im
mediately stop all uses of herbicides, in any fonn, for military purposes in 

I 

Vietnam. Rogers thought that the Administration was in a good position to 
obtain the Senate's approval for the Geneva Protocol, but he felt that the 
issue of chemical herbicides had generated serious problems on Capitol 
Hill, e~pecially among the members of the Foreign Relations Committee. 
Rogers noted that three importam members of this committee, Senators 
Clifford Case, John Cooper, and Jacob Javits, had voted for a measure cut
ting off the money for crop destruction in August 1970. Although Rogers 
felt that Nixon should affirm the previous U.S. position that the Geneva 
Protocol did not apply to herbicides, he thought an immediate announce
ment of an end to herbicide use would " . . . do much to help reduce op
position in the Senate to advise and consent to the Protocol." 1 

Secretary Laird shared Rogers' view that the U.S. should reaffirm its 
interpretation of the Geneva Protol:Ol, but he did not agree that all military 
usage of herbicides should immediately stop. He reminded Nixon that the 
same restrictions applied to the use of herbicides in Vietnam as applied in 
the United States, plus, in Vietnam, operations took place only in remote, 
unpopulated areas and around firebases and U.S. installations. Also, the 
Department of Defense had ended the crop destruction program on Jan
uary 16. Accordingly, Laird told Nixon, herbicid~s were exposing the land 
and people of Vietnam to no greater risks than those experienced in the 
United States. Herbicides were, in Laird's view, essential around fire bases, 
other installations, and lines of communication to improve security as more 
American troops withdrew. He said that he would seek Nixon's approval 
for any extension of herbicide use beyond May 1, 1971, and that his depart
ment 1~1as preparing, for Nixon's consideration, a proposal for giving the 
South Vietnamese an herbicide capability. Laird's view prevailed with 
Nixon, and herbicide use in South Vietnam continued. 1 
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A further tightening of the limitations on herbicides occurred in 
March, although it had little, if any, practical impact. The authority 
granted in pre\'ious years to COMUSMACV to conduct herbicide opera
tions outside South Vietnam was still valid, and the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for International Security Affairs, G. Warren Nutter, felt that it 
should be withdrawn for two reasons: first, any use of herbicides in Laos or 
elsewhere after the phase-out in South Vtetnam might incite public 
criticism, and, second, recent Senate inquiries had asked whether the new 
herbicide policies applied to Laos and Cambodia. ·1 Laird adopted the ISA 
advice and on March 18, 1971, requested the Chairman of the JCS to insure 
that any proposal for U.S. herbicide operations in Laos, Cambodia, or 
Thailand be submitted to Laird for his approval.' 

Secretary Rogers was justified in his fears that herbicide policies in 
Vietnam would cause problem::; during the Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee hearings. These public hearings, held March 5-26, 1971, provided a 
forum for several opponents of herbicides such as Meselson and Westing to 
present their views. The committee decided to take no immediate action on 
ratification. Senator J. W. Fulbright, the chairman, wrote to President 
Nixon on April 15 saying that after listening to the testimony, many 
members of his committee felt that the United States should not ratify the 
Geneva Protocol with understandings attached exempting herbicides and 
tear gas from its coverage. Fulbright urged Nixon to drop these exemptions, 
saying, " . . . I personally believe that were you to take this initiative your 
action would be regarded as truly courageous and possessed of real moral 
fO!ce. " 5 

Packard's directive of January 16, 1971, ending crop destruction oper
ations had also asked the Joint Chiefs to produce by April 15 a plan for 
disposing of herbicide orange stocks. 6 MACV forwarded its views on a 
range of alternatives on March 8. General Abran1s' pref erred option was to 
remove all orange stocks from Vietnam. His second preference was to have 
the orange incinerated ia South Vietnam under the control of the U.S. 1 Ad· 
miral McCain viewed having U .S, forces spray the orange in support of the 
South Vietnamese as the best alternative, with removing the chemical from 
the country as his second choice.• The plan the Joint Chiefs forwarded to 
the Secretary oi Defense on April 23, 1971, generally followed CINCPAC's 
preferences. The Chiefs asked once more for the lifting of the ban on herbi
cide orange so that it could b~ sprayed in remote areas. And, they said that 
the stocks of orange in Vietnam should remain the prope1ty of the South 
Vietnamese government for future use after they acquired spray capabilities 
under the Vietnamization program. If the ban on orange had to remain in 
effect, the Chiefs wa'lted the orange returned to the United States for 
destruction by burning. For stocks of orange stored at Gulfport, Missis
sippi, the Air Force had developed a plan to off er that portion with an ac
ceptably low die <ln content for u:;e by the government or for commercial 
sale and to destroy the rest by controlled burning. 9 
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With the May l, 1971, date approaching and American forces still in 
South Vietnam, American commanders sought to have the deadline for her
bicide use extended. In April, General Abrams informed his forces that 
unless further authorization came in time, they were to stop all use of herbi
cides by May l. 10 The Joint Chiefs asked for continuir.g authority to spray 
base perimeters with herbicides blue and white. On April '28, Ambassador 
Bunker concurred in this request, noting that there was no satisfactory sub
stitute for herbicides on base perimeters seeded with mines and trip flares. 11 

Secretary Laird considered a request to President Nixon for an extension, 
but his Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs, 
Jerry W. Friedheim, advised agairn;t it. Friedheim said that the Adminis
tration had lived up to all its previous commitments about Vietnam, anci to 
reserve the policy on phasing out herbicides would create a major public af
fairs problem on this emotional issue. 12 Assistant Secretary Nutter, 
however, ;;upported the Joint Chiefs' request, in spite of expected State De
panment opposition, and the ISA staff prepared for Laird a memo to 
Nixon about the matter. 1' 

On May 13, 1971, Laird asked the President to extend the date for her
bicide use by U.S. forces to December 1, or until the South Vietnamese 
coula take over the job, whichever came sooner. He said that his staff was 
currently evaluating a JCS plan for giving the Vietnamese a limited herbi
cide capability, which he would forward to Nixon for his consideration. In 
the meantime, Laird supported the plan to use herbicides around installa
tion perimeters and their associated fields of fire where mines, booby traps, 
and barbed wire made mechanical methods hazardous. He said this was 
vital to protect American and allied forces as the Americans withdrew, be
cause enemy forces had been placing more reliance on sapper attacks and 
ambushes which took advantage of vegetation for concealment. 1

• 

As expected, the State Department opposed any extension of herbicide 
use. Secretary Rogers argued that a public expectation had developed that 
herbicides woald be phased out during the first half of 1971, and an exten
sion might provoke charges that the Adminstration had misled both the 
American public and the St:nate Foreign Relations Committee. This could 
revive efforts in Congress to cut off funding for herbicides and miaht fur
ther complicate the ratification of the Geneva Protocol. Rogers said tha~ if, 
however, Nixon felt that military considerations outweighed these political 
drawbacks, he should not extend the deadline beyond December 1 and 
should restrict herbicides to base perimeters only, excluding fields of fire." 

By July, two plans for giving the South Vietnamese an herbicide capa
bility had developed within the Department of Defense. The plan favored 
by the Joint Chiefs would have retained six UC-123 spray aircraft in Viet
nam under United States control, while giving the Vietnamese forty-three 
helicopter spray systems and fifteen ground spray systems. They felt that 
the retention of these six planes would enable the U.S. to resume large scale 
herbicide operations if this became necessary, but they also contemplated 
turning these planes over to the VNAF if orange were authorized again for 
use in remote areas. 
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Several high officials in the Department of Defense, including G. War
ren Nutter (ASD/ISA), favored an alternate plan. This plan would transfer 
the six UC-123s to the VNAF right away for dual use as transport and spray 
aircraft. These officials thought that the most likely need for these spray 
planes wo1dd be along important lines of communication. The aircraft 
could spray herbicides blue or white, they said, regardless of wh~t might be 
decided about orange. Nutter's group would also transfer fifteen rather 
than forty-three helic::>pter systems to the Vietnamese and only the eleven 
truck-mounted, eighty hand-operated, and two "Buffalo Turbine" 
sprayers then in Vietnam. If the South Vietnamese demonstrated a greater 
need, they said, the U.S. could then give them more equipment." 

Secretary Laird agreed with his civilian rather than his military advisors 
on the size and type of herbicid~ capability the United States would give to 
the South Vietnamese. On July 24, 1971, he wrote Secretary Rogers a per
sonal ktter informing him of the plan and asking for his support, or an indi
cation of his contrary intentions. Laird said that the six UC-123s would be 
used along enemy infiltration routes or in border areas if the situation war
ranted, ~ position closer to that of the Joint Chiefs. He hoped the Viet
namization plan could be approved and implemented prior to December 1 
to preclude another extension of the herbicide use deadline. (President 
Nixon, however, had not yet approved the first extension.) Laird felt 
•' . . . this limited herbicide capability is vital to our objective of giving 
the South Vietnamese a reasonable opportunity to def end themselves and to 
determine their own future." 17 

Secretary Rogers replied that he felt the whole matt~r required further 
study. Of special concern to Rogers was the potential impact on the Geneva 
Protocol and pending legislation concerning Indochina. In his view: 

This proposal would likely be viewed by some in the Congress and the public 
as inconsistent with the Presidi:nt's announcement of a rapid and orderly phase
out of our use of herbicides in Southeast Asia. The fact 1hat their use would be 
under ~he exclusive control of the South Vietnamese could be looked upon as an 
evasion of the President's comn;itment and might draw special condemnation 
for that reason." 

Secretary Rogers queried Ambassador Bunker in Saigon for his views 
on Laird's plan. Bunker replied on August 7 that he was against the idea. 
The primary risk he saw was that once the Vietnamese had their own herbi
cide equipm!!nt, their use of it would be outside the formal control of the 
United States, but "world opinion" would nevertheless hold the Unitec! 
Stat~s responsible for any herbicide use or misuse by the South Vietnamese. 
Furthermore, Bunker felt that the military value of spraying herbicides over 
wide areas was not clearly established. He had no indication that the South 
Vietnamese wanted a spray capability for use beyond base perimeters and 
he doubted that they would spontaneously request the U.S. to provide them 
with one. Also. acquiring six UC-123 spray air~raft would strain the 
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VNAF. Their ability to fly such planes on spray missions over enemy-con
trolled areas, without the heavy suppre;,sion which had supported Ranch 
Hand, would be questionable Also, the VNAF was having troubie absorb
ing existing helicopter mis!!~ons without thr added burden of spray require
ments. Because of these multiple problems, Bunker advised against offering 
the South Vietnamese any herbicide capability beyond what they already 
had."• 

Laird felt that he could not wait for the State Department's views be
fore presenting his Vietnamization pian to President Nixon. He so informed 
Secretary Rogers on August 9, citing the departure from Vietnam of people 
knowledgeable about herbicide operations and the intense public concern 
over herbicides as factors justifying his haste. 2u The plan Laird submitted 
for Nixon's approval would have given the South Vietnan1ese sbc UC-123s 
capable of both !:pray and cargo operations in place of six regular C-123s 
they were already scheduled to receive, ~hereby avoiding the problem of ab
sorbing more aircraft. Also, Laird wanted to give them fifteen helicopter 
spray systems then in the hands of U.S. forces, along with aH American 
ground spray equipment currently in Vietnam. With this equipment. Laird 
wanted to provide U.S. technical training and assistance plus additional 
quantities of herbicides. Nixon withheld his decision, however, pending the 
reaction of the State Department to the plan. 21 

After a delay of more than three months • ft er the Defense 
Department's original request, President Nixon on August 18 decided to exa 
tend until December 1, at the latest, permission for American forces to use 
herbicides around base perimeters. He ordered that this be done only by 
helicopters and ground spray equipment under the same restrictions apply
ing in the United States, and then only when alternate methods were not 
feasible. He said that the question of providing the South Vietnamese with a 
herbicide capability was & separate issue, and nothing should bt done or 
said to encourage them to acquire such a capability until he decided the mat
ter. Nixon also hinted that the outcome of two policy reviews concerr.ing 
herbicides and riot control agents might change the December 1 date. 2•t The 
State and Defense Departments pasr.ed word of Nixon's decision to Saigon 

It is not clear whether during the May 1 through August 20, 1971 period the use of 
herbicides by U.S. forces stopped completely. Two messages from the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Public Affairs in late May authorized MACV to say that he~bicides were being re· 
stricted to use around bases and in remote areas. Then, on June 30, General Abrams, after 
querying Washington, restated "previous guidar1ce" to his command that all U.S. herbicide 
operations had been suspended <>n May 1 and that " . . . no, repeat no, herbicide operations 
are authorized." Ambassador Bunker, however, told the State Department that prior to recciv· 
ing their request for comments on the early August DOD Victnamization plan, he had been 
unaware that an extension of herbicide use after May 1 had not been approved. 

ton January 7, 1971, Henry Kissinger at President Nixon's direction issued National 
Security Study Memorandum 112(NSSM 112) which directed the Department of Dtfense and 
other government agencies to examhte the full range of U.S. policy optio11~ regardir1g riot con· 
trol agents and herbicides in war in the post-Vietnam era. Then, after th1.: Geneva Protocol 
became deadlocked in the Senate, Kissinger asked for another study to help in responding to a 
letter from Senator Fulbright on the mauer. 
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on August 20 along with instrJctions to make no announcement of the ex
tension. If specifically queried by the press, American officials were to re
s!)Ond that the i:>an on orange remained in effect and the phasing out of her
bicides was continuing. The authorized re::ponse to press inquiries included 
nothing about an old deadline being extended or a new one being set. 23 

By August, Secretary Laird had not acted on the April 23 recommenda
tion of the Joint Chiefs to dispose of the thousands of barrels of herbicide 
orange still in South Vietnam by spraying it in military operations in remote 
areas. On August 31, Secretary Nutter reco!Tlmendecl giving the herbicide to 
the South Vietnamese, advising them of its proper uses, and letHng them us:! 
it as they deemed necessary, returning an) excess to the United States. 24 Dr. 
John S. Foster, Jr., the Director of Defense Resev.rch and Engineering, dis
agreed, and on September 3, he advised Secretary Laird to hring all of the 
orange back to the United Stat.es. Foster fell that the known impurities in 
orange precluded itc; use by the South Vietnamese.ll 

Secretary Laird agreed with Foster, and on September 13, 1971, he 
ordered all stocks of orar1ge returned to the United States as quickly as prac
ticable after the American Embassy negotiated formal transfer of title. 
Laird decided that all stocks of orange returned from South Vietnam or in 
storage at Gulfport with unacceptable levels of impurities would be in
cinerated, with other •1ses considered for the remainder. 26 On September 27, 
the Chairman of the JCS requested the Air Force Chief of Staff to coor
dinate accepting, returning to the U.S., and disposing of all herbicide 
orange. 27 This task wo!.lld prove t.o be formidable because of its en
vironmental and political ramifications. 

Secretary Rogen: gave his views on Vietnamization of the spray pro
gram to President Nixon on September 30, almost two months after Laird 
had forwarded his proposal. Unsurprisingly, Rogers disagreed with some of 
the key aspects of the Defense Department's plan. He opposed giving the 
South Vietnamese any UC-123s because they might use them for crop de
struction and large area defoliation, two missions which, he claimed, lacked 
proven military utility rutd would attract criticism. And, to train VNAF 
spray crews, U.S. Air Force pilots would have to fly with them, violating 
Nixon's current guidelines. Rogers also opposed transferring the fifteen 
helicopter spray systems currently in use by U.S. forces. Americans might 
need them, and the South Vietnamese could substitute less potentially con
troversial ground spray devices. In any event, RrJgers thought our Vietnam
ese allies could improvise helicopter spray syste~1s if they needed any. 
Rogers did, however, favor turning over ground spray equipment and pro
viding technical training and assistance in operating it and any improvised 
helicopter systems. 

On the questions of additional herbicides, Rogers said that the South 
Vietnamese currently had a year's supply and they could obtain additional 
quantities on the world market. Giving them more should be disapproveJ or 
deferred until after completion of the herbicide policy review Kissinger had 
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directed. Rogers cautioned that the United States should only take action to 
Vietnamize herbicides if the South Vietnamese demonstrated a clear need 
and desire for such a program, and only on the condition that they return 
stocks of orange to American custody. 21 

In response to the requirement to use alternative means wherever possi
ble, the MACV staff analyzed all available and conceivable possibilities for 
vegetatjon control around firebases and other installations. They concluded 
that herbicides needed to be used beyond the Decembrr 1 deadline. The 
most difficult problem, as before, was finding a11 alternative to herbicides 
foi: removing vegetation around mines, booby traps, and barbed wire. 
CINCPAC agreed with MACV and forwarded a request for extending the 
deadline to the Joint Chiefs on September 29. 'fhe Chiefs recognized the po
litical problems ansociated with continuing herbicide use, but they said that 
lives had already been lost as the result of inadequate defoliation around 
base:-: in South Vietnam .. They felt that saving military lives should have 
precedence over political considerations, and they asked Secretary Laird to 
obtain President Nixon's appl'Oval for U.S. forces to use herbicides around 
their bases as long as they were tactically committed in Vietnam. H Deputy 
Secretary Packard forwarded this request to tht: President on 
Ncvember 3. 10

• 

Pre:iident Nixon reached a decision 011 the intertwined issues of contin
uing herbicide use and Vietnamization on November 26. He acceded to the 
Defense Department's request on the former and, without a future expira
tion date, authorized American forces to spray herbicides from ground 
equipment or helicopters, subject to controls applicabie in the llnited 
States, around bases where mines, booby traps, or wire ruled out other 
methods. However, Nixon followed thl State Department's advice on Viet
namization. He said that the U .~. would not take the initiative on this ques
tion or stimulate the South Vietnamese to acquire or develop herbicide ca
pabilities. If they did ask for help in this area, however, the U.S. could only 
provide ground spray equipment. UC-123 aircraft and spray systems, heli
copter spray systems, and additional herbicide stocks would not be pro
vided. Nixon said that even the ground spray equipment which Americans 
might give to the South Vietnamese could only be used in perimeter clear
ing, and any technical training and assistance would also be restricted to this 
limited function. 11 

Only a week after Nixon made known his decision, Secretary Laird re
plied with a plea for him to modify the stricturts on Vietnamization 
somewhat. First, Laird wanted the U.S. to give the South Vietnamese the 
fifteen helicopter spray systems which were then in Vietnam. Second, he 

"The last huicopter herbicide operation under U.S. control took place on October 31, 
1971. During tht: period March-October 1971, thirty-one helicopter missions had sprayed 
3S,447 g;illons of herbkides white and blue on lines of communication, base perimeters, cache 
sites, and lauding zones. 
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asked Nixon to lift the prohibition against prodding them to develop an her
bicide capability. Fin:tlly, he wanted the U.S. to be permitted to give the 
South Vietnamese future supplies of herbicides if they clearly required 
them. This was particularly important because of the problems associated 
with continuing to supply herbicides for use by U.S. forces to save Ameri
can lives while denying the Vietnamese future stocks of the same chemicals 
to save the lives of their own soldiers. n 

After a delay of two months, Secretary Rogers forwarded his depart
ment's views on modifying the November 26 decision. The military gains, 
he felt, of providing the 15 helicopter spray systems would not be worth the 
domestic ?nd political costs to U.S. policies on Vietnam and the Geneva 
Protocol. Also, Rogers said that stocks of her'uicides blue and white would 
last for several more months at current use rates. After explaining the do
mestic political considerations behind the decision to stop supplying herbi
cides, American officials could suggest that the South Vietnamese buy any 
additional quantities they needed on the open market with their own funds. 
This would probably not cost them more than $250,000 per year for perime
ter clearing. In short, Rogers saw no need for any change to Nixon's previ
ous decision. 33 

President Nixon resolved the Vietnamization question on February 14, 
1972. He said that the U.S. would encourage the Vietnamese to establish al
ternate, con .. -nercial supply channels for their future herbicide needs and 
would provide them with more herbicides only to the extent necessary to fill 
their needs for perimeter clearing and spraying along important lines of 
communication while they were developing these alternate sources. Ameri
can officials could invite the South Vietnamese to ask for the fifteen heli
copter spray systems, but the Vietnamese could only have them if they 
agreed to use them solely for clearing base perimeters. Finally, Nixon di
rected that the U.S. would not stimulate the Vietnames~ to acquire or 
develop any herbicide capabilities beyond this. H 

The controversies and continuing questions surrounding Ranch Hand 
and herbicides in Southeast Asia did not end when American combat in
volvement in the war ceased. The Geneva Protocol remained stalled. The 
Nixon and Ford Administrations had to arrive at a policy governing herbi
cides and riot control agents in the post-Vietnam era which would find ac
ceptance in the Senate. And, there was the problem of the 2.2 million 
gallons of herbicide orange in deteriorating steel drums which had to be 
used or destroyed. Finally, the ecological consequences and long-range 
health effects of the herbicide program had to be assessed, a process which 
still continue&. 
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The first of these remaining questions to be resolved was devising an 
herbicide policy for future wars. The Geneva Protocol review Nixon had or
dered in June produced an August response, through the National Security 
Council, which affirmed the military value of riot control agents and herbi
cides in various types of tactical situations. Later in the year, the Defense 
Department completed a more detailed analysis, which also favored these 
two weapons, in respo~se to NSSM 112, an order for a study that Nixon 
had issued in January. In the case of herbicides, the Defense Department 
said that their usefulness " ... has been conclusively established." In 
Vietnam, herbicides had denied concealment to the enemy, making the 
defense of fixed installations easier and the mounting of ambushes more 
difficult. These chemicals, the department believed, had " ... saved 
many U.S. and allied lives." 35 

The Defense input on herbicides came from the preliminary results of a 
lengthy study done by the Army's Engineer Strategic Studies Group 
(ESSG). The ESSG based its report, released in final form in February 
1972, primarily on a survey of U.S. military officers who had served in 
Southeast Asia. The general opinion of the officers questioned was that 
without defoliation, combat operations in Southeast Asia would still have 
been possible, but more difficult. They said that herbiddes had greatly 
assisted observation from both the air and ground, and had played an im
portant role in the defense of fixed bases. The main effect. of crop destruc
tion, in their opinion, had been causing the enemy to modify his operations. 
The Engineer Strategic Studies o~oup analysts also concluded that while 
herbicides had significance in counterinsurgency, their usefulness in con
ventional warfare would be more limited. 3' 

The military's strong belief in the value of herbicides and riot control 
agents made it difficult for the Administration to reach a compromise with 
the Foreign Relations Committee on the Geneva Protocol as long as U.S. 
forces were engaged in combat in Southeast Asia or the possibility of their 
reinvolvement lingered. The Ford Administration broke the impasse on De
cember 10, 1974, by informing the committee that the President intended to 
renounce the first use of herbicides and riot control agents in future wars ex
cept under restricted circumstances. The Foreign Relations Committee tlten 
forwarded the Protocol to the Senate by unanimous vote on December 13. 
On December 16, the full Senate voted to ratify by 90--0.,, 

President Gerald R. Ford set forth the future policy of the Un,ted 
States governing the use of herbicides and riot control agents in war in Exec
utive Order 11850 which he signed on April 8, 1975. This order prohibited 
the first use of riot control agents except in defensive mode to save lives. 
Concerning herbicides, Ford said: 

The United States renounces, as a matter cf national policy, first use or her
bicides in war except use, under regulations applicable to their domestic use, for 
control of vegetation within U.S. bases and installations or around their im· 
mediate defonsive perimeters . . . " 
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Top: "Agent Orange" emptied from drums 
before pumping Into railway lank cars al 
the Naval Construction Battalion Center 
(NCBC), Gulfport, Miss.; bl.'llom: "Agent 
Orange" prepared for transportation lo the 
Pacific for incineration, 1977. 
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Top: defoliant stNage area at the Gulfport 
NCBC; bottom: interior of Johnston Island 
bunker where the di'lXin cannisters from the 
reprocessing operation of "Agenl Orange" 
were stored. 
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As long as this policy stavds, no operation like Ranch Hand could happen 
again. 

As Secretary Laird had ordered, the United States removed all stocks 
of herbicide orange from South Vietnam, an operation which ended in 
April 1972. The 1,370,000 gallons taken from that country were stored on 
isolated Johnston Island in the Pacific, while an additional 850,000 gallons 
remained at the Naval Construction Battalion Center (NCBC), Gulfport, 
Mississippi. Tests showed that the average concentration of dioxin (TCDD) 
was about two parts per million, for a total of about forty-four pounds of 
this toxic contaminant. 

Between 1971 and 1974, the Air Force investigated several possible 
techniques for making some use of the chemical, including spraying it as it 
was, returning it to the manufacturers for reprocessing or resale, or employ
ing it as a raw material in chemical manufacturing. Various methods of de
struction also received consideration, such as injection in deep wells, biode
gradation in soil, disposal in underground nuclear test cavities, sludge 
burial, microbial reduction, and high temperature incineration. Those 
studying the problem ruled out all of the options except destroying the her
bicide by burning because of factors such as uncertainty of success, the need 
for further development of techniques, and lack of interest on the part of 
chemical companies. 

In December 1974, the Air Force filed an environmental impact state
ment proposing burning the herbicide aboard a specially equipped ship in a 
remote area of the Pacific Ocean west of the Johnston Island storage site. 
At a public hearing in February 19"/5 to consider the Air Force request for a 
burning permit, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) heard testi
mony that techniques existed to remove excessive quantities of dioxin by re
processing the herbicide. Accordingly, the EPA asked the Air Force to in
vestigate this option further bef.Jre proceeding with the incineration plans. 

Between the fall of 1975 and July of the following year, the Air Force 
conducted experiments using activated charcoal to absorb dioxin from her
bicide orange. The process worked, but it created the new problem of dis
posing of the cylinders of dioxin-laden activated charcoal. In February 
1977, the Air Force concluded that the reprocessing idea had to be dropped 
because there was no acceptable method for dealing with the contaminated 
charcoal by-product. 

At the request of the Air Force, the EPA reconvened a public hearing 
on the disposal of agent orange on April 7, 1977, and thereafter issued a 
permit allowing the Air Force to transport the orange at Gulfport to the 
North Pacific and bum it. If this operation proved successful, the EPA 
would give the Air Force permission to incinerate the stocks at Johnston 
Island also. 
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Under stringent safeguards and environmental monitoring procedures, 
Air Force personnel drained the herbicide orange from the 15,480 drums 
:>torcd at Gulfport and transferred it to a Dutch-cwned ship, the Vulcanus, 
which would transport it to the Pacific. The Vulcanus was equipped with 
special furnaces for burning toxic substances and had previously destroyed 
chlorinated hydrocarbon wastes. After agreeing to tnke water samples be
fore and after the ship's passage, the Air Force obtained permission for the 
Vu/canus to transit the Panama Canal. The ship burned the Gulfport stocks 
between .Tuly 15 and 24, 1977. EPA, satisfied with the results, then gave the 
Air Force the go-ahead to in~inerate the rest of the herbicide. Employees of 
a civilian contractor emptied the 24,/95 drums of orange stored on Johns
ton Island, again under tight safety precautions, and the Vulcan us in
cinerated it in two loads. The last of the herbicide orange once destin1.:d for 
the jungles of Vietnam burned on September 3, 1977. The Air Force 
estimated the cost of the whole disposal operation, beginning in 1972, at 
over $8 miUion. 39 

The U.S. Congress finally mandated in a law signed by Preddent 
Nixon on October 7, 1970, the extensive study, demanded by scientists, of 
the tff ects of herbicides in South Vietnam. Congress further directed the 
Secretary of Defense IO c:ontract with the National Academy of Sciences for 
this investigation.•0 On December 8, 1970, the Department of Defense 
signed a contract with the NAS to provide funds and other support for the 
stuciy. •1 The NAS established a Col'!llllittee on the Effects of Herbicides in 
Vietnam, chaired by Anton Lang of Michigan State University, to do the 
necessary research. Le Van Thoi, the President of the National Scientific 
Research Council of Vietnan;i, served as the associate chairman for liaison 
with Vietnamese scientists. An international group of fifte-en more scientists 
comprised the remainder of the committee. Thirty consultants also assisted 
in the project. 42 

As had previous researchers, the NAS scientists found that conducting 
research in a country engaged in war was difficult. Much of the defoliated 
area was too militarily insecure to allow ground observation er sample col
lection, so the committee had to base its conclusions about the ecological cf~ 
fects of herbicides in defoliated areas largely on aerial photographs. Cir
cumstances being far remcved from a controlled scientific experiment also 
made separating herbicide effects from the consequences of war very 
difficult. 

The NAS investigators failed tf) find any clear evidence of direct dam
age to human health from herbicides. However, they did discover a consis
tent pattern of largely second-hand reports from Montagnards claiming 
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that occasionally herbicides had caused acute or fatal respiratory problems 
in children. Because they could not visit the Montagnard areas, these re
ports remained unconfirmed and uninvcstigated. On the controversial ques
tion of herbicide-related human birth defects, the ;-! /·~s could likewise find 
no evidence substantiating a link in spite of making a considerable effort. 
However, the committee cautioned that further analysis of additional data 
could change this conclusion. The NAS researchers had great difficulty in 
assessing the psychological, social, and economic results of herbicide use on 
the people of South. Vietnam, because the herbicide effects were relatively 
trivial when compared with the other effects of war and therefore almost 
impossible to measure separately. The president of the NAS concluded: 

On balance, the untoward effects of the herbicide program on the health of 
the South Vietnamese people appear to have been smaller than one might have 
feared." 

As was the case with humans, the NAS found that the effects of the 
herbicide spraying program on land and vegetation were also less than some 
scientists had suspected. The main impact of herbicides on vegetation was 
the immediate killing effect resulting from direct contact with the spray. 
Since the herbicides disappeared quickly in the soil, they had no significant 
effects on plants during the next growing season. The spraying pro~am 
had, however, caused devastation to the mangrove forests of South Viet
nam, and the NAS estimated that without a vigorous reseeding effort, these 
areas would not return to their prior state for perhaps a century. Almost all 
mangrove trees had died after just one spraying, and the committee calcu
lated that herbicides had destroyed about 36% of all the mangrove forest 
areas in South Vietnam. The death of these trc;es would cause an eventual 
decline in the local woodcutting industry and had reduced the habitat of 
some important types of animal life. 

Most of the herbicide had been sprayed, however, over South 
Vi~tnam's inland forests, and the NAS commit.tee engaged in much internal 
and enemal controversy while trying to reach some conclusions about the 
extent to which the chemicals had damaged these foreGts. About 10.30/o of 
the area had received one or more herbicide treatments, and the NAS com
mittee estimated (uot unanimously, however) that the spray had killed 
somewhere between about 611/o and 240/o of the "merchantable timber" 
growing in this area. Two-thirds of the treated inland forest had received 
only one application of herbicide, and the NAS esti.n1ated that few trees 
died from these single doses. In the dense forest~. such areas should recover 
on their own. However, the NAS felt that forest sprayed three or more 
times, about 1211/o of the total sprayed, would need a large degree of human 
assistance to recover to its original condition. In some areas, stands of bam
boo had increased, but the NAS committee could find no evidence of the 
rapid invasion of bamboo into new forest areas as a result of herbicides. 
Their studies also showed that herbicides had not had any lasting harmful 
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effects on the amount of nutrients in soil, with ,.._ .. possible eY.ception of po
tassium. By way of comparison, the NAS noted that bombing and shelling 
may have had a worse effect on inland forests. Besides those trees killed im
mediately, bomb and shell fragments imbedded themselves in others, mak
ing future attempts to saw them into lumber both costly and hazardous."" 

Regardless of the conclusions of the NAS Report, concern over the 
health effects of exposure to herbicides, especially over the long tenn, lin
gered and reappeared. On March 22, 1978, WBBM in Chicago aired a tele
vision news report which publicized an allegation that forty-one veterans of 
the Vietnamese conflict then living in the Midwest were suffering adverse ef
fects from exposure to agent orauge. A benefits counselor working at the 
Veterans Administration office in Chicago had first suggested the problem 
because of similarities in the backgrvund of veterans coming to her office 
with medical complainta. The complaints listed by this group included di
minishec; sex drives, psychological problems, numbness, and skin rashes."' 

During the month following the WBBM story, the Air Force Surgeon 
General directed the USAF Occupational and Environmental Health Labo
ratory (OEHL) at Brooks AFB, Texas, to update previous assessments of 
h•Jman health effects from exposure to herbicides, agent orange in particu
lar. The OEHL published its report, authored by four Air Force officers, in 
October 1978. This report was basically a review of existing scientific litera
ture on the subjects listed in its title: "The Toxicology, Enviro11mental Fate, 
and Human Risk of Herbicide Orange and its Associated Dioxin." Since 
their work was done four years after the NAS study, the OEHL analysts 
benefited from additional research which had been done during the inter
vening years. One category of information theY'examined came from epi
sodes of known or suspected human contact with 2,4,5-T and dioxin, such 
as one that occurred after a chemical plant accident at Seveso, Italy, in 
1976. Their review of published research showed that reports of 2,4,5-T 
toxicity, and therefore TCDD toxicity, were minimal considering the degree 
of use. The use of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T worldwide since the middle 1940s, 
with minimal reports of adverse effects, indicated to the report's authors 
that they are generally safe chemicals if used properly. They found that 
large doses of 2,4-D have been given to humans in cl)ntrolled circumstances 
without adverse effects. However, if the dose were significantly high, they 
found that a number of organ systems might be affected, inducting the skin, 
liver, and .'.!entral and peripheral nervous systems. Also, according to their 
research, any adverse effects of 2,4-D and 2.,4,5-T should manifest them
selves shortly after exposure. The Air Force researchers concluded that 
symptoms arising for the first time months to years after the last exposure 
were probably due to an etiology other than 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T. Also, 
although no research could confirm cancer, fetal defonnities or mutations 
caused by exposure to phenoxy herbicides or dioxin, the report indicated 
that the topic remained open. 46 
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Media interest in this subject continued in the months following the 
WBBM report, and various groups began to press the Veterans Administra
tion and other government agencies to take some kind of action. President 
Jimmy Carter became an object of this pressure on May 30, 1979, when one 
member of a group of Vietnam veterans at a White House meeting shouted 
at him, "What are you doing about agent orange? Thousands of men are 
dying! We need an epidemiological study done on the Vietnam veteran." 47 

On June 4, 1979, the Air Force announced it would conduct a lengthy 
study of the health of 1,200 Ranch Hand veterans, a study which had been 
in the planning stages for several months. The research plan as announced 
was to compare the health of Ranch Hand veterans with a control group of 
similar men to determine whether there were any detrimental health effects 
from exposure to herbicide orange. The Air Force decided to focus on 
Ranch Hand veterans because they were the most likely group of those who 
served in Southeast Asia to have had significant exposure to herbicides. The 
Air Force announced that the study would take a minimum of six years so 
as to give any long term health problems time to emerge. Until the long term 
health effects, if any, of the Ranch Hand spray missions are determined, the 
story of this operation will remain incomplete. 0 
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Appendix 1 
Characteristics of Herbicides 

Used in Southeast Asia 

The chemicals present in the defoliant mixes employed by the United 
St: 1,es Air Force in Southeast Asia were developed originally to control 
weeds, that is, plants growing in places where man does not want them to 
be. Weeds present serious problems to agriculture because they compete 
with crops for availabk sunlight, moisture, and nutrients. For millenia the 
only weapf'llS farmers had to use ag 1inst weeds were mechanical, such as 
the hoe and plow. rn 1896 the mode:n use of chemicals to control weeds 
began with the work of a Frend• scientist named Bonnet. He observed that 
the seedlings of wild mustard, a common weed in Westc;n Europe, died 
when sprayed with a fungicide developed for use on grape vines. Bonnet 
later found that copper sulfate, a component of the fungicide, would selec
tively kill the wiH mustard growing in a cereal crop. Other research showed 
th~t chemical compounds such as sodium nitrate, ferrous sulfate, and dilute 
sulfuric acid also acted as selective herbicides against broad~leaf ed weeds in 
fields of cereal plants with narrow, upright leaves. These compounds were 
dessicants and worked by extracting water from plant tissues. Their selectiv
ity depended on the broad, level surfaces of the weeds collecting more of the 
chemical spray or dust than cereal leaves. The performance of these chem
icals, except for dilute sulfuric acid, was, however, erratic. 

Synthetic plant hormones or plant growth regulators, precursors of the 
primary herbicides used in .Vietnam, were disco-. ~red in the 1930s. The first 
syntl:2tic plant hormone herbicides were quite expensive and therefore im
practical as agricultural chemicals. A search undertaken to find less expen
sive and more active artificial plant hormones in 1942 identified 2,4-dichlo
rnphenoxyacetic acid (2,4-0) as one of the most promising. Field trials 
during the World War 11 years provided that a related compound, 
2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4,5-T) could also be used as a selective 
herbicide. These two compounds later became important agricultural 
chemicals, and they were primary components of several of the herbicides 
employed in the Ranch Hand program. 1 

Three terms used throughout this study need to be defined: "herbi
cide," "defoliant," and "dessicant." An herbicide is a chemical which will 
kill or injure a plant when applied to air, soil, water, or the plant itself. The 
defining characteristic of defoliants is that they cause the leaves of a plant to 
fall prematurely, although the plant may or may not die as a result. A dessi
cant is a drying agent which causes a plant's tissues to lose their moisture, 
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thereby killing or damaging the plant. The use of a dessicant may or may 
not result in subsequent defoliation. Thus, a given chemical may fall into 
one or more of these categories. Two of the terms, "herbicide" and "defo~ 
liant" are used practically interchangeably in discussions about the Ranch 
Hand program, but sometimes the differences in meaning may be impor
tant. 2 

None of the herbicides used in Southeast Asia were of a new or experi· 
mental nature. They had all been used for several years in commercial 
agriculture both in the United States and in other countries. By way of illus· 
tration, in 1961, the year before the Ranch Hand program began, about 
40 million acres plus hundreds of thousands of miles of roadsides, 
railroads, and utility rights of way were treated with phenoxy herbicides in 
the United States. Of this total, more than ten million acres, an area about 
one-fourth the size of South Vietnam, received aerial spray applications. 
The herbicides used in Southeast Asia were f arniliar agricultural chemicals, 
and aerial spraying of them was common. 3 

2, 4-D 

n o 
I II 

x~-C-Oll 

u-Cl 
I 
Cl 

2, 4, 5-T 

The compounds 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T are chlorinated phenoxy acids, and 
herbicides contain them in the acid form, as salts, and as esters. Which form 
is chosen for a spedfic application depends on desired characteristics such 
as solubility, volatility, and melting point. The persistence (If 2,4-D and 
2,4,5-T in soil is limited to only a few weeks, and high dosages are necessary 
to produce any overt effects in humans. However, considerable concern has 
developed over the potential danger from 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzowpara
dioxin, commonly known as dioxin, an impurity present in 2,4,5-T. 

Phenoxy herbicides are growth regulators which have extensive effects 
on the structure of plants. Their action is generally rapid, and the fact that 
they may spread throughout a plant allows them to affect almost all of its 
biological activities. A plant's reaction to 2,4-0 or 2,4,5-T may result in an 
abnormal production of buds or roots and the excessive growth of tissues. 
ln lesser concentrations, the growth in tissues surrounding a plant's 
vascular system and the resultant restriction in the flow of nutrients may 
cause a slow death of the plant. ln short, these two herbicides stimulate a 
proliferation of tissues.• 
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Pldoram 

A third compound used in the Ranch Hand herbicid'! formulations was 
picloram. Solid commercially as Tordon, it has the formal chemical name 
of 4-aminc·-3,5,6-trichloropicolinic acid. In its pure state, it is a white pow
der with a smell like chlorine. Picloram's toxicity to man is thought to be 
lower than that of 2,4-D or 2,4,5-T. Like the phenoxy herbicides, picloram 
regulates plant grcwth, but the precise mechanisms involved are not know:i. 
It is an extremely mobile compound, being readily absorbed by both the 
leaves and roots and transported throughout the plant's tissues. Its mobility 
enhances its effectiveness against woody plants. Some of the effects of 
picloram are to stunt leaves and cause terminal growth to stop. Als<J, tissues 
along the stem proliferate, and the stem tends to benu and split. Roots may 
deteriorate, and the plant soon dies. Compared to 2,4-D, picloram is much 
more mobile, better able to penetrate roots, and more toxic to plants. One 
important difference between picloram and the phenoxy herbicides is that it 
is persistent in soils whereas the phenoxy compounds generally are not. Its 
persistence allows it to be used as a general soil sterilant under some condi
tions.' 

Cacadyllc Add 

Cacodylic acid, formally known as hydroxydimethylarsine oxide and 
sold as Phytar, is not a plant growth regulator like the other three herbi
cides. Rather, it functions as an "uncoupler," keeping the plant from using 
the products of its metabolism for growth and tissue maintenance. It is 
thought that the effectiveness of cacodylic acid, like other arsenic com
pounds used as herbicides, derives from its ability to substitute arsenic for 
phosphorus in biochemical reactions. Its effects on a plant are ~o stop 
growth, attack membrnne integrity, Wld cause drying, yellowing, and, even
tually, death. Because drying is its primary observable effect, cac01ylic acid 
is often labele-d as a dessicant. It is a contact herbicide and !s rapidly ren
dered ineffective in soil. Cacodylic acid, an organic compound, can replace 
the highly toxic inorganic forms of arsenic such as sodium arsenite and so
dium arsenate in an herbicide role. These inorganic arsenic compounds are 
very toxic to both man and animals and can cause accidental fatalities. 
Cacodylic acid itself is only slightly toxic to humans, with a probable lethal 
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oral dose of one ounce or more, and it has little or no toxicity when applied 
to the skin. 6 

Combinations of these four herbicides were used to formulate the dif
ferent color-coded agents used in the Ranr.h Hand operation in Southeast 
Asia. Apper.dix 2, Table 1 lists the composition of these mixtures. 
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Appendix 2 
Summary of Herbicide 

Operations 

TABLE !.-MAJOR HERBICIDE MIXTURES USED IN VIETNAM 

Military Color Code or Trade Name• 
Pink 

Composition (active ingredients) 
60% n-butyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
40% isobutyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
100% n·butyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
80% n-butyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
20% isobutyl ester of 2,4,5-T 

Green 
Pink-Green mixture 

Dlnoxol 

Trinoxol 
Purple 

Blue 
Orange 

Orange II 

White 

50% butyoxyethanol ester of 2,4-D 
SO% butyoxyethanol ester of 2,4,5-T 
100% butyoxyethanol ester of 2,4,5-T 
SO% n-butyl ester of 2,4-D 
)0% n-butyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
20% isobutyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
100% sodium salt of cacodylic acid 
SOlt/o n·butyl ester of 2,4-D 
50070 n-butyl ester of 2,4,S-T 
50% n-butyl ester of 2,4-D 
50% isooctyl ester of 2,4~5-T 
80% triisopropanolamine salt of 2,4-D 
20% triisopropanolamine salt of picloram --------------- ---

Source: The Committee on the Effects of Herbicides in Vietnam, National Research 
Council, The Effer.ts of Herbicides in South Vietnam: Part A (Washington, D.C.: National 
Academy of Sciences, 1974), p 11-4; rprt, Re·1iew and Evaluation of ARPA "Defoliation" 
Program in South Vietnam [1962), pp 31-32; rprt, Capt. Al\-in L. Young, et al, USAF Occupa
tional and Environmental Health Laboratory, The T0xicol0gy, Environmental Fate, and 
Human Risk of Herbicide Orange and Its Associated Dioxin, Oct. 78, p 1-7 (hereafter cited as 
USAF OEHL Report). 

'Herbicide drums wt re identified by a four-inch-wide circular band of paint colored in 
correspondence with these color codes. 

TABLE 2.-HER~ICIDE DISSEMINATED IN SOUTH VIETNAM JAN 1962-DEC 1964 

Military Gallons of Pounds Active 
Herbicide Formulation Ingredient 

Blue 5,200 10,000 
Green 8,208 66,980 
Pink 122,792 1,001,980 
Purple 145,000 1,18Cl,300 

Total 281,200 2,259,2(i() 

Source: USAF OEHL Report, p 1-9. 
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Military 
Herbicide 

Orange 
White 
Blue 

Total 

·rABLE 3.-HERBICIDE DISSEMINATED (GALLONS) 
IN SOUTH VIETNAM JAN 1965-FEB 1971 

Craig, NAS Rep(Jrt, 
1974' 1974' 

I0,64S,904 11,266,929 
S,632,904 S,274,129 
1,144,746 1,137,470 

17,423,5S4 18,936,068 

Westing, 
197@ 

11,712,860 
5,239,853 
2,161,456 

19,114,169 

1. Craig, D. A. 1975. Use of Herbicides in Southeast Asia. H:storical Report. San An
tonio Air Logistics Center, Directorate of Energy Management, Kelly AFB, Texas. 

2. Committee on the Effects of Herbicides in South Vietnam. 1974. Part A. Summary 
and conclusions. National Academy of Science, Washington, D.C. 

3. Westing, A. H. 1976. Ecological consequences of the second Indochina War. 
Sto.;kholm International Peace Reasearch Institute. Aimgrist and Wiksel lnternation, Stock
holm, Sweden. Westing's data covers 1962-1971. 

Source: USAF OEHL Report, p. 1-10. 

TABLE 4.-ACRES TREATED IN SOUTH VIETNAM JAN 1962·-FEB 1911• 

Acres Treated 

Year NAS Report' Irish el al. 2 Westing' Mean 

1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 

NA1 S,681 S,724 
NA 24,947 24,920 
NA 93,842 93,869 
7S,S01b 221,559 221,552 

608,106 842,764 845,263 
1,570,114 1,707,7S8 1,707,784 
1,365,479 1,330,836 1,696,337 
1,365,754 NA 1,519,606 

294,925 NA 252,989 
1,259 NA 3,346 

Total of Mean 

"comparison from three sources. No allowance for multiple coverage. 
•oata not available (NA). 
bData for period August 65 through December 65. 

S,703 
24,934 
93,856 

22l,S55 
76S,378 

1,661,885 
1,464,2!7 
1,442,680 

273,982 
2,303 

5,9S6,493 

1. Committee on the Effects of herbicides in South Vietnam. 1974. Part A. Summary 
and Conclusions. National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C. 

2. Irish, K. R., R. A. Darrow and C. E. Minarik. 1969. Information munualjnr vegeta
tion control In Southeast Asia. Miscl. Public. 33. Department of the Army, Fort Detrick, 
Frederick, Maryland. 

3. Westing, A. H. 1976. Ecological consequences of the second Indochina War. Stock
holm International Peace Research Institute. Almgrist and Wiksel lntemation, Stockholm, 
Sweden. Westing's data cover 1962-1971. 

Source: USAF OEHL Report, p. 1-12. 
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TABLE S.-HERBICIDE OPERATIONS IN LAOS 

Area Sprayed Gallons 
Date ProJect Number In Hectares' Dispensed Herbicide 

Dec 196S WW 6,120 41,0SO OranBe 
Jan 1966 20W 9,2SS 59,400 Orange 
Feb 1966 WW 9,S90 62,lSO Orange 
Mar 1966 20W 4,SSS 29,300 Orange 
Apr 1966 20W 3,360 21,700 Orange 
May 1966 20W 3,S60 23,000 Orange 
Jun 1966 20W 3,SlS 12,700 Orange 
Jul 1966 20W 4,010 26,000 Orange 
Aug 1966 WW 3,425 22,100 Orange 
Sep 1966 20W 620 4,000 01a1ge 

2W 1,1'.:0 7,600 Oranr,e 
Oct 1966 20W 1,400 9,000 White 

2W 700 4,SOO White 
Nov 1966 20W 2,910 20,010 White 

WW 600 3,600 Orange 
Dec 1966 WW 2,100 12,600 White 
Jan 1967 WW l,SOO 9,000 White 

20W 1,700 10,300 Orange 
Feb 1967 20W l,SOO 9,(;()() Orange 
Mar 1967 20W 4~0 2,790 Orange 
Oct 1968 720 6,000 Orange 
Nov 1968 960 8,000 Blue 
Dec 1968 360 2,700 Orange 
Feb 1969 840 7,000 Orange 
Sep 1969 762 6,3SO Blue 

'Note: 2.471 acres = 1 hectare 
Source: 1971 CHECO Report, p. 106 
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Appendix 3 
Ranch Hand Organizational 

Designations 

Special Aerial Spray Flight-TOY from TAC, November 1961-July 1964 

Special Aerial Spray F/ight-subNdinate to the 315th Troop Carrier 
Group, later the 315t.h Air Commando Group, July 1964-0ctober 15, 
1966 

12th Air Commando Squadron~October 15, 1966-August l, 1968 

12th Special Operations Squadron-August 1, 1968-July 31, 1970 

A Flight, 310th Tactical Airlift Squadron-July 31, 1970-January 28, 1971 

• 
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Appendix 4 
Key Leaders 

SECRETARIES OF THE AIR FORCE 

Eugene M. Zuckert 24 Jan 1961 -30 Sep 1965 
Harold Brown l Oct 1965 -14 Feb 1969 

Robert C. Seamans, Jr. 15 Feb 1969 -14 May 1973 
John L. McLucas (Act) 15 May 1973-18 Jul 1973 

John L. McLucas 19 Jul 1973 -23 Nov 1975 

CHIEFS OF ST A.FF OF THE AIR FORCE 

Gen. Curtis E. LeMay 
Gen. John P. McConnell 

Gen. John D. Ryan 
Gen. George S. Brown 

Gen. David C. Jones 

30 Jun 1961 -31 Jan 1965 
1 Feb 1965 -31 Jul 1969 
1 Aug 1969-31 Jul 1973 
1 Aug 1973-30 Jun 1974 
1 Jul 1974 -21 Jun 1978 

COMMANDERS IN CHIEF, PACIFIC 

ADM Harry D. Felt 31 Jul 1958 -30 Jun 1964 
ADM Ulysses S. G. Sharp 30 Jun 1964-31 Jul 1968 

ADM John S. McCain, Jr. 31 Jul 1968 - 1 Sep 1972 

COMMANDERS IN CHIEF, PACIFIC AIR FORCES 

Lt. Gen. Emmett O'Donnell, Jr. 
Gen. Jacob E. Smart 

Gen. Hunter Harris, Jr. 
Gen. John D. Ryan 

Gen. Joseph J. Nazzaro 
Gen. Lucius D. Clay, Jr. 
Gen. John W. Vogt, Jr. 

1 Aug 1959-31 Jul 1963 
1 Aug 1963-31 Jul 1964 
1 Aug 1964-31 Jan 1967 
1 Feb 1967-31 Jul 1968 
1 Aug 1968-31 Jul 1971 
1 Aug 1971-30 Sep 1973 
1 Oct 1973 -30 Jun 1974 

~\\ ~IDDlO Pm& BJ &•-Har ll:U. 
'H' 
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COMMANDERS, SEVENTH AIR FORCE 

Organized at Tan Son Nhut, 1 April 1966. Replaced 2d Air Division 

LI. Gen. Joseph H. Moore 
Gen. William W. Momyer 

Gen. George S. Brown 
Gen. Lucius D. Clay, Jr. 

Gen. John D. Lavelle 
Gen. John W. Vogt, Jr. 

1 Apr 1966-30 Jun 1966 
1 Jul 1966 -31 Jul 1968 
i Aug 1968-31 Aug 1970 
1 Sep 1970-31 Jul 1971 
1 Aug 1971- 6 Apr 1972 
7 Apr 1972-30 Sep 1973 

DIVISION, COMMANDERS 

2d ADVON 

Established by Thirteenth Air Force on 15 Novembi:r 1961 with four num
bered detachments, three located in South Vietnam, and one in Thailand. 

Inactivated October 1962; replaced by 2d Air Division. 

Brig. Gen. Rollen H. Anthis 15 Nov 1961- 8 Oct 1962 

2d AIR DIVISION 

Organized 8 October 1962. Discontinued I ·April 1966; 
replaced by Seventh Air Force 

Brig. Gen. Rollen H. Anthis• 8 Oct 1962 - 1 Dec 1%2 
Col. Harvey N. Brown (Interim) 2 Dec 1962 -unk 

Rrig. Gen. Robert R. Rowland Dec 1962 -19 Dec 1963 
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Brig. Gen. Milton B. Adams 20 Dec 1963 -20 Jan 1964 
Lt. Gen. Joseph H. Moore 21 Jan 1964 -31 Mar 1966 

0 Anthis also wore a second hat as Chief, Air Force Section, MAAG, Vietnam. 
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AF to PACAF, 03083SZ Feb 62; msg, 2d 
ADVON to CSAF, subj: Progress Report 
Number Three of Major Aircraft Accident 
Involving C-1238 56-4370, Fel:I 2, 1962, 

Note~ to Pages 34-49 

11 IOOSZ Feb 62. 
44. Record, 2d SECDEF Conf, HQ 

CINCPAC, Jan 25, 1962, pp 3-S, 3-6, 3-9. 
45. Msg, CINCPAC to CHMAAGV, subj: 

Defoliant Operations, 1604S4Z Jm1 62. 
46. Msg, CHMAAGV to CINCPAC, 

171329Z Jan 62. 
47. Msg, CINCPAC to CHMAAGV, subj: 

Defoliant Test, 190322Z Jan 62. 
48. Msg, CHMAAGV, 22093SZ Jan 62; 

msg, CINCPAC, 2403SOZ Jan 62; (Preceding 
two messages cited in msg, JCS to CINCPAC, 
0522S8Z l'eb 62): memo, RAdm L. C. Heinz 
to Asst SECDEF ISA, subj: Defoliant Opera
tions in Vietnam, Jan 25, 1962; memo, Lt Col 
S. B. Berry, Jr, to William P. Bundy, Jan 30, 
1962; memo, Sec Robert S. McNamara to 
Pres John F. Kennedy, subj: Defoliant Oper
ations in Vietnam, Feb 2, 1962. 

49. Memo, SECDEF to the President, subj: 
Defoliant Operatillns in Vietnam, Feb 2, 
1962. 

SO. Memo, Br'>mley Smith, Exec Sec, NSC, 
to SECDEF, Feb S, 1962. 

51. Msg, ld ADVON to PACAF, subj: 
Ranch Hand, 180618Z Feb 62. 

S2. Status rprt, Operations Directorate, 
J-3, JCS, subj; Project Beef-Up, Mar 26, 
1962. 

Chapt~r IV 

Early Evaluations and Expanded Operations 

I. MR, RAdm L. C. Heinz, subj: Confer
ence on Vietnam, Pearl Harbor, IS January 
1962, Jan I"/. 1962. 

2. Msg, JCS to CINCPAC, JCS .;2so, 
12225SZ Feb 62. 

3. Msg, ADMINO CINCPAC to CHMA· 
AGV, subj; Defoliant Operations 130349Z 
Feb 62. 

4. Record, Jd SECDEF Conf, HQ CINC
PAC, Feb 19, 1962, p 3-8. 

5. Ibid .. pp 3-9, 3-10; ltr, Lt Gen Thomas 
S. Moonnan to Brig Gen Rollen H. Anthis. 
ca. Feb 62. 

6. Record, 3d SECDEF Conf, HQ CINC
PAC, Feb 19, 1962, p 3-10; status rprt, Proj
ect "Beef-Up", Frb 14, 1962, p 4. 

7. Keene intvw; SECDEF Book for Mar 
1962 Mtg, Tab C, subj: Ranch Hand Defo
liant Operations, ca. Mar 1962. 

8. SECDEF Book for Mar 1962 Mtg, Tab 
C, subj: Ranch Hand Defollant Operations, 
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ca. Mar 1962. This report may have been 
drafted by Brig Gen Fred J. Delmore, who 
headed a team which produced a mc,.·e de
tailed report based on observations made in 
April. See rprt, Laszlo Hadik, Stanley W. 
Dziuban, and Susan Herbert, Institute for 
Defense Analyses, Constraints un the Uses of 
Weapons and Tactics in Counterinsurgency, 
rprt R-117, Jun 1966, p 10 (hereafter cited as 
Hadik, el al., Constraints). 

9. Rprt, Dr James W. Brown, Dep Chief, 
Crops Division, U.S. Anny Chemical Corps 
Biological Laboratories, Fort Detrick, MD 
subj: Preliminary Report of Vegetational 
Spray Tests, Mar 8, 1962, p 2. 

10. Rprt, Dr James W. Brown, U.S. Anny 
Chemical Corps Biological Laborawries, 
Fort Detrick, MD, ~ubj: Vegetation.'11 Spray 
Tests in South Vietnam, Apr 1962, pp 15-28. 

11. Ibid., pp 77, 133. 
12. Msg, COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 

-~ 
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23104SZ Mar 62. 
13. Keene intvw; rprt, CSAP, subj: Visit 

to South Vietnam, Apr 16-21, 1962, Apr 24, 
1962; msg, 13 AF to PACAF, subj: Gen 
LeMay's Visit to SYN, 2104SSZ Apr 62. 

14. Record, Slh SECDEF Conf, HQ 
COMUSMACV, Saignn, Vietnam, May : I, 
1962. 

IS. Rr.cord, Sth SECDEF Conf, HQ 
COMUSMACV, Saigon, Vietnam, May 14, 
1962. 

16. Rprt, Brig Gen Fred J. Delmore, el al., 
subj: Review and Evaluation of ARPA/OSD 
"Oefollation" Prograni, ca. Apr 28, 1962, 
pp 7, 10, SI. (Hereafter cited as Delmore 
rprt.) 

17. Ibid., p 37, chap I, p 18. 
18. Ibid., App C, p 5. 
19. Ibid., App C, p 3. 
20. Ltr, MaJ Gen R. G. Weede, CS MACV, 

to CINCPAC, subj: Operational Evalualion
Defollation, Jun 9, 1962. 

21. Ltr, ClNCPAC to JCS, subj: Review 
and OperatioMI Evalu&tion of Defoliation 
Program in South Vietnam, Jul 17, 1962. 

22. Memo, Lt Gen Thomas S. Moonnan 
to PFDAL and PFOOP, subj: Notes on SEC 
DEF Mtg, Feb 23, 1962. 

23. SECDEF Book for Mar 1962 Mtg, 
Section II, Tab S(C), subj: Ranch Hand De
foliant Operations, ca. Mar 1962. 

24. Msg, TAC to CSAF, sulJj: Ranch 
Hand, 10!.8~3Z Mar u.2. 

2S. Msg, COMUSMAC'/ to ClNCPAC, 
subj: Increase in Airlift Capability in SYN, 
120711Z Mar 62. 

26. Msg, PACAF to TAC, subj: Retention 
cf Ranch Hand C-123, IS0300Z Mar 62. 

27. Msg, TAC to CSAF, subj: Ranch 
Hand, 20210SZ Mar 62. 

28. Msg, PACAF to TAC, 202025Z 
Mar 62. 

29. Msg, 2d ADVON 1:0 13 Af, 311 !SSZ 
Mar 62. 

30. Marshall intvw; Hagerty intvw. 
31. HQ TAC OPORD 49-62, citeJ in msg, 

HQ TAC to 9AF, subj: Ranch Hand Rota· 
tion, 192338Z Apr 62. 

32. Msg, PACAF to TAC, subj: Rotation 
of Ranch Hand Aircraft, 242020Z Apr 62. 

33. Msg, PACAF to CINCPAC, subj: 
Ranch Hand Aircraft Rotation, 251700Z 
Apr 62. 

34. Msg, TAC to 9AF el al., subj: Ranch 
Hand Rotation. 2S2330Z Apr 62. 

35. Msi, PACAF to TAC el al., 270S30Z 
Apr 62; msg, TAC to HQ USAF el al., 
. l8193SZ Apr 62. 

36. Hagerty intvw; Adar.1s monograph, 
p 11. 
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37. Msg, COMUSMACV to ClNCPAC, 
1302SSZ Jun 62; msg, COMUSMACV to 
CINCPAC, subj: Defoliation, 140137Z 
Jul 62. 

38. Msg, ClNCPAC to JCS, subj: Defo
liant Herbicide Program, 1601SSZ Jun 62; 
memo, RAdm L. C. Heinz to Michael V. 
Forrestal, subj: Use of Herbicide, Jun 23, 
1962. 

39. Msg, COMUSMACV to CINCP AC, 
subj: Repon of Defoliation, 06131SZ Sep 62. 

40. Msg, COMUSMACV to ClNCPAC, 
220923Z Jun 62. 

41. Msg, ClNCPAC to JCS, subj: Defo
liant/Herbicide Program, 270020Z Jun 62; 
CM-771-62, Defoliant/Herbicide Program 
for South Vietnam, Jul 2, 1962. 

42. Memo, SECDEF to the President, 
SECDEF Control Number 4654, Aug I, 
1962. 

43. NSAM No 178, McGcorgc Bundy to 
SECSTATE and SECDEF, subj: Destruction 
of Mangrove Swamps in South Vietnam, 
Aug 9, 1962. 

44. Memo. Frank K. Sloan, Acting Asst 
SECDEF lSA, to CJCS, subj: Herbicide 
Operations in South Vietnam, Aug 14, 1962. 

4S. Memo, Col William P. Brooks, Jr, to 
Gen Paul D. Harkins, subj: Discussion with 
the Political Coun·scuor to the Presidency, 
Ngo Dinh Nhu, Aug 2, 1962. 

46. Msg, 13AF to PACAF, 25i200Z 
Aug 62; MACV Summary of Highlights, 
Feb 8, 1962-Feb 7, 1963, p 56. 

47. Msg, PACAF to 13AF el al., subj: 
Ranch Hand Deployment, 020400Z Aug 62; 
msg, OSD to COMUSMACV, 222244Z Aug 
62; ms~, 13AF to PACAF, subj: Ranch 
Hand, 270628Z Aug 62; msg, COM· 
USMACV to OSD, 078S2Z Sep 62; msg, 
PACAF to Det 3 1 WW el al., subj; Execu
tion/Frag Order for PACAF OPORD 106-62 
(Ranch Hand), ca. Sep 7, 1%2: 1nsg, PACAF 
to 13AF el al., subj: Frag Order Nr 2 for 
PACAF OPORD 106--62 (Ranch Hand), 
082150?.'. Sep 62; msg, PACAF to USAF, 
subj: SOIN 'Activities for Week Ending Sep 
13, 141720Z Sep 62; Hagerty intvw. 

48. Msg, PACAF To USAF, subj: COIN 
Activities for Week Ending Sep 13, 141720Z 
Sep 62; MACV Summary of Highlights, Feb 8 
1962-Feb 7, 1963, pp S6-S1; msg, COMUS
MACV to CINCPAC, 040156Z Oct 62; rpn, 
Task Force Saigon Herbicide Evaluation 
Team, subj: Evaluation of Herbicide Opera
tions in the Republic of Vietnam (Sep 1962-
Sep 196~). Oct 10, 19H, pp 34-3S . 

49. Msg, COMUSMACV to ClNCPAC, 
subj: Defoliation, 180612Z Jul 62. 

SO. Msg, CINCPAC to COMUSMACV, 
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subj: Mangrove Defoliant Operations, 
210217Z Aug 62; msg, COMUSMACV to 
CINCPAC, subj: Defoliation Tarsets, 
300924Z Aug 62. 

SI. Msg, CINCPAC to JCS, subj: Defoli
ant/Herbicide Operations, 010247Z Sep 62. 

S2. Msg, COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 
subj: Defoliation Targets, 031 lSOZ Oct 62. 

S3. Memo, CJCS to SECDEF, subj: Defo
liant/Herbicide Program for South Vietnam, 
CM-6-62, Oct 6, 1962. 

S4. Memo, CJCS to SECDEF, subj: Addi
tional Targets for Defoliant/Herbicide Pro
gram in South Vietnam, Oct 15, 1962. 

SS. Memo, RAdm L. C. Heinz to Asst 
SECDEF ISA, Oct 31, 1962; ltr, U. Alexis 
Johnson to Roswell L. Gilpatric, Nov 9, 
1962. 

56. Memo, SECDEF to the President, subj: 

Notes to Pages 63-75 

Defoliant/Herbicide Program in South Viet
nam, Nov 16, 1962. 

S1. Msg, Dept of State lo AMEMBASSY 
Saigon, Joint State-Defense Message No 561, 
Nov 30, 1962. 

SS. Adams monograph, p 13. 
59. Ltr, MACRO t.> OSD/ARPA el al., 

subj: Transmittal of Special Report, "Attack 
of Targets 21>-7 and 21>-8," Feb I. 1963. 

60. Rprt, Task Force Saigon Herbicide 
Ev&luation Team, subj: Evaluation of Herbi
cide Operations in the Republic of Vietnam 
(Sep 1962-Sep 1963), Oct 10, 1963, pp 34-35; 
!tr, MACRO to OSD/ARPA el al., subj: 
Transmittal of Special Report, "Attack of 
Targets 20-7 and 20-8," Feb I, 1963. 

61. Ltr, MACH to CINCPAC, subj: De
foliation-Operational Evaluation (Jai1 13, 
1962-March 1962 Operation), Dec 27, 1962. 

Chapter V 

Crop Destruction Begins and Washington Further Relaxes 
Controls on Defoliation 

I. MR, Col Virgil R. Chilson, MACRD
CH, Aug 12, 1961; Trip Report - South Viet
nam, Dr. J. W. Brown, Dec 1961. 

2. MR, Office of the Chief, M.\AGV, 
subj: Meeting Held at Independence Palace, 
Saigon, Vietnam on Friday, 29 September 
1961 (Adm Felt's Visit), p 22. 

3. MR, SECDEF to SAF and CJCS, subj: 
Chemical Defoliant, Spraying Equipment 
and Aircraft, Vietnam, Nov 7, 1961 .. 

4. NSAM No 115, subj: Defoliant Opera
tions in Vietnam, No·v 30, 1961. 

S. Project Beef-Up Status Report, Feb 7, 
1962. 

6. Record, 4th SECDEF Conf, HQ CINC 
PAC, Mar 21, 1962. 

7. Status Rprt, Task Force Vietnam, Dept 
of State, subj: Instructions to Amb Nolting, 
Apr 18, 1962. p S. 

8. Status Rprt, Task Force Vietnam, Dept 
of State, subj: Instructions to Amb Nolting, 
May 2, 1962. p 5. 

9. Msg, Saigon to State #21, Jul 7, 1962, 
msg, CINCPAC to JCS, 130343Z Jul 62, 
both cited in JCSM 563-62; memo, to SEC 
DEF, subj: Chemical Crop Destruction, 
South Vietnam, Jul 28, 1962. 

10. MR, subj: Meeting Gia Long Palace, 
Saigon - 18 July 1962, Jul 31, 1962. 

11. Record, cith SECDEF Conf, HQ 
CINCPAC, Jul 23, 1962. 

12. Ltr, Asst SECDEF ISA to SECDEF, 
Aug 8, 1962. 
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13. Ltr, Rogi:r Hilsman to Gov Harriman, 
subj: Crop Destruction in South Vietnam, Jul 
28, 1962. 

14. Memo, DDR&E to SECDEF, subj: 
Chemical Crop Destruction, South Vittnam, 
Aug 4, 1962. 

IS. Memo, SECDEF to the President, 
subj: Chemical Crop Destruction, South 
Vietnam, Aug 8, 1962. 

16. Msg, Saigon to State EMBTEL #129, 
Aug 8, 1962, cited in Talking Paper Capt 
W. H. Shea, Jr, USN, JCS/J-3, subj: Crop 
Destruction, Aug 23, 1962. 

17. Msg, ClNCPAC to JCS, subj: Impact 
VC Food Denial, 212321Z Aug 62. 

18. Msg, Saigon to State #171, Aug 21, 
1962, cited in Talking Paper for JCS, subj: 
Crop Destruction, Aug 23, 1962. 

19. Memo, SECSTATE Dean Rusk to Pr::s 
John F. Kennedy, subj: VIETNAM: Pl'oject 
for Crop Destruction, Aug 23, 1962. 

20. Ltr, Roger Hilsman to W. Averell 
Harriman, subj: Crop Destruction in South 
Vietnam, Aug 24, 1962. 

21. Memo, Dep SECDEF to CJCS, subj: 
Chemical Crop Destruction Projer.:t in South 
Vietnam, Aug 27, 1962. 

22. Memo, Roswell L. Gilpatric to U. 
Alexis Johnson, subj: Chemical Crop De
struction Project in South Vietnam, Aug 27, 
1962. 

23. Msg, Saigon to State #233, Sep I, 1962 
and msg, COMUSMACV to JCS, 010713Z 

___ :-~~:·_ 
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Sep 62, cited in Hadlk, et al., Constraints. 
24. Ltr, W. Averell Harriman to Roswell 

L. Gilpatric, Sep 6, 1962. 
2S. Msg, COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 

140100Z Sep 62. 
26. Msg, Saigon to State #304, Sep IS, 

1962, cited in Hadik, et al., Constraints, 
p 19. 

27. Msg, State to Saigon 11364, Sep 2S, 
1962, cited in Hadik, et al., Constraints, 
p 20. 

28. Ibid. 
29. Msg, Saigon to State, 261140Z Sep 62. 
30. JCSM-751-62, Chemical Crop De· 

struction, South Vietnam, Sep 29, 1962. 
31. Memo, Michael V. Fonestal to W. 

Averell Harriman, Oct 3, 1962. 
32. Msg, Joint State-Defense Message 

#402, Oct 3, 1902, cited in Hadik, et al., Con
straints, p 21. 

33. Rprt, MACV Summary of Highlights, 
Feb 8, 1962-Feb 7, 1963, p 60. 

:\4. Ltr, CINCPAC to CINCUSARPAC et 
al., subj: Summary of Decisions Taken at. 7th 
SECDEF Conf, Oct 8, 1962. 

JS. Msg, Saigon to State #483, Nov 6, 
1962, cited in CM-122-62, Status of Crop 
Destruction, Nov 17, 1962. 

36. Msg, Joint State-Defense to Saigon 
#495, Nov 8, 1962, cited in CM-122-62, 
Status of Crop Destruction, Nov 17, 1962. 

37. Msg, AMEMBASSY Saigon to SEC 
STATE, 261230Z Nov 62; rprt, Brig Gen 
Fred J. Delmore, subj: Preliminary Report 
on Crop Destruction Program (2R62) Repub
lic of Vietnam, ca. Nov 21, 1962; rprt, Brig 
Gen Fred J. Delmore and Dr Charle~ E. Min
arik, subj: Destruction of Viet Cong Crops 
Republic of Vietnam: Attack of Target 2-1. 
21 and 23 November 1962, Dec 17, 1962. 

38. Msg, Saigon to SECSTATE, 261201Z 
Nov 62. 

39. Msg, New Delhi to State #2070, Nov 27, 
1962. 

40. Msg, SECSTATE to CINCPAC, 
2801S6Z Nov 62. 

41. Msg Saigon to SECSTATE, 030908Z 
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Dec 62. 
42. Msg, Saigon to State, EMBTEL /;560, 

Nov 30, 1962, cited in Hadlk, et al .. Con
straints, p 23. 

43. Msg, SECSTATE to Saigon, DEPTEL 
#567, Nov 30, 1962. 

44. Congressional Record· Senate, Mar 4, 
1963, pp 3452-3465. 

45. St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Feb 6, 1963, 
as reprinted in Congressional Record-Senate, 
Mar 4, 1963, p 3458. 

46. Ltr, Robert W. Kastenmeier to Pres 
John F. Kennedy, Mar 7, 1963. 

47. JCSM-302-63, Defoliation and Crop 
Destruction in South Vietnam, Apr 17, 1963. 

4S. Ltr, William P. Bundy to Robert W. 
Kastenmeier, Mar 16, 1963. 

49. Rp11, Hadik, et al., Constraints, p 26. 
SO. Ltr, CINCPAC to JCS, subj: Report 

Concerning the Psychological Aspects of the 
Use of Defoliants in the Republic of Viet· 
mun, Mar 22, 1963. 

SI. Msg, State to Saigon, DEPTEL #872, 
Mar IS, 1963, cited in Hadik, et al., Con
straints, p 24. 

52. Msg, Saigon to SECSTATE, EMBTEL 
#824, Mar 20, 1963, cited in Hadik, et al., 
Constraints, p 26. 

S3. Msg, COMUSMACV to JCS, 230049Z 
Mar 63, cited in Hadik, et al., Constraints, 
p 26. 

54. Msg, CINCPAC to JCS, 301639Z 
Mar 63, cited in Hadik, et al .. Constraints, 
p 26. 

SS. Memorandum of Conversation, Dept 
of State, subj: Situation in Vietnam, Apr 4, 
1963. 

56. JCSM-302-63, Defoliation and Crop 
Destruction in South Vietnam, Apr 17, 1963. 

57. Ltr, William P. Bundy to W. Averell 
Harriman, Apr 19, 1963. 

58. Msg, JCS to CINCPAC, 022U32Z 
May 63, cited in Hadik, el al., Constraints, 
p 30. 

59. Msg, SECSTATE to AMEMBASSY 
Saigon, DEPTEL #lOSS, May 7, 1903. 

Chapter VI 

Ranch Hand's Mission Expands and Becomes Routine 

1. Adams monograph, pp 14-IS. 
l. Ibid., pp 16-17; rprt, HQ MACV, Eval

uation of Herbicide Operations in the Repub· 
lie of Vietnam (September 1962-September 
<963), Oct 10, 1%3, p 35 (hereafter cited as 

Olenchuk Report); list, source unknown, of 
herbicide projects completed by Ranch Hand 
January 1962-May 1965 (hereafter cited as 
Ranch Hand Projects Lisi). 

3. Ad:>.rr.s monograph, p 17. 
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4. Msg, ·rask Forr.c Saigon #ISi, Jul 30, 
196:1; msg, DEPTEL #147, Aug 2, 1963, both 
cited in Olenchuk Report, p 6. 

S. Olenchuk Report, passim. 
6. Adams monograph, pp 17-18: Ranch 

Hand Projects List. 
7. Adams monograph, pp 18-19; Hagerty 

lntvw; EOTR, Capt E. D. Stammer, Jul 27, 
1964. 

8. Adams monograph, pp 19, 20, 22; 
Ranch Hand Projects List. 

9. Adams monograph, pp 22-23. 
IO. Fact Sheet, subj: Washington Post Re· 

port of Defoliation Damage at Cha La Out
post An Xuyen Province, HQ MACV, 
May 31, 1964. 

11. Ibid., Annex B. 
12. Washir.gton Post, May 27, 1964. 
13. Msg, JCS to CINCPAC 261937Z 

May 64. 
14. Msg, COMUSMACV to JCS, subj: 

Jim Lucas Story on Defoliation of Friendly 
Ar.::a, 280tt21Z May 64. 

IS. Msg, COMUSMACV :o JCS, subj: 
Jim Lucas Story on Defoliation of Freindly 
Area, 031238Z Jun 64. 

16. Ltr, Senior Advisor U.S. Advisory 
Team 59 to Senior Advisor 21st Infantry 
Division, subj: Report of Defoliation Dam· 
ages at Cha La, An Xuyen Province, Jun 10, 
1964; msg, Draft Airgram Saigon to State, 
subj: News Report Alleging Defoliation 
Damage to Model Hamlet's Crops Jun 19, 
1964. 

17. Adams monograph, pp 22-23. 
18. Ibid., p 23; EOTR, Capt E. D. Stam· 

mer, Jul 27, 1964. 
19. Hagerty intvw; Adams rr.onograph, 

pp 23-24. 
20. EOTR, Capt E. Stammer, Jul 27, 

1964; Adams monograph, pp 24-25. 
21. Acams monograph, pp 26-27. 
22. Msg, CSAF to PACAf, subj: PCS of 

Ranch Hand, 1416l7l Dec 63; EO""'R, Capt 
E. Stammer, Jul 27, 1964; EOTR, Capt John 
R. Spey, Jul 30, 1965; Adanis monograph, p 
28. 

23. Adams monograph, p 27; EOT~. Capt 
Eugene 0. Stammer, Jul 27, 1964. 

24. Rprt, Capt Alan R. Kidd, USAF, subj: 
A/A4SY-1 Internal Defoliant Spray System 
as Modified for and Field Tested by Ranch 
Hand, Det I, 315 TCG, Vietnan1, ca. Aug 
1%4; EOTR, Capt E. Stammer, Jul 27, t964. 

2S. Rprt, MACJ32S (Col Edwin M. Sayre) 
to Asst CSAF, J-3, subj: Herbicide Program 
in RVN, Dec 18, 1964; Ranch Hand Projects 
List. 

26. Rprt, MACJ32S to Asst CSAF, J-3, 
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subj: Herbicide Program in RVN, De'.' 18, 
1964. 

27. Msg, AMEMBASSY Saigon to SEC 
STATE, 19024SZ Jun 63. 

28. Memo, William P. Bundy to Mike 
Forrestal, Jun 20, 1963; CM-718-63, Visil to 
Vietnam, Gen Maxwell D. Taylor, CJCS, 
Jul 6, 1963; Olen.:huk Report, pp 53, SS. 

29. Msg, SECST ATE to AM~MBASSY 
Siagon, Jan 12, 1964. 

30. Msg, Vice CSAF to CINCPAC, AF 
eve 3~3-46, ca. Feb 64. 

31. Info Brief, compiled by Lt Col Paul C. 
Callan, CBR/N Ops, Apr 6, 1965, cited in 
Hadik et al., Constraints. p -11; DJSM-
139·-66, Crop Destruction in Vietnam, Jan 28, 
1966, encl "Crop Destruction in Vietnam." 

32. Ibid. 
33. Msg, SECSTATE to AMEMBASSY 

Saigon, #294, Jul 29, 1964. 
34. Rprt, MACJ32S to Asst CSAF, J-3, 

subj: Herb!cide Program in RVN, Dec Ill, 
1964. 

35. Msg, PACAF to CSAF, 140047Z Mar 
64; msg, 2d Air Div to CSAF, subj: SECDEF 
Meeting • Saigon - 10 March, IOISSSZ 
Mur 64. 

36. Rpn, MACJ32S to Asst CSAF, J-3, 
subj: Herbicide Program in RVN, Dec 18, 
1964; info brief, compiled by Lt Col Paul C. 
Callan, CBR/N Ops, Apr 6, 196S, cited In 
Hadik, et al., Constraints, p 41. 

37. Ranch Hand Projects List; ltr, MACJ 
32S to Asst CSAF, J-3, subj: Herbicide Pro
gram in RVN, Dec 18, 1964; Project CHECO 
Southeast Asia Report, Herbicide Operations 
in Southeast Asia, July 1961-June 1967, 
Oct II, 1967, pp 13-14 (hereafter cited as 
1967 CHECO Report). 

38. Memo, CSAF to JCS, subj: Revital· 
ized South Vietnam Campaign, Feb 21, 1964. 

:;9, Rprt, E. R. Van Sant and C. K. Nich
ols, OASD ISA OFEA, subj: Possibilities of 
Economic Pressures Against North Vietnam, 
Sep 3, 1964; memo, Dir/Office of Foreign 
Economic Affairs to Dep Asst Sec (Regional 
Affairs) !SA, subj: Pos~ible Economic Pres
sures Against North Vietnam, Sep 3, 1964. 

40. Rprt, Dr Haroki Hall, ARP A, subj: A 
Proposal for Reconsideration of a Powerful 
Counterinsurgency Program for South Viet
nam, Oct 13, 1964. 

41. Memo, R. L. Sprcul to Dr Harold 
Brown, Jan 4, 1965; memo, RAdm F. J. 
Blouin to Dir/ARPA, subj: Community Re
sponsibility for Counterinsurgency, Nov 7, 
1964; memo, S. J. Deitchman to Dr Harold 
Hall, subj: Further Comments on "A Dual 
Strategy Campaign in the Republic of Viet· 
nrun," Jan 7, 196S. 
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Chapter VII 

Herbicides Reach Their Peak While the War 
Deepens and Widens 

I. Ltr, Senloa· Advisor Ill Corps to COM 
l!SMACV, Subj: Defoliation Request, Tay 
Ninh Province, Dec 14, 1964; hr, CIC RVNAF 
to COMUSMACV, subj: 20T Project in Boi 
Loi Secret Zone, Dec 21, 1964. 

2. MR, MACJ324, subj: Destruction of 
3ol Loi Forest by Fire, Dec 17, 1964. 

3. Memo, Chief ESSG to MACJ3, subj: 
Conflagration of a Forest Area, 28 Dec 64; 
memo, Asst CSAF, J-3 to MACV Chief of 
Staff, subj: Destruction of Boi Loi Foresl by 
File, Dec 29, 1964; memo, Asst CSAF, J-2 to 
.\sst CSAF, J-3, subj: VC Base Area • Boi 
Loi WoC'ds, ca. Dec 64. 

4. Memo, MACJ3 to MACJ3, subj: Brief
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A/A4SY-I 

A-I 

A-4 

AAAS 

ACS 

ACW 

AD-6 

AFGP 

AID 

AMEMBASSY 

ARPA 

ARVN 

ASD/SA 

B-S2 

B-57 

C-47 

C-S4 

C-118 

C-119 

C-1238 

C-123K 

C-124 

C-130 

Cacodylic Acid 

CBR 

CBU 

Glossary 

The herbicide spraying system first installed in Ranch Hand lilrcrart in 
1964 

The piston and propeller driven, single-engine, tail-wheel fighter plane 
known as the Douglas "Skyraider". 

A U.S. Navy jet fighter 

American Assoc. .. ulon for the Advancement of Science 

Air Commando Squadron 

Air Commando Wing 

The A-IH fighter pla.,e (a designation used early In the Vietnam war) 

Air Force Advisory Group 

Agency for International Development (also USAID) 

American Embwy 

Advanced Research Projects Agency (under DOD) 

Army of the Republic of Vietnam (South Vietnam) 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Analysis 

An eight-engine, heavy, jet bomber 

A twin-engine, medium, jet bomber 

The military version of the Douglas DC-3 twin-engine, piston and 
propeller driven tail-wheel, transport aircraft 

A four-engine, piston and propeller driven, transport aircraft (the mil
tary version of the DC-4) 

A four-engine, piston and propeller driven, transport aircraft (the mil
itary version of the DC-6) 

A medium sized twin-engine, piston and propeller driven, transport 
aircraft known as the "Flying Boxcar" 

The Fairchild "Provider" twin-engine, piston and propeller driven, 
transport aircraft used by the Air Force to spray herbicides in 
Southeast Asia (sec also UC-123) 

The modified version of the C-123 which had two jet engines in addi-
tion to its two piston engines 

A large, four-engine, piston and propeller driven, transport aircraft 

A four-engine, turboprop, transport aircraft known as the "Hercules" 

Hydroxydimethylarsine oxide, organic arsenic compound which was 
the major component of herbicide blue 

Chemical, biological and radiological weapons 

Cluster bomb unit 
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CDTC 

CHMAAGV 

CIC 

CICV 

CINCPAC 

CINCPACAF 

ClNCUSARPAC 

CJCS 

CM 

coc 
COMUSMACV 

CO NUS 

cs 
CSAF 

CY 

Defoliant 

DEPTEL 

DDR&E 

DMl. 

DOD 

Dcssicant 

Dioxin 

DRV 

EMBTEL 

EOTR 

EPA 

ESSG 

F-4 

F-S 

F-100 

FAC 
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Combat Development and Test Center 

Chief or thl! Military Assistance Advisory Group, Vietnam 

Commander in Chief 

Combined Intelligence Center, Vietnam 

Commander in Chief, Pacific-the commander of all U.S. forces in 
the Pacific, including Southeast Asia 

Commander in Chief, Pacific Air Forc~s 

Commander in Chief, 'Jnited States Army, Pacific 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Memorandum (CJCS) 

Combat Operations Center 

Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam 

Continental United States 

Chief of Staff 

Chief of Staff of the U.S. Air Force 

Calendar Year 

A chemical which causes plants to shed their leaves 

Department (of State) telegram 

Director of Defense Research and Engineering 

The Demilitarized Zone separating North and South Vietnam 

Department of Defense 

A drying agent 

2,3, 7,8 tetrachlorodibenzo-para-dioxin (also abbreviated TCDD), a 
very poisonous impurity created in the manufacturing process of 
2,4,S-T which was present in small amounts in herbicides purple 
and orange. "Dioxin" is a generic name applicable to a number of 
substances, but in this study, it is used as a synonym for TCDD. 

Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North Vietnam) 

Embassy telegram 

End-of-tour report 

Environmental Protectio11 Agency 

Engineer Strategic Studies Group 

A twm-engine, jet fighter plane called the "Phantom II" 

A small, twin-engine, jet fighter aircraft 

A single-engine, jet fighter callee\ the "Super Sabre" 

Forward Air Controller 
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Farm Gate 

FY 

Geneva Protocol 

GVN 

H-34 

HAC 

Hectare 

Herbicide 

Hist 

ICC 

!SA 

J-1 

J-2 

J-3 

J-4 

J-5 

JCS 

JCSM 

JGS 

JOC 

JP-4 

km 

LOC 

Code name for a U.S. Air Force program which began in 1961 to train 
VNAF tighter pilots and (clandestinely) to fly combat missions for 
the VNAF. The "Farm Gate Concept" refers to the practice ol U.S. 
personnel flying missions in aircraft carrying South Vietnamese 
markings and ostensibly under South Vietnamese control. 

Fiscal Year-U.S. government fiscal years governing DOD appropri· 
ations during the period covered by this study began on July 1 of the 
previous calendar year and ran through June 30. For example, 
FY 67 covered the period from July I, 1966 through June 30, 1967. 

The Geneva Protocol of 1925 which prohibited the use in warfare of 
chemical and biological weapons 

Government of (South) Vietnam 

A piston engine helicopter 

Herbicide Assess1nent Commission of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science 

10,000 square meters, or about 2.47 acres 

A chemical which injures or kills plants 

History 

International Control Commission-the body which supervised the 
observance of the 19S4 Geneva accords 

The office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International 
Security Affairs 

The pe.sonnel staff of 9. joint command such as MACV or the JCS 

The intelligence staff of a joint command such as MAC:V or the JCS 

The operations staff of a joinr command such as MACV or the JCS. 
Subordinate staff elements under the J-3 of MACV had designation 
numbers like J32 or J325. 

The logistics staff of ::i joir.t command such as MACV or lhe JCS 

The plans staff.of a joint command such as MACV or the JCS 

Joint Chiefs of Staff--the military commanders of the U.S. armed 
forces who together constitute the highest point in the military chain 
of command 

JCS Memorandum 

Joint General Staff-the South Vietnamese supreme military com· 
mand 

Joint Operations Center 

Th-: common type of jet fuel in use during the Vietnam w1ir 

Kilometer 

Line of communication 
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MAAGV Military Assistance Advisory Group, Vietnam-the predecessor of 
MACV 

MACRO Military Assistance Command, Revolutionary Development 

MACY Military Assistance Command, Vietnam-the command in charge of 
U.S. military operations in South Vietnam, established February 8, 
1962 (occasionally USMACV) 

Manioc A plant whose roots yield the starchy food tapioca 

MC-I The "Hourglass" spray system which the Ranch Hand planes carried 
with them on their initial deployment to Southeast Asia 

mm millimeter 

Montagnard A member of the highland people inhabiting the western regions 
of South Vietnam 

MR Memorandum for the Record 

MR 1, 11, lll, and IV Military regions in South Vietnam ranging from MR I in the north to 
MR IV in the south, also called I Corps, II Corps, etc., or I CTZ 
(Corps Tactical Zone), II CTZ, etc. 

MRI Midwest Research Institute 

Msg Message-a communication transmiued by teletype which usually 
reached the recipient within hours 

Mult. Train Code name for a U.S. Air Force operation which besan in 1961 and 
which involved sending transport aircraft to fly airlift missions in 
South Vietnam 

Napalm A jellied gasoline formulation used in incendiary bombs 

NAS National Academy of Sciences 

NLF National Liberation Front-the political oreanizatkm of the Viet 
Cong 

NSC National Security Council-the White House staff concerned with 
foreign and military policy matters 

NDSM National Security Decision Memora11dum 

NSAM National Security Action Memorandum 

NSSM National Security Study Memorandum 

NVA North Vietnamese Army 

NVN No1th Vietnam 

0-1 

OSAF 

OSD 

PCS 
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A small, single-engine, tail-wheel, piston and propeller driven, ob~r
vation aircraft known as the "Bird Dog" which was flown by for
ward air controllers. 

Office of the Secretary of the Air Force 

Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Permanent change of station 
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Piclora n 

PACAF 

Pathet Lao 

POLWAR 

ppm 

PSYOPS 

PSYWAR 

Ranch Hand 

RAND Corporation 

RLG 

Rpn 

RVNAF 

SAC 

SAF 

SASF 

SEC DEF 

2d ADVON 

2dAD 

SECSTATE 

7 AF 

7/13 AF 

SOW 

SYN 

SEA 

sos 
Subj 

T-28 

TAC 

4-amino-3,5,6-trichloropicolinic acid-a plant growth regulating 
herbicide which was a major component of herbicide white 

Pacific Air Forces-the Air Force command in the Pacific 

Laotian guerrillas allied with North Vietnam 

Political Warfare 

Pans per million-one part per million equals 0.000001 or 0.00010:0 

Psychological operations 

Psychological warfare 

Code mime for U.S. Air Force herbicide operations in ~outheust Asia, 
1961-1971, and also a nickname for the unit flying them 

A non-governmental research organization ("RAND" is the proper 
name, although its origins are the phrase "Rand D" for "research 
and development.") 

Royal Laotian Government 

Report 

Republic of Vietnam (South Vietnam) Armed Forces 

Strategic Air Command 

Secretary of the Air Force 

Special Aerial Spray Flight 

Secretary of Defe11.se 

Second Advance Echelon-the Air Force command in South Vietnam 
between November IS, 1961 and October 8, 1962 

Second Air Division-the Air Force Command in South Vietnam be
twi:en October 8, 1962 and April I, 1966 

Si!c<etary of State 

Seventh Air Force-the Air Force command in South Vietnam after 
April i, 1966 

Seventh/Thirteenth Air Force-the Air Force command subordinate 
to both 7th and 13th AF which was responsible for air operations 
over North Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia 

Special Operations Wing 

South Vietnam 

Southeast Asia 

Special Operations Squadron 

Subject 

A single-engine, tricycle gear, piston and propeller driven trainer used 
in South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia as a tiahter plane 

Tactical Air Command 
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TACC 

TAS 

TAW 

TCDD 

TDY 

13 AF 

2,4-D 

2,4,5-T 

UC-123 

U.N. 

U.S. 

USAF 

USAID 

USIA 

USSR 

vc 

Vietnamize 

VN 

VNAF 

ZI 
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Tacti~al Air Control Center 

Tactical Airlift Squadron 

Tactical Airlift Wing 

See dioxin 

Temporary Duty 

Thirteenth Air Force- the Air Force command in Southeast Asia re
sponsible for South Vietnam before 2d AD was placed direcly under 
PACAF in 1965. 

2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid-a synthetic plant hormone herbicide 
which was a major component of herbicides purple, orange, and 
whit~ 

2,4,S-tric'tlorophcnoxyacetic a·:id-a symhe"!ic plant hormone herbi
cide which was a major component of herbicides purple and orange 

The designation adopted in November 196S for the transport aircraft 
used by the U.S. Air Force to spray herbicides in Southeast Asia. 
The UC-1238 had two reciprocating engines, wliile the UC-123K in 
addition had two jet engines. 

United Nations 

United States of America 

United States Air Forcf. 

United States Agency for International Development (Also AID) 

United States Information Agency 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republic~ 

Viet Cong-guerrillas fighting against the South Vietnamese gov
ernment 

To train and equip the South Vietnamese to perform func..tions once 
done by Americans and other foreign forces 

Vietnam (North and/or South, but usually in this study, South) 

(South) Vietnamese Air Force 

Zone of Interior-the Continental United States 
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Bibliographic Essay 
This history has been written primarily from documents which are, or 

were at one time, in files of the Department of Defense and its subordinate 
agencies. Many of the documents originally carried security classifications, 
but the passage of time has led to the automatic dedassification of many of 
them, and the obstacles to the declassification of most of the remainder are 
probably minor. 

Policy matters during the pre-1965 period came from documents 
retired from the files of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International 
Security Affairs and the Air Force plans staff. Documentary sources for op
erations during the same peri0d are somewhat sketchy compared with the 
later years, with the best single source being Capt. George T. Adams' his
tory of TAC's Special Aerial Spray Flight's op~rations in Southeast Asia 
between J961 and 1964. Dr. James W. Brown's two reports on his vegeta
tional spray tests in South Vi.etnam before Ranch Hand arrived provide the 
best information 11bout that period. To supplement the documents, the 
author conducted interviews with three veterans of the Ranch Hand opera
tion in the early period, and they provided much valuable information 
which was not available elsewhere. 

From about 1966 on, the Ranch Hand unit histC>ries are the prime 
sources for det:ills on operations. Two Project CHECO reports and one 
Corona Harvest study supplement them, and although in many cases these 
are secondary sources, in some cases they contain information not found 
elsewhere. Documents and messages were also extracted from MACV, 
CINCPAC, JCS, and Seventh Air Force files and from microfilm main
tained at the Office of Air Force History and the Simpson Center, Maxwell 
AFB, Alabama. 

Material originating at the State Department or the White House nsu
ally came from Defense Department files which had received a formal "in
formation,, copy. Information conc1:ming the ecological and health contro
versies surrounding the Ranch Hand operation mostly came from open 
sources such as the Library of Congress' technology assessment published 
in 1969, th'! Geneva Protocol hearings conducted in 1971, and the 1974 re
port of the National Academy of Sciences. 

Many of the important sources supporting this study would not have 
been available to the author without the diligent and painstaking research 
condu\!ted .Jver several years by Doris Krudener, formerly of the Office of 
Air Force History. Sh.e collected many documents from active files main
tained at that time in various places in the Pentagon. and it is likely that the 
offices concerned later discarded many important papers prior to retiring 
their records to the National Archives. The results of her work point out the 
value of having an historian on the scene when events are occurring to pre
serve important information for future researchers. 
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C-123: 6-9, 16-17, 20, 23-25, 28, 31, 33, 36-42, 47-49, 54-62, 67, 69, 87-88, 

96-102, IOS, 107, 111-114, 143, 145, 181 
C-124: 24, 30 
C-130: 112, 153 
CV-2: S6 
F-4: ISi, 153 
F-5: 114 
F-18: S 
F-100: 114, 116, 149 
JN-6: I 
KC-135: 112 
L-20: 7 
RF-101: 37 
T-28: 114 
U-10: 111 
UC-123: 114, lie, 122-132, 137, 149-153, 161-163, 167-168, 175, 179-183 

Alfields, security by defoliation: 67 
Airlift missions: 30, 42, 56-57, 79, 142-143, ISO, 162. See also Helicopters; 

Parachute operations 
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Bay of Pigs incident: 22 
Bayport, Fla.: 4 
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Binh Dinh Province: 102, 114 
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Dinh Thuan Province: 103 
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BloloaicRl warfare. See Chemical-biological-radlologlcal warfare 
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and crop destrur.tion: 46, 70-81, 84, 86 
and effects assessment: 45, G4-8S 
and mission co:-trol: 66--67, 84-86 
and psywar aspects: 86 
and spraying missions: 13, 26-28, 39, 84 
an<i target selection: 63, 67, 84-SS 

North Vietnam (see also Viet Cong) 
aggression by: 14, 28, \.lS 
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air strikes against: iOS 
chemical warfare allegations by: lS-21, 27-28, 31, ·l3, 66 
defoliation missions in: 14 
economic warfare against: 106 

Nuclear tests by Soviet Union: 22 
Nui Ba R.:t: 79-RO 
Nutrient dumping def!ned: 170 
Nutter, G. Warren: 178-180, 182 

Oak lard, Calif.: 29 
O'Brien, Lawnw<:e F.: 83 
Occupational and Environmental Health Laboratory, U.S. Air Force: 191 
O'D0nne!l, Emmett: 46, 58, 205 
Office or' Emergency Planning: 133 
Offic-.irs. See Crews; Pilots 
Okinawa, bas<:s in: 17 
Olenchuk, Peter G., U.S. Army: 88-S-2, 103 
Olmstead Air Force Base, Pa.: 23 
Cng DlX: River: 62 
Orilnge herbicldt (2,4,5-T): 6, 15, 47, 54, 122, 125, 127, 133, lSS 

birth defects attributed to: 1~3n, 164-166, 170-171, 173, 190-191 
chemical comi:;oncnts: 196-1S·7 
concern over effects: 138-14f, 1~'!-!60, 163-167, 169-171, 178, 182, 189-192 
disposition of :;tocks: 178, 182, 184, 188-189 
USt; of suspended: 166-167, 171, 173-174, 179, 182 

Orians, G. H.: 160 

Pacific Command. See Felt, Harry D.; McCain, John S., Jr.; Sharp, U.S. Grant 
Packard, David: 163. 175, 178, 11~3 
Pao, Vang: 171 
Parachute Ol)erations. See Airbone operations 
Patrols, ground, 36, 63. See also Reconnaissance, !(round 
Pearl Harbor conferences: 30, 42, 4S, 70; 72, 78-79 
People's Republic of China 

chemical warfare allegations by: 43, 66n 
intervention potentiality: 14 

Pesticides. See Insecticides 
Pfeiffer, E.W.: 138, 159-160 
Phan Rang: 152, 168 
Phenoxy herbicides: 196 
Phosphorus bornbs: ll 1, 142 
Photo reconnaissanc~ missions: 31, 37-38, 110, 116, 119. See also Reconnai11sance, aerial 
Phouma, Souvanna: 117 
Phu Cat: 128, 149, 167-168 
Phu Yen Province: 63, 67, 71, 73, 7S, 78-79, 103 
Phuoc Long Province: 67, 78-81, 85, 104-IOS 
Pluioc Thanh: 13 
Phuoc Tuy Province: 116, 123 
f'1cloram: 133, lSR, 197 
Pilots 

command role: 37 
!raining pr.::arams: 24 

Piilk Rose operation: 127-128 
Plain of Jars: 171 
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Plelku: 121 
Political crises: 13, 93 
Political Warfare Advisory Directorate: 130-131 
Pope Air Force Base, N .C.: 23-24, 57, 58 
Power lines and plants, security of: 63, 67, 87 
Press conference and rep•ms: 39, 661 81-84, 112, 117, IS8, 160-161, 163n, 172, 182, 

191-192 
Prisoners of war, enemy· 142 
Propaganda campaigns. See Psychological warfare 
Province chiefs: 37,6?,76,89, Ito, 131, 1~2. 168 
Provisional Military Demarcation Line: 121 
Psychol•Jgical warfar<: 

by Americans: :6. 63, 80-81, 89, 109 111 
by enemy: 46-47, 62, 72, 74, 80, 84, 111. 117, 120-121. 148, 164 

Puerto Rko tests: 158-159 
Purple herbicide: 122 

Quanp, Ngai Province: 102, 163, 170, li2 
Quan11 Tin Province: 123, 172 
Quang Tri Province: 114 
Qui Nhon: 63, 68 

Radar syslems: 87, 128 
Radio 1:ommunlcatlons. See Communications systems and c:qulpr.1ent 
Radio Hanoi: 17-20, 43, 66 
Radio Moscow: 43 
Radio Peking: 43, 66n 
R".ilway system, security of: 20, 63, 92 
Ranch Hand. See Spraylns missions 
RAND Corporation: 119-121, 133-136 
Reconnaissance 

aerial: 67, 80, 87-88, 96, IOI, 117, 122, 127-128, 131, 160 
ground: 46, 96. See also Patrols 

Red River Del~a: 106 
Refugees: 10"/, ll0-111, 121, 136 
Repair systems and forces. See Maintenance and repair 
Republic of Vietnam (RVN) [see also Diem, Ngo Dinh) 

AmerJ,:an commitment and expansion: 14, ~6. 100, 105-109, 114 
and crop destruction: 70-71, 73, 75-RI, 84, 102-103, 106 .. ·107 
forest fires In: 140-142 
herbicides transfer to: 173-175, 177, 180, 182-184 
lndemnificdtlon policies: 89, 92, 96, 147-148 
military assistance to: 9 
mission contl'ol: 104, 114 
motivation and morale: 13, 20, 104 
objectives in: 14, 29 
and operations intensification: 9-11, IS, IOS-106 
political crises: 13, 93 
riot control agents supply to: 173 
timber industry, effect on: 147, 160, 172, 190-191 
Vietnamization program: 160, 178, 183-184 

Republic of Vietnam Air Force (RVNAF) 
aircraft transfer to: 179-184 
bombing operations by: 111 
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command and control in: 37-38 
crop destruction missions: 69, 79-81, 83-86, 104-106, 130, 137-138 
defoliation missions: 11-13, 17, 20, 26, 30-33, 43, S8-S9, 84, R7, 93 •. 94, 102, 109-IJO, 

126, 130 
fighter operations: 36, 97-98 
helicopters transfer to: 180-182, 184 
insecticide spraying by: 137 
pilots, numt:>er in: 138 
and target selection: 94, 163 
training programs: IOS-106, 137-138, 182 

Republic of Vietnam Army (ARVN) 
armor operations: 38 
and defoliation program: 20 
motivation and morale: 109 

Republic of Vietnam Navy: 93 
Research and tests: 5-8, 10....IJ, 26, SI-SS, 73, 92-93, 173, 188, l9S 
Resettlement plan: 107, 110-111, 121, 136 
Riot control agents, policy on: 111-112, 161, 173, 184-185 
Rh·ers. See Waterways 
Road system. See Transportation routes 
Robinson, William F., Jr.: 36 
Rocket assaults, enemy: 142-143 
Roe, Leon O.: 13 
Rogers, William P. 

and aircraft transfer to RVNAF: 182 
and classified data release: 169 
and drug sources, herbicides use against: 173n 
and effects assessment: 169 
and herbicides transfer to RVN: i80, 182 ·184 
and herbicides use suspension: 177 
and orange use suspensior.: 182 
and spraying phase-out: 179 

Roles and ttli'ISions: 56 
Roosevelt, Franklin D.: 82 
Rostow, Walt W.: 9-10 
Ruute 1: 42-43, 49, 63, 67-68 
Route 9: 117 
Roule 13: 11, 63 
Route 14: 42-43, 63, 67, 101 
Route IS: 31, 33, 36, 3)1, 42, 44, 46, 49, 68 
Route 20: 63 
Route 92: 117 
Route 96: 117 
Route 911: 117 
Route 922: 117, 119 
Route 923: 117 
Route 965: 117 
Rowland, Robert R.: 110, 206 
Run11 Sat Special Zone: 125 
Rusk, Dean 

and crop destrudon: 69-71, 81, 86, 102-104, 107 
and effects asser.sment: 88, IS?, 159 
and insecticide '111ssions: 87 
and Laos s:nay0ng missions: 116-117 
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and mission control: 661 86, 92, 104, 127 
and psywar aspects: 31-32, 83-86, 103 
and spraying missions: 21, 30, 59, 116-117, 125-127 
and target selection: 43-44, 67 
and troop commitments to RVN: 14 

Ryan, John D.: 205 

S. 0. Bland, USNS: 30 
Saigon: 1 I 

chemical supplies in: 29 
conference at: 50-54 
living conditions in: 38 
power supply: 63 
spraying missions around: 20, 31, 42, 99, 121 

St. Louis Post-Dispatch: 81-82 
Science: 170 
Scientists, investigations by: 138-140, 157-160, 163-167, 169-171, 178, 189-192 
Seamans, Robert C., Jr.: 205 
Search-and-clear missions: 71, 73, 78, 102 
Search·and-rescue missions: 39, 99, 116, 123-124 
Secretary of the Air Force, 205. See also Zuckert, Eugene 
Secretary of Defense. See Laird, Melvin R.; McNamara, l , S. 
Secretary of State. See Rogers, William P .; Rusk, Dean 
Security rneasures: 23-25, 28-29, 31, 38, 93, 169-170 
Senatt:. See Congress 
Seveso, Italy: 191 
Sharp, U.S. Grant: 20S 

and crop destruction: 116, 119 
and effects assessment: 135 
and incendiaries use: 121 
11nd Laos spraying missions: 116, 119 
and spraying missions: 116, 119, 125-127 

Shaw, Warren C.: SO 
Sherwood Forest operatio11: 10!> 
Smart, Jacob E.: 20S 
Smoke, use of: 3, 118, 132 
Soc Tran~: 99 
Society for Social Responsibility in Science: 160 
Sodium arsenite: S 
Soil sterllants: 173 
Soone; State, SS: 29-31 
South Vietnam, See Diem, Ngo Dinh; Hepublic of Vietnrun 
Sorties, number flown: 7, 44, 62, 87, 92-93, 100-101, 104-105, 111-118, 121-124, 127-128, 

131-132, 142, 152-153, 160-161, 175 
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization: 14 
Soviet Union 

and Berlin crisis: 22 
chemical warfare allegations b~·: 43 
nuclear test~ by: 22 

Spare parts. See Maintenance and rr:rair 
Special Aerial S~ray Flight: 6-7, 11-12, 23, 57, 67, 100, 124, 203 
Special Operations Squadron, 12th: 148-ISO, 1~3, 16l-162, i68, 203 
g,)Ceial Operations Wing, 31Sth: 1S3 
Spol.:ar ~ stoNge plant: 6 
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Spraying missions (see also Defoliation missions; Fire, clearance by; Herbicides; Insecticide 
missions) 

airspeeds and altitudes in: 37, 80, 88, 97, 131-132, 14S, IS1-IS2 
American paniclpation: 104 
area sprayed: IS, 30-31, 36, 44, SS, S8, 62-63, 79-80, SS, 87, 103, 105, 113, 118, 124, 

127, IZ9, 145, 17S, 200 
code names: 131 
comma11d, control and coordination in: 37-39, 66-67, 84, 89, 114, 127, 130-131, 

146-147, 153, 178, 203 
familiarization flights: 33-36, 100 
first missions: 33-37 
ground operations, effect on: 88-89 
helicooters in: S, IS, 17, 42, SS-59, 73, 79, 81. 87, 104, 114, 116, IS3, 172, 181 
incendiaries use in: 3, 46, 69, 72, 109-112, 121-121, 127-128, 140-142 
inception of: 9-10 
indemnification policies: 89, 92, 96, 103, 147-148 
last missions: 167-168, 183n 
legal aspects: 21, 26-29 
mi:itary interest in: 1-4 
miscalculations, allegations of: 94-96 
night operations: 92-93 
opposition to. See Chemical·biological-radiological warfare 
phase-out of missions: 174-175, 179, 181n 
request processing periods: 89, 147, I 52 
security measures In: 23-25, 28-29, 31, 38, 93, 169-170 
sonics tlown: 7, 44, 62, 87, 92-93, 100-101, 104-105, 111-118, 121-124, 127-128, 

131-132, 142,152-153, 160-161, 175 
tactics and formations: 100, 114, 118, 122, 132, 149-151, IS3, 162, 167-168 
target date for: 29 
target selection In: 42-43, SS, 63-67, 79, 84, 92-93, 99-100, 131, 162-163 
terrain, effect on: 117-118, 122, 132, 142, lSS 
time in target area: 132 
training programs: 24, 39, 67, 87, 100, 168 
visibility factor in: 61, 68, 88, 122, 162, 185 
weather, effect on: 44, 62, 81, 87, 92, 112, 117, 122, 124-125, 128, 131-132, 137, 

140-142, 14S 
Spraying systems: 145 

A/A45Y-l: 101, 132, ISS 
backpack sprayers: 114 
Buffalo Turbine: 180 
development and modification: 6-8, 62 
faults in: l SS 
HIDAL: 7, 11, 79-80, 104 
limitations in: SO, S4, 101 
MC-I Hourglass: S-6, 16, 23, 33, 47, 54-55, l32 
supply of: 11-13 

Stammer, Eugene D.: 97-99 
State, Department of. See Rogers, William P.; Rusk, Dean 
Stilwell, Richard D., U.S. Army: 110 
Storage facilities. See Supply depots 
Strategic Air Command: 127 
Strategic hamlet plan: 73 
Sullivan, William H.: 116-119 
Supply depots: 168 
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Supply drops. See Airlift missions 
Supply operations and Systems 

American: 11, 17, 26-27, 30-31, 39, 56-57, 87, 93, 124, 133, 142, 14.5, 149-ISO, IS2, 
161-162, 167, 172, 175 

enemy: 101, 113, 116-119, 121, 125, 142, 173 
Supply routes. See Transportation routes 
Surgeon General, U.S. Air Force: 191 
Swamp Fox operatl.on: 113 

2,4-0: 6, IS, '17, 54, 133, 139, I 57-158, 164, 173, 191, 196-197 
2,4,S-T. See Orange herbicide 
Tactical Air. Command 

and aircraft commitment to RVN: 23, 58, 62 
con.'.mand, control and coordination by: 38-39 
and spraying missions: 7, 17, 56, 100 

Tactical Airlift Squadron, 310th: 168, 17~. 203 
Tactical Airlift Wing, 315th: 168 
Tactical Fighter Wing, 366th: 151 
Tactical Air CQntrol Center: 131 
Tactical Air Positioning System: 87 
Tncti:al air support: 168 
Tactics and fonnations: 100, 114, 118, 122, 132, 149-151, 153, 162, 167-168 
Tan Son Nhut alrffeld: 31, 37, 39-42, 79, 97, 114, 117, 124, 127n, 143, 149 
Target selection: 42-43, 58, 63-67, 79, 84, 92-93, 9')-100, 131, 162-163 
Targeting officer: 131 
Tay Ninh: 20 
Tay Ninh Province: 109 
Taylor, Maxwell D. 

and croo destructic.n: 103-104 
and spray\ng mlssio1:s: 16, 110 
and troop comitmen: to RVN: 14 

Tear gas bombs: 111-112, 162, 171, 178 
Television news reports: 161, 191 
Terrain, effect on operations: 117-118, 122, 132, 142, IS8 
Tet offensive: 142-143 
Thailand 

forest fires in: 140 
insecticide missions: 87-88, 124-125 
its spraying test site: S8n, 73, 178 

Thailand, Gulf of: 93, 140 
Than Tuy Ha: 42, 44 
Thieu, Nsuyen Van: 148, 163, 172 
Thoi, Le Van: 189 
Thompson, R. 0. K.: 85 
Thu Due: 63 
Thua Thien Province:: 81, SS, 114 
Thuan, RVN Mllir.ter: 73, 76-88 
Thuan Hung: 93 
Timber industry, effect on: 147, 160, 172, 190-191 
Time: 39, 161 
Timmes, Charles J., U.S. Anny: 45-46 
Tonkin Oulf Incident: 104 
Tordon; 127, 133, IS8-Hi0, 16), 166-167, 172, 17S, 179, 183n 
Toxicity, i;oncem over: 138-140, 157-160, 166-167, 171, 173 .. 178, 189-192 
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Traildust (code name): 131 
Trails. See Transportation routes 
Training programs 

Air Fmce: 24, 33-36, 39, 67, 87, 100, 168 
Central Intelligence Agency: !OS··106 
enemy: 113 
RVN Air Force: IOS-106, 137-138, Hi2 

Transport missions: 87 
Transportation routes, security by defaliation: 20-21, 29-31, 36, 42-44, SS-59, 63, 67, 85, 

92, 100 
Transport Squadron (Provisional), 1st: 26 
Travis Air Force Base, Calif.: 21,..25 
Trinoxol: 69 
Trioxene: 5 
Troop Carrier Command .. IX: 6 
Troop Carrier Group, 3lSth: 100 
Troy, Ohio: I 
Trucks. See Motor vehicles 
Tschirley, F. H.: IS8 
Tuy Hoa: 63, fi7 
Typhoon Lucy: 81 

U Minh Forest: 140-142, 162 
United Kingdom experience: 4-S, 16, 21, 73, IS7-IS8 
United Nations resolutions: 1S7, 159, 161 
United States Agency for lnternationai Development: 130, 146, 169 
United States Air Force (see also Air Corps, U.S. Army) 

Army rivalry with: S6 
in crop destruction: 104-105 
personnel commitments and rotation: 23-29, 31, 67, 161 
spraying mission instituted: 6 

United States Army 
and crop destruction: 73 
rivalry with Air Force: S6 
spraying missions by: IS, 172 
spraying research by: 1-4, 7, 69 

United States Embassy. See Bunker, Ellsworth D.; Lodge, Henry l'.:abot; Nolting, 
Frederick E., Jr.; Taylor, Maxwell D. 

United States Forest Service: 127 
Unit<'d States lnf.Dnnation Agency. See Murrow, Edward R. 
United States Marine Corps ~ 

In search-and-rescue: 123 
spraying mis.~ions by: 17 

United States Military Advisory Group, Vietnam (see also McGarr, Lioneil C.) 
command, ~ontrol and coordination by: 38 
expansion: 10-11, 27 
and spraying missl0i1s: 10 

United States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam: ~Sn. See a/Jo 
Abrams, Creighton W.; Harkins, Paul D.; Westmoreland, William C. 

United Statr.s ~~avy 
gunfire support by: 142 
Junk Force: 10 
spraying research by: 7 
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United States Operations Mission: 27 

Van Sant, E.R.: 106 
Vegetation 

characteristics of: :50, .~4. 128 
control of, defined: Sin 

Veterans, reported effects on: 191-192 
Veterans Administration: 191-192 
Viet Cong 

air defenses: 87, 92-93, 96-101, 105, 113, 117-118, 123-124, 127-129, 132, 137, 145, 
149-150, 152-153, 162-163, 168 

ambushes by: 20, 31, 42, 59, 63, 68, 93, 179 
area controlled by: 97, 101, 109 
atrocities by: 13 
barbed wire use: 179, 183 
bases, operations against: 29, 109-111, 113, 122-125, 143, 167 
booby traps use: 179, 183 
casualties: 111, 142 
combat effectiveness: 120 
crop control by: 13 
defections from: 49, SS, 84, 104, 107, 109, 136, 172 
documents, exploitation of: 120-121 
food shortages: 76, 104, 114, 121, 134 
guerrilla operations: 13 
maintenance and repair facilities: 113 
materiel losses: 142 
medical services: 113 
mine use by: 179, 183 
morale status: 45, 120-121, 13li, 172 
morta!' assaults by: 99, 128 
motor vehicles lost: 118 
offensives by: 142-143, 152 
prisoners lost: 142 
psywar operations by: 46-47, 62, 72, 74, 80, 84, Ill, 117, 120-121, 148, 164 
rocket assaults by: 113 
supply operations and systems: 101, 113, 116-119, 121. 125, 142, 173 
training programs: 113 

Vietnarnization program: 160, 178, 183-184 
Vinh Binh Province: 113 
Visibility factor: 59, 68, 88, 122, 162, 185 
Vogt, John W., Jr.: 205-206 
Vu/canus, SS: 11!9 
Vung Tau: 31, 39, 121 

Waitt, Lawrence L.: 1 SO 
Wake Island: 2S 
War Zone C: 109, 124, 127-128, 143, 147 
War Zone D: 15, 20-21, 31, 63, 81, 92, 103-105, 114, 123-124, 127-128, 143, 147 
Washington Post: 94--96 
Washington Star: IU-82 
Waterways 

defoliants effects on: 158-159 
security by defoliation: 20, SS, SB··S9, 8S, 87, 92-99 

WBBM-TV Chicago, report by: 191-192 
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Weapons losses. See Materiel losses 
Weather, effe..:t on operations: 44, 62, 81, 87, 92, 112, 117. Ill, 124-125, !28, 131-132, 

137, 140-142, 145 
Weather services: 38, 92 
Weed Society of America: 163-164 
Weede, Richard G., U.S. Marine Corps: 68 
Westing, Arthur H.: 169-171, 178 
Westmoreland, William C. 

end aircraft requirements: 137 
and crop destruction: 118-119 
and effects assessment: 113, 120, 135, 146, 148, 160 
and fire, clearance by: 111-112 
and Laos spraying missions: 116-119 
and mission control: 130-131 
and orange stocks disposition: 182 
and spraying missions: 100-110, 116-117, 122, 12.5-127. 13'/ 

Wheeler, Earle 0.: 166-167 
White, Theodore H.: 13 
White herbicide (Tordon): 127, 133, 158-160, 163, 166-167, 172, 17S, 179, 183n 
Whittam, Donald: SO 
Wildman, Winthrop W.: 150-151 
Womv..ck, Jack 0.: 150-lSI 
World War II experience: 3-4, 82 

Zinc chloride: 4 
Zuckert, Eugene M.: 205 

and spraying missions: 27-29 
and troop commitments to RVN: 28 
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